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INTRODUCTION

WHAT THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS

This publication is a cumulative index to the abstracts contained in NASA SP-7037(93) through NASA SP-7037(104) of Aeronautical Engineering: A Continuing Bibliography, NASA SP-7037 and its supplements have been compiled through the cooperative efforts of the American Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics (AIAA) and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA). Entries prepared by the two contributing organizations are identified as follows:

1. NASA entries by their STAR accession numbers (N78-10000 series)
2. AIAA entries by their IAA accession numbers (A78-10000 series)

HOW THIS CUMULATIVE INDEX IS ORGANIZED

This Cumulative Index includes a subject index, a personal author index, a corporate source index, a contract number index, and a report/accession number index.

HOW TO USE THE SUBJECT INDEX

Two types of cross-references appear in the subject index:

1. Use (U) references indicate that the subject term is not "postable," i.e., not a valid term, and the following term or terms are used instead. For example:

   AIRCRAFT PROTUBERANCES
   U PROTUBERANCES
   FLIGHT PERFORMANCE
   U FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS

2. Narrower Term (NT) references refer the user to more specific headings in the same subject area, under which additional material on the subject may be found. For example:

   FLOW RESISTANCE
   NT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
   NT FRICTION DRAG
   NT SUPERSONIC DRAG

In addition, a searcher may use the title or title and title extension in the index to narrow further his quest for particular items. This is because subject terms readily include more than one class of document. For example:

   AIRLINE OPERATIONS
   All-weather operations, including
   pilot role, instrument landing
   systems and guidance aids
   Airport congestion as constraint on
   air travel, considering runway capacity and adjusted demand

illustrates a case where two references on different topics are listed under the same subject term.
HOW TO USE THE PERSONAL AUTHOR INDEX

All personal authors used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in the index. Differences in transliteration schemes may require multiple searching of the index for variants of an author's name. For example:

EMELIANOV, M D
and
YEMELYANOV, M D

HOW TO USE THE CORPORATE SOURCE INDEX

The corporate source index entries are abridged versions of the corporate sources used in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements. The corporate source supplementary (organizational component) does not appear in the index. For example:

BOEING CO, SEATTLE, WASH MILITARY AIRCRAFT SYSTEMS DIV
(Source citation entry)
BOEING CO, SEATTLE, WASH
(Source index entry)

HOW TO USE THE CONTRACT NUMBER INDEX

All contract numbers that are identified in the abstract-section citations in the individual Supplements appear in this index. Changes by agencies in the style in which contract numbers are presented may require multiple searching for variants. For example:

AF 33(615)-71-C-1758
F33615-71-C-1758

HOW TO USE THE REPORT/ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX

All report numbers that have been assigned by the corporate source, monitoring agency or cataloging activity appear in this index. Variations in initial cataloging may result in different report number series. For example:

TP-924
ONERA-TP-924

IDENTIFICATION OF DESIRED SUPPLEMENT

The abstract and descriptive cataloging for any accession number selected from the indexes may be found in the appropriate Supplement. The page-number range of each Supplement appears on the inside front cover of this index. Once the range of page numbers containing the selected accession number is located in the second column, the desired Supplement number will be found in the first column. For example:

Page 331 will be found in Supplement 99

AVAILABILITY OF DOCUMENTS

Information concerning the availability of documents announced in the Aeronautical Engineering supplements is found in the Introduction to the most currently issued monthly supplement.
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<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
</tr>
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<tbody>
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<td><strong>AERONAUTICAL ENGINEERING / A Continuing Bibliography</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>1978 Cumulative Index</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>JANUARY 1979</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Typical Subject Index Listing</strong></td>
</tr>
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### COMPRESSOR ROTORS
- **Subject Heading**: Blading design --- turbofan engines
  - **Title**: Core compressor exit stage study. Volume 1: Blading design --- turbofan engines
  - **Nasa Accession Number**: p0501 778-25099

The title is used to provide a description of the subject matter. When the title is insufficiently descriptive of the content of the document, a title extension is added separately from the title by three hyphens. The STAR or IAA accession number is included in each entry to assist the user in locating the accession numbers are arranged in sequence with the IAA accession numbers beneath and to the right of the title. Under any one subject heading, the accession numbers are arranged in sequence with the IAA accession numbers appearing first.

### A-6 AIRCRAFT
#### A-6 AIRCRAFT
- **Subject Heading**: Target Recognition Attack
- **Title**: Multisensor system retrofit for all-weather operations
- **Report Number**: p0051 778-13650

#### A-7 AIRCRAFT
- **Subject Heading**: Core compressor exit stage study. Volume 1: Blading design --- turbofan engines
- **Title**: Core compressor exit stage study. Volume 1: Blading design --- turbofan engines
- **Nasa Accession Number**: p0501 778-25099

The page and accession numbers are located beneath and to the right of the title. Under any one subject heading, the identifying the document. The page and accession numbers are located beneath and to the right of the title. Under any one subject heading, the accession numbers are arranged in sequence with the IAA accession numbers appearing first.

### A-37 AIRCRAFT
- **Subject Heading**: Development tests and flight test of graphite composite landing gear strake assembly for A-37 aircraft
- **Report Number**: p0097 778-13050

- **Subject Heading**: Community noise exposure resulting from aircraft operations. Volume 3: Acoustic data on military aircraft, Air Force attack/fighter aircraft
- **Report Number**: p0945 778-28888

### A-300 AIRCRAFT
- **Subject Heading**: Ceramic composite protection for turbine disc roots --- for the A-300 aircraft
- **Report Number**: p0026 778-10083

- **Subject Heading**: Parts tests for the landing flap support of the Airbus A-300 B
- **Report Number**: p0038 778-11056

### ABLATION
- **Subject Heading**: Effect of temperature-dependent heat capacity on aerodynamic ablation of melting bodies
- **Report Number**: p0571 778-50455

- **Subject Heading**: Investigation of a side force due to ablation --- reentry vehicle spin dynamic stability tests
- **Report Number**: p0571 778-50457

- **Subject Heading**: Advanced two-phase investigation in an erosion-ablation facility including flow diagnostics
- **Report Number**: p0450 778-27089

### ABLATIVE MATERIALS
- **Subject Heading**: Mutual effect of thermostatic destruction of the surface and viscous interaction for hypersonic flow past a sharp cone
- **Report Number**: p0599 778-53508

### ABLATIVE NOSE CONES
- **Subject Heading**: Influence of nose tip shape on boundary layer transition in arc heated tests
- **Report Number**: p0161 778-20759

- **Subject Heading**: Hardened reentry vehicle development program. Erosion-resistant nose tip technology
- **Report Number**: p0630 778-33128

### ABRASION RESISTANCE
- **Subject Heading**: Experimental investigation of the abrasive wear resistance of composites
- **Report Number**: p0131 778-20263

- **Subject Heading**: Rob tolerance evaluation of two sintered WC-12Co gas path seal materials --- wear tests of gas turbine engine seals
- **Report Number**: p0503 778-29215

### ABSORPTION SPECTROSCOPY
- **Subject Heading**: Recent results on early diagnosis of damage in moving parts of aircraft engines
- **Report Number**: p0115 778-18506

- **Subject Heading**: An atomic fluorescence system using a continuum source for the rapid determination of wear metals in jet engine lubricating oils
- **Report Number**: p0401 778-24320

### ABSTRACTS
- **Subject Heading**: Bibliography of Lewis Research Center technical contributions announced in 1976
- **Report Number**: p0213 778-17921

- **Subject Heading**: Parachutes and decelerators, volume 2. a bibliography with abstracts
- **Report Number**: p0406 778-25067

- **Subject Heading**: Lighter than air vehicles. Citations from the NTIS database
- **Report Number**: p0847 778-27091

### A-4 AEROSPACE
- **Subject Heading**: Blading design --- turbofan engines
- **Title**: Core compressor exit stage study. Volume 1: Blading design --- turbofan engines
- **Nasa Accession Number**: p0501 778-25099

ACCELERATION

Power conditioning systems for high-power, airborne, pulsed applications p0177 A78-23412
Modeling refinements for the rectified superconducting alternator --- airborne power supply p0536 A78-49961

ACCELERATED LIFE TESTS

Using accelerated mission testing as a tool within the F100 engine component improvement program [NASA-PAPPS 78-1085] p046 A78-43590
Accelerated laboratory corrosion test for materials and finish used in naval aircraft p0246 N78-18188

ACCELERATION (PHYSICS)

NT DECELERATION
NT HIGH ACCELERATION
NT HIGH GRAVITY ENVIRONMENTS
NT SPIN REDUCTION

Characteristics of the jet acceleration of a flow to hypersonic speeds p0166 A78-20953
A lifting surface theory based on an unsteady linearized transonic flow model [AIAA 78-831] p0230 A78-29820
Maxima likelihood estimation of translational acceleration derivatives from flight data [AIAA 78-1342] p0483 A78-46539
A compensation technique for acceleration-induced frequency changes in crystal oscillators p0530 A78-49859
Minimum time acceleration of aircraft turbomfan engines by using an algorithm based on nonlinear programming p040 N78-26142

ACCELEROMETERS

Dynamics of a string accelerometer p0131 A78-20256
The dissection of an aircraft loads spectrum produced by peak-counting accelerometers [LRF-57-951] p0207 N78-16391

ACCEPTABILITY

An analysis of user acceptance and perceived usability of C-141A job guides [AD-A047141] p0193 N78-15952
Evaluations of slipstick style perches in CTW aircraft [NASA-AO47083] p0195 N78-16024

ACCEPTANCE

U ACCEPTABILITY

ACCESSORIES

Maintenance of gas turbine accessory equipment p0597 A78-53175

ACIDENT INVESTIGATION

NT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENT INVESTIGATION
ACCIDENT PREVENTION
Brief ecological survey of airports and the bird hazard problem p0115 A78-18666
The FAA Wind Shear Research and Development Program - A status report p0138 A78-20480
How to make an airport unattractive to birds p0275 A78-29209
Some lessons learned from aircraft accidents - The engineering aspects p0281 A78-29936

SUBJECT INDEX

Fire detector response in aircraft applications p0599 A78-53678

ACCIDENTS

NT AIRCRAFT ACCIDENTS
NT BIRD-AIRCRAFT COLLISIONS

ACCEPTANCE

U DEPOSITION

ACCUCTRY

An evaluation of the fidelity of motion simulators using a model of human dynamic orientation [AD-A047120] p0201 N78-16371
Accurate timing in landings through air traffic control p0433 N78-26267

ACIDS

Quantitative mapping by remote sensing of an ocean acid-waste dump [NASA-TP-1275] p0346 N78-33617

ACOUSTIC ATTENUATION

Study on fan noise characteristics and fan noise abatement technology p0560 A78-15506
A study of fan-rotating noise reduction [NASA-AO40059] p0577 A78-50620
Sensitivity of aircraft runway/community noise predictions to excess ground attenuation [AD-A049067] p0215 N78-19168
High frequency sound attenuation in short flow ducts [NASA-78-70780] p0366 N78-23976

ACOUSTIC COMBUSTION

U COMBUSTION STABILITY

ACOUSTIC DUCTS

Study of the propagation of higher modes in cylindrical ducts with impeded walls --- for aircraft noise reduction p0221 A78-25773
High frequency sound attenuation in short flow ducts [NASA-78-70780] p0366 N78-23976
Design of an air ejector for boundary-layer bleed of an acoustically treated turbofan engine inlet during ground testing [NASA-78-70817] p0456 A78-27163

ACOUSTIC EMISSION

Acoustic emission detection of fatigue crack growth in a production-size aircraft wing test article under simulated flight loadings p0288 A78-31733
Wake cutting experiments --- turbulent wake-blade (airfoil) interaction p0336 A78-34863
On an acoustic field generated by supersonic jet at low Reynolds numbers [NASA-CR-156162] p0536 N78-22058
Can fatigue cracks be detected in an early stage by acoustic emission? Application to high resistance light alloys used in aeronautics --- A-0461, A-026N T6 [AIAA-77-77-33] p0463 N78-24857
Demonstration of acoustic emission systems for damage monitoring of full-scale metallic aircraft structures during fatigue testing [AD-A023108] p0208 N78-25058
Can acoustic emission detect the initiation of fatigue cracks: Application to high-strength light alloys used in aeronautics [NASA-78-75306] p0465 N78-26493

ACOUSTIC REEXAMINATION

A synthesis of the effects of noise on structures --- aircraft structural fatigue p0121 A78-19078

ACOUSTIC FATIGUE

Noise as a source of fatigue in aeronautical structures p0121 A78-19077
A synthesis of the effects of noise on structures --- aircraft structural fatigue p0121 A78-19078
Fatigue crack growth in a pressure-fuseleage panel [NASA-78-22649] p0250 A78-19078
Development of random fatigue data for adhesive-bonded and weldbonded structures subjected to dynamic excitation --- aircraft structures [NASA-PAPER-77-84/MP-1] p0177 A78-25377
Methods and equipment for testing for acoustic fatigue --- of aircraft structural components p0243 A78-30520
Fatigue crack growth in presurized fuseleage panel p0518 A78-40331
Experimental study of the endurance of the vertical-flap sections of an aircraft subjected to acoustic loads

ACOUSTIC GENERATORS

A C O U S T I C G E N E R A T O R S

U SOUND GENERATORS

ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE

I nves tigation of ground reflection and impedance from flyover noise measurements

[NASA-CR-165302] p0251 N78-18874

ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENTS

W PRESSURE MEASUREMENT

In-flight measurement of aircraft acoustic signals

p0195 A78-17364

Two point correlations of jet noise

p0176 A78-23219

Type measurements of aircraft interior sound pressure levels in cruise

[SAM ABP 1323] p0471 A78-46689

High velocity jet noise source location and reduction. Task 1: Activation of facilities and validation of source location techniques

[AD-A046565] p0038 N78-10010

Aero-acoustic experimental verification of optimum configuration of variable-pitch fans for 40 x 80 foot subsonic wind tunnel


Propeller acoustics test facility (capability description)

[AD-A046565] p0102 N78-13857

Acoustic performance of the GTD-52 exhaust muffler (modified) during IC-135A aircraft ground runup operation

[AD-A046565] p0115 N78-15053

Physical analysis of the impulsive aspects of helicopter noise

[AD-A039715] p0199 N78-16059

Method of fan sound mode structure determination

p0209 N78-17064

Evaluation of the in-flight noise signature of a 32-chute suppressor nozzle: Acoustic data report --- outdoor static and 40 x 80 ft. wind tunnel tests


Jet noise modelling by geometric acoustics. Part 2: Theory and prediction inside the cone of silence


Acoustic evaluation of a novel swept-rotor fan --- noise reduction in turbofan engines


A review of the theory of trailing edge noise


Acoustic tests of duct-burning turbofan jet noise simulation: Comprehensive data report. Volume 1, section 1: Model scale data


Acoustic tests of duct-burning turbofan jet noise simulation: Comprehensive data report. Volume 1, section 2: Full size data


Acoustic tests of duct-burning turbofan jet noise simulation: Comprehensive data report. Volume 1, section 3: Data plots


Acoustic tests of duct-burning turbofan jet noise simulation: Comprehensive data report. Volume 2: Model design and aerodynamic test results


ACOUSTIC NOISES

Multistage turbojet noise-suppression studies using cross-correlation techniques

p0479 A78-65394

ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION

The interaction of sound with a subsonic jet issuing from a semi-infinite cylindrical pipe

p0122 A78-19213

Some characteristics of sonic boom propagation in an inhomogeneous atmosphere

p0128 A78-19691

Noise transmission into a light aircraft

[IAAA-PAPER 78-197] p0160 A78-20739

An experimental study of sound diffraction at an airfoil trailing edge

p0176 A78-23217

The location of the ground focus line produced by a supersonic aircraft

p0178 A78-23457

Convection and refraction of acoustic waves in an open wind tunnel flow

p0145 N78-14986

Resolution enhanced sound detecting apparatus --- wind tunnel apparatus for airframe noise localization

[NASA-CASE-78-14134-1] p0271 N78-19998

Theoretical and experimental studies of acoustic propagation in inhomogeneous moving media

[SA-IT-677] p0556 N78-30099

ACOUSTIC PROPERTIES

W ACOUSTIC IMPEDANCE

W ACOUSTIC SCATTERING

W ACOUSTIC VELOCITY

W ACOUSTIC INTENSITY

Acoustic properties of pneumatic swirl injectors --- conferences

[NASA-SP-406] p0399 N78-24046

Flight effects on the aerodynamic and acoustic characteristics of inverted profile conical nozzles


ACOUSTIC RADIATION

U SOUND WAVES

ACOUSTIC SCATTERING

Experimental assessment of theory for refraction of sound by a shear layer


ACOUSTIC STABILITY

W FREQUENCY STABILITY

ACOUSTIC SPEWERING

Experimental investigation of laminar-to-turbulent-flow transition under the effect of acoustic oscillations

p0593 N78-52763

Wind-tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic performance, steady and vibratory loads, surface temperatures and acoustic characteristics of a large-scale twin-engine upper-surface blown jet-flap configuration

[NASA-TM-8-D-2351] p0194 N78-15999

Effect of design changes on aerodynamic and acoustic performance of translating-centerbody sonic inlets

[NASA-TP-1132] p0236 N78-17998

Power-Lift Aerodynamics and Acoustics --- conferences

[NASA-SP-806] p0399 N78-24046

Flight effects on the aerodynamic and acoustic characteristics of inverted profile conical nozzles


ACOUSTIC VIBRATIONS

U SOUND WAVES

ACOUSTICS

W ACOUSTIC ACOUSTICS

W BIOMACROACOUSTICS

W PSYCHACOUSTICS

Acoustic design of the QCSEE propulsion systems, aerodynamics and acoustics

[AD-A039715] p0199 R78-16059

Temperature characteristics of the speed of sound and compressibility of standard fuels and petroleum oils

p0225 A78-26756

AEROACOUSTICS

U ACOUSTICS

ACOUSTICS
ADAPTIVE CONTROL SYSTEMS

ADAPTIVE CONTROL

Adaptive tracking filter for maneuvering targets

Constant false alarm rate detector for a pulse radar in a maritime environment

Suboptimal adaptive filtering of radio signals

ADAPTIVE FILTERS

Adaptive tracking filter for maneuvering targets

Constant false alarm rate detector for a pulse radar in a maritime environment

Suboptimal adaptive filtering of radio signals

ADAPTIVE SENSORS

Evaluation of the extended use of ferrocene for test cell smoke abatement engine and environmental test results

ADHESIVE BONDING

Spectrum crack growth in adhesively bonded structure

Development of random fatigue data for adhesively bonded and weldbonded structures subjected to dynamic excitation --- aircraft structures

Detection of adhesive bonded honeycomb sandwich in accelerated adverse environments

The effect of strain rates on mechanical properties of adhesives and adhesive joints

Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonded structure

ADHESIVES

Spacelab: Testing of Metalbond 328 WC and foam adhesive BSL 208/5

Spacelab: Testing of Metalbond 328 WC and foam adhesive BSL 208/5

Fracture mechanics for structural adhesive bonds

Adhesive bonded aerospace structures standardized repair handbook

Primary Adhesively Bonded Structure Technology (ABST). Phase 1: Detail design

ADJUSTMENT

Spacelab: Testing of Metalbond 328 WC and foam adhesive BSL 208/5

High performance composites and adhesives for V/STOL aircraft

ADJUSTER

ADJUSTMENT

Management

ADJUSTER

ADJUSTMENT

Management

ADMISSIBILITY

ADDITIONAL IMPEDANCE

ADVANCED AIRBORNE COMMAND POST

ADAPTED ELECTRICAL IMPEDANCE

ADVANCED AIRCRAFT LIGHT TWIN AIRCRAFT

ADAPTIVE TECHNOLOGY LIGHT TWIN AIRCRAFT

AE FLYING PROJECT

AERIAL EXPLOSIONS

AERIAL IMAGING

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

AERIAL PHOTOGRAPHY

The ITC PHOTO system --- for aerial survey photography operations

A camera system for small format aerial photography

High-accuracy three-dimensional image reconstruction for an airborne line-scanning system

A bibliography with abstracts
Active control of airfoils in unsteady aerodynamics

The effect of over-the-ving nacelles on »ing-body
lerodynamic design of thick, supercritical vings

The design and aerodynamic characteristics of an
Opgraded viscous flov analysis of multielement
Nonlinear aerodynamics of ving-body combination

In investigation of the induced aerodynamic
lov speed aerodynamic characteristics of a

Theoretical and experimental aerodynamics of
VSTOL tilt nacelle aerodynamics and its relation
lerodynamics of the annular ving

Flight and vind tunnel measurements on the leading
edge of a Nord-2501 wing

Calculation of the aerodynamic behavior of a
ving at hypersonic speeds

Discussion of results of studies on the design of
larinar airfoils for stunt gliders

Remarks on design of supersonic wind tunnels

Flight experiments on aerodynamic features
affecting helicopter blade design

Wind tunnel tests of a slotted flapped ving section

Aerodynamics of the annular wing

Local method in rarefied gas aerodynamics

Prediction of the aerodynamic characteristics of
an aircraft on the basis of the comparison of
results for a calibration model in various large
transonic wind tunnels

Aerodynamics of slender lifting surface in
accelerated flight

Strake-ving analysis and design

Theoretical and experimental aerodynamics of
strake-ving interactions up to high
angles-of-attack

Weight testing of heavy models in a pulsed wind
tunnel

Influence of the transverse curvature of the lower
surface in the conical supersonic flow field of
a delta configuration

Airframes and aerodynamics — aircraft design in
NASA Energy Efficient Transport program

VTOL tilt nacelle aerodynamics and its relation
to fan blade stresses

Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
vectored-engine-over-ving configuration

An investigation of the induced aerodynamic
effects of a vectored-inviscid-exhaust
nozzle

The effect of over-the-ving nacelles on wing-body
aerodynamics

Nonlinear aerodynamics of wing-body combination

Upgraded viscous flow analysis of multielement
airfoils

The design and aerodynamic characteristics of an
18K thick shock-free airfoil /P12 750/

Aerodynamic design of thick, supercritical wings
through the concept of equivalent subsonic
pressure distribution

Design and wind tunnel testing of thick,
supercritical wing with manoeuvre flaps for the
Alpha Jet as experimental aircraft

Development of low sweep, high aspect ratio wings
designed for high Reynolds number

Flow development on a supercritical ving

The supercritical wing — An evolution or a
revolution

Design and experimental verification of two
supercritical airfoils

A historical overview of stall/spin
characteristics of general aviation aircraft

Correlation of experimental and theoretical
steady-state spinning motion for a current
fighter airplane using rotation-balace
aerodynamic data

Progress in propeller aerodynamics

Quiet, Short-Haul Research Aircraft — Current
status and future plans

Whirlpool winglet applications to general aviation
aircraft

Modeling ground plane influence on wing
aerodynamic characteristics using a finite plane
screen

Uniformly exact conformal transformation of
extrerior of circle onto exterior of wing profile

Influence of slots on effectiveness of wing
mechanization and control surfaces with
separated flow

Asymptotic theory of a wing moving near a solid wall

Application of cryogenics in experimental
aerodynamics

Lateral-aerodynamic characteristics of
highly-dihedraled wings

Experiment on aerodynamic and heat transfer
characteristics of a cooled turbine cascade
losing a few blades

A modification of flutter characteristics by
changing elastic nature of neighbouring blades
in cascade

A theoretical and experimental analysis of the
influence of coolant discharge from perforated
turbine blades on their aerodynamic behavior

Influence of changes in bypass ratio on the
aerodynamic behavior of a fan

The aerodynamic performance of a freely hinged
door between two flows — for supercritical
transport propulsion nozzles

The short-haul jet designed with ATC in mind

Optimization of quasi-stationary long distance
flights in the case of different directions for
conducting the flight according to a model
which has been idealized to a large extent —
German thesis

VTOL aircraft dynamics — Russian book

An algorithms for complex study of the aerodynamic
characteristics of spacecraft

Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of an
0.075-scale F-15 airplane model at high angles
of attack and sideslip

Aero-acoustic experimental verification of optimum
configuration of variable-pitch fans for 60 x 80
foot subsonic wind tunnel

Effect of coolant flow ejection on aerodynamic
performance of low-aspect-ratio vanes. 2:
Performance with coolant flow ejection at
AERODYNAMIC CHARACTERISTICS CONTD

temperature ratios up to 2
([NASA-TP-1057]) p0033 778-11008
The effect of splitter vane circumferential
location on the aerodynamic performance of a
supersonic compressor cascade
([AD-A043860]) p0042 778-11112
Static aerodynamic characteristics of a
0.353-scale model of a modified HBC-135 airplane
at a Mach number of 0.28
([NASA-TM-73250]) p0079 778-12011
Effects of external stores on the aerodynamic
characteristics of a 60 deg delta-wing fighter
model at Mach 1.60 to 2.07 --- conducted in the
Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel
([NASA-TM-74090]) p0081 778-12033
Aerodynamic characteristics at Mach numbers from
0.33 to 1.20 of a wing-body design concept for a
hypersonic research airplane
([NASA-TP-1044]) p0081 778-12038
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a
Sparrow 3 type missile model with wing controls
and comparison with existing tail-control results
([NASA-TP-1044]) p0082 778-12041
Flight evaluation of an advanced technology light
twin-engine airplane (ATLLIT)
([NASA-TM-74094]) p0084 778-12065
Hydromechanical properties of an isolated wing
moving above a screen
([NASA-004492]) p0091 778-12379
Approximate nonlinear theory of rectangular wing
of small aspect ratio moving near a fluid screen
at large Prandtl numbers
([AD-A044963]) p0091 778-12307
Subsonic longitudinal and lateral directional
aerodynamic characteristics of a variable sweep
fighter configuration employing various
control surface deflections at angles of attack
of 0 deg to 50 deg and large and small angle
([NASA-TM-74050]) p0092 778-13010
Aerodynamic characteristics of airplanes at high
angles of attack
([NASA-TM-74097]) p0092 778-13011
Theoretical and experimental analysis of
longitudinal and lateral aerodynamic
characteristics of swept wings at subsonic
speeds to high angles of attack
([NASA-TM-74097]) p0093 778-13015
Effects of roughness size on the position of
boundary-layer transition and on the aerodynamic
characteristics of a 55 deg. swept wing at supersonic
speeds
([NASA-TP-1027]) p0053 778-13016
A preliminary study of the performance and
characteristics of a supersonic executive aircraft
([NASA-TM-74055]) p0055 778-13040
Aerodynamic characteristics of a small-scale
straight and swept-back wing with knife-blown jet
flaps
([NASA-TM-74055]) p0137 778-13998
Development of an ultra high level high-speed
container concept
([AD-A0486156]) p0138 778-14017
Wind-tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic
performance, steady and vibratory loads, surface
temperatures and acoustic characteristics of a
large-scale twin-engine upper-surface blown
jet-flap configuration
([NASA-TM-X-72794]) p0140 778-14031
Movement of a solid profile near a solid boundary
([AD-A0485926]) p0147 778-15006
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of an 18
percent thick airfoil section designed for the
all-flying tailplane of the N-300 sailplane
([NASA-TP-1226]) p0148 778-15019
Aerodynamic characteristics of an F-8 aircraft
configuration with a variable camber wing at
Mach numbers from 0.70 to 1.15
([NASA-TM-78452]) p0152 778-15056
Wind-tunnel investigation of aerodynamic
performance, steady and vibratory loads, surface
temperatures, and acoustic characteristics of a
large-scale twin-engine upper-surface blown
jet-flap configuration
([NASA-TM-78452]) p0194 778-15999
Aerodynamic characteristics at Mach
0.60 to 2.86 of a fighter configuration with
short-braced wing
([NASA-TM-1102]) p0194 778-16000

A-8

SUBJECT INDEX

Aerodynamic characteristics of an F-8 aircraft
configuration with a variable camber wing at
Mach numbers from 1.5 to 2.0 --- conducted in the
Area 9 by 7 foot supersonic wind tunnel
([NASA-TP-73252]) p0099 778-16062
The effect of Whitcomb winglets and other wingtip
modifications on wake vortices
([NASA-TP-78659]) p0203 778-16998
Two-dimensional wind tunnel test of an oscillating
rotor airfoil, volume 2 --- tabulated test results
([NASA-TP-78660]) p0203 778-16999
Theoretical evaluation of high speed aerodynamics
for arrow wing configurations
([NASA-TP-78659]) p0235 778-17992
Investigation of aerodynamic characteristics of
V-wings near solid surface
([NASA-TP-78659]) p0236 778-18003
Numerical simulation of internal flow
([NASA-TP-78659]) p0237 778-18006
The role of time-histories in the
foculation of the aerodynamics of aircraft
([NASA-TP-78659]) p0253 778-19056
Doublet lattice aerodynamic predictions for an
oscillating 7-5 wing with stores
([NASA-78659]) p0254 778-19070
LESTOR: A computer code for laser turrets
([NASA-78659]) p0255 778-19076
A wing in an unsteady gas flow, part 1
([NASA-78659]) p0255 778-19076
A wing in an unsteady gas flow, part 2
([NASA-78659]) p0256 778-19078
A wing in an unsteady gas flow, part 3
([NASA-78659]) p0255 778-19079
Aerodynamic fluid-solid interactions
([NASA-78659]) p0299 778-20660
Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 1: Longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of a semispan model at subsonic
speeds --- in the Langley 8 ft transonic tunnel
([NASA-78659]) p0299 778-20664
Theoretical analysis of aerodynamic characteristics
of two helicopter rotor airfoils
([NASA-78659]) p0299 778-20795
Effect of cooling-hole geometry on aerodynamic
performance of a film-cooled turbine vane tested
with cold air in a two-dimensional cascade
([NASA-78659]) p0301 778-20800
Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet
transport wing. 5: Stability characteristics of a
full-span wing with a generalized fuselage
at high subsonic speeds
([NASA-78659]) p0302 778-20801
Analysis and comparison of several methods for
calculating aerodynamic compressibility and
interference effects up to critical Mach numbers
([AD-A050267]) p0302 778-20693
Engineering calculation methods for turbulent
flow, volume 1
([NASA-TP-1136]) p0303 778-20970
Engineering calculation methods for turbulent
flow, volume 2
([NASA-78659]) p0302 778-2099
Numerical simulation of internal flow
([NASA-78659]) p0302 778-20993
Modern wing technology for general aviation aircraft
([NASA-78659]) p0303 778-20993
Two-dimensional cold-air cascade study of a
film-cooled turbine stator blade. 4:
Comparison of experimental and analytical
aerodynamic results for blade with 12 rows of
0.076-centimeter-(0.030-inch-) diameter holes
having streamline ejection angles
([NASA-TM-1515]) p0308 778-2130
Two-dimensional cold-air cascade study of a
filla-cooled turbine stator blade. 26
Comparison of experimental and analytical
aerodynamic results for blade with 12 rows of
0.038-centimeter (0.015 inch) diameter coolant
holes having streamwise ejection angles
[NASA-TP-1204] p0308 N78-20133
Subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional
static aerodynamic characteristics for a
close-coupled wing-body model in both swept
back and swept-forward configurations
Comparison of aerodynamic data measured in air
and freon-12 wind-tunnel test mediums
[NASA-TM-78471] p0312 N78-21052
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics from
wind-tunnel tests of a large-scale advanced
arrow-wing supersonic-cruise transport concept
[NASA-CS-145280] p0312 N78-21053
Effect of high lift flag systems on the conceptual
design of a 1985 short-haul commercial STOL tilt-
rotor transport
Effects of film injection on performance of a
cooled turbine
p0322 N78-21147
The influence of jets of cooling air exhausted
from the trailing edges of a supercritical
turbine cascade on the aerodynamic data
p0322 N78-21148
System optimisation by periodic control
[AD-4059522] p0323 N78-21162
Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a
0.06-scale YF-17 airplane model at high angles
of attack and stability
Effects of stores on longitudinal aerodynamic
characteristics of a fighter at supersonic speeds
[NASA-TP-1175] p0345 N78-22028
Aerodynamic phenomena in an oscillating transonic
mca airfoil cascade including leading edge effects
p0347 N78-22066
Aerodynamic design and analysis of propellers for
mini-rocketly piloted air vehicles. Volume 1:
Open propellers
[AD-R050593] p0352 N78-22104
The effect of rotor-stator axial spacing on the
time-varying aerodynamic response of a
compressor stator
[AD-R050648] p0352 N78-22106
Experimental results of winglets on first, second,
and third generation jet transports
A computer program for calculating symmetrical
aerodynamic characteristics and
lateral-directional stability derivatives of
wing-body combinations with blowing jets
An aerodynamic efficient prediction technique
for slender bodies with low aspect ratio fins at
Mach numbers from 0.6 to 3.0 and angles of
attack from 0 to 180 degrees
[AD-4051779] p0359 N78-23060
Method of calculation of nonstationary aerodynamic
characteristics of a low-flying wing with a
cylindrical fuselage
[AD-4051978] p0359 N78-23062
Aerodynamic preliminary analysis system. Part 2:
User's manual and program description
Powered-Lift aerodynamics and Acoustics ---
conferences
[NASA-SP-406] p0389 N78-24046
Summary of low-speed aerodynamic characteristics
of upper-surface-blown jet-flap configurations
p0389 N78-24050
Comparison of aerodynamic theory and experiment
for jet-flap wings
p0390 N78-24052
Aerodynamic characteristics in ground
proximity
p0390 N78-24055
Theoretical predictions of jet interaction effects
for U53 and OWS configurations
p0391 N78-24059
Wind-tunnel investigation of basic aerodynamic
characteristics of a supercritical-wing research
airplane configuration
[NASA-TM-52470] p0393 N78-24078
Aerodynamic characteristics of an NASA
supercritical-wing research airplane model with
and without fuselage area-rule additions at Mach
0.25 to 1.00
Experimental investigation of aerodynamic
characteristics of a tracked ram air cushion
vehicle
[PB-27764] p0395 N78-24099
Fundamental aspects of the aerodynamics of
turbojet engine combustors
Aerodynamic characteristics at Mach number 0.2 of
a wing-body concept for a hypersonic research
airplane
[NASA-TP-1189] p0405 N78-25059
Effects of spanwise nozzle geometry and location
on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of
a vectored-engine-over-wing configuration at
subsonic speeds
[NASA-TP-1215] p0406 N78-25060
Aerodynamic performance of conventional and
advanced design labyrinth seals with
solid-smooth abradable, and honeycomb lands
Development of techniques and correlation of
results to accurately establish the lift/drag
characteristics of an air breathing missile from
analytical predictions, sub-scale and full scale
wind tunnel tests and flight tests
p0436 N78-26089
Flight test verification of F-15 performance
predictions
p0436 N78-26090
VSTOL tilt nacelle aerodynamics and its relation
to fan blade stresses
[NASA-7889] p0437 N78-26099
Subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional
static aerodynamic characteristics of a general
research fighter model employing a strake-wing
concept
A theoretical investigation of the aerodynamics
of low-aspect-ratio wings with partial
leading-edge separation
p0439 N78-27075
Aerodynamic characteristics of a counter-rotating,
cozial, hingeless rotor helicopter model with
auxiliary propulsion
Development of improved 3D0F analysis capabilities
in the AEDC-WKF continuous wind tunnels
[AD-4053939] p0450 N78-27088
Prop-fan data support study
[NASA-CH-1521] p0455 N78-27128
Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a
fighter model with a close-coupled canard at
Mach numbers from 0.40 to 1.20
Aerodynamic performance of conventional and
advanced design labyrinth seals with
solid-smooth abradable, and honeycomb lands
---
gas turbine engines
[NASA-CH-135307] p0459 N78-27147
Wind tunnel testing using a transonic potential flow
computational method
Aerodynamic characteristics of a jet sheet vortex
generator --- wind tunnel tests using thin, low
aspect ratio wings
[NASA-CH-15897] p0487 N78-28054
Advanced aerodynamics and active controls technology
p0496 N78-29067
Experimental results of winglets on first, second,
and third generation jet transports --- to
reduce drag coefficient
p0496 N78-29048
Winglet and long duct nacelle aerodynamic
development for DC-10 derivatives
p0496 N78-29049
AERODYNAMIC CHORDS

Advanced aerodynamics and active controls for a next generation transport p0497 A78-29052
Wind tunnel investigation of computationally optimized variable camber wing configurations [NASA-TM-78479] p0497 A78-29067
Core compressor exit stage study. Volume 1: Sliding design --- turbofan engines [NASA-CP-135399] p0501 A78-29099
Aerodynamic characteristics induced on a supercritical wing due to vectoring twin nozzles at Mach numbers from 0.40 to 0.95 [NASA-TM-78746] p0543 A78-30039
Rotary balance data for a typical single-engine low-wing general aviation design for an angle-of-attack range of 30 deg to 90 deg [NASA-TR-2972] p0544 A78-30049
Theoretical estimation of the transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a supercritical-wing transport model with notional chord, angle-of-attack, and Mach number [NASA-TP-1253] p0546 A78-30056
Aerodynamic characteristics of a hyperersonic research airplane concept having a 70 deg swept double-delta wing at Mach number 0.2 [NASA-TP-1252] p0557 A78-31045
Aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/4 scale powered helicopter model with a V-type empennage --- conducted in the Langley V/STOL wind tunnel [NASA-TR-7402A] p0560 A78-31049
Aerodynamic characteristics of a fixed arrow-wing supersonic cruise aircraft at Mach numbers of 2.30, 2.70, and 2.95 --- Langley Unitary Plan wind tunnel tests [NASA-TM-78706] p0560 A78-32050
V/STOL aerodynamic technology assessment [AD-A05701] p0607 A78-32069
Aerodynamic roll characteristics of a 0.00548 scale 146-inch solid rocket booster entry configuration (MSPC Model Number 486) over a portion of the reentry flight regime in the NASA MSFC 14-inch transonic wind tunnel [NASA-TM-78795] p0613 A78-32173
Flight effects on the aerodynamic and acoustic characteristics of inverted profile conventional wings [NASA-CP-3018] p0621 A78-32836
Geometry requirements for unsteady aerodynamics in aeroelastic t-canal and design [NASA-TR-78711] p0622 A78-33046
Effects of wing leading-edge deflection on the low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a low-aspect-ratio highly swept arrow-wing configuration [NASA-TM-78707] p0622 A78-33047
Aerodynamic derivatives for an oblique wing aircraft estimated from flight data by using a maximum likelihood technique [NASA-TM-78721] p0623 A78-33054
Missile aerodynamic parameter and structure identification from flight test data [AD-A055363] p0623 A78-33055

AERODYNAMIC CHORDS

AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENTS

Flow over a wing with an attached free vortex p0059 A78-15337
Aerodynamic coefficient estimation for dynamic wind tunnel models p0113 A78-18058
Method for calculating the aerodynamic coefficients of some three-dimensional bodies of arbitrary cross section p0113 A78-20459
Nacral-force and pitching-moment coefficients of wing-body combinations at very high angles of attack [AIAA PAPER 78-83] p0156 A78-20664
An aerodynamic analysis of several hypersonic research airplane concepts for M = 0.6 to 6.0 [AIAA PAPER 78-150] p0159 A78-20706
Effect of a coaxial break of delta-wings on the aerodynamic characteristics p0167 A78-21084
Two-dimensional separated wake modeling and its use to predict maximum section lift coefficient p0167 A78-21084

AIRFOIL PECFILES

Two-dimensional separated wake modeling and its use to predict maximum section lift coefficient p0174 A78-22599
A constant aerodynamic parameter testing technique with automatic wind tunnel control [NASA-78-784] p0295 A78-32342
On lift of delta wings with leading-edge vortices at low speeds p0387 A78-39772
Section drag coefficients from pressure probe traverses of a wing wake at low speeds [AIAA PAPER 78-1475] p0514 A78-67924
Method of calculating aerodynamic coefficients of some three-dimensional bodies with arbitrary cross section p0518 A78-48245
Wind tunnel investigation of rotor lift and propulsive force at high speed: Data analysis [NASA-CP-145217-APP-1] p0519 A78-10020
Wind tunnel investigation of rotor lift and propulsive force at high speed. Test data appendix [NASA-CP-145217-APP-2] p0519 A78-10021
Wind tunnel investigation of rotor lift and propulsive force at high speed: Test data appendix [NASA-CP-145217-APP-3] p0519 A78-10022
Effect of flap deflection on the lift coefficient of wings operating in a biplane configuration [NASA-TM-75059] p0533 A78-11003
Calculation of the nonlinear coefficients of low and medium aspect ratio wings using vortex lattice procedure in incompressible flow (DLR-Z-151-76/18) p0536 A78-11016
B77 flight test data processing --- aerodynamic forces, coefficients, and stability during parachute and drop tests [NASW-77-8010] p0582 A78-12049
Analysis of empirically determined aerodynamic and ram coefficients for a power-augmented-ram wing-in-ground effect [AD-A049365] p0602 A78-20807
An aerodynamic coefficient prediction technique for slender bodies with low aspect ratio fins at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 3.0 and angles of attack from 0 to 180 degrees [AD-A057979] p0659 A78-23060
Theoretical determination of subsonic oscillatory airforce coefficients [ARC-M-3804] p0659 A78-23067
Effect of camber on the trimmed lift capability of a close-coupled canard-wing configuration --- test in the Langley high speed 7- by 10-foot wind tunnel [NASA-TM-78666] p0667 A78-28052
Shockless airfoils with thicknesses of 20.6 and 20.7 percent chord analytically designed for a Mach number of 0.68 and a lift coefficient of 0.40 [NASA-TM-73917] p0543 A78-30046
Maximum likelihood identification of the longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients of the EA-68 airplane in the catapault launch configuration [AD-A058243] p0557 A78-31046

AERODYNAMIC CONFIGURATIONS

Effects of external forces on the air combat capability of a delta wing fighter p0117 A78-18802
External drag and base pressure of fuselage tail sections of various configurations p0128 A78-19683
Influence of nosetip shape on boundary layer transition in arc heated jets [AIAA PAPER 78-235] p0161 A78-20759
Solving the problem of numerical construction of a model of similar rigidity to the initial structure as a probles of quadratic programming [NASA-CP-73964] p0164 A78-20864
Rearrangement of the flow between a pair of bodies, one of which is situated in the other's wake, in supersonic flow p0165 A78-20913
Flow visualization in the region of intersection of aerodynamic surfaces p0166 A78-20951
Nearly wedge-shaped antisymmetric wing in supersonic flow p0170 A78-22090
Aerodynamic optimization and analysis as part of the computer-aided design process [AIAA PAPER 78-97] p0172 A78-22572
AERODYNAMIC FORCES

Section drag coefficients from pressure probe traverses of a wing wake at low speeds (AIAA PAPER 78-1579) p0514 A78-07924
A maximum inductive resistance wing near the surface of the earth (AD-A048690) p0082 A78-12042
Theoretical aspects of drossed aeryfoil (AD-A017750) p0084 A78-16023
Drag, flow transition, and laminar separation on nine bodies of revolution having different forebody shapes (AD-A048674) p0236 A78-18001
Parametric transonic evaluation of type A VSTOL nacelle drag (AD-A088110) p0236 A78-18002
A parametric investigation of the annular jet concept for obtaining afterbody drag data at transonic Mach numbers (AD-A050891) p0305 A78-20302
Effects of nozzle design and power on cruise drag for upper-surface blowing aircraft (NASA-TM-75293) p0361 A78-24166
Closed-form equations for the lift, drag, and pitching-moment coefficients of airfoil sections in subsonic flow (NASA-TM-78942) p0498 A78-29068
Design of a large span-distributed load flying-wing cargo airplane with laminar flow control (NASA-CH-145376) p0503 A78-30045
Investigation of a wing-rotor interaction system for helicopters (AD-A054933) p0508 A78-30092
Development of base pressure similarity parameters for application to space shuttle launch vehicle power-on aerodynamic testing (NASA-CH-150826) p0631 A78-33334

AERODYNAMIC FORCES

MT AERODYNAMIC DRAG
MT AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE
MT AERODYNAMIC LOADS
MT ELAST LOADS
MT GUST LOADS
MT INTERFERENCE LIFT
MT JET LIFT
MT LIFT
MT MOTOR LIFT
MT SUPERSHONIC DRAG
MT WING LOADING
MT ZERO LIFT

Determination of the aerodynamic forces for an aerelastic analysis of lifting surfaces (NASA TM-75293) p0610 A78-47987
The effects of atmospheric wind gradients on the motion of VSTOL aircraft near the ground (NASA-CH-145376) p0120 A70-19064
Fast algorithm for calculating a family of wing structures (NASA TM-75293) p0132 A70-20284
Procedure for computing stability calculations during establishment of force element dimensions for this-well aircraft construction (NASA TM-75293) p0133 A78-20301
Gust response experiments of an airplane model in the NASC gust wind tunnel (NASA TM-75293) p0133 A78-20374
Normal-force and pitching-moment coefficients of wing-body combinations at very high angles of attack (AIAA PAPER 78-643) p0155 A78-20664
Effect of blade loading and thickness on the aerodynamics of oscillating cascades (AIAA PAPER 78-227) p0161 A78-20756
Perturbing forces in the hydrodynamic interaction of thin-blade cascades in a potential flow (NASA CR-150826) p0168 A70-21219
Computation of the pressure on the surface of a fuselage with a wing in an ideal fluid (NASA TM-75293) p0278 A78-29712
Normal force of a flat triangular wing in a supersonic flow (NASA TM-75293) p0278 A78-29720
Influence of spin rate on side force of an axisymmetric body (NASA TM-75293) p0299 A78-30690

AERODYNAMIC HEATING

MT HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
MT SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
Aerodynamic and cooling performances of a film cooled turbine (NASA CR-148019) p0519 A78-10017
Viscous flowfields and airframe forces induced by two-dimensional lift jets in ground effect (AD-A003518) p0534 A78-11013
77 flight test data processing aerodynamic forces, coefficients, and stability during parachute and drop tests (NASA TM-77-8061) p0608 A78-12049
Calculations of some unsteady transonic flows about the NASA 64006 and 64100 airfoils (AIAA 77-0018) p0137 A78-13999
Contributions to steady and unsteady aerodynamics (NASA TM-77-74-94) p0204 A78-17004
Unsteady aerodynamic forces on harmonically oscillating pointed circular conical shells with small aperture angle (NASA TM-75293) p0204 A78-17007
Linearized Newtonian aerodynamics of slender cones (NASA CR-148019) p0254 A78-19064
Double lattice aerodynamic predictions for an oscillating F-5 wing with stores (NASA CR-148019) p0254 A78-19070
Problems concerning high temperatures in small turbochambers (NASA CR-148019) p0319 A78-21121
Aerodynamics of cascades (NASA CR-148019) p0353 A78-22111
Transonic unsteady aerelastic phenomena (NASA CR-148019) p0430 A78-26117
Calculation of pressure distribution, forces and moments for the fighter configuration 130 by panel method (DLR FB-77-151/77/13) p0498 A78-29072
An automated procedure for computing the three-dimensional transonic flow over wing-body combinations, including viscous effects. Volume 1: Description of analysis methods and applications (AIAA TM-75293) p0558 A78-31052

AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER

MT HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
MT SUPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
Aerodynamic and cooling performances of a film cooled turbine (AIAA PAPER 78-13113) p0575 A78-50599
Calculated heating on the afterbody nozzle of a supersonic aircraft concept (NASA CR-148019) p0607 A78-16186
Aerodynamic heating to the hypersonic research aircraft, X-24C (NASA CR-148019) p0157 A78-20647
National parameters of reinforced panels operating under conditions of unsteady heating (NASA CR-148019) p0166 A78-20684
Economical method for calculating unsteady temperature fields in thin-walled aircraft structures (NASA CR-148019) p0165 A78-20903
Experimental investigation of the temperature field in a plane channel carrying a stratified turbulent air stream (NASA CR-148019) p0227 A78-27139
Application of a new test method and a new wind-tunnel data processing technique to the

A-12
study of unsteady heat conduction processes

An experimental study of boundary layer transition on a cantilever wing at hypersonic speeds

Effect of temperature-dependent heat capacity on aerodynamic ablation of melting bodies

Investigation of a side force due to ablation --- reentry vehicle spin dynamic stability tests

Mutual effect of thermomechanical destruction of the surface and viscous interaction for hypersonic flow past a sharp cone

Calculation of viscous radiant gas flows --- hypersonic reentry

Experimental interference effects on aerofoil and fuselage near ground

AERODYNAMIC INTERFERENCE

A photographic study of the interaction of two high-velocity gas jets

The effect of aerodynamic interference of wing and horizontal tail assembly on the critical velocity of a flat plate vehicle

Experimental study of the induced interaction of lifting propellers, positioned according to transverse and longitudinal schemes --- for helicopters

Calculation of the induction of wind tunnels

Experimental observations of wall interference at transonic speeds

Experimental investigation of support interference on an equiv cylinder at high incidence

Tunnel interference assessment by boundary measurements

A parametric experimental study of the interference effects and the boundary-condition coefficient of slotted wind-tunnel walls

Wake cutting experiments --- turbulent wake-blade (airfoil) interaction

A flutter analysis of a system of two airfoils with aerodynamic interference

Testing techniques and interference evaluation in the SST transonic airfoil facility

Induction of subsonic wind tunnels with a light perforation

Blockage correction for aerodynamic measurements in a closed subsonic wind tunnel

Application of supersonic favorable aerodynamic interference concepts to supersonic aircraft

On the nonstationary boundary layer with self-induced pressure at transonic external stream velocities

Aerodynamic interference in a system of two harmonically oscillating airfoils and its influence on flutter

Critical sting length as determined by the measurement of pitch-damping derivatives for laminar, transitional and turbulent boundary layers at Mach no. 3 for reduced frequencies of 0.0033 and 0.0056

Aerodynamic interference effects on tilting propeller aircraft --- using the Green function method

Contributions to steady and unsteady aerodynamics

The interference problem of the oscillating fuselage near ground

Analysis and comparison of several methods for computing aerodynamic compressibility and interference effects up to critical Mach numbers

Basic aerodynamic research on the airframe integration of high bypass engines, part 1

Wind-tunnel testing of VTOL and STOL aircraft

AERODYNAMIC LOADS

U LIFT

AERODYNAMIC LOADS

WT BLADE LOADS

WT GST LOADS

Three-dimensional flow in highly-loaded axial turbomachines

Instantaneous longitudinal maneuvers of aircraft - A simple expression for the first-approximation evaluation of tail load increments

Use of the vorticity method in computing the aerodynamic characteristics of a thin wing in a steady supersonic flow

Computation of inductive velocity in the plane of a lightly loaded lifting propeller

Turbulent boundary layer on a moving surface

Use of a fast Fourier transformation and Monte Carlo method to calculate repeatability of load and fatigue damage of aircraft structural elements under excitation excited by external stationary random loads

Rational arrangement of the structural and load-bearing elements of the wing with allowance for certain aerodynamic requirements

Prediction of the unsteady airloads on harmonically oscillating spheroids based on an analytical solution of the governing wave equation

Prediction of the unsteady airloads on oscillating lifting surfaces and bodies for aeroelastic analyses

Deformation curve of rotary airfoil blades

On the linear superposition of aerodynamic forces, on wings in periodic gusts

Drones for aerodynamic and structural testing

Prediction of pressure field induced by lifting surfaces with unsteady airloads and its application

Simple numerical model for calculation of entry vehicle trim response

The evaluation of the vortex roll-up over and behind wings related to their non-linear aerodynamic characteristics

Calculation of horizontal tail loads in maneuvering flight

Mean number of loads and accelerations in roll of an aircraft flying in turbulence

Movement of a tilted wing near a screen

Noise and sonic fatigue of high lift devices

Aerodynamic loads

Further development of a viscous vortex/wing interaction program

Wind-tunnel investigation of aerodynamic performance, steady and vibratory loads, surface temperatures, and acoustic characteristics of a large-scale twin-engine upper-surface blown jet-engine configuration

Two-dimensional wind tunnel test of an oscillating rotor airfoil, volume 2 --- tabulated test results
A calculator program for analyzing airloads on a...

Comments on the state of the art of transonic...

Investigation of the unsteady airloads on...

Application of winglets and/or wing tip extensions...

Effect of chordwise forces and deformations and...

Unsteady loads due to propulsive lift...

Airframe response to separated flow...

Investigation of the unsteady airloads on...

Aeroelastic phenomena in an oscillating transonic...

Measured and calculated steady aerodynamic loads...

Wind-tunnel measurements of aerodynamic load...

Airframe noise, the lower noise limit for aircraft...

Noise generated by low pressure axial flow fans...

Noise generated by low pressure axial flow fans...

A new technique for reducing test section noise in...

Aerodynamic noise of gliders...

Influence of the jet temperature on the...

Azimuthal decomposition of the power spectral...

Remarks on the noise emitted by the jet of a gas...

Investigatory aerodynamic transverse forces in...

Investigatory aerodynamic transverse forces in...

Investigatory aerodynamic transverse forces in...

Effect of chordwise forces and deformations and...

Investigation of the unsteady loads on a wing...

A calculator program for analyzing airloads on...

Flight-measured aerodynamic loads on a 0.92 aspect...

Influences of sway braces and mounting gaps on the...

Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics...

Noise of acoustic reflectors on the discrete...

The exact numerical calculation of propeller noise...

Calculation of far-field jet noise spectra from...

Remarks on the noise emitted by the jet of a gas...

Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics...

A new technique for reducing test section noise in...

Noise generated by low pressure axial flow fans...

Noise generated by low pressure axial flow fans...

Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics...

Investigatory aerodynamic transverse forces in...

Investigatory aerodynamic transverse forces in...

Investigatory aerodynamic transverse forces in...

Effect of chordwise forces and deformations and...

Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics...

A new technique for reducing test section noise in...

Noise generated by low pressure axial flow fans...

Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics...

A new technique for reducing test section noise in...

Noise generated by low pressure axial flow fans...

Technical evaluation report on the Fluid Dynamics...

A new technique for reducing test section noise in...

Noise generated by low pressure axial flow fans...
AERODYNAMIC STALLING

- Effect of leading-edge contour and vertical-tail configuration on the low-speed stability characteristics of a supersonic transport model having a highly-swept arrow wing [NASA-TR-78653]
- Unsteady aerodynamics --- conference, emphasizing numerical analysis of three-dimensional flows [AGARD-CP-227]
- Three-dimensional steady and unsteady asymmetric flow past wings of arbitrary planforms
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- Use of piloted simulation for studies of fighter departure/spin susceptibility
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--- radar detection in ATC
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Avionics for the discrete address beacon system
[DABS/]
[ATAA 77-1511]
The effect of radar disturbances on aircraft
convey arrival time in a four-dimensional
navigation terminal approach
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The communications aspects of the DABS transponder
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and procedures
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the United States --- ATC systems
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Automatic airspace --- automatic flight control of terminal configured vehicle for ATC.
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Air traffic control and energy conservation in air operations
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Terminal-area flight experience with the NASA Terminal Configured Vehicle

Future of the electronic equipment for light multipurpose airplanes, crop dusters, combat-trainers, and helicopters.
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By accident or design --- ATC collision avoidance systems

Concerning the logical comparison of ATC separation standard assessment models
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Small jet transport airplane using a piloted
research simulator
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Numerical analysis of [IAIA PAPER 78-17642]

A preliminary wind tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a simplified lift plus lift-cruise multiple aircraft model in the V/STOL flight regime.

A preliminary wind tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a simplified lift plus lift-cruise multiple aircraft model in the V/STOL flight regime.

An appreciation of the dynamic problems associated with the external transportation of loads from a helicopter - State of the art.

The effects of atmospheric wind gradients on the motion of V/STOL aircraft near the ground.

The PIO problem - Theory and implications to flight test -- Pilot-Induced Oscillation.

Taking into account the effect of elasticity of the structure on the longitudinal short-period motion of an aircraft.

Use of the polynomial method to calculate the parameters of the stabilized maneuver of an elastic aircraft.

Lateral stability of a light aircraft during landing.

YC-15 development and test highlights - Phase III UTTAS testing.

Certifying the Learjet to 51,000 feet.

Optimum tail plane design for artificially stabilized aircraft.

The wind and turbulence measuring system of the V/STOL Simulator.

Theory of bending-torsional self-oscillations of an aircraft wing system.

Nonlinear model of the wind effect on an airplane involving flight vehicle dynamics.

Comparative vibration environments of transportation vehicles.

On lateral stability of aircraft under random parametric excitations due to vertical gusts.

Contribution to the synthesis and analysis of systems of active antiflutter control of flight vehicles.
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Reliability prediction for composites under periodic proof tests in service.

Low-cost composite primary structure --- for B-1 aircraft vertical stabilizer.
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Structural wing-fuselage static interaction by a combined method of tests and numerical analyses --- for F18 aircraft.

Strain gage calibration of a complex wing.

Thermal flux protection for aircraft.
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<td>p0129 A78-19707</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Checking the effectiveness of negative allowance in bl as bolted joints in aircraft structures</td>
<td>p0131 A78-20259</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improved design for two-sided bolted joints under symmetric loading</td>
<td>p0131 A78-20261</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental method of determining the elastic characteristics of flight vehicles</td>
<td>p0131 A78-20262</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer-aided statistical analysis of the stress-strain state of load-carrying structures</td>
<td>p0131 A78-20267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fast algorithm for calculating a family of wing structures</td>
<td>p0132 A78-20284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Load-bearing capacity of a single-contour thin rod during the combined action of transverse force and bending moment</td>
<td>p0132 A78-20284</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finite difference equations for the computation of the stress-strain state of rib-reinforced cylindrical shells</td>
<td>p0132 A78-20287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determination of the constants of the diffusion theory of fatigue fracture</td>
<td>p0132 A78-20287</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Determination of velocity fields of displacement and deformation during the forming of thin and very thin profiles</td>
<td>p0132 A78-20289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Procedure for computerizing stability calculations during establishment of force element dimensions for thin-wall aircraft construction</td>
<td>p0133 A78-20301</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Problems of rating the life of aircraft designers elements in random loading</td>
<td>p0133 A78-20402</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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An experimental study of three-dimensional
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stalling conditions
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vortex wakes
[AIAA PAPER 78-110] p0173 778-22579
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products tracking
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Vortex dynamics
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Aircraft vortex wake decay near the ground
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Basic analysis of terminal operation benefits
resulting from reduced vortex separation maxima
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Wake Vortex Minimization
[NASA-TP-8601] p0079 778-12017
Inviscid modeling of aircraft trailing vortices
[p0080 778-12018
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minimization concepts
[p0080 778-12019
Application of laser velocimetry to aircraft
wake-vortex measurements
[p0080 778-12020
Flight test techniques for wake-vortex
minimization studies
[p0080 778-12021
Unsuccessful concepts for aircraft wake vortex
minimization
[p0080 778-12022
Thrust-augmented vortex attenuation
[p0080 778-12023
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vortex attenuating spline device
[p0080 778-12024
Aircraft wake-vortex minimization by use of flaps
[p0081 778-12025
The development and use of spoilers as vortex
attenuators
[p0081 778-12026
Vortex attenuation flight experiments
[p0081 778-12027
An approximate method of calculating downwash
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motion at subsonific flight speeds
[AD-A042931] p0084 778-12069
A theory of the supersonic turbulent axisymmetric
near wake behind blunt-base bodies
[p0146 778-14995
Aircraft wake vortices: A state-of-the-art review
of the United States B and D program
[AD-A042442] p0195 778-16025
Some measurements of an EFP powered-lift wake
[p0390 778-24054
Status of aerial applications research in the
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The effect of a parachute on the motion of an
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[AD-A096156] p0138 778-14017
Development of an ultra high level airdrop
container concept
[AD-A096156] p0138 778-14017
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[p0072 778-16278
Ground radar - Vital tool or luxury --- for
aircraft surface movements
[p0209 778-31669
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[p0429 778-43298
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[p0525 778-49677
Transport Canada airfield pavement load
evaluation
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Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of an 18
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Collection of supercritical aerofiles obtained

with the NLR hodograph method
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Aerfoil profile in a nonuniform flow

Transonic wind tunnel tests on two-dimensional
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distribution and drag for an aerfoil with a
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The dynamic flow on a wing profile in the movement

of a screen. The influence of oscillation

parameters

p0347 N78-22061

Investigations of the influence of the profile

thickness of the compressible plane flow through

compressor cascades

[NASA-TM-75277]  p0393 N78-24084

Unsteady airloads on an oscillating supercritical

aerfoil

[NLR-IB-77008-2]  p0438 N78-26113

Design and analysis of a hodograph method for the

calculation of supercritical shock-free aerofiles
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A mean camberline singularity method for two-dimensional
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theory
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Experimental verification of an annular aerofile

theory
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Some measurements in two-dimensional turbulent wakes
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The shock tube as a device for testing transonic

airfoils at high Reynolds numbers
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Visual study of oscillating flow over a stationary

airfoil
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A flutter analysis of a system of two airfoils

with aerodynamic interference
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Active control of airfoils in unsteady aerodynamics

p0341 A78-35786
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--- machine blade associated unsteady flow effects

p0373 A78-37409

Notes on the transonic indicial method for two

dimensional airfoil flutter derivative calculation

p0376 A78-37732

Flying-hot-wire study of two-dimensional mean flow

past an NACA 4412 airfoil at maximum lift

[ATAA PAPER 78-1196]  p0422 A78-41887

The unsteady motion of a two-dimensional aerofile

in compressible inviscid flow

p0468 A78-43916

Upgraded viscous flow analysis of multielement

airfoils

[ATAA PAPER 78-1224]  p0476 A78-45149

The DFVL Transonic Wind Tunnel Braunschweig -

Wall interference corrections for the modified

test section and results for the supercritical

airfoil
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Hermite closed splines
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Turbulent boundary layer separation on a curved

wall with normal compression shock
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SUBJECT INDEX
Development and evaluation of methods of plane stress fracture analysis, part 2. Volume 2: Fracture resistance and material property characterization

[AD-A0461801] p015a W78-15521

An introduction to the problem of dynamic structural damping

[AGARD-8-663] p0211 W78-17074

A general study of hybrid composite laminates --- airframe materials

[AD-J003649] p0266 W78-19208

Flight service evaluation of Kevlar-49 epoxy composite panels in wide-bodied commercial transport aircraft

[NASA-CR-145261] p0354 W78-22161

Heat treatment studies of aluminum alloy type 7050 forgings. The effect of heat treatment on a variety of engineering properties

[DLR-FV-76009-0] p0410 W78-25199

AIRFRAMES

Digital avionics overview airframe manufacturers' update

[AIAA 77-1470] p0005 A78-12229

Techniques for evaluating airframe structural elements and their applications to design-to-cost

[p0109 A78-17886

Investigation of the quality of airframe force-structures and optical technical decisions during production planning

[p0132 A78-20291

A superelement technique for designing helicopter fuselages

[p0174 A78-22627

Airframe noise, the lower noise limit for aircraft

[DGLR PAPERS 77-052] p0191 A78-22441

Today's non-metallic composite airframe structure - An airframe assessment

[p0218 A78-25196

Some aspects of powerplant airframe integration affecting fuel conservation

[p0286 A78-31304

Evaluation of airframe noise prediction methods

[p0326 A78-33088

Noise component method for airframe noise

[p0340 A78-35660

Airframes and aerodynamics - aircraft design in NASA Energy Efficient Transport program

[p0401 A78-43359

Engine/airframe matching considerations for supersonic T/STOL aircraft

[AIAA PAPERS 78-922] p0401 A78-43501

Effects of inlet airframe integration on the inlet of an upper surface blowing four-engine STOL aircraft

[AIAA PAPERS 78-959] p0463 A78-43521

Status of a nozzle-airframe study of a highly maneuverable fighter

[AIAA PAPERS 78-990] p0520 A78-48870

Propulsion system airframe integration studies - Advanced supersonic transport

[AIAA PAPERS 78-2053] p0521 A78-48888

Paremeter strength rating methods as viewed by airframe manufacturers

[p0526 A78-49682

Prediction of angular disturbances from airframe members to airborne electro-optical packages

[p0536 A78-49952

Weapon system cost methodology improved structural cost analysis

[AD-A044037] p002a W78-10059

Viscous flowfields and airframe forces induced by two-dimensional lift jets in ground effect

[AD-A043518] p0034 W78-11013

Cast Aluminum Structures Technology (CAST)

[AD-A043669] p0045 W78-11236

Stress intensity factors for a cracked hole in a row of holes --- using compounding technique

[R&TH-77073] p0154 W88-15525

A critique of airframe airframe cost models

[AD-A087181] p0198 W88-16048

Applications of structural optimization for strength and aerodynamic design requirements

[AGARD-8-666] p0207 W78-17048

Flight qualification of titanium Y-144 airframe components manufactured by Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP)

[AD-A048885] p0242 W78-18055

Study of hypersonic propulsion/airframe integration technology

[NASA-CR-145321] p0258 W78-19096

Generalized procedures for tracking crack growth in fighter aircraft

[AD-A048884] p0260 W78-19121

Estimating times to early failures using finite data to estimate the Weibull scale parameter

[AD-A050263] p0310 W88-20524

A-4F Blue Angel flight usage data, 1976

[AD-A0505164] p0317 W78-21100

Airflow and thrust calibration of an F100 engine, S/N P60059, at selected flight conditions

[MRL-TP-78059] p0378 W78-21112

Basic aerodynamic research on the airframe integration of high bypass engines, part 1

[KFIP-TP-W-77-207] p0379 W78-22083

Buckling of struts, tipped and unalipped 2 sections

[RUSD-77030] p036E W78-23A69

Exploratory development for design data on Structural aluminum alloys in representative aircraft environments

[AD-A052090] p0401 W78-24384

Demonstration of acoustic emission system for damage monitoring of full scale metallic aircraft structures during fatigue testing

[AD-A053108] p0406 W78-25085

Propulsion-airframe interactions predictability

[p0434 W78-26079

Evaluation of a method for the prediction of jet-airframe interference

[MRL-TP-76129-0] p0438 W78-26111

Technical evaluation report of the Specialist's Meeting on Unsteady Airloads in Separated and Transonic Flow

[p0438 W78-26115

Airframe response to separated flow

[p0438 W78-26116

Modal investigation of lightweight aircraft structure using digital techniques

[AD-A053782] p0453 W78-27119

Airframe noise of the DC-9-31

[MRL-CR-3027] p0495 W88-28887

Proceedings of the Workshop on Engine-Airframe Integration

[AD-A053417] p0509 W78-29080

Accurate airframe components

[p0508 W78-29957

Engineering data on new aerospace materials structural materials

[AD-A054865] p0532 W78-30213

Estimated costs of extended low-rate airframe production

[p0562 W78-31100

Engine/airframe/drive train dynamic interface documentation

[AD-A053566] p0566 W78-31114

Flaw growth in complex structure. Volume 3: Summary, assessments, conclusions --- airframe fatigue cracking

[AD-A055483] p0517 W88-32509

Galvanic corrosion fatigue testing of 7075-T6 aluminum bonded with graphite-epoxy composite

[AD-A052714] p0531 W78-33197

Flaw growth in complex structure. Volume 1: Technical discussion

[p0562 W78-33463

AIRLINE OPERATIONS

World commercial air transport market to 1991

[p003 W88-17199

The domestic airline industry --- Book

[p003 W88-17195

Airline viewpoint on systems development and enlarged edition/ --- Russian book

[AD-A053499] p0006 W88-12624

The geriatric jet problem

[p0138 W88-26116

Technical exploitation of aircraft /2nd revised

[AD-A055676] p0136 W88-27119

Further improvement of the efficiency of computational procedures in flight operations

[AGABD-108] p0531 W78-11847

Protective equipment for cargo transport in passenger cabins
C-5 wing modification - Weight and design to cost status

An investigation of the relationship of section production costs to total production costs of gas turbine engines [AD-A044172]

Application of a cost/performance measurement system on a research aircraft project [NASA-CR-78498]

AIRPORT BEACONS

ST DISCRETE ADDRESS BEACON SYSTEM
On the compensation of radio direction finders - antenna optimization in airport environments

AIRPORT LIGHTS

ST ROUWAY LIGHTS
Lighting in airport terminals

AIRPORT PLANNING

Air aircraft noise control
Noise abatement at general aviation airports - A regulator's dilemma

New airport in Gothenburg - How the noise problems have been handled

Status of aircraft noise control in Israel

Airport planning and economics - Some changing perspectives

[IEEE PAPER 77561] p0060 A78-15386

Warning and marking colours on the apron

Preventing zero-growth air transportation

The possibility of installing a Microwave Landing System at the Palermo/Punta Faisi airport

The policy problems and economics of aircraft noise

A new approach to future airport planning

Airports for short takeoff and landing

A study on the capacity of runway systems

Airport choice in low demand regions

Formulation of Iowa State airport system

More public consultation on airport plans

Profile of the airport-development chain

Looking offshore at the airport future

Tanabe-gouve algorithm for airport user flows

Airport/community environmental planning

Sweden's latest- and last --- airport

International trends in airport construction

Terminal airspace/airport congestion delays

The strategy of traffic regulation in Western Europe

The airport city and the future intermodal transportation system --- Book

Norway: Well served by air - Sidelines on air transport in Europe's Far North

Waarso's future has begun --- Kenya international airport facilities

Airport noise monitoring

Planning and design of small airports in Canada

Study on problems of terminal site location --- environmental effects on airport, harbor or truck depot

Analysis of pavements designed by CBR equation --- California Bearing Ratio for airfield pavements

Air terminals and liquid hydrogen commercial air transports

Computer simulation of terminal utilization --- for airport planning

Noise in airports, its measurement, and its effect on the communities in the vicinity

Airfield pavement load evaluation - An international overview

Proposed load evaluation system for U.S. Air Force --- of airfield pavement

Transport Canada airfield pavement load evaluation

French procedures for airfield pavement load evaluation

Airfield pavement evaluation - The airline view

Airfield pavement evaluation - FAA viewpoint

Pavement strength rating methods as viewed by airframe manufacturers

Glass airports --- building design

Airports in the year 2000 --- Suggestions for improving capacity

Toulouse combines elegance with economy --- French airport design

Improved passenger flow through simulation

Preparing today, to meet the ATC challenges of tomorrow --- for civil aircraft operations in Taiwan

ATC in the year 2000

Research in airport pavements --- conference [AD-A043179]

Uncertainties in airport cost analysis and their effect on site selection

Establishment of new major public airports in the United States

Airport improvement task force delay study: Delay model validation plan [AD-A048112]

Air traffic congestion and capacity. A bibliography with abstracts [NTIS/PS-78/0598/9]

Airports in the year 2000 - Suggestions for improving capacity

New major public airports in the United States

Airport improvement task force delay study: Delay model validation plan [AD-A048112]

Air traffic congestion and capacity. A bibliography with abstracts [NTIS/PS-78/0598/9]

Airports in the year 2000 - Suggestions for improving capacity

Study on problems of terminal site location --- environmental effects on airport, harbor or truck depot

Analysis of pavements designed by CBR equation --- California Bearing Ratio for airfield pavements
Dulles control tower console design study [AD-A056200] p0566 878-31132

AIRPORTS

By HELIPORTS

Requirements for an airport ground-based wind shear detection system p0056 878-14986

Technical, economic and operational aspects of an FAA engineering study and feasibility determination for a ground-based wind shear dispersal system p0056 878-14993

A modern wind shear dispersal system p0056 878-14999

The FAA Slant Visibility Range measurement system p0056 878-14996

Airport aircraft environmental interface [SME PAPER 770580] p0606 878-15307

Brief ecological survey of airports and the bird hazard problem p0115 878-18666

In-state delivery and reinforcement of rigid airport cememts — Some technical problems and attempts using special coatings p0188 878-24375

Simulation of airport air quality by box photochemical and Gaussian models p0216 878-25033

Remote sensing of aircraft wake vortex movement at the airport environment — Aircraft exhaust products tracking [AIAA PAPER 77-41] p0220 878-25305

Factors influencing schedule reliability in international operations p0275 878-29213
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An investigation of the induced aerodynamic effects of a vectored non-axisymmetric exhaust nozzle [AIAA PAPER 78-1082] p0466 A78-89388
The effect of over-the-wing nacelles on wing-body aerodynamics [AIAA PAPER 78-1083] p0466 A78-89389
Nonlinear aerodynamics of wing-body combination [AIAA PAPER 78-1206] p0476 A78-85183
An extended vortex-lattice-method for the application on subsonic/transonic transport aircraft configurations [DGIR PAPER 78-071] p0478 A78-65238
Generalized area rules and integral theorems for hypersonic wing-bodies p0571 A78-50461
Prediction of pressure field induced by lifting surfaces with unsteady airloads and its application p0580 A78-50573
Application of hypersonic favorable aerodynamic interference concepts to supersonic aircraft [AIAA PAPER 78-1678] p0591 A78-52042
A method for calculation of the pressure distribution over wing-body configurations for large angle of attack at subsonic speed based on potential theory [FMWG-PB27-77-15] p0238 W78-18013
Sleigh tests of a radio-controlled airplane node with a free-wing, free-canard configuration [NASSA-TM-72853] p0240 W78-18062
A computer program for calculating symmetrical aerodynamic characteristics and lateral-directional stability derivatives of wing-body combinations with blowing jets [NASA-TM-78684] p0358 W78-23054
Method of calculation of nonstationary aerodynamic characteristics of a low-flying wing with a cylindrical fuselage [AD-4051978] p0359 W78-23062
Aerodynamic characteristics at Mach number 0.2 of a wing-body concept for a hypersonic research airplane [AIAA PAPER 88-0147] p0405 W78-25059
Effect of twist and camber on the low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a powered close-coupled wing-canard configuration [NASA-TM-78722] p0487 W78-26096

A study of the lift-to-drag ratio capability of caret wing waveriders [AR-D-055571] p0998 W78-29069
Modification of the Douglas Neumann program to improve the efficiency of predicting component interference and high lift characteristics [NASA-CR-3020] p0554 W78-30505
An automated procedure for computing the three-dimensional transonic flow over wing-body combinations, including viscous effects. Volume 1: Description of analysis methods and applications [AD-4055899] p0558 W78-31052

BOEING AIRCRAFT

WT P-52 AIRCRAFT
WT BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
MT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
WT BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT
WT Y-Cuttle AIRCRAFT
MT Y-Cuttle AIRCRAFT
WT Y-Cuttle AIRCRAFT
MT Y-Cuttle AIRCRAFT
WT Y-Cuttle AIRCRAFT
MT Y-Cuttle AIRCRAFT

BOEING MILITARY AIRCRAFT

U MILITARY AIRCRAFT
BOEING 747M AIRCRAFT
3 Y-A AIRCRAFT
BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT

BOEING 767 AIRCRAFT
747 Shuttle Carrier Aircraft/Space Shuttle Orbiter rated ground vibration test - Data via transient excitation and fast Fourier transform analysis [NASA-TM-770971] p0179 W78-23015
Flutter tests of the rated 747 Shuttle Carrier Aircraft/Orbiter [NASA PAPER 770971] p0179 W78-23016
Shuttle carrier aircraft flight tests p0236 W78-28464
An aerodynamic analysis of a government sponsored, commercial convertible aircraft [AD-A053633] p0303 W78-20996
Application of winglets and/or wing tip extensions with active load control on the Boeing 747 [AD-A059364] p0303 W78-20996
Assessment of service load experience using AFTS-recorded data [NASA TP-70011-8] p0500 W78-29096
Short-term performance deterioration in JT9D-7A (SP) engine 695373 [NASA CR-13543] p0551 W78-30121
Space shuttle separation mechanisms [NASA TM-59210] p0613 W78-32177

SOLKOW AIRCRAFT
WT HO-105 HELICOPTER

BOLTS

Environmental sensitivity test of graphite-epoxy bolt bearing properties p0047 A78-12060
Checking the effectiveness of negative allowance in blusd bolted joints in aircraft structures p0131 A78-20261
Improved design for two-sided bolted joints under symmetric loading p0131 A78-20262

BOHRM AIRCRAFT
MT A-6 AIRCRAFT
MT A-6 AIRCRAFT
MT B-1 AIRCRAFT
MT B-1 AIRCRAFT
MT B-52 AIRCRAFT
MT B-57 AIRCRAFT
BOUNDARY LAYER FLOW

- Boundary layer blowing tests on a radial diffuser in low and subsonic Mach range
- A perspective of laminar-flow-control aircraft energy efficiency program
- Three-dimensional free convection flow and heat transfer along a porous vertical plate
- The attachment of a ventilated plate jet to an inclined plate wall
- An assessment of circulation control airflow development
- Aircraft energy efficiency laminar flow control wing design study
- Static stability derivatives in pitch and roll of a model circulation control rotor
- Unsteady, surface pressure and near-wave hotwire measurements of a circulation control airflow
- Application of laminar flow control to large subsonic military transport airplanes
- Laminar flow control overview
- Development of advanced stability theory suction prediction techniques for laminar flow control --- on swept wings
- Design of a laminar-flow-control supercritical airfoil for a swept wing
- Application of laminar flow control technology to long-range transport design
- Toward a laminar-flow-control transport
- Application of porous materials for laminar flow control
- Two-dimensional subsonic wind tunnel evaluation of two related cambered 15-percent thick circulation control airfoils
- Evaluation of a circulation control tail boom for yaw control --- 00-6 helicopter
- Preliminary design characteristics of a subsonic business jet concept exploiting laminar flow control
- A nodel circulation control rotor
- Towards a laminar-flow-control transport
- Displacement thickness distributions in transonic flows about 3-D wings
- Recent developments in numerical solutions for equations of the boundary layer in laminar and turbulent flow
- Asymptotic theory of the onset of separation at a flap on a cooled body situated in hypersonic flow under conditions of weak hypersonic interaction
- Turbulent boundary layer on a moving surface
- Unsteady boundary layer with self-induced pressure
- Three-dimensional boundary layer theory using shell geometrical concepts
- Streamline coordinates and similarity transformation for the 3-D boundary layer
- Some problems of heat transfer in a boundary layer on continuously moving axisymmetric surfaces
- Boundary layer flow
- Boundary layer separation
- Heat transfer
- Secondary flow
- Separated flow
- Coupled inviscid/boundary-layer flow field predictions for transonic turbomachinery cascades
Unsteady boundary layer with self-induced pressure p0230 A78-28102
Calculation of airfoil drag p0369 A78-36210
Unsteady three-dimensional compressible stagnation-point boundary layers p0571 A78-50456
Investigations of the intensity of oscillations of the boundary of a turbulent wake p0586 A78-51402
On the nonstationary boundary layer with self-induced pressure at transonic external stream velocities p0591 A78-52043
Research on unsteady turbulent boundary layers p0146 A78-16922
Some unsteady separation problems for slender bodies p0269 A78-18383
Analysis and design of a cooled supercritical airfoil test model — wall temperature effect on boundary layer stability [AD-A048465] p0265 A78-19168

BOUNDARY LAYER TRANSITION
Experimental study of the effect of angle of attack on laminar-to-turbulent boundary layer transition near the under surface of delta plates with sharp edges p0126 A78-19631
Investigation of the influence of the boundary layer's state on the aerodynamic characteristics at transonic speeds p0129 A78-19732
Influence of non-tip shape on boundary layer transition in arc heated jets [AIAA PAPER 78-235] p0141 A78-20759
The next approximation after boundary layer theory — machine blade associated unsteady flow effects p0373 A78-37409
An experimental study of boundary layer transition on a canted wing at supersonic speeds p0147 A78-41029
The design and aerodynamic characteristics of an 18% shock-free airfoil / NASA 7501/ [NASA-TP-78016-1] p0477 A78-45228
Three-dimensional and relaminarization effects in turbine blade cascades — An experimental study p0576 A78-50608
Shock obliquity effect on transonic shock-boundary layer interaction p0584 A78-51185
Experimental investigation of laminar-to-turbulent-flow transition under the effect of acoustic oscillations p0592 A78-52763
Critical sting length as determined by the measurement of pitch-damping derivatives for laminar, transitional and turbulent boundary layers at Mach no. 3 for reduced frequencies of 0.0033 and 0.0056 [AD-1042747] p0607 A78-10033
Effects of roughness size on the position of boundary-layer transition and on the aerodynamic characteristics of a 55 deg. swept delta wing at supersonic speeds [NASA-TP-1027] p0609 A78-13016
Leading edge transition on swept wings p0144 A78-14336

Dynamics, flow transition, and laminar separation on nine bodies of revolution having different forebody shapes [AD-A082724] p0236 A78-18001
Effect of perturbed flow on the transition from the supersonic laminar boundary layer to the turbulent [NASA-TP-75196] p0252 A78-19048

BOUNDARY LAYERS
\[ \text{ATMOSPHERIC BOUNDARY LAYER} \]
\[ \text{COMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER} \]
\[ \text{HYPERSONIC BOUNDARY LAYER} \]
\[ \text{INCOMPRESSIBLE BOUNDARY LAYER} \]
\[ \text{LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER} \]
\[ \text{SUPERSHALL BOUNDARY LAYER} \]
\[ \text{THERMAL BOUNDARY LAYER} \]
\[ \text{THREE DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER} \]
\[ \text{TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER} \]
\[ \text{TWODIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER} \]

Boundary layers in dissipative media p0170 A78-22091

Boundary layer development on axial-flow turbomachinery blading p0468 A78-43863
The prediction of viscous effects on aerofoils in transonic flow p0471 A78-45237
Movement of a wing with a small aspect ratio near the interface of fluids with different densities [AD-A045921] p0145 A78-14348
A brief examination of the flow external to an F-111 intake at Mach 1.6 [ATS-TE-2-357] p0313 A78-21054
Two-dimensional viscous-flow past an airfoil in an unsteady airstream p0347 A78-22058
Methods and results of boundary layer measurements on a glider [NASA-TP-75692] p0350 A78-24085
End-wall boundary layer prediction for axial compressors [NASA-TP-78028] p0401 A78-26140
Boundary layer, skin friction, and boattail pressure measurements from the YF-12 airplane at Mach numbers up to 3 p0606 A78-32064

BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS
Pitting of vertical maneuvers of aircraft in the atmosphere p0069 A78-15870
Application of the method of matching outer and inner asymptotic expansions to the solution of problems in viscous fluid dynamics p0127 A78-19649
Tunnel interference assessment by boundary measurements p0286 A78-30669
Second order transonic small perturbation flow p0424 A78-42198
Prediction of pressure field induced by lifting surfaces with unsteady airloads and its application p0580 A78-50673
Numerical implementation of solid-body boundary conditions for the Euler equations — in fluid dynamics p0584 A78-51175
Calculation of local three-dimensional supersonic fields p0586 A78-51184
Some mixed boundary value problems for subsonic flow past oscillating profiles p0598 A78-51198
The geometrical theory of diffraction — a method for the solution of electromagnetic boundary value problems of complicated structures in the high frequency case — satellite and aircraft antennas p0248 A78-18290
The geometrical theory of diffraction — A method for the solution of electromagnetic boundary problems of complicated structures in the high frequency case — satellite and aircraft antennas p0365 A78-23310

BOW SHOCK WAVES
\[ \text{B O W W A V E S } \]

Some bow shock wave problems for subsonic flow past oscillating profiles p0103 A78-12320

BOX SEAMS
Construction and testing of a carbon fibre primary structure for a man-powered aircraft wing [BM-208] p0111 A78-14043

BRACKETS
Evaluation of F-16 radar attachment assemblies for reusable containers [AD-405324] p0599 A78-27432

BRAKES (FOR ARRESTING MOTION)
\[ \text{B R A K E S} \]

Brakes for arresting motion [AD-A045932] p0143 A78-14150

Parachutes and decelerators, Volume 2. A bibliography with abstracts A-91
Prediction of the severity of buffeting — structural response to the aerodynamic excitation produced by separated flow

An investigation of wing buffeting response at subsonic and transonic speeds. Phase 1: F-111A flight data analysis. Volume 1: Summary of technical approach, results and conclusions

An investigation of wing buffeting response at subsonic and transonic speeds. Phase 1: F-111A flight data analysis. Volume 2: Plotted power spectra

An investigation of wing buffeting response at subsonic and transonic speeds. Phase 1: F-111A flight data analysis. Volume 3: Tabulated power spectra

An investigation of wing buffeting response at subsonic and transonic speeds. Phase 2: F-111A flight data analysis. Volume 1: Summary of technical approach, results and conclusions

An investigation of wing buffeting response at subsonic and transonic speeds. Phase 2: F-111A flight data analysis. Volume 2: Plotted power spectra

DOUBLED WING MODELS

Development of a broadsheet system for recording MT data displays

Engineering evaluation tests of 20-sapere airborne battery charger (broadsheet) manufactured by Sunstrand Corporation

Design, fabrication, and testing of a full-scale broadsheet in nitrogen generator for fuel tank inerting application

Description of a model for evaluating operational performance of communications system

BREAKAWAY

U BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION

 Brittle materials design, high temperature gas turbine. Volume 1: Ceramic component fabrication and demonstration

 Brittle materials design, high temperature gas turbine. Volume 2: Ceramic turbine rotor technology

BROADBAND

Broadband analysis of VIF/IF aircraft wire antennas

Influence of internally generated pure tones on the broadband noise radiated from a jet

Broadband noise in axial-fan blade cascade

BRONZES

The wear of aluminum-bronze on steel in the presence of aviation fuel

BUBBLES

Effect of separation bubbles on the lift of wing profiles

BUCKLING

Preliminary design of composite wings for buckling, strength and displacement constraints

Experimental and finite element investigation of the buckling characteristics of a beaded skin panel for a hypersonic aircraft

Buckling of struts. Lipped and unlippled 2 sections

Shear buckling of corrugated plates with quasi-sinusoidal corrugations

BUFFETING

Flying aeroplanes in buffet

Prediction of the severity of buffeting — wind tunnel tests

Flight-measured buffet characteristics of a supercritical wing and a conventional wing on a variable-sweep airplane

BUFFETTING

BUCKLING

Prediction of the severity of buffeting — structural response to the aerodynamic excitation produced by separated flow
ACOUSTIC PERFORMANCE OF THE A/H321-52 EXHAUST INLET NOSE CONE - TANK SYNCHRONIZATION - BUBBLE AND CAVITATION ENSUING IN THE TANKING SYSTEM - Effects of the nose cone on the performance of the exhaust system - Influence of the nose cone design on the acoustic performance of the exhaust system - Effects of the nose cone on the acoustic noise generated by the exhaust system - Effects of the nose cone on the acoustic characteristics of the exhaust system - Effects of the nose cone on the acoustic noise generated by the engine - Effects of the nose cone on the acoustic noise generated by the aircraft - Effects of the nose cone on the acoustic noise generated by the runway - Effects of the nose cone on the acoustic noise generated by the airport - Effects of the nose cone on the acoustic noise generated by the community - Effects of the nose cone on the acoustic noise generated by the environment - Effects of the nose cone on the acoustic noise generated by the community - Effects of the nose cone on the acoustic noise generated by the environment - Effects of the nose cone on the acoustic noise generated by the community - Effects of the nose cone on the acoustic noise generated by the environment - Effects of the nose cone on the acoustic noise generated by the community - Effects of the nose cone on the acoustic noise generated by the environment.
The calibration of injector-powered engine simulators for use in pressurised wind tunnels

(AEC-CP-1391) p0545 N78-30066

Aerodynamic characteristics of an F-8 aircraft configuration with a variable camber wing at Mach numbers from 0.70 to 1.15


Aerodynamic characteristics of a powered close-coupled wing-canard configuration in the Langley high speed 7- by 10-foot tunnel


Wing tunnel investigation at Mach numbers from 1.0 to 1.86 --- conducted in the Ames 9 by 7 foot supersonic wind tunnel


Wing tunnel investigation of computationally optimized variable camber wing configurations


Cameras

A camera system for small forest aerial photography

[AIAA PAPEB 78-1490] p0377 A78-38873

Camera

Evaluation of military specification aircraft contents (AVSEC n7-7B) (AD-A046708) p0116 A78-13488

Canada

Navigating Canada, to the end of the twentieth century

[AEC-CR-2920] p0152 N78-15058

Airflow and thrust calibration of an F100 engine, S/W P660059, at selected flight conditions

[NASA-TF-1125] p0241 N78-18048

Recent load calibrations experienced with the TP-12 airplane --- thermal stresses on Delta wing

p0605 N78-32057

Canada

Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System (ATCERS) In-flight interference investigation in Los Angeles area

[FB-270948/2] p0096 N78-13035

Uplink coverage measurements in the Los Angeles area for passive EFCAS --- collision avoidance

[AD-A040288] p0239 N78-18027

Camera

NT CONICAL CARBEE

NT TV CARBEE

Cambered jet-flapped airfoil theory with tables and computer programs for application

[ND-A045528] p0237 N78-18006

A mean camberline singularity method for two-dimensional steady and oscillatory aerofoils and control surfaces in incompressible flow

[AEC-CP-1391] p0545 N78-30066

Analysis of advanced variable camber concepts

p0549 N78-30108

Two-dimensional subsonic wind tunnel evaluation of two related cambered 15-percent thick circulation control airfoils

p0558 N78-31047

Cambridge

A study of the inviscid flow about concically cambered delta wings

[AIAA PAPEB 78-58] p0171 A78-22561

Analysis of advanced variable camber concepts for combat aircraft

p0592 A78-52592

Investigation of a variable camber wing design

[ND-A0455951] p0137 N78-16000

Iterative calculation of subcritical flow around thick cambered wings: Direct and design problems

[RAE-TR-AREO-1709] p0148 N78-15017

Aerodynamic characteristics of an F-6 aircraft configuration with a variable camber wing at Mach numbers from 0.70 to 1.15


Aerodynamic characteristics of an F-6 aircraft configuration with a variable camber wing at Mach numbers from 1.5 to 2.0 --- conducted in the Ames 9 by 7 foot supersonic wind tunnel


Wind tunnel investigation of computationally optimized variable camber wing configurations


Calculations of the effects of blowing from the leading edges of a cambered delta wing

[AEC-R/M-3800] p0585 N78-30066

Cameras

A camera system for small forest aerial photography

p0337 A78-38873

Camera

Evaluation of military specification aircraft contents (AVSEC no. 77-1B) (AD-A046708) p0153 N78-15286

Canada

Navigating Canada, to the end of the twentieth century

[AEC-CR-2920] p0111 A78-17907

Calibration of the West Canadian Lorcan-C chain

p0255 A78-42511

Canadian Navy experience with small ship helicopter operations

p0261 N78-19129

Canada Aircraft

From Challenger to winner --- Canadian executive jet design and development

p0510 A78-47570

Canada Aircraft

CF-104 Aircraft

Calibration of the Rest Canadian loran-C chain

p0223 A78-26274

Theoretical and experimental aerodynamics of stroke-wing interactions up to high angles-of-attack

[AIAA PAPEB 78-1202] p0423 A78-41892

Prediction of roll-controllability of slender cruciform canard configurations

[AIAA PAPEB 78-1338] p0493 A78-46535

Canard configured aircraft with 2-D nozzle

p0517 A78-47904

Hysteresis effects on stability of VSTOL configurations including conventional, canard, and tandem arrangements

[AIAA PAPEB 78-1506] p0516 A78-47942

Subsonic wind tunnel tests of a canard-control configuration in pure roll motion

[AIAA PAPEB 78-4957] p0602 N78-12046

Effects of deflected thrust on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a close-coupled wing-canard configuration --- in the Langley VSTOL tunnel

[AIAA PAPEB 78-13014] p092 N78-13014

Flight tests of a radio-controlled airplane model with a free-wing, free-canard configuration


Wind tunnel investigation at Mach numbers from 1.90 to 2.86 of a canard-controlled missile with ram-air jet spoiler roll control --- in the Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel

[NASA-TF-1124] p0301 N78-20079

Subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional static aerodynamic characteristics for a close-coupled wing-canard model in both swept back and swept forward configurations

[NASA-TM-70592] p0312 N78-21049

High angle canard missile test in the Ames 11-foot transonic wind tunnel

[NASA-CR-2993] p0405 N78-25057

Effect of twist and camber on the low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a powered close-coupled wing-canard configuration


Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a fighter model with a close-coupled canard at Mach numbers from 0.40 to 1.20

[NASA-TF-1206] p0516 N78-27106

Effect of canard on the trimmed lift capability of a close-coupled canard-wing configuration --- in the Langley high speed 7- by 10-foot tunnel


Wind tunnel investigation at supersonic speeds of a canard-controlled missile with fixed and free-rolling tail fins

[NASA-TF-1316] p0606 N78-32067

Supersonic transport --- using canard surfaces

[NASA-CASE-LAR-11392-1] p0609 N78-32068

Aerodynamic load distributions at transonic speeds for a close-coupled wing-canard configuration: Tabulated pressure data


Subsonic dynamic stability characteristics of two close-coupled canard-wing configurations

[NASA-TF-1291] p0622 N78-33050

Nonlinear rolling motion analysis of a Canard-controlled missile configuration at angles of attack from 0 to 30 degrees in incompressible flow

[AD-A056695] p0631 N78-33132

Canada Industry

Testing the installation of a subcontracted Nicholson interferometer into Canberra aircraft N2173

[NASA-CASE-LAR-11392-1] p0609 N78-32068

Canada

B-57 Aircraft

Cancellation Circuit

An adaptive interference cancellation system for elimination of co-located interference signals --- for ATC sites

p0227 A78-27041

Cannons

A Guns (ORDNANCE)

Canonical Forms

Two extensions of a theorem of Levi-Civita to...
gyroscopic systems and some applications

CABOBS

F-15/16 canopy off testing
Computing internal cockpit reflections of external point light sources for the model YAH-66 advanced attack helicopter low glare canopy design
[AD-A043367] p032 T78-10573

CANTILEVER BEAMS

The effects of external stores on the flutter of a non-wing cantilever

CANTILEVER WINGS

U WINGS

CAPACITANCE

In-place recalibration technique applied to a capacitance-type system for measuring rotor blade tip clearance
[NASA-TP-1110] p0352 T78-22201

CAPACITORS

Capacitors for aircraft high power
[AD-A046340] p0151 T78-15052

CAPACITY

Analysis of runway occupancy times at major airports
[AD-A056052] p0656 T78-31173
Air traffic congestion and capacity. A bibliography with abstracts
[NTIS/PS-76/05969] p0609 T78-32085

CAPTIVE TESTS

MT STATIC FIRING
MT STATIC TETS

CAPTURE EFFECT

Capture effect array glide slope guidance study
[AD-A055678] p0559 T78-31073

CARBAMATES (TRADEMARKS)
MT SUREHAYES

CARBIDES

MT SILICON CARBIDES

CARBON

Low density bismaleimide-carbon microballoon composites --- aircraft and submarine compartment safety

CARBON COMPOUNDS

MT FIBROPOLYMERS
MT SILICON CARBIDES

CARBON DIOXIDE

Viscous carbon dioxide flow past a blunted cone
Operational experience in the Langley expansion tube with various test gases

CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS

The pilot's laser --- gas laser rangefinders for aircraft weapons delivery

CARBON FIBER REINFORCED PLASTICS

Fatigue research on bonded carbon fibre composite/metal joints --- examination of aircraft structural materials
[AD-A049690] p002 T78-11400
Quiet revolution - an update on carbon fibres for aircraft structures
[NTIS/PS-74/09653] p0707 T78-15952
Experience in using high- modulus carbon fibre --- in Vengen wing panels
[NTIS/PS-76/16896] p0777 T78-16996
Applications of carbon fibre composites in commercial aircraft
[AD-A057705] p1015 T78-17253
The use of composites in class 1 structures in helicopters --- for rotor blades
[AD-A057706] p1015 T78-17254
Small planes of carbon-fiber construction
[AD-A057707] p3862 T78-38804
Heavily loaded carbon-fiber-reinforced-plastic primary structure with the Tornado taileron as an example
[AD-A057708] p0383 T78-38810
Material selection for the Tornado taileron
[AD-A057709] p0383 T78-38811

Construction and testing of a carbon fibre primary structure for a man-powered aircraft wing
[AD-208] p011 pT78-14043
Non-destructive inspection of composite materials for aircraft structural applications
[AD-A049690] p0044 T78-26974
Inspection of carbon fibre parts after fabrication and during service
[AD-A049690] p0044 T78-26976
Detectability of flaws in boron and carbon composite parts
[AD-A049690] p0044 T78-26977

CARBON FIBERS

Carbon fiber study

CARBONDIOXIDE

The effect of ambient temperature and humidity on the carbon monoxide emissions of an idling gas turbine
Calculation of CO concentration for liquid fueled gas turbine combustor
[ AD-A035778] p0572 T78-50560
Concorde emissions at Dulles International Airport: Results of measurements
[ NASA-CR-3032] p0597 T78-28098
Experimental study of the effect of cycle pressure on lean combustion emissions
[ NASA-CR-3032] p0492 T78-28098

CARBON-CARBON COMPOSITES

The present status and evolution of the inspection of carbon composite aircraft structures in France
[AD-A055678] p0444 T78-26978

CARBONPANES

Development of a catalytic combustor fuel/air combustion system
[ AD-A049690] p0088 T78-12093

CARGO WINGS

An experimental study of boundary layer transition on a caret wing at hypersonic speeds
[AD-A049690] p0017 T78-41029
A study of the lift-to-drag ratio capability of caret wing waveriders
[ AD-A03691] p0498 T78-29069

CARGO

MT AIR CARGO
MT AIR MAIL

CARGO AIRCRAFT

MT C-5 AIRCRAFT
MT C-9 AIRCRAFT
MT C-130 AIRCRAFT
MT C-135 AIRCRAFT
MT C-140 AIRCRAFT
MT C-141 AIRCRAFT
MT F-27 AIRCRAFT
MT SPANKLADER AIRCRAFT
MTYC-14 AIRCRAFT

Minimum requirements for future wide-body aircraft cargo systems and compartments /intermodal/
[ SAE ARP 1395] p0381 T78-04691
Design concepts for future air freighters
[AD-A043969] p0592 T78-52450
Crew composition study for an Advanced Tanker/Cargo Aircraft (ATCA)
[AD-A043969] p0084 T78-12070
Assessment of the risk of transporting plutonium dioxide by cargo aircraft
[BMRL-2030] p0138 T78-10419
C-12A landing gear capability tests
[AD-A046554] p0149 T78-15029
An economic analysis of a government sponsored, commercial convertible aircraft
[AD-A047633] p0303 T78-20996
Technical and economic evaluation of advanced air cargo systems
[ NASA-TM-78672] p0305 T78-20108
Air cargo compartment fire test simulation, program
[ NASA-CR-151951] p0324 T78-21223
Survey of air cargo forecasting techniques
[ NASA-CR-145329] p0406 T78-25068
Preliminary analysis of hub and spoke air freight distribution system
[ NASA-TM-782656] p0406 T78-25069
Preliminary study of a large span-distributed-load flying-wing cargo airplane concept
[ NASA-TP-1158] p0077 T78-25079
Doctrine versus capabilities: A project manager's dilemma with the CH-47 helicopter
A finite element solution of cascade flow in a viscous incompressible fluid through a cascade with separation at the leading edge

P0429 A78-43303

Application of special-purpose digital computers to rotorcraft real-time simulation

[AIAA PAPER 79-1167] p0407 A79-21682

Aerospace design of oscillating cascades - A new exact method based on conformal mapping

P0108 A79-17723

Effect of blade loading and thickness on the aerodynamics of oscillating cascades

[AIAA PAPER 78-227] p0016 A78-20375

Method of calculating the compressible flow round an aerofoil or a cascade up to the shockfree transonic range

P0168 A79-21219

Application of a finite difference scheme to the numerical solution of the direct problem of a two-dimensional cascade of airfoils

P0220 A79-25636

Nonuniformity of the flow, exciting vibrations in working turbine blades

P0238 A79-27266

Analysis of two-dimensional gas flow in turbomachinery cascades by means of integral equations

P0334 A78-34435

Application of the integral-transformation method to three-dimensional unsteady problems of the theory of cascades

P0310 A78-36365

Calculation of transonic flow through a turbine cascade by the time-step method

P0375 A79-38266

Finite-element analysis of three-dimensional potential flow in turbomachines

P0416 A78-40031

Application of supercritical airfoil technology to compressor cascades - Comparison of theoretical and experimental results
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Survey of piloting factors in V/STOL aircraft with implications for flight control system design
Spacecraft flight control systems - Russian book

A-176
Doppler MLS - The JK Solution
General aviation flight instrument displays
Flight desk display trends

Aviation control system devices --- Russian book
A rudder-mounted digital instrumentation system for helicopter blade flight research measurements
Evaluation of jet 2 inch standoff flight instrument system

A review of the literature on electro-optical flight displays
The design of an optimum alphanumeric symbol set for cockpit displays

A modular adaptive, variable function flight control sensor
Avionics performance analysis: A historical review and a current assessment of flight instrumentation and control systems in civil aviation

The disruption of an aircraft loads spectrum produced by peak-counting accelerometers
JT9D engine diagnostics. Task 2: Feasibility study of measuring in-service flight loads --- 747 aircraft performance
Comparison of concurrent stream gage- and pressure transducer-measured flight loads on a lifting canopy vehicle and correlation with wind tunnel predictions

Plotting of vertical maneuvers of aircraft in the atmosphere

Theory of dolphin-style glider flight and principles of dynamic flight

A nonlinear model of the wind effect in problems involving flight vehicle dynamics

An introduction to the aerodynamics of flight dynamics
Sensitivity analysis of optimal flight trajectories

Prediction of operational combat performance

Approach for identifying avionics flight software operational support requirements - PAVE TACK as an example

Singular perturbation analysis of optimal flight profiles for transport aircraft
The problem of choosing design parameters for unpowered flight vehicles -- control configured optimization

Optimization of the design parameters of finned pilotless vehicles
Optimization of linear stabilization systems of flight vehicles on the basis of orthogonal filters

Aircraft flying performance: Principles, flight attitude, flight phases --- German book

Optimization of quasi-stationary long distance flights in the case of different distances for conducting the flight according to a model which has been idealized to a large extent --- Gorsan thesis

Optimal control of aircraft powerplant --- Russian book
Optimal level controls of high performance aircraft
A simple criterion to distinguish between point and integral performance problems and its use to simplify flight profile optimizations

The on-board calculation of optimal climbing paths
Trajectory optimization for some sailplane performance problems

Flight PATHS

N T G L I D E P A T H S
Further improvement of the efficiency of computational procedures in flight operations
A flight path correlation technique for assessing the impact of turbulence in the atmospheric boundary layer on aircraft during the landing approach

Automatic flightpath calculation and position reporting using a single VOR receiver and a microprocessor system
Automatic flight performance of a transport airplane on complex microwave landing system paths
Some characteristics of sonic boom propagation in an inhomogeneous atmosphere

Digital simulation of aircraft flight path dynamics using quaternions
Mission management in the airport vicinity --- flight control for terminal maneuvering area

A-1 terrain following development
More about flight-path-angle transitions in optimal airplane climbs

Method of calculating the landarea density of aerometrical charts

A method for determining the stability characteristics of aircraft in a helical flight path

Stochastic properties of conflict frequency at multiple connected air route intersections
Collision risk and economic benefit analysis of composite separation for the Central East Pacific track system

A new interpretation of the backside parameter in the airplane flight-path control

The helicopter route selection model (DOPFLIGHT)

Glide path augmentation with inertial flight path angle

An examination of selected digital flight generators
Flight-path reconstruction of symmetric nonsteady flights

Simulator evaluation of a flight-path-angle control system for a transport airplane with direct lift control

Results of a simulator test comparing two display concepts for piloted flight-path-angle control

The effects of wind shear on aircraft flight path and methods for remote sensing and reporting of wind shear at airports
SUBJECT INDEX

[STILL-TW-216] p0403 N78-24755
The on-board calculation of optimal climbing paths
[AD-AO9305] p0599 N78-31075
Flight plan simulation

Light airplane crash tests at three flight-path angles
[NASA TP-1210] p0445 N78-26496
Guidance logic for decelerating spiral approach of a tilt-rotor aircraft in the presence of wind
[p0542] N78-27110
Head-up displays: A literature review and analysis with an annotated bibliography
[AD-A054266] p0491 N78-20962
Optimal terrain following controller for an optimized spline reference path
[AD-A055234] p0565 N78-31122
Terrain Contour Matching (TCM): Sensitivity to heading and ground-speed errors
[AD-A056127] p0609 N78-3208a

FLIGHT PERFORMANCE

S P [AD-A055922]

FLIGHT CHARACTERISTICS

SST flight planning and navigation - The first year's experience
p0372 A78-3715a

IFR aircraft handled forecast by air route traffic control center, fiscal years 1978-1989
[AD-A09305] p0599 N78-31075

FLIGHT RECORDERS

The status of flight recorders in modern aircraft
p0122 A78-1929a

L-1011 flight data recording systems - Background, features, applications and benefits
[AIAA PAPER 78-1471] p0513 A78-47917

Voice-recorder system for severe environment flight recorders
p0532 A78-49872

Design and construction of a flight monitor and data recorder - component selection and software design
[AD-A052605] p0399 N78-24135

Assessment of service lead experience using AIDS-recorded data

Preliminary design of an accident Investigation Retrieval System (AIRS)
[AD-A055590] p0568 N78-31952

Acquisition of operational data during NTS missions
p0609 N78-32089

FLIGHT RULES

BY INSTRUMENT FLIGHT RULES

NASA aviation safety reporting system
[NASA TM-7847] p0406 N78-25071

FLIGHT SAFETY

Analysis of aviation accidents with flight plans and helicopters
p053 A78-14088

The design of aircraft and helicopter protection systems - Russian book
p070 A78-15937

Distribution of reliability characteristics among aircraft units to ensure a given flight-safety level
p0174 A78-22639

The collision risk
p0175 A78-22851

The Low-Level Wind Shear Alert Program
p0187 A78-24306

Touch input as an alternative to keyboard and rolling ball for the radar controller at the display-screen place of operation in ground-based flight control
[DGLR PAPER 77-021] p0189 A78-24418

The enlargement of flight safety due to wind shear
[DGLR PAPER 77-033] p0191 A78-24488

Certifying the Learjet to 51,000 feet
p0234 A78-26462

Clear air turbulence accidents
p0273 A78-26833

Fault tolerant flight controls
p0274 A78-28900

How to make an airport unattractive to birds
p0275 A78-29209

Systematic analysis of safety in aviation. II
p0276 A78-2967a

Some test results concerning visibility of obstacle and hazard beacons
p0280 A78-29907

By accident or design - ATC collision avoidance systems
p0334 A78-34375

Concerning the logical comparison of ATC separation standard assessment modes
p0370 A78-36455

Reliability of aviation techniques and flight safety - Russian book
p0371 A78-3649a

Flap/separator for transonic flight

AIDS in engine management programmes --- Airborne Integrated Data Systems
p0510 A78-67865

Safety of space flights
p0516 A78-78952

Distribution of reliability characteristics among airplane system units to ensure given flight safety level
p0518 A78-68221

Aircraft guidance and flight safety - Current and future problems for research and industry
p0569 A78-50263

Improved safety in air transportation through the extension and automation of flight safety systems
p0569 A78-50248

Airborne equipment for all weather operations
p0570 A78-50488

Feasibility of landing at an alternate airport due to visibility conditions
p0585 A78-51381

VTOL aircraft dynamics - Russian book
p0598 A78-53828

The 1975 accident experience of civilian pilots with static physical defects
[AD-A054205] p083 A78-12050

Safety of space flights
p0597 A78-19713

Overview of NASA/Marshall Space Flight Center's program on knowledge of atmospheric processes
[AD-A045590] p056 A78-31952

NASA's aviation safety research and technology program
p0268 A78-51919

Air traffic safety in the airport near range
[TRSB SP58/64] p0204 A78-20103

Simulation and development possibilities of the manual control concept in the near range and control zone
p0204 A78-20104

Investigation to support phase 1 of the US/BAI midair prevention systems program (MAPS)
[AD-A049743] p0314 A78-21066

Flight safety hazards by shear winds
[TTRB SP58/62] p0359 A78-23073

NASA aviation safety reporting system
[NASA TM-78476] p0406 A78-25071

System integration and safety monitoring to achieve integrity in low altitude flight control systems
p0432 A78-26059

Some principles for studying reduced visibility conditions in regions around airports
[NASA TM-75152] p0617 A78-32642

Annual review of aircraft accident data, US air carrier operations, 1976
[PB-283125/7] p0624 A78-33065

Vortex advisory system simulation of Chicago O'Hare Airport
[AD-A057112] p0625 A78-33069

Dynamic model of gust front
[PB-283125/7] p0635 A78-33962

FLIGHT SIMULATION

The effect of radar disturbances on aircraft runway arrival time as a four-dimensional navigation terminal approach
[AIAA 77-152] p0007 A78-12257

Digital real time simulation of the F-5E/F flight director computer
[AIAA 77-1528] p0008 A78-12267

The relationship between simulation and flight test
[PB-281329/3] p0624 A78-33065

A flexible approach to on-board computer simulation
[PB-281329/3] p0624 A78-33065

Real-time digitally driven graphic-display systems in aircraft simulations
p0669 A78-15707

Determination of flight-tracking controllers using Solheim's pole-shifting method --- for HFB-320

A-181
FLIGHT SIMULATORS

CERTIFICATION STUDY OF A DERIVATIVE MODEL OF A FLIGHT SIMULATOR. PART 1: PRESENT SITUATION AND PROCEEDINGS OF THE 1977 IMAGE CONFERENCE

- Time delay measurements for flight simulators
- Simulator studies of powered lift aircraft
- Simulator study of the effect of visual-motion cues on the learning process during aircraft landing
- Display and speech devices for simulator training and control system
- Cost-effectiveness of flight simulator capabilities for study and solution of aircraft directional control problems on runways
- Full color hybrid display for aircraft simulators
- Simulator evaluation of a flight-path-angle control system for a transport airplane with direct lift control
- Full color hybrid display for aircraft simulators
- Simulator study of the effect of visual-motion cues on pilot tracking performance with an audio side task
- Software design for a visually-coupled airborne systems simulator (VCASS)
- Experimental test for the evaluation of aircraft separation displays using airborne flight simulators

- Development of a symbology exerciser for display generation and analysis on the visually-coupled airborne systems simulator (VCASS)
- Expansion of flight simulator capability for study and solution of aircraft directional control problems on runways, appendixes
- Full color hybrid display for aircraft simulators
- Full color hybrid display for aircraft simulators
- Simulator study of the effect of visual-motion cues on pilot tracking performance with an audio side task
- Software design for a visually-coupled airborne systems simulator (VCASS)
- Experimental test for the evaluation of aircraft separation displays using airborne flight simulators
- Development of a symbology exerciser for display generation and analysis on the visually-coupled airborne systems simulator (VCASS)
FLIGHT STABILITY TESTS

The measurement of performance and stability and control characteristics of a high subsonic jet aircraft in non-steady flight conditions employing high accuracy instrumentation techniques
[0178 A78-16596]

Flying aeroplanes in buffet
[0178 A78-71130]

Flight test of combat aircraft loads and dynamic behavior encountering aircraft trailing vortices
[0178 A78-19443]

Stability and control flight test techniques, volume 2 --- pilot training handbook
[AIAA-80-942593]

Determination of dynamic characteristics from flight test data
[DFL-PN-77-26]

Flight-determined stability and control coefficients of the F-111A airplane
[NASA-TM-72651]

Flight test of stick force stability in attitude-stabilized aircraft
[ABL-TR-77015-9]

Determination of dynamic characteristics from flight test data
[ESA-TT-72-434]

Aircraft ride-bumpiness and the design of ride-smoothing systems
[PM-2-72653]

FLIGHT STRESS (BIOLOGY)

STRESS FLIGHT TESTS
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FLIGHT TECHNICAL EBBOB

J PILOT EBBOB

FLIGHT TEST VEHICLES

Drones for aerodynamic and structural testing
/[AIAA 78-8906]

FLIGHT TESTS

Evaluation of the F-8 DFDR analytic redundancy sensor FDI algorithm using telemetry data --- Failure Detection and Identification for Digital Fly-by-Wire control
[AIAA 77-1506]

Flight experience with a fail-operational digital Fly-by-Wire control system
[AIAA 77-1507]

Adaptive control laws for F-8 flight test
[0178 A78-12358]

Flight testing of radars

- Test pilot report on the angle rate data
- The relationship between simulation and flight test
[0178 A78-14533]

AN/ABN-101 test and evaluation --- data management techniques for Digital Modular Avionics System
[0178 A78-15644]

Computerized test set for the Air Combat Maneuvering Instrumentation
[0178 A78-15700]

A Flight Line Computer Loader/Test Controller for improved avionic maintenance
[0178 A78-15701]

Flight measurement of aircraft onboard antennas
[0178 A78-18504]

Recent flight test results using an electronic display format on the NASA B-737
[0178 A78-18800]

P-16 progress in performance flight testing using an aeroscopic navigation unit
[0178 A78-19427]

Getting ready for V/STOL T6E in the 80's --- Test and Evaluation for subsonic and supersonic options
[0178 A78-19431]

Flight-test measurements of ground effect - STOL airplanes
[0178 A78-19433]

A-5E austere heads-up display/cannon sight evaluation
[0178 A78-19434]

Development of an on-board minicomputer system
[0178 A78-19435]

Electronic flight testing at Wright-Patterson Air Force Base laser tracker
[0178 A78-19437]

A new analysis method for determination of FAA stall speed
[0178 A78-19440]

Flyover noise - Measurement and analysis
[0178 A78-19441]

The PIO problem - Theory and implications to flight test --- Pilot-Induced Oscillation
[0178 A78-19442]

The fighter control configured vehicle /CCY/ program development and flight test summary
[0178 A78-19444]

YC-15 STOL performance flight test methods
[0178 A78-19445]

B-1 progress report
[0178 A78-19446]

B-1 terrain following
[0178 A78-19447]

 Sikorsky YH-60A UTTAS helicopter flight test program
[0178 A78-19449]

Reynolds number criticality in dynamic tests
[0178 A78-20718]

On some singular acoustic signatures observed in the cockpit of a twin engine jet aircraft
[AIAA 78-2942]

Testing a modern strike aircraft navigation system
[0178 A78-20745]

VV-15 tilt rotor test - Progress report
[SAS PAPER 770953]

Flute testing and the need for V/STOL aircraft
[0178 A78-23804]

Flutter tests of the 747 Shuttle Carrier Aircraft-Orbiter
[CAP PAPER 770971]

Flight testing a 2000 rpm Lightweight Hydraulic System
[SLH-TLP-77-0151]

Flight on 0.33 horsepower - The Gossamer Condor
[AIAA 78-773]

An analysis of the aircraft trailing vortex system
[DGLR PAPER 77-031]

New methods for flight vibration studies --- using Fourier analysis
[DGLR PAPER 77-050]

Ride quality flight testing
[0178 A78-26795]

1977 report to the aerospace profession;
[0178 A78-24851]

P-16 flight test progress report
[0178 A78-24852]

F-15/16 canopy off testing
[0178 A78-24853]

YAV-8D/AV-8B advanced Harrier program
[0178 A78-24854]

B-1 terrain following development
[0178 A78-24855]

VC-15 development and test highlights - Phase III
[0178 A78-24856]

VC-14 flight test program
[0178 A78-24857]

Y-14B prototype testing
[0178 A78-24858]

Tri-Gull amphibian development
[0178 A78-24860]

TTAS testing
[0178 A78-24861]

Certifying the Learjet to 51,000 feet
[0178 A78-24862]

Shuttle carrier aircraft flight tests
[0178 A78-24864]

Integrated Doppler/TACAN navigation through conformity with the least squares method - Analysis from requested flight data
[0178 A78-29906]

Benefits of strapdown over gimbal INS systems for aircraft application
[0178 A78-30253]

Performance of the ARAVA aircraft with wings-tip winglets
[0178 A78-30254]

Analytical and experimental fatigue program for the ffsr and nsm landing gear
[0178 A78-30255]

Flight tests of digital data transmission HSK
[0178 A78-30256]

The FHP 320 airborne simulator of DFS/8 as test instrument for determining flight test characteristics
[DGLR PAPER 77-082]

An engine nozzle vibration phenomenon encountered in B-1 flight tests
[SAS PAPER 770971]

Supersonic aerothermal testing --- A new requirement
[AIAA 78-7733]
Hydraulic constant recoil program
[AD-A006313]

Research on various aspects of atmospheric flight
[AD-A036001]

Flight test results of the Stradowno wind tunnel
[AD-A0087]

Inertial Reference Unit (IRU). Volume 5:
Appendices A-G
[NASA-TM-72329]

A rotor-mounted digital instrumentation system for
helicopter blade flight research measurements
[AD-A0087]

Flight evaluation of the transonic stability and
correlation characteristics of an airplane
incorporating a supercritical wing
[NASA-TM-7167]

Results of a simulator test comparing two display
concepts for piloted flight-path-angle control
[NASA-TM-78692]

Results from flight and simulator studies of a
Mar 3 cruise longitudinal autopilot
[NASA-TM-1100]

Vortex breakdown. Some observations in flight on
the B-115 aircraft
[ARC-M-3005]

Flight experiments to improve terminal area
operations
[NASA-TM-76685]

A technique for monitoring flight-test envelope
expansion
[AD-A036163]

A flight investigation of the spanwise lift
requirements of a helicopter rotor blade
[ARC-M-3812]

Fixed wing stability and control, theory, and
flight test techniques
[AD-A036166]

Summary of NASA landing-gear research
[NASA-TM-76658]

Recent flight test results using an electronic
display format on the NASA B-737
[AD-A036167]

Comparison of estimated and flight data for
rolling take-off and transition of a Vertol aircraft
[AD-A036168]

Development of techniques and correlation of
results to accurately establish the lift/drag
characteristics of an air breathing missile from
analytical predictions, sub-scale and full scale
wind tunnel tests and flight tests
[AD-A036169]

Flight test verification of F-15 performance
predictions
[AD-A036170]

Correlation of wind-tunnel and flight-test data for
the Lockheed L-1011 TriStar airplane
[AD-A036171]

Flight investigation of insect contamination and
its alleviation
[AD-A036172]

Development and flight tests of a Kalman filter
for navigation during terminal area and landing
operations
[NASA-CH-3015]

In production of the CH-53 helicopter warrantee
[AD-278015]

TBSS microwave landing system demonstration
program at Dakar, Senegal
[AD-A056465]

TBSS microwave landing system demonstration
program at Nairobi, Kenya
[AD-A056466]

Flight experiments to improve terminal area
operations
[AD-A056467]

Heavy lift helicopter – advanced technology
component program – rotor blade
[AD-A053423]

Airborne utility and functional tests
[AD-A053417]

Flight measurements of the effects of simulated
leading-edge erosion on helicopter blade stall,
torsional loads and performance
[ARC-M-3800]

Compilation of test data from an investigation on
the effect of environment on crack growth under
flight-simulation loading
[FL-TH-76009-1]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FLIGHT TIME</th>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hydraulic constant recoil program</td>
<td>TRSB microwave landing system demonstration program at Kristiansand, Norway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Research on various aspects of atmospheric flight</td>
<td>TRSB microwave landing system demonstration program at Charleroi, Belgium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight test results of the Stradowno wind tunnel</td>
<td>IPC design validation and flight testing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inertial Reference Unit (IRU). Volume 5: Appendices A-G</td>
<td>Flight-measured aerodynamic loads on a 0.92 aspect ratio lifting surface --- YF-12A ventral fins</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A rotor-mounted digital instrumentation system for helicopter blade flight research measurements</td>
<td>Flight experience with altitude hold and Mach hold autopilots on the YF-12 aircraft at Mach 3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight evaluation of the transonic stability and correlation characteristics of an airplane incorporating a supercritical wing</td>
<td>Flight-measured pressure characteristics of aft-facing steps in thick boundary layer flow for transonic and supersonic Mach numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Results of a simulator test comparing two display concepts for piloted flight-path-angle control</td>
<td>In-flight compressible turbulent boundary layer measurements on a hollow cylinder at a Mach number of 3.0 --- supersonic heat transfer and skin friction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Summary of NASA landing-gear research</td>
<td>Strapdown system redundancy management flight demonstration --- vertical takeoff and landing aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recent flight test results using an electronic display format on the NASA B-737</td>
<td>Missile aerodynamic parameter and structure identification from flight test data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Comparison of estimated and flight data for rolling take-off and transition of a Vertol aircraft</td>
<td>An investigation of wing buffetting response at subsonic and transonic speeds: Phase 1: F-111A flight data analysis. Volume 1: Summary of technical approach, results and conclusions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of techniques and correlation of results to accurately establish the lift/drag characteristics of an air breathing missile from analytical predictions, sub-scale and full scale wind tunnel tests and flight tests</td>
<td>An investigation of wing buffetting response at subsonic and transonic speeds. Phase 2: F-111A flight data analysis. Volume 2: Plotted power spectra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Correlation of wind-tunnel and flight-test data for the Lockheed L-1011 TriStar airplane</td>
<td>An investigation of wing buffetting response at subsonic and transonic speeds. Phase 2: F-111A flight data analysis. Volume 1: Summary of technical approach, results and conclusions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development and flight tests of a Kalman filter for navigation during terminal area and landing operations</td>
<td>An investigation of wing buffetting response at subsonic and transonic speeds. Phase 2: F-111A flight data analysis. Volume 3: Tabulated power spectra</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In production of the CH-53 helicopter warrantee</td>
<td>FLIGHT TIME</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBSS microwave landing system demonstration program at Dakar, Senegal</td>
<td>The impact of flight simulators on U.S. airlines</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TBSS microwave landing system demonstration program at Nairobi, Kenya</td>
<td>Strategic or tactical air traffic control</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flight experiments to improve terminal area operations</td>
<td>Estimating the average taxi speed of departing aircraft</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compilation of test data from an investigation on the effect of environment on crack growth under flight-simulation loading</td>
<td>Some factors influencing Air Force simulator training effectiveness</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Avionics wide-angle visual system (AWVS)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Trajectory Design Report, Subsystem Design Report</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Engineering calculation methods for turbulent flow, volume 1
[IC-NASA-78-152-VOL-1] p0302 A78-20091
Engineering calculation methods for turbulent flow, volume 2
[IC-NASA-78-152-VOL-2] p0302 A78-20092
Engineering calculation methods for turbulent flow, volume 3
[IC-NASA-78-153-VOL-3] p0303 A78-20093

FLOW FIELDS
FLOW DISTRIBUTION
FLOW GEOMETRY

The computation of self-similar three-dimensional separated flows
p0127 A78-19657

Reconfiguration of the flow of a pair of bodies, one of which is situated in the other's wake, in supersonic flow
p0165 A78-20913

Hydrodynamic effect on a contour produced by an ideal incompressible flow of constant vorticity
p0276 A78-26956

Discussion of the results of studies on the design of laminar airfoils for steam gliders
p0369 A78-36208

An experimental study of the angular diffusers in axial-flow compressors and turbines
p0576 A78-56610

Effect of wall thickness /height of the injection pipe/ on the mixing process in a system of chordal jets in a flow
p0582 A78-50797

Three-dimensional boundary layer theory using shell geometrical concepts
p0588 A78-51176

Critical issues in various flow computations
p0270 A78-19792

High frequency sound attenuation in short flow ducts
[IC-NASA-78-1267] p0366 A78-23187

Wind-tunnel investigation of effects of trailing-edge geometry on a NASA supercritical airfoil section
[IC-NASA-78-1268] p0350 A78-27079

Propagation of sound through a sheared flow
[IC-NASA-C-152196] p0366 A78-31876

FLOW MEASUREMENT

Review of experimental work on transonic flow in turbomachinery
p0012 A78-12312

Comparison of prediction of transonic flow in a fan with flow measurements taken using a laser Doppler velocimeter
p0012 A78-12314

Nonintrusive measurements of the flow vectors within the blade passages of a transonic compressor rotor
p0012 A78-12315

Measurements of unsteady vortex flow fields
[IC-NASA PAPER 78-18] p0171 A78-22554

Wake vortex measurements of bodies at high angle of attack
[IC-NASA PAPER 78-23] p0171 A78-22555

Investigation of the flow in a plane diffuser by means of a laser Doppler anemometer
p0276 A78-28969

Tunnel interference assessment by boundary measurements
p0286 A78-30869

Some measurements in two-dimensional turbulent wakes
p0289 A78-31386

A technique for vorticity measurement in unsteady flow
[IC-NASA PAPER 78-801] p0295 A78-32356

Hot-wire velocity measurements in thin boundary layers
p0369 A78-36205

Characteristics of the rear wake of a compressor or fan rotor blade
[IC-NASA PAPER 78-1141] p0421 A78-41840

Techniques for the experimental investigation of the near wake of a circular cylinder
[IC-NASA PAPER 78-1197] p0423 A78-41888

Investigation of two-tier blade diffusers of centrifugal compressors
p0467 A78-43664

Probe measurements of velocity and losses from a small axial transonic rotor
[IC-NASA PAPER 78-1198] p0476 A78-45138

Operational two-dimensional laser velocimeter for various wind tunnel measurements
[IC-NASA TP NO. 1978-71] p0479 A78-35278

Boundary layers in axisymmetric inlets at angle of attack
[IC-NASA PAPER 78-1190] p0522 A78-48499

Flow measurements r- behind a rotor operating in a boundary layer
[IC-AD-406597] p0198 A78-15012

FLOW PATTERN
FLOW DISTRIBUTION
FLOW RATE
FLOW VELOCITY
FLOW REGULATORS
FLOW STABILITY
FLOW SEPARATION
FLOW STABILITY
FLOW PLANE STABILITY
FLOW MAGNETODYNAMIC STABILITY
Some aspects of the calculation of flows with tangential discontinuities
p0128 A78-19689

Stability of subsonic gasdynamic flows
p0274 A78-28959

Operation of an axial-flow compressor in the case of radially ununiform inlet flow
p0581 A78-50793

Introduction to unsteady aspects of separation in subsonic and transonic flow
p0289 A78-18361

FLOW THEORY

Small perturbation expansions in unsteady aerofoil theory
p0079 A78-16401

Uniqueness theorems for an integral equation of a rectangular thin-section wing
p0139 A78-20201

Viscous thin airfoil theory and the Kutta condition
[IC-NASA PAPER 78-152] p0159 A78-20707

Investigations of the transonic flow around oscillating airfoils --- Thesis
p0393 A78-38978

Basic model concepts of fluid mechanics in wing theory
p0580 A78-50752

A theory of the supersonic turbulent axisymmetric near wake behind bluff-base bodies
p0146 A78-14995

FLOW VELOCITY

Comparison of prediction of transonic flow in a fan with flow measurements taken using a laser Doppler velocimeter
p0012 A78-12314

Nonintrusive measurements of the flow vectors within the blade passages of a transonic compressor rotor
p0012 A78-12315

Computational inductive velocity in the plane of a lightly loaded lifting propeller
p0127 A78-19658

The flow about a slender propeller-driven body in a temperature stratified fluid
[IC-NASA PAPER 78-209] p0161 A78-20746

Velocity profiles in the Laval nozzle throat for uniform compressible swirling flow
p0165 A78-20905

Driver gas contamination in a high-enthalpy reflected shock tunnel
p0223 A78-26235

Laser velocimeter for wind tunnel measurements
p0379 A78-17979

Flow measurements of velocity and losses from a small axial transonic rotor
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FLUID INJECTION

Fluid injection involves the introduction of a fluid into a system, typically to achieve a specific effect. This can include everything from simple injection into a fluid stream to more complex methods like fluidized bed processing. Fluid injection is used in a variety of applications, such as in combustion systems, where it is used to introduce fuel into the combustion chamber, or in environmental applications, where it is used to inject nutrients into water bodies.

The efficiency of fluid injection can be improved by using advanced techniques. For example, the use of high-pressure injection systems can increase the rate of injection and improve the mixing of the injected fluid with the primary flow. Additionally, the use of pulsatile injection can help to break up the injected fluid and improve its mixing with the primary flow. These techniques are particularly useful in applications where high mixing rates are desired, such as in combustion systems.

In addition to these methods, fluid injection can also be used to control the flow of a fluid. For example, the use of fluid injection to control the flow of a fluid in a pipe can be used to regulate the flow rate or to prevent the formation of blockages. This is typically achieved by using the fluid injection to create a secondary flow that opposes the primary flow, thus reducing its velocity and preventing blockage.

Fluid injection is also used in a variety of other applications, including in the field of fluid mechanics. In this field, fluid injection is used to study the behavior of fluids under various conditions, such as in turbulent flows or in flows with complex geometries. This is typically achieved by injecting a tracer fluid into the main flow and monitoring its behavior using sensors.

The technology for fluid injection continues to evolve, with new methods and techniques being developed to improve its efficiency and effectiveness. This includes the use of advanced materials and coatings to reduce wear and improve the longevity of fluid injection systems, as well as the development of new methods for monitoring and controlling the injection process.

Overall, fluid injection is a powerful tool that can be used to achieve a wide range of effects in a variety of applications. Its use continues to expand as new methods and techniques are developed to improve its performance and effectiveness.
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The image contains a page from a document titled "FRACTOGRAPHY." The page is divided into sections for different topics, including "FOREBODIES," "FRACTURE MECHANICS," and "FRACTURE STRENGTH." Each section lists various subtopics and references, indicating a detailed study of fracture mechanics in aerospace engineering.

The page includes references to several studies and reports, covering topics such as fracture analysis of aircraft parts, stress fracture analysis, and fatigue cracking. The content is technical and appears to be aimed at researchers and engineers in the field of aerospace technology.

For example, one reference mentions "Microfractographic fracture analysis of some aircraft parts," while another discusses "Application of fracture mechanics to aerospace design." The page also includes references to studies on the mechanical properties of materials, stress analysis in aircraft structures, and the use of advanced computational methods in fracture mechanics.

The document seems to be a comprehensive resource on the subject, providing a wealth of information for those working in the field of aerospace engineering and materials science.
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Launching the Harrier from a ski jump (P0234 A78-28465).

Verification of landing gear design strength (SAE AIR 1494).

Ground test facility for integrated rocket ramjets (AIAA PAPEB 78-148494).
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Applications of Advances in Navigation to Guidance and Control
(AGARD CP-220)
URF DF triangulation system for control and guidance of military aircraft
Optimisation horizontal guidance techniques for aircraft
Guidance and control design considerations for low-altitude and Terminal-Area Flight
AGARD CP-240)
Guidance and control for low level offensive aircraft: A Royal Air force view
Experimental determination of the navigation error of the v-b navigation, guidance, and control system on the NASA B-737 airplane
GUIDANCE SENSORS
The feasibility of an airborne thermal infrared position updating system
[AIAA 77-1477]
A-6-TA --- Target Recognition Attack
Multisensor system retrofit for all-weather operations
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A multifunctional guidance and control system --- for CCF T-34 aircraft
Flight-control/navigation inertial reference system
Observational computation in the case of redundant measurements --- for position sensor data in radio navigation systems
Dual-control guidance strategy for homing interceptors taking angle-only measurements
'strapdown seeker guidance for tactical weapons
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An application of stochastic control theory to the gust-alleviation system for a transport airplane
Gust-alleviation control system for aircraft
Simulation study of gust alleviation in a tilt rotor aircraft, volume 1
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Simulation study of gust alleviation in a tilt rotor aircraft, volume 2
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Open loop gust alleviation --- exemplified for 20-28 aircraft
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Statistical analysis and prediction of the heat-resistance characteristics of cast alloys for gas-turbine engine/AC/10

Influence of technological factors on the resistance to fracture of refractory materials in high-speed air flows/p058

New production methods gain --- in engine/AC/10 manufacturing for U.S. aerospace industry/p058

Investigation of the weldability of heat-resistant titanium alloys/p059

Development of hot isostatically pressed Be95 turbine parts/AD-A011497

Process and metallurgical factors in joining superalloys and other high service temperature materials/p066

Predicted inlet gas temperatures for long-range forward reinforced superalloy turbine blades [NASA-74-73949]/p064

New materials for high temperature turbines: OEBL's DS composite withstood the blade problem/p021

F-16 composites for advanced gas turbine engine components/AD-A050595

Machine casting of high temperature alloys for turbine engine components/AD-135698

Advanced materials research for long-haul aircraft turbine engines/p035

Evaluation of cyclic behavior of aircraft turbine disk alloys [NASA-CE-159431]/p043

Heat Shielding

Evaluation of a large capacity heat pump concept for active cooling of hypersonic aircraft structure [NASA-CR-145301]/p021

Study of heat sink thermal protection systems for hypersonic research aircraft/AIAA PAP1E 78-36-p0157

Hypersonic airbreathing missile [NASA-CASE-LAB-12264-1]/p0613

Downed Airman Power Source (DAPS) for inclusion into the RSK-1A aircraft ejection seat to be used by downed pilots for environmental anti-exposure protection/AD-A046883
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Heat Transfer
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Analysis of heat transfer in a simulated wing-on-eve in hypersonic flow [AIAA PAPER 78-60]-p0171

All-Union Seminar on Inverse and Conjugate Problems of Heat Transfer, 2nd, Moscow, USSR, October 19-21, 1976, Proceedings/p0228

Some aspects of the thermal design of flight vehicles and processing of heat-test data/p0228

Application of a new test method and a new wind-tunnel-data processing technique to the study of unsteady heat conduction processes/p0228
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Improvement of cooling and its application to combustor design
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Influence of surface roughness on skin friction and heat transfer for compressible turbulent boundary layers
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Investigation of the heat regime of gas-turbine engine bearings --- Russian book
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The effect of microstructure on fracture of a new high toughness titanium alloy
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Shipboard launch and recovery of HPH helicopters in high seas states

Calculated hovering helicopter flight dynamics with a circulation controlled rotor

Three-cue helicopter flight director evaluation

Systematic investigation of models of helicopter with a slung load

HELICOPTER DESIGN

The attack helicopter Hughes YAH-64

Optimization of helicopter design. I

Helicopter manufacturing technology. II—Drive system and turbine engine technology

Optimization of helicopter design. II

Helicopters and energy savings

Reversing the trend of cockpit complexity with smart displays --- for helicopters

The design of aircraft and helicopter protection systems --- Russian book

Design and fabrication of an improved performance, low cost, composite main rotor blade for the Cobra helicopter

Static and dynamic analysis of helicopter structures with the finite element method

Sokorsky YUH-60A UTAS helicopter flight test program

Experimental study of the induced interaction of lifting propellers, positioned according to transverse and longitudinal schemes --- for helicopters

The rigidity and performance of a helicopter gearbox with a cantilevered housing and two taper roller bearings

A superelement technique for designing helicopter fuselages

Mechanism of wear in helicopter hydraulic systems

YAH-66 advanced attack helicopter design tradeoffs

The Bell Model 222 --- twin engine executive transport helicopter

Army UTAS program --- 8H-60A helicopter for Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System

Status report on the Advancing Blade Concept /ABC/ technology demonstrator program

A new airfoil family for rotor blades

The Mi-6A helicopter --- Russian book

Black Hawk, Lamps and AH

Flight evaluation of helicopter rotor isolation system

Natural, flexural-torsional vibration analysis of helicopter rotor blades by the finite element method

The quest for new technologies in the helicopter field

Interior acoustic environment of STOL vehicles and helicopters

Flight experiments on aerodynamic features affecting helicopter blade design

IDS—An advanced hingeless rotor system

Use of structural analysis programs for calculating states of stress in helicopter rotor elements

Helicopter fuel economy evaluation

Dynamie stability of a helicopter carrying a suspended payload

Super element method for helicopter fuselage analysis

Flight controls of Army/Hughes YAH-64 advanced attack helicopter

Helicopter manufacturing technology. III—Future manufacturing technologies

Concepts for the design of a completely active helicopter isolation system using output vector feedback

Single bladed torqueless helicopter design

An assessment of some forms of follower-tooth reduction gear and its application to helicopter main rotor gearboxes

Super element method of designing a helicopter fuselage

Technica evaluation report on the Flight Mechanics Panel Symposium on rotorcraft Design

A new holocast from SNIAS helicopters division

Advanced technology helicopter landing gear

Rotorcraft Design

The Sikorsky 5-76 program

The AS 350 light helicopter

The Advancing Blade Concept (ABC) rotor program

Westland Wasp

Civil and military design requirements and their influence on the product

A technique for monitoring flight-test envelope expansion

Heavy lift helicopters. Advanced Technology component program: Hub and upper controls

In production of the CH-53K helicopter warranted

Civil helicopter design and operational requirement

Theoretical study of multicyclc control of a controllable twist rotor

HELICOPTER ENGINES

Helicopter manufacturing technology. II—Drive system and turbine engine technology

Aircraft and helicopter engines — Fundamentals of design and flight operations --- Russian book

Research needs for O.S. Army aircraft propulsion

DSN/501-M628 dynamic interface critical speed problem

Helicopter freewheel unit design guide

Vibration investigation of helicopter engine cooling fan

HLH drive system
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A simplified Mach number scaling law for helicopter rotor noise
Observed variability of aircraft noise footprint measurements
Compressible flow about helicopter rotors
The role of meteorology in helicopter icing problems
Hybrid computer models as an aid in design of gas turbine control systems for helicopters
VAI parameter identification flight test -- T01 Approach and Landing Technology
Measurement of vibratory displacements of a rotating blade
Helicopter rotor vibration isolation
Preventing helicopter mid-air collisions with the proximity warning device
Values of diffusion coefficients deduced from the closing times of helicopter-produced clearances in fog
Investigation of the compliant rotor concept
Low airspeed sensor location tests AH-1G helicopter
An analysis of the flutter and damping characteristics of helicopter rotors
The characterization of some requirements for a helicopter flight research simulation facility
Subjective ratings of annoyance produced by helicopter noise
Investigation of the compliant rotor concept
Computing internal cockpit reflections of external point light sources for the model YAH-64
Advanced attack helicopter low glare canopy design
Single bladed torqueless helicopter design
Flight test of a composite multi-tubular spar main rotor blade on the AH-1G helicopter. Volume 1: Materials, design and test
Systematic investigation of models of helicopter with a slung load
Generalized helicopter rotor performance predictions
Flight test of a composite multi-tubular spar main rotor blade on the AH-1G helicopter. Volume 2: Cost estimates and process specifications
Flight evaluation resortment low-range orthogonal airspeed system with 853G sensor
Flight evaluation J-TEC VT-1003 vector airspeed sensing system
Evaluation of slingpack style parachute in CTHA airtrainer aircraft
Research requirements to improve safety of civil helicopters
Quiet propeller/rotor concept evaluation of the 98-1 helicopter
Physical analysis of the impulsive aspects of helicopter noise
Evaluation of and operational procedures for a helicopter simulation system utilizing an integrated electronic instrument display
Preliminary design study of an integrated tall rotor servo power module
Helicopter Ground Mobility System (HGMS) concept formulation and selection
Research requirements to reduce maintenance costs of civil helicopters
Crashworthiness troop seat testing program
Icing on helicopters
VTOL/Helicopter approach and landing guidance sensors for Navy ship applications
Advanced technology helicopter landing gear
British Airways helicopter operations
Air-sea rescue operations. Search and rescue experience
Some aspects of offshore operations in the Netherlands
Combined military and commercial application of light helicopters
The Bell Model 222
Tethered RPV-rotorcraft
DFVLR rotorcraft research
ONERA aerodynamic research work on helicopters
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Optical control theory (OWEM) applied to a helicopter in the hover and approach phase
Helicopter free-wheel unit design guide
A life cycle cost study of contractor versus organic support of aircraft programs
Research requirements to improve reliability of civil helicopters
Advanced overrunning clutch technology for use on helicopters
Non-destructive method for applying and removing instrumentation on helicopter rotor blades
Advanced technology servicing equipment for army aircraft
Non-destructive method for applying and removing instrumentation on helicopter rotor blades
Advanced overrunning clutch technology for use in helicopters
Evaluation of the annoyance due to helicopter noise
Oil-air mist lubrication for helicopter gearing
The effect of tap vortex structure on helicopter noise due to blade/vortex interaction
Design criteria for application of membrane nitrogen inerting systems to army aircraft fuel tanks
A review of the literature on electro-optical flight displays
Effects of spanwise circulation distribution on a limit of circulatory lift on wings with finite span

Development of low sweep, high aspect ratio wings designed for high Reynolds number

Balancing stability boundaries for the large-aspect-ratio tokamak

Control-surface hinge-moment calculations for a high-aspect-ratio supercircular wing

High aspect ratio wings

High field magnets

Electrical flight control systems - Applicable now

Electromagnetic force motor design using rare earth-coated permanent magnets

High frequencies

High frequency dynamic engine simulation --- TP-30 engine

The geometrical theory of diffraction - A method for the solution of electromagnetic boundary value problems of complicated structures in the high frequency case --- satellite and aircraft antennas

HF radiation characteristics of the HH-53D helicopter and the Mack 105 AERON system

The geometrical theory of diffraction - A method for the solution of electromagnetic boundary value problems of complicated structures in the high frequency case --- satellite and aircraft antennas

High frequency sound attenuation in short flow ducts

High gain

Filtering technique based on high-frequency plant modeling for high gain control
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High gravity environments

The design of a high-g cockpit

High melting compounds

High pressure

Use of leaning vanes in a two stage fan

Design and preliminary results of a semientrapation cooled (tantalloy) liner for a high-pressure high-temperature combustor

High resolution

High resolution, high brightness color television projector: Analysis, investigation, design, performance of baseline projector

High speed

Wind tunnel investigation of rotor lift and propulsive force at high speed: Data analysis

Wind tunnel investigation of rotor lift and propulsive force at high speed. Test data appendix

Wind tunnel investigation of rotor lift and propulsive force at high speed: Test data appendix

High velocity jet noise source location and reduction. Task 1: Activation of facilities and validation of source location techniques

Theoretical evaluation of high speed aerodynamics for arrow wing configurations

Development of mainshaft high speed cylindrical roller bearings for gas turbine engines

An analysis of the gust-induced overspeed trends of helicopter rotors

High speed flight
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High strength

Applications of structural optimization for strength and aerodynamic design requirements

Lower cost by substituting steel for titanium.

High strength alloys
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Heat-resistant equipment for bending shaped material with electrical heating

Lower cost by substituting steel for titanium.

High strength steels
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High-aspect-ratio supercritical wing
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High temperature air
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Application of fracture mechanics at elevated temperatures
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The design and performance of high temperature turbines in turboshaft engines

Modern materials, selection, testing, application. II - Surveys about special areas of materials technology for study and practice - Titanium and titanium alloys
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High-voltage power supply problems and design techniques
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Measurements of film cooling effectiveness distributions for exhausting through a double row of holes -- for high temperature gas turbine blades

Near-hole region heat transfer in full-coverage fins cooling -- for high temperature gas turbines
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Determination of the wave drag of an airfoil profile by means of interferometry in near-sonic flow
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High-voltage power supply problems and design techniques
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Experimental evaluation of an array technique for zero to horizon coverage -- aircraft to satellite communication links
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A new method for cutting honeycomb and composite materials for structural members

Transport construction costs studied --- composite materials use in aircraft for cost reduction

Today's non-metallic composite airframe structure

Aerodynamic performance of conventional and advanced design labyrinth seals with solid-smooth abradable, and honeycomb lands --- gas turbine engines

Aerodynamic performance of conventional and advanced design labyrinth seals with solid-smooth abradable, and honeycomb lands --- gas turbine engines

A new method for cutting honeycomb and composite materials for structural members

Transport construction costs studied --- composite materials use in aircraft for cost reduction

Today's non-metallic composite airframe structure

Aerodynamic performance of conventional and advanced design labyrinth seals with solid-smooth abradable, and honeycomb lands --- gas turbine engines
Optimal control theory (OCT) applied to a helical flow. An experimental investigation of hingeless helicopter rotor-body stability in hover.

Analysis of the influence of the OGE/IGE aerodynamics and hovering control of LTA vehicles.

V/STOL hover stability impact on hover control task.

Analysis of spread multi-jet VTOL aircraft in hover.

An improved method of calculating the tip vortex geometry for hovering rotors.

Development of a frangible approach light. An experimental study of three-dimensional unsteady flow parameters identified from dynamic model tests.


Vortex breakdown. Some observations in flight on the HP 115 aircraft (ARC-FM-3805).

Survey of piloting factors in V/STOL aircraft with implications for flight control system design.
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[VPB-PAPER-22] p0138 N78-14011

JOURNAL BEARINGS
Some experiments on instability of rotors supported in fluid-film bearings
[ASSE-PAPER-79-097] p0134 N78-20593
Squeeze film damper characteristics for gas turbine engines
[ASSE-PAPER-77-097] p0224 N78-26796

JOURNALS (SHAFTS)
U SHAFTS (MACHINE ELEMENTS)

A-239
**JP-4 JET FUEL**

Analysis of spray combustion in a research gas turbine combustor

Infrared radiation from the exhaust jet of a J85-GE-5 turbojet

[AD-A0436296]

Development of a catalytic combustor fuel/air carburetion system

[AD-A040463]

Electrostatic charging of JP-4 fuel on polyurethane foams

[AD-A053831]

**JP-5 JET FUEL**

Evaluation of coal-derived JP-5 fuels

Effects of high availability fuels on combustor properties

[AD-A054229]

**K BAND**

U EXTREMELY HIGH FREQUENCIES

KA BAND

U EXTREMELY HIGH FREQUENCIES

KALMAN FILTERS

Velocity aiding of noncoherent GPS receiver

[AD-A054646]

EAB navigation update modes --- Electronically

[AD-A056343]

A performance analysis of a radar tracking filter --- digital Kalman filter for aircraft targets

[AD-A0517-1756]

Failure detection and correction for turbofan engines

[AD-A058580]

Kalman filter divergence and aircraft motion estimators

[AD-A0617-2391]

Assessment of dynamic coordinate alignment for elastic aircraft --- flight control Kalman filter estimates

[AD-A0617-2678]

Performance of a ring laser strapdown attitude and heading reference for aircraft

[AD-A054640]

Optimal terrain-aided navigation systems

[AIAA 78-1262]

Suboptimal adaptive filtering of radio signals

[AD-A0601-5393]

Flight-path reconstruction of symmetric nonsteady flights

[HLA-TB-76133-0]

Improvement of flight measuring data with a Kalman filter

[BVEM-FMW-77-7]  

Development and flight tests of a Kalman filter for navigation during terminal area and landing operations

[NASA-CR-3015]

An extended Kalman filter fire control system against air-to-air missile, volume 2

[AD-A055637]

Hinge aerodynamic parameter and structure identification from flight test data

[AD-A056343]

**KEYLAR (TRADEMARK)**

Service experience of composite parts on the L-1011 and C-130

[AD-A0475-25197]

Flight service evaluation of Keylar-49 epoxy composite panels in wide-bodied commercial transport aircraft

[NASA-CR-345326]

Impact tests on fibrous composite sandwich structures

[NASA-78-70719]

**KETING**

MT PHASE SHIFT KEYING

KINETIC EQUATIONS

Calculation of horizontal tail loads in maneuvering flight

[D-13-536-76/4]

**KINETICS**

Landing gear kinematics

[AD-A0437-4362]

**KINESTHESIS**

U PROPRIOCEPTION

KINETIC EQUATIONS

KINETIC EQUATIONS

KINETIC FRICITION

KINETIC HEATING

MT AERODYNAMIC HEATING

MT EFFECTS OF HEAT ON FATIGUE IN AIRCRAFT STRUCTURE

[AIAA 78-3798]

**KINETICS**

MT ELECTROKINETICS

MT NEWTON THEORY

MT ELECTRICAL KINETICS

**KINCHAKHOFF-BELZIE THEORETICAL FLOW**

U PIPE FLOW

KINCHAKHOFF-BELZIE THEORETICAL FLOW

U WAVET Propagation

**KINEMATICS**

U KINEMATIC EQUATIONS

U NEWTON KINEMATICS

U SLIDING FRICTION

**KINHARD OR DEHABK**

HIGH PHASE SHIFT KEYING

**L BAND**

U ULTRABAND FREQUENCIES

L-1011 AIRCRAFT

Service experience of composite parts on the L-1011 and C-130

[AD-A0475-2548]

Service experience of composite parts on the L-1011 and C-130

[AD-A0475-25197]

British Airways Tri-Star -- Present and future

[AD-A048059]

L-1011 flight data recording systems - Background, features, implications and benefits

[AIAA PAPER 78-1671]

The L-1011-500 long-range Tristar airplane

[AD-A0543-52245]

Designing the L-1011 to minimize rotor failures effects

[AD-A0543-10075]

Substructure coupling: A different approach

[AD-A0581-12445]

Flight service evaluation of Keylar-49 epoxy composite panels in wide-bodied commercial transport aircraft

[NASA-CR-185326]

Correlation of wind-tunnel and flight-test data for the Lockheed L-1011 Tristar airplane

[AD-A0558-22161]

Development and flight evaluation of active controls in the L-1011 -- including wing load alleviation and stability augmentation

[AD-A0558-29051]

LABORATORIES

MT ENGINE TESTING LABORATORIES

**LABORATORY EQUIPMENT**

The Boeing aerodynamic labs data system

[AIAA 78-705]

Accelerated laboratory corrosion test for materials and finishes used in naval aircraft

[AD-A0490059]

[AD-A0490059]
SUBJECT INDEX

LAG (DELIB) 0 TIME LAG

LAKE AERIAL
Lake Erie international jetport-model feasibility investigation. Report 17-9: Results of numerical three-dimensional wind-driven circulation analysis for thermally stratified lake conditions [AD-A050964] p0356 A78-22120

LAKE
MT LAKE AERIAL
LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
Investigation of the laminar sublayer on blown porous surfaces p079 A78-16488
Second-order boundary-layer flow with hard suction p076 A78-16612
Recent developments in numerical solutions for equations of the boundary layer in laminar and turbulent flow p0118 A78-19030
Experimental investigation of the characteristics of small-sized nozzles p0167 A78-21090
A method for the construction of flow nozzles and wind tunnel contraction sections p0168 A78-21635
Some special boundary layer problems /20th Ludwig Prandtli Memorial Lecture/ — aircraft wing stall characteristics p0176 A78-23295
Wind tunnel model and measuring techniques for the investigation of three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers [AIAA 78-781] p0295 A78-32380
Transition behavior of a Blasius-type boundary layer subjected to uniform blowing or suction p0168 A78-41149
Laminar leading edge stall prediction for thin airfoils [AIAA PAPER 78-1222] p0426 A78-31903
Unsteady laminar compressible boundary-layer flow at a three-dimensional stagnation point p0571 A78-50503
Aircraft energy efficiency laminar flow control wing design study [NASA-78-78634] p0065 A78-13042
Effect of perturbed flow on the transition from the supersonic laminar boundary layer to the turbulent [NASA-78-75196] p0252 A78-19048
Laminar flow control overview p0048 A78-27066
Development of advanced stability theory suction prediction techniques for laminar flow control --- on swept wings p0840 A78-27068
Design of a laminar-flow-control supercritical airfoil for a swept wing p0840 A78-27069
Application of laminar flow control technology to long-range transport design p0449 A78-27070
Toward a laminar-flow-control transport p0449 A78-27071
Application of porous materials for laminar flow control p0449 A78-27072
Calculation of laminar boundary layers on infinite swept wings based on thaitian two-dimensional method [FDA-80-1837] p0488 A78-28061

LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER SEPARATION
U LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
LAMINAR FLOW
U LAMINAR FLOW
LAMINAR FLOW
MT BLASIUS FLOW
MT STRATIFIED FLOW
Analysis and calculation of plane skew symmetric contours of second-order smoothness --- for channel surface design p0174 A78-22576
Photon correlation techniques for wind-tunnel aerodynamics p0681 A78-46376
A perspective of laminar-flow control --- aircraft energy efficiency program [AIAA PAPER 78-1528] p0681 A78-46503

Flight experience on the need and use of inflight leading edge washing for a laminar flow aircraft [AIAA PAPER 78-1512] p0516 A78-47947
The development and evaluation of advanced technology laminar-flow-control subsonic transport aircraft [AIAA PAPER 78-96] p0592 A78-52626
Experimental investigation of laminar-to-turbulent-flow transition under the effect of acoustic oscillations p0593 A78-52763
Experiments on the laminar flow in a rectangular streamwise corner p0600 A78-53765
Drag, flow transition, and laminar separation on mine bodies of revolution having different forebody shapes [AD-A008278] p0236 A78-18001
Application of laminar flow control to large subsonic military transport airplanes [AD-A0552422] p0394 A78-24098

LAMINAR FLOW AIRFOILS
Numerical solution for airfoils near stall in optimized boundary-fitted curvilinear coordinates [AIAA PAPER 78-284] p0163 A78-20791
Material development for laminar flow control wing panels p0218 A78-25200
Discussion of results of studies on the design of laminar airfoils for stunt gliders p0369 A78-36204
Hot-wire velocity measurements in thin boundary layers p0369 A78-36205
Numerical study of laminar unsteady flow over airfoils p0358 A78-23049

LAMINAR FLOW CONTROL
U BOUNDARY LAYER CONTROL
U LAMINAR BOUNDARY LAYER
LAMINAR FLUX
U JET FLOW
U LAMINAR FLOW
LAMINAR WAKE
Artificial control of the laminar-turbulent transition of a two-dimensional wake by external sound p0227 A78-27143
Laminar hypersonic wake of a lifting body p0426 A78-42763

LAMINATED MATERIALS
U LAMINATES
LAMINATES
Stress-strain state of simply-supported three-layer trepanoidal plates p0168 A78-21205
Spectrum crack growth in adhesively bonded structure [ASME PAPER 77-WA-MAT-7] p0175 A78-23372
Integrally stiffened laminate construction p0370 A78-36431
Determination of the principal mechanical properties of reinforced plastic laminates for aircraft [AD-A043350] p0940 A78-11201

LAMINATIONS
U LAMINATES
LAMPS PROGRAM
U LIGHT AIRBORNE MULTIPURPOSE SYSTEM
LAND USE
Selection of sites at general aviation airports - A regulator's dilemma p0015 A78-12821
Planning and design of small airports in Canada p0321 A78-35668

LANDING
MT AIRCRAFT LANDING
MT CRASH LANDING
MT DITCHING (LANDING)
MT AIRCRAFT LANDING
MT VERTICAL LANDING

A-241
Basic analysis of terminal operation benefits resulting from reduced vortex separation minima — for aircraft landing in terminal area  

Ground-based and in-flight simulator studies of low-speed handling characteristics of two supersonic cruise transport concepts  
[NASA-TP-1240] p0453 N78-27111

LANDING AIDS
ST AIRPORT BRAZIL
ST AIRPORT LIGHTS
ST ALL-WEATHER LANDING SYSTEMS
ST APPROACH INDICATORS
ST ARRESTING GEAR
ST AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL
ST INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS
ST LANDING INSTRUMENTS
ST MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEMS
ST MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM
ST RUNWAY LIGHTS
Display augmentation in manual control of remotely piloted vehicles  
p0231 A78-28148

Landing systems - The Navy viewpoint  
p0281 A78-30097

Soviet landing aid drawn FAA scrutiny — laser approach guidance  
p0381 A78-38773

Onboard radio-navigation and landing aids for aircraft — Russian book  
p0473 A78-44606

A systems approach to hospital lighting  
p0523 A78-49238

Navigation performance of the Triscane concept for shipboard VTOL aircraft operations  
[AIAA 78-1293] p0542 A78-50200

Current and future navigation and landing systems  
p0569 A78-50265

The Turboclear process — fog dispersal techniques  
p0571 A78-50489

A system concept of metering and spacing for aircraft landing approach  
p0595 A78-52968

Test report on the application of the Linde fog removal equipment at the Erding air base — Germany  
[DLR-IB-75-6] p0145 N78-19763

Full color hybrid display for aircraft simulators — landing aids  
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10903-1] p0246 N78-18083

Requirements for VLA systems  
p0260 N78-19118

VTOL/Helicopter approach and landing guidance sensors for Navy ship applications  
p0260 N78-19119

Precise enroute navigation based on ground-derived techniques  
p0315 N78-21078

Definition of tire properties required for landing system analysis  
[NASA-CH-15517] p0326 A78-21326

The effect of landing system coverage and path geometry on lateral position errors at the runway threshold  
[NASA-TM-78744] p0451 N78-27100

Description and performance of the Langley visual landing display system  

Simulation and flight evaluation of a head-up landing aid for general aviation  
[NASA-TP-1276] p0562 N78-31101

Parameters of future ATC systems relating to airport capacity/delay  
[AD-A055482] p0566 N78-31130

LANDING GEAR
On the application of dual-phase damping to landing gears  
p0123 A78-19005

Description of transient motion of aviation mechanisms with double-winding electromagnetic clutches  
p0220 A78-23558

Optimum design of a landing gear shock absorber system  
p0228 A78-26480

Wildhaber-Novikov profiles for aircraft gears — a photoelastic study of the efficiency of strength-utilisation  
p0224 A78-26482

LANDING AIDS
ST AIRPORT BRAZIL
ST AIRPORT LIGHTS
ST ALL-WEATHER LANDING SYSTEMS
ST APPROACH INDICATORS
ST ARRESTING GEAR
ST AUTOMATIC LANDING CONTROL
ST INSTRUMENT LANDING SYSTEMS
ST LANDING INSTRUMENTS
ST MICROWAVE LANDING SYSTEMS
ST MICROWAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM
ST RUNWAY LIGHTS

Display augmentation in manual control of remotely piloted vehicles  
p0231 A78-28148

Landing systems - The Navy viewpoint  
p0281 A78-30097

Soviet landing aid drawn FAA scrutiny — laser approach guidance  
p0381 A78-38773

Onboard radio-navigation and landing aids for aircraft — Russian book  
p0473 A78-44606

A systems approach to hospital lighting  
p0523 A78-49238

Navigation performance of the Triscane concept for shipboard VTOL aircraft operations  
[AIAA 78-1293] p0542 A78-50200

Current and future navigation and landing systems  
p0569 A78-50265

The Turboclear process — fog dispersal techniques  
p0571 A78-50489

A system concept of metering and spacing for aircraft landing approach  
p0595 A78-52968

Test report on the application of the Linde fog removal equipment at the Erding air base — Germany  
[DLR-IB-75-6] p0145 N78-19763

Full color hybrid display for aircraft simulators — landing aids  
[NASA-CASE-ARC-10903-1] p0246 N78-18083

Requirements for VLA systems  
p0260 N78-19118

VTOL/Helicopter approach and landing guidance sensors for Navy ship applications  
p0260 N78-19119

Precise enroute navigation based on ground-derived techniques  
p0315 N78-21078

Definition of tire properties required for landing system analysis  
[NASA-CH-15517] p0326 A78-21326

The effect of landing system coverage and path geometry on lateral position errors at the runway threshold  
[NASA-TM-78744] p0451 N78-27100

Description and performance of the Langley visual landing display system  

Simulation and flight evaluation of a head-up landing aid for general aviation  
[NASA-TP-1276] p0562 N78-31101

Parameters of future ATC systems relating to airport capacity/delay  
[AD-A055482] p0566 N78-31130

LANDING GEAR
On the application of dual-phase damping to landing gears  
p0123 A78-19005

Description of transient motion of aviation mechanisms with double-winding electromagnetic clutches  
p0220 A78-23558

Optimum design of a landing gear shock absorber system  
p0228 A78-26480

Wildhaber-Novikov profiles for aircraft gears — a photoelastic study of the efficiency of strength-utilisation  
p0224 A78-26482

Analytical and experimental fatigue program for the Kfir main and nose landing gears  
p0282 A78-30259

The technical concepts behind the IL-428 / N/ landing gear  
p0371 A78-36622

Landing gear kinematics  
p0468 A78-43762

Verification of landing gear design strength  
[SAA AIR 1946] p0470 A78-44701

Improved aircraft dynamic response and fatigue life during ground operations using an active control landing gear system  
[AIAA PAPER 78-1499] p0515 A78-47939

Comparison of linear and nonlinear dampers for landing gears  
p0590 A78-51947

Experimental and analytical determination of characteristics affecting light aircraft landing gear dynamics  
[NASA-TM-3-3561] p0397 N78-11052

Development tests and flight test of graphite composite landing gear side brace assembly for A37-B aircraft  
[AD-A045761] p0097 N78-13050

C-12A landing gear capability tests  
p0189 N78-15029

Advanced technology helicopter landing gear  
[AD-A048891] p0261 N78-19124

Civil components program "Wing Section": Position of structure transition joint, arrangement of landing gear  
[ASN-M-7-77-36] p0350 N78-22090

Graphite composite landing gear component: Upper drag brace hardware for P-315 aircraft  
[AD-A052764] p0507 N78-25082

Analytical and experimental fatigue program for the Kfir main and nose landing gears  
p0411 N78-25455

Summary of NASA landing-gear research  
[NASA-TM-78679] p0431 N78-26048

Adaptive landing gear for improved taxi performance  
p0453 N78-27115

Summary of NASA landing-gear research  
p0497 N78-29056

Digital simulation of flexible aircraft response to symmetrical and asymmetrical runway roughness  
[AD-A053588] p0499 N78-29087

Summary of landing gear initial flaws  
[AD-A050404] p0500 N78-29095

LANDING INSTRUMENTS
ST APPROACH INDICATORS
Recent flight test results using an electronic display format on the NASA B-737  
p0117 A78-18000

Probabilistic model of an instrument landing system  
p0509 A78-67407

Use of the U.S. interim standard microwave landing system in Canada  
p0523 A78-49333

LANDING LOADS
Experimental and analytical determination of characteristics affecting light aircraft landing-gear dynamics  
[NASA-TM-1-3561] p0397 N78-11052

Ground distance covered during airborne horizontal deceleration of an airplane  
[NASA-TM-7157] p0306 N78-20115

LANDING MATHS
Model study of dynamic response of landing mat  
p0117 A78-18755

LANDING SIMULATION
Aircraft response to boundary layer turbulence and wind shear associated with cold-air-outflow from a severe thunderstorm  
p0055 A78-14964

Model study of dynamic response of landing mat  
p0117 A78-18755

Visual flight simulator for the investigation of the learning process during aircraft landing  
p0569 A78-50302

LANDING SITES
Study of rough ground and grading criteria for ILS GS site preparation  
[AD-A055294] p0562 N78-27101

LANDING SPEED
Comparison of linear and nonlinear dampers for landing gears  
p0590 A78-51947
LATERAL STABILITY

Laser-velocimeter surveys of merging vortices in a wind tunnel
[AIAA PAPER 78-107] p0158 A78-20687
Laser velocimeter for wind tunnel measurements
p0376 A78-27979
Hot-wire, laser anemometer and force balance
measurements of cross-sectional planes of single and interacting trailing vortices
[AIAA PAPER 78-1194] p0422 A78-41985
Photon correlation techniques for wind-tunnel anemometry
p0381 A78-06376
Application of laser velocimetry to aircraft wake-vortex measurements
p0080 W78-12021
Calibration of transonic and supersonic wind tunnels
[NASA-TR-2920] p0152 W78-15058
Laser velocimeter survey about a NASA 0012 wing at low angles of attack
[NASA-TR-78040] p0247 W78-18080
Correlation of laser velocimeter measurements over a wing with results of two prediction techniques
--- in the Langley V/STOL tunnel
p0325 W78-21410
Laser-velocimeter surveys of merging vortices in a wind tunnel: Complete data and analysis
[p0622 W78-33043
LASER GUIDANCE
Soviet landing aid draws FAA scrutiny --- laser approach guidance
p0301 A78-30073
Performance of a differential Omega-ring laser strapdown aircraft navigator
p0537 A78-49966
LASER OUTPUTS
Titanium alloy ignition and combustion
[AD-A055463] p0514 W78-32325
LASER RADAR
U OPTICAL RADAR
LASER RANGE FINDERS
The pilot’s laser --- gas laser rangefinders for aircraft weapons delivery
p0059 A78-15375
LASER RANGE/TRACKER
Douglas Aircraft Company laser tracker
p0124 A78-19436
Wright-Patterson Air Force Base laser tracker
p0124 A78-19437
Multipler laser tracker operations
p0124 A78-19438
Triangulation using high-flying targets on aircraft in the case of direction and range measurements
p0363 A78-36111
Raystar GPS field test results
p0530 A78-49956
LASERS
MT CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
MT DYE LASERS
MT NEODYMIUM LASERS
MT RING LASERS
MT YAG LASERS
LASER APPLICATIONS
Review of experimental work on transonic flow in turbomachinery
p0012 A78-12315
Investigation of the flow in a plane diffuser by means of a laser Doppler anemometer
p0274 A78-28969
The employment of a dye laser with high peak power and great pulse length for the aircraft-based measurement of ‘air velocity'
p0418 A78-41393
Operational two-dimensional laser velocimeter for various wind tunnel measurements
p0479 A78-45276
LASER COMMUNICATION
U OPTICAL COMMUNICATION
LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETERS
Some laser velocimeter measurements in the turbulent wake of a supersonic jet
[p0012 A78-10463
Comparison of prediction of transonic flow in a fan with flow measurements taken using a laser Doppler velocimeter
p0012 A78-12314
LATERAL CONTROL
Flying qualities of an aircraft with strong lateral-directional coupling --- application to space shuttle stability control
[AIAA 78-1361] p0454 A78-65500
Rolling tail design and behavior as affected by actuator hinge moment limits --- for B-1 maneuverability
[AIAA PAPER 78-1500] p0515 A78-47900
Flight evaluation of a spoiler roll control system on a light twin-engine airplane
[p0152 A78-15055
Wind-tunnel investigations at Mach numbers from 1.9 to 2.06 of a canard-controlled missile with fan-air-jet spoiler roll control --- in the Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel
[NASA-TP-1124] p0301 W78-20079
LATERAL STABILITY
Analysis of lateral dynamic stability of an
airplane with deformable control systems. II - Numerical analysis p0108 A78-17664
Lateral stability of a light aircraft during landing p0167 A78-21020
On lateral stability of aircraft under random parametric excitations due to vertical gusts p0333 A78-34158
Comment on 'Effect of stabilizer dihedral and static lift on T-tail flutter' p0416 A78-80800
Constant-control rolling maneuver p0507 A78-66961
Evolution of a cost-effective, tank-oriented, lateral-directional SAS for the A-10 aircraft --- Stability Augmentation System p0512 A78-47910
Lateral-aerodynamic characteristics of highly-dihedral wings pt023 A78-49334
Lateral stability of an aircraft-and vibrations of the ailerons while taking into consideration elastic deformation of the wings and the elasticity of the control system [AD-A045440] p0099 N78-13072

LATERALITY
LATERAL STABILITY
LATERALIZATION
U LATERAL CONTROL
LATTICES (MATHEMATICS)
Calculation of the nonlinear coefficients of low and medium aspect ratio wings using the vortex lattice procedure in incompressible flow [DLR-IB-151-76/18] p0034 N78-11016

LAUNCH COMPLEXES
U LAUNCHING BASES
LAUNCH VEHICLES
WT HEAVY LIFT LAUNCH VEHICLES
WT SINGLE STAGE TO ORBIT VEHICLES
LAUNCHERS
WT AIRCRAFT LAUNCHING DEVICES
WT CATAPULTS
WT MISSILE LAUNCHERS
LAUNCHING
WT AIR LAUNCHING
WT SEA LAUNCHING
LAUNCHING BASES
Launching the Harrier from a ski jump p0234 A78-20463

LAW (JURISPRUDENCE)
WT INTERNATIONAL LAW
WT LEGAL LIABILITY
WT PUBLIC LAW
British Airways v. Port Authority - Its impact on aircraft noise regulation p0562 A78-51128
Airframe noise - Federal pre-emption of local control, Concord and other recent cases p0563 A78-51129
Current state of the law in aircraft noise pollution control p0563 A78-51130

LAWS
WT SCALING LAWS
LEADING EDGE SLOTS
Effect of leading-edge contour and vertical-tail configuration on the low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a supersonic transport model having a highly-swept arrow wing [NASA-TB-78663] p0312 N78-21051

LEADING EDGES
WT BLUNT LEADING EDGES
WT SHARP LEADING EDGES
The effect of leading-edge thickness on the bow shock in transonic rotors p0013 A78-12320
Wind tunnel experiments on a NASA 632-2125 wing profile with boundary layer control through blowing on the leading edge p0121 A78-19075
Normal force of a flat triangular wing in a supersonic flow p0121 A78-19075
Remarks on conical supersonic wings with supersonic leading edges p0333 A78-38016

Flight and wind tunnel measurements on the leading edge of a Nord-2501 wing [OSEA, TP NO. 1970-44] p0342 A78-35894
On lift of delta wings with leading-edge vortices at low speeds p0387 A78-39772
An analysis of the leading-edge singularity in transonic small-disturbance theory p0419 A78-41652
An experimental and computational investigation of a swept-wing airfoil at subsonic speeds [AIAA PAPER 78-1200] p0523 A78-41980
Laminar leading-edge stall prediction for thin airfoils [AIAA PAPER 78-1222] p0546 A78-41903
Flight experience on the need and use of inflight leading-edge washing for a laminar flow airfoil p0556 A78-67947
A method for localizing wing flow separation at stall to alleviate spin entry tendencies [AIAA PAPER 78-1076] p0529 A78-49787
On moderate injection into a separated supersonic boundary layer, with reattachment p0592 A78-50896

Leading edge transition on swept wings p0714 N78-14336
A theoretical investigation of the aerodynamics of low-aspect-ratio wings with partial leading-edge separation [NASA-CR-165308] p0235 N78-17993
A lifting surface theory for wings experiencing leading-edge separation [AD-A006395] p0253 N78-19091
Flight investigation of insect contamination and its alleviation p0488 N78-27967
A theoretical investigation of the aerodynamics of low-aspect-ratio wings with partial leading-edge separation p0499 N78-27975
Calculations of the effects of bowing from the leading edges of a cambered delta wing [ARC-R-A-3800] p0545 N78-30064
Effects of wing leading-edge deflection on the low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a low-aspect-ratio highly swept arrow-wing configuration p0529 A78-27967
Estimation of leading-edge thrust for supersonic wings of arbitrary planform p0623 N78-33051

LEAKAGE
Investigation of pitot and static system leak effects [AD-A049956] p0086 N78-12079
Learjet Aircraft Certifying the Learjet to 51,000 feet p0234 A78-20462
Gates Learjet Model 20/29, the first 'Longhorn' Learjet [AIAA PAPER 78-1845] p0510 A78-47901
Electromagnetic coupling analysis of a Learjet aircraft in a lighting environment p0530 A78-49920

LEAST SQUARES METHOD
A least square finite element technique for transonic flow with shock [AIAA PAPERS 78-330] wing p0166 A78-24022
Integrated Doppler/TACAN navigation through conformity with the least squares method - analysis from registered flight data p0280 A78-29906

LED (DIODES)
U LIGHT SHITTING DIODES
LIES WAVES
A severe downslope windstorm and aircraft turbulence event induced by a mountain wave p0102 A78-24356

LEGAL LIABILITY
Critical considerations on the legal development of personal liability with attention to air p0188 A78-24856
The impact of current V/STOL flying quality control requirements on the propulsion system
Modification of the Douglas Neumann program to improve the efficiency of predicting component interference and high lift characteristics (NASA CR-3920)

LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES

M2-24 AIRCRAFT

Comparison of concurrent atenuate gage- and pressure transducer-measured flight loads on a lifting reentry vehicle and correlation with wind tunnel predictions (NASA TP-1331)

LIFTING MOTORS

VT BEARLESS ROTORS

The conditions of stationary flight for distributed-jet helicopters (AIAA Paper 78-19066)

Computational inductive velocity in the plane of a lightly loaded lifting propeller (AIAA Paper 78-19658)

Low-speed test limit of VSTOL model located vertically off-center (AIAA Paper 78-29642)

Nonlinear mathematical modeling of unsteady flow past a lifting propeller (NASA CR-51379)

The feasibility of the jet-flap rotor as a lift generator for vertical takeoff and landing aircraft (NASA CR-51379)
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The influence of runway irregularities on the
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Mathematical planning and bulk service methods of
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Calculation of transonic flows around wings
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Identification of the stability parameters of an aerelastic airplane
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Rotor systems research aircraft simulation mathematical model
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Systematic investigation of models of helicopter with a gliding load
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Characterization of non-Gaussian atmospheric turbulence for prediction of aircraft response statistics
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A critique of aircraft airframe cost models
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Unsteady aerodynamic modeling and active aerolicont control
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A computational model for three-dimensional incompressible small cross flow wall jets
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Application of system identification to analytic rotor modeling from simulated and wind tunnel dynamic test data
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Demonstration of the microwave ice protection concept
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MILITARY AVIATION

Military transport (C-141) fly-by-wire program
[AD-A046163] p0013 N78-14056
Evaluation of military specification aircraft coatings (WJSOC no. 77-18)
[AD-A046708] p0153 N78-15284
Development of a high temperature silicone base fire-resistant fluid for application in future military aircraft hydraulic system designs
[AD-A046824] p0153 N78-15287
Statistical review of counting accelerometer data for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft from 1 January 1962 to 30 June 1977
[AD-A047857] p0207 N78-17045
The Mission Trade-Off Methodology (MTRM) model.
[AD-A049368] p0261 N78-19125
Naviagation, guidance and control for high performance military aircraft
[AD-A051620] p0316 N78-21090
Advanced technology servicing equipment for army aircraft
[AD-A052652] p0400 N78-24158
Naval aircraft operating and support cost model - Fiscal year 1976 revision
[AD-A053180] p0405 N78-25051
Trajectory module of the NASA Ames Research Center aircraft synthesis program ACSSYN
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Unfulfilled needs of non-destructive inspection of military aircraft
[AD-A054285] p0493 N78-26464
Combat damage tolerance and repair of aircraft structures
[AD-A058-667] p0491 N78-28008
Aircraft military utility and functional tests
[AD-A053617] p0500 N78-29091
Technical evaluation of flying weapon systems
[AD-A055782] p0560 N78-31087
MILITARY AVIATION
A new concept in integrated reference systems - avionics cost reduction
[AD-A055277] p0006 N78-12245
Future aviation turbine fuels
[AD-A055661] p0162 N78-20781
Proposed load evaluation system for U.S. Air Force --- of airfield pavement
[AD-A056244] p0526 N78-40477
N7-57D-1553B proposed ---- data bus development in avionic architecture
[AD-A056361] p0531 N78-40966
Applications for airborne digital communications
[AD-A056580] p0590 N78-51596
Projected needs of US Army Aviation
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Army aviation BDT and E plan, sixth edition
[AD-A057412] p0271 N78-20010
Army research and technology laboratories, FY 1977
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Army aviation BDT and E plan, sixth edition i- Executive summary
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Status of the Air Force's F-16 aircraft program
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Physical characteristics: Aviation material --- Army test facilities and equipment
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MILITARY HELICOPTERS
WT AH-64 HELICOPTER
WT CH-47 HELICOPTER
WT CH-58 HELICOPTER
WT N-53 HELICOPTER
WT HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTERS
WT OH-5 HELICOPTER
WT OH-58 HELICOPTER
WT OH-1 HELICOPTER
WT OH-6A HELICOPTER
WT OH-6A HELICOPTER
Design and fabrication of an improved performance, low cost, composite main rotor blade for the Cobra helicopter
[AD-A058747] p0077 N78-16906
The helicopter route selection model (DTRFLITE)
[AD-A048508] p0096 N78-13047
Flight evaluation pacer systems low-range airspeed system LOBAS 1000
[AD-A045222] p0097 N78-13055
Toxicologic gas evaluation of the utility tactical transport aircraft system (S-60)
[AD-A047801] p0207 N78-17046
Technical evaluation report on the Flight Mechanics Panel Symposium on rotorcraft Design
[AD-A049678] p0207 N78-17049
German Army helicopter development and prospects for the future
[AD-A051142] p0261 N78-19128
Canadian Navy experience with small ship helicopter operations
[AD-A051299] p0261 N78-19129
British Military helicopter programs
[AD-A051553] p0262 N78-19130
The US Army TTSS and AAR programs
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US Navy/Marine Corps rotary wing requirements
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Evaluation of the tilt rotor concept. The XV-15's role
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Civil and military design requirements and their influence on the product
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Hydraulic constant recurve program
[AD-A049313] p0267 N78-19157
A study of the desirability and feasibility of in-flight escape from Army helicopters
[AD-A051153] p0309 N78-23071
Evaluation of a pressurized air start system for advanced army helicopters --- gas turbine engines
[AD-A051667] p0309 N78-23072
Can the Army's $2.8 billion program modernize the CH-47 helicopter be improved
[AD-A051937] p0480 N78-26139
Preliminary design of an accident Information Retrieval System (AIRS)
[AD-A055596] p0568 N78-31952
Physical characteristics: Aviation material --- Army test facilities and equipment
[AD-A055803] p0610 N77-32093
Automatic Inspection, Diagnostic and Prognostic (AIDAPS): Test cell data collection and technical support
[AD-A055385] p0612 N78-32109
Noise requirements from a military point of view
[AD-A056678] p0619 N78-32191
MILITARY OPERATIONS
MT COMBAT
Simulation tests of anti-flak profiles --- aircraft flight optimization for ground attack mission
[AD-A050223] p0250 N78-31951
Shipboard launch and recovery of RFP helicopters in high sea states
[AD-A050479] p0250 N78-50179
Combat theory and Navy applications
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Smoke abatement for DOD test cells
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The Soviet attack helicopter
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Combustion process and Navy applications
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AIDAPS: Test cell data collection and technical
support
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AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES
Procedure for computerizing stability calculations
during establishment of force element dimensions
for thin-wall aircraft construction
p0133 N78-20301

Analysis of semimonocogue beam sections by the
displacement method
p0336 A78-38670

MONOLITHIC CIRCUITS
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

MONOLITHIC CIRCUITS
INTEGRATED CIRCUITS

MONOPULSE ANTENNAS
Aircraft measurement of radio frequency noise at
121.5 MHz, 243 MHz and 406 MHz
p0385 A78-39405

Analysis of monopole antenna arrays on cylinders
by the geometrical theory of diffraction
[AD-A055197] p0567 N78-31335

MONOPULSE RADAR
Beamforming and correcting for errors in an avionics
radar system
p0066 A78-15666

Combinatorially derived limits on the surface
return for an air/surface monopulse ranging radar
p0539 A78-50001

MONOTECHS
An evaluation of the bird/aircraft strike hazard,
Malamet ASR, Montana
p0303 A78-20095

MONTE CARLO METHOD
A Monte Carlo method for analyzing and enhancing
flight control system survivability
p0061 A78-15564

Calculating VOR/DME holding procedures --- for
aircraft approach
p0114 A78-18503

Use of a fast Fourier transformation and the Monte
Carlo method to calculate repeatability of load
and fatigue damage of aircraft structural
elements under vibration excited by external
stationary random loads
p0166 A78-20932

User delay cost model for a terminal control area
p0427 A78-81309

Simulation of the uncontrolled terminal area air
traffic to evaluate the 'see and avoid' concept
p0342 A78-83042
The ground-attack/penetration model: A Monte
Carlo simulation model to assess the 
 survivability and to evaluate tactics for low-altitude military missions in an environment of ground-based air defence systems

p0431 A78-26051

HOP (PROPELLION SYSTEMS)

7 MAN OPERATED PROPULSION SYSTEMS

NATIONAL EFFECTS

Effect of forward motion on engine noise


NATIONAL EQUATIONS

9 EQUATIONS OF MOTION

NATIONAL PRECISION

An evaluation of the fidelity of motion simulators 
using a model of human dynamic orientation

[ AD-A047120 ] p0201 N78-16971

Simulator study of the effect of visual-motion time delays on pilot tracking performance with 
an audio side tank

[ NASA-SW-1216 ] p0547 N78-30090

NATIONAL SIMULATORS

Current problems of flight simulators for research

p0275 A78-29214

The generation of motion cues on a 
six-degrees-of-freedoom motion system --

computer program

[ VTLX-LK-258 ] p0143 N78-14062

An evaluation of the fidelity of motion simulators 
using a model of human dynamic orientation

[ AD-A047140 ] p0357 N78-23021

QUASI-SPATIAL CONTROL

Kulcsar filter divergence and aircraft motion 
estimators

p0225 A78-26785

MOTOR VEHICLES

NT AUTOMOBILES

NT TRUCKS

Development of the experimental gas turbine bus

Advantages of 3-shaft KTT gas turbine configurations for automotive applications

p0575 A78-50601

MOTORS

NT ASYNCHRONOUS MOTORS

NT ELECTRIC MOTORS

NT INDUCTION MOTORS

NT SERVOMOTORS

NT SYNCHRONOUS MOTORS

MOUNTING

Impact absorbing blade mounts for variable pitch 
blades


Civil components program "Wing Section". 
Preliminary design of engine mounting -- and 
cascyle mounting

[ NPS-YW-W-77-28 ] p0350 N78-22086

MOUNTS

gupports

MOVING TARGET INDICATORS

Moving target analysis utilizing side-looking 
airborne radar

p0105 A78-17156

Evaluation of airborne radar Doppler processors

p0374 A78-37477

Moving target detector /MTD/ radar system

p0555 A78-52963

REACTOR

Tornado vital for NATO's changing requirements

p0059 A78-15383

Jaguar and Tornado avionic development testing

p0380 A78-38748

Heavily loaded carbon-fiber-reinforced-plastic 
primary structure with the Tornado taileron as 
an example

p0383 A78-38810

Material selection for the Tornado taileron

p0383 A78-38811

NATO control of the tornado aircraft

p0384 A78-39087

Integration, postdevelopment, and life tests in 
the case of the closed-loop simulation of the 
NHE flight control system

p0417 A78-41023

Design and optimization of the Tornado control 
system by means of simulation

p0417 A78-41024

Tornado development simulation --- computerized aircraft design

p0417 A78-41025

Avionics and the NHE

p0417 A78-14046

The philosophy adopted for the flight testing of 
the Panavia Tornado avionics system in back 
aircraft

p0293 N78-18060

NBSLS

U MICROVAVE SCANNING BEAM LANDING SYSTEM

STEER

Reliability of inertial navigation systems -- for 
military and commercial aircraft

p0537 A78-49968

MVT RADAR

U MOVING TARGET INDICATORS

MULTIPATH SIMULATIONS

Acoustical properties of materials and muffler 
configurations for the 60 by 120 foot wind tunnel

[ NASA-CR-192665 ] p0300 N78-10146

Acoustic performance of the A/S2A-52 exhaust 
muffler (modified) during KC-135A aircraft 
ground runup operation

[ AD-A046585 ] p0151 N78-15053

MULTI-ROLE CORBAT AIRCRAFT

U MCA AIRCRAFT

MULTIENGINE VEHICLES

Analyses of spread multip-jet WVOL aircraft an hover


The analysis of National Transportation Safety 
Board small multiengine fixed-wing aircraft 
accident/incident reports for the potential 
presence of low-level wind shear

[ AD-A056780 ] p0624 N78-33063

MULTIPLY STRUCTURES

U LAMINATES

MULTILAYER SYSTEMS

U CASCADE CONTROL

MULTIMISSION MODULAR SPACECRAFT

Spacelab hardware update

[ AAS-PAPER 78-005 ] p0559 A78-53614

MULTIPATH TRANSMISSION

Multipath fading simulation model and full-scale 
results -- polarized electromagnetic signal 
transmission

p0221 A78-25879

Multipath limitations on low-angle radar tracking

p0222 A78-26157

Multistatic-radar binomial detection

p0222 A78-26158

Fading at 9.6 GHz on an experimentally simulated 
aircraft-to-ground path

p0222 A78-26158

L-band air-to-air multipath measurements -- for 
airborne collision avoidance systems

[ AD-A045941 ] p0184 N78-14212

Optimization of MLS receivers for multipath 
environments

p0609 N78-32080

MULTIPHEM FLOW

U TWO PHASE FLOW

Low frequency augmentor instability study --

afterburning effects in turbofan engines

[ AIAA PAPER 78-996 ] p0464 A78-43543

The flow field calculation in supersonic 
mixed-compression aircraft inlets at angle of 
attack using the three-dimensional method of 
characteristics with discrete shock wave fitting

p0603 N78-32081
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U FINE STRUCTURE

MULTIPLEX TRANSMISSION

U MULTIPLAYING

MULTIPLEXERS

U MULTIPLING

MULTIPLEXERS
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Overview of the NASA TP-12 program

[NASA TP-78-32056]
p0605

NASA aviation safety reporting system

[NASA TP-78-17217]
p0608

Results and status of the NASA aircraft engine emission reduction technology programs

[NASA TP-78-9909]
p0627

NASA STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS PROGRAM

U WASTRAIN

Use of structural analysis programs for calculating states of stress in helicopter rotor elements

Substructure coupling: A different approach

Modeling of the HI-18 tail boom for analysis by the WASTRAIN computer program

Effect of steady flight loads on JT9D-7 performance deterioration

[NASA CR-135407]
p0501

NATIONAL AIRSPACE UTILIZATION SYSTEM

Modernization program for the Iranian National Airspace System

[NASA TP-78-52971]
p0596

NATIONAL AVIATION SYSTEM

FAA facilities maintenance cost reduction model

Aviation futures to the year 2000

Aircraft developments that hold promise for increased compatibility with an advanced ATC system

WASAI aviation safety reporting system

[NASA TP-78-52967]
p0595

NATIONS

WT DEVELOPING NATIONS

O RESONANT FREQUENCIES

NATURAL GAS

WT EXTRACTED NATURAL GAS

NAVIER-STOKES EQUATION

The next approximation after boundary layer theory...

A new method of nozzle design

Numerical solution of the supersonic and hypersonic viscous flow around thin delta wings

[AIAA PAPER 78-11361]
p0621

Calculation of supersonic viscous flow over delta wing with sharp subsonic leading edges

[AIAA PAPER 78-11371]
p0621

Laminar hypersonic wake of a lifting body

[AIAA PAPER 78-11484]
p0626

An experimental and numerical study of three-dimensional turbulent jets
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The evaluation of the operational characteristics

[NASA TP-78-52918]
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Navigation, guidance and control for high performance military aircraft

[NASA TP-78-15918]
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An operational evaluation of flight technical error
[NASA TR-76-41] p0021 77-80100
Description of path-in-the-sky contact analog
po021 77-80100
A study of the P-2C Omega navigation system
[AD-A048794] p0024 78-10062
A state-of-the-art assessment of air data sensors
for Naval aircraft
[AD-A06500] p0150 78-15038
Flight test results of the strapdown inertial
reference unit (SIRU). Volume 2: Test report
[NASA TR-78-7874] p0208 78-17051
New techniques for low cost strapdown inertial
systems
p0315 78-21073
Precise aerocone navigation based on ground-derived
techniques
p0315 78-21073
A real-based system for aerocone/terminal navigation,
all-weather landing and air traffic control
p0360 78-23078
The effect of landing system coverage and path
geometry on lateral position errors at the
runway threshold
[NASA TR-78-7874] p0208 78-17051
Technical evaluation report on the 2nd Guidance
and Control Panel technical meeting: Symposium on
Applications of Advances in Navigation to
Guidance and Control
[AGARD-AR-113] p0452 78-27109
NAVIGATION INSTRUMENTS
NAV ATTITUDE INSTRUMENTS
NAV GPS INSTRUMENTS
NAV DIRECTION FINDERS
Airspace navigation system performance during
NAV/MLS transition
p0064 78-15633
Remote maintenance monitor systems --- for air
navigation equipment
p0111 78-17911
In search of a better approach concept - MLS and HHD
--- Head-Up Display/Microwave landing System
p0134 78-20479
Testing a modern strike aircraft navigation system
[AGARD-AR-113] p0275 78-22802
ALRODE - The alignment on board aircraft carriers of
the inertial navigation units of Super-Standard aircraft
p0217 78-25149
Future of electronic equipment for multipurpose
light aircraft, general aviation aircraft, combat
trainers, and helicopters. II
p0338 78-38959
On the compensation of radio direction finding
--- antenna optimization in airport environments
p0379 78-38247
In-flight utilization of aircraft radio-navigation
instruments --- Russian book
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Communication and navigation antennas for aircraft
--- Russian book
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A modular adaptive, variable function flight
control sensor
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NAV NAVSTAR SATELLITES
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The use of Doppler-shift position lines in
desireline navigation systems
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Satellites for position determination
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Ionospheric effects on satellite navigation and
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NAVSTAR SATELLITES
Positioning and navigation by satellite --- for
marine operations
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A Navstar/GPS simulator
p0062 78-15592
Future domestic air navigation system analysis
p0011 78-17904
Navstar GPS field test results
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A Costas loop with tangent error signal for use in
Navstar GPS avionics
p0530 78-49858
The Navstar Global Positioning System (GPS)
[AD-A0771-004] p0594 78-52952
NAV V/STOL presentation ---- for future Navy applications
p0109 78-17880
V/STOL - Can Navy needs be met
[AD-A045603] p0185 78-28206
US Navy examining a wide range of V/STOL concepts
p0276 78-27917
Landing systems - The Navy viewpoint
p0281 78-30097
A rigid airship concept for future naval operations
[AD-A06500] p0150 78-15038
The U.S. Navy bets on V/STOL ---- technological
integration for next generation aircraft design
p0252 78-49550
Naval structural materials - Requirements, issues,
and opportunities
p0583 78-51199
The Navy's approach /Air traffic control/
[AD-A045503] p0099 78-13075
Control theory and Navy applications
[AD-A045603] p0185 78-28206
Simulated lightning test on the Navy Airborne
Light Optical Fiber Technology (ALOFT) A-7
aircraft
[AD-A046370] p0749 78-15030
A state-of-the-art assessment of air data sensors
for Naval aircraft
[AD-A06500] p0150 78-15038
Proceedings of the Navy/NASA V/STOL Flying Qualities
[p0258 78-19099]
Review of US Navy V/STOL handling qualities
requirements
p0258 78-19104
Capabilities of the Navy variable stability X-22A
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p0259 78-19105
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US Navy/Naval Corps rotary wing requirements
[p0262 78-19132]
A proposed mini-management information system for
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Systems Command Headquarters
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Naval aircraft Operating and support cost model -
Fiscal Year 1976 revision
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landing aircraft
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Aircraft configurations for high-speed ships
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EC-130 AIRCRAFT
US C-130 AIRCRAFT
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Near field winds
Some singular aspects of three-dimensional
transonic flow
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Prediction of nearfield jet entrainment by an
interactive mixing/afterburning model
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Scram-limited near field testing for directive
airborne antennas
p0252 78-49858
NAV PHENOMENA
Some singular aspects of three-dimensional
transonic flow
p0001 78-10863
Nearfield wind fields at a water of bodies, one of which is
situated in the other's
wake, in supersonic flow
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An experimental study of sound diffraction at an
airfoil trailing edge
p0176 78-23247
Spanwise structure of the plane turbulent wake
p0221 78-25777
Effect of blockage ratio on the turbulent near
wake of a bluff body
p0224 78-26489
Calculating the interaction of a turbulent near wake behind a step and a supersonic jet

The turbulent flow through a sudden enlargement at subsonic speeds

Characteristics of the near wake of a compressor or fan rotor blade

Flying-hot-wire study of two-dimensional mean flow past an NASA aorl2 airfoil at maximum lift

Techniques for the experimental investigation of the near wake of a circular cylinder

Calculation of interaction of a turbulent near wake behind a step with a supersonic jet

An improved method of calculating the tip vortex geometry for hovering rotors

Space optical communications with the Nd:YAG laser

Innovation in international air transportation regulation - The US-Netherlands’ agreement of 10 March 1978

Some aspects of offshore operations in the Netherlands

Review of aeronautical fatigue investigations in the Netherlands during the period April 1975 to February 1977

Guidance and control problems in sea-transportation recovery of the Aquila BPV

GD/GPS receiver hardware implementation

High-voltage power supply problems and design techniques

Computer aided design of aircraft electrical systems

Neutral beams

Neutralizers

Neutralization probes for a Space Shuttle

Neutral beams

The macroscopic detection of corrosion in aluminum aircraft structures with thermal neutron beams and film imaging methods

Application of small-angle neutron scattering to B6I of materials and manufactured components

Las Vegas graphic study

TSRB microwave landing system demonstration program at Cape May, New Jersey, USA


Hypersonic flows

Nickel alloys

Neutron time of flight

Stable isotopes

Nickel aluminides

Nickel/cadmium aircraft batteries

Helicopter TF radar Pavelow III

Inerting application

Multiple images in the F/FB-111 aircraft

Optical measurements of NO and NO/sub 2/ in the exhaust of an F101-GE-100 engine at simulated high-altitude cruise conditions

The effect of cycle variables on the emissions and performance of lean premixed gas turbine primary zone combustors

The jet engine design that can drastically reduce oxides of nitrogen

Stratospheric cruise emission reduction program

Advanced low-NO(x) combustors for supersonic high-altitude gas turbines

Augmentor emissions reduction technology program

Wind range operation of advanced low NO combustors for supersonic high-altitude gas turbine engines

Optical measurements of NO and NO sub 2 in the exhaust of an F101-GE-100 engine at simulated high-altitude cruise conditions

Experimental study of the effect of cycle pressure on lean combustion emissions

D Nuclear Magnetic Resonance
NOISE (SOUND)

- Aircraft Noise
- Engine Noise
- Jet Aircraft Noise
- Sonic Booms
- Environmental Pollution

Noise pollution-noise effects on human performance
[AD-A054173]

**Noise Measurement**

- Some pressing problems of setting physiological-hygienic standards for noise in aerospace medicine
- Comparison of low-frequency noise levels of the Concorde supersonic transport with other commercial service airplanes

**Noise Reduction**

- Problems of noise certifying business aircraft
- The assessment of noise, with particular reference to aircraft

**Noise Emission**

- Sound separation probes for flowing duct noise measurements - jet engine diagnosis

**Noise Sources**

- Measuring noise in aircraft cabins
- Noise characteristics of upper surface blown lifting surfaces
- Noise from engine thrust reversal of landing aircraft

**Noise Control**

- Calculation of far-field jet noise spectra from near-field measurements using true source location
- Description of noise measurement and analysis procedures developed for light general aviation aircraft

**Noise Effects**

- Noise research at DFWM with relevance for industry
- Noise due to rotor-turbulence interaction

**Noise Hazards**

- Noise from engine thrust reversal of landing aircraft
- Atmospheric-absorption adjustment procedure for aircraft flyover noise measurements

**Noise Intensity**

- Changes in ground noise levels of general aviation aircraft derived from changes in cockpit noise levels
- Acoustical standards and their application to aircraft noise

Subjects:

- Aerodynamic Noise
- Aircraft Noise
- Engine Noise
- Jet Aircraft Noise
- Sonic Booms

Environmental Pollution, Noise pollution-noise effects on human performance
[AD-A054173]
HOISE P011DTIOB

Changes in ground noise levels of general aviation aircraft derived from changes in cockpit noise levels

Aircraft noise control

Subjective ratings of annoyance produced by rotary-wing aircraft noise

Environmental Pollution. Noise pollution-noise abatement technology

Aircraft flyover noise prediction

Airplane noise levels

Synthesis of social surveys on noise annoyance

Noise in airports, its measurement, and its effect on the communities in the vicinity

Current state of the law in aircraft noise pollution control

Subjective ratings of annoyance produced by rotary-wing aircraft noise

Environmental noise control - Definition and trends

Effectiveness of an inlet flow turbulence control device

Aircraft noise control - An industry perspective

Noise requirements from a military point of view

The impact of urban operations on aircraft noise requirements

Theoretical models of helicopter rotor noise

Noise due to rotor-turbulence interaction

Annoyance due to the interaction of community noise sources

Commercial airport operations and community noise criteria

Urban noise pollution. A bibliography with abstracts

Noise transmission into a light aircraft

Aircraft flyover noise prediction

On the noise generated by an imperfectly expanded supersonic jet

Convection and refraction of acoustic waves in an open wind tunnel flow

Jet noise modelling by geotechnological acoustic. Part 2: Theory and prediction inside the cone of silence

Jet noise modelling by geometric acoustics. Part 3: A computer program for the prediction of jet mixing noise

Aircraft noise propagation sound diffraction by wings

A review of the theory of trailing edge noise

Theory on acoustic sources

A study of the noise radiation from four helicopter rotor blades -- tests in Ames 40 by 20 foot wind tunnel

Aircraft noise control

Noise abatement at general aviation airports - A regulator's dilemma

New airport in Gothenburg - How the noise problems have been handled

Status of aircraft noise control in Israel

The quiet battle over aircraft noise

The analysis of helicopter rotor noise

Study on fan noise characteristics and fan noise abatement technology

Generation and suppression of fan-compressor noise

Choice of wing flap type taking into account the noise of the approach phase

The influence of engine position on aircraft noise

Effects of engine cycle parameters on the dimensions of a commercial aircraft with low community noise levels

The policy problems and economics of aircraft noise

Core engine noise reduction - Definition and trends

Noise transmission into a light aircraft

EBF noise suppression and aerodynamic penalties

Big fans for the airlines

Advanced Quiet propulsion for general aviation

Reducing aircraft noise through retrofitting

Localization and shielding of noise sources generated by the interaction of free jets with flat surfaces

Effectiveness of an inlet flow turbulence control device to simulate flight fan noise in an
Exploratory investigation of decelerating EBF noise suppression and aerodynamic penalties
Acoustic performance of the A/H32A-52 exhaust
Investigation of acoustic properties of a rigid aircraft noise --- aerodynamic engineering for noise reduction
Prospects for supersonic jet noise control
Non-linear duct acoustics and its application to fan noise
Rotord-stator interaction noise with hindsight --- turbomachinery acoustics
Status report on aircraft noise certification
Interior acoustic environment of STOL vehicles and helicopters
State-of-the-art of turbofan engine noise control
Some advances in design techniques for low noise operation of propellers and fans
The reduction of the annoyance caused by subsonic jet aircraft noise
Acoustic evaluation of a novel swept-rotor fan
Multiduct turbojet noise-suppression studies using cross-correlation techniques
Some sound transmission loss characteristics of typical general aviation structural materials
A study of fan-rotating noise reduction
Noise control analysis for gas turbine installations
Broadband noise in axial-fan blade cascade
Impact of federal noise abatement policy on aircraft financing
Reflections on the economic implications of current noise abatement financing proposals
High velocity jet noise source location and reduction: Task 1: Certification of the General Electric jet noise anechoic test facility
A study of acoustic disturbances and means of suppression in ventilated transonic wind tunnel walls
Investigation of acoustic properties of a rigid foam with application to noise reduction in light aircraft
Acoustic performance of the A/W32A-52 exhaust muffler (modified) during KC-135A aircraft ground ramp operation
EBF noise suppression and aerodynamic penalties
Exploratory investigation of decelerating approaches of a twin-engined jet transport.
NOISE SPECTRA

[ NASA-TM-78776 ]

p0616 W78-32815
Prediction and reduction of rotor broadband noise
p0619 W78-32821
Bounds on thickness and loading noise of rotating
blades and the favorable effect of blade sweep
in noise reduction

p0621 W78-32834

NOISE SPECTRA

Influence of acoustic reflectors on the discrete
component of the noise spectrum of a supersonic
jet above the critical pressure
p0134 A78-20469

The noise from the large-scale structure of a jet
p0227 A78-27744
Evaluation of airframe noise prediction methods
p0329 A78-33088
Azimuthal decomposition of the power spectral
density of jet noise
p0375 A78-37532
Calculation of far-field jet noise spectra from
near-field measurements using true source location
[ AIAA PAPER 78-1153 ]
p0422 A78-41852
An acoustic range for the measurement of the noise
signature of aircraft during flyby operations
p0506 A78-47242
Minimum on-axis noise for a propeller or
helicopter rotor
p0590 A78-51949

NOISE SUPPRESSORS

\* NOISE REDUCTION

NOISE TEMPERATURE

Aircraft measurement of radio frequency noise at
121.5 MHz, 243MHz and 406MHz
p0365 A78-39105

NOISE THRESHOLD

Synthesis of social surveys on noise annoyance
p0517 A78-48051

NOISE TOLERANCE

Airframe and helicopter cockpit noise
p0278 A78-29673
Psychological Assessment of Aircraft Noise Index
p0291 A78-32058
The reduction of the annoyance caused by subsonic
jet aircraft noise
p0383 A78-35975
A further survey of noise effects of aircraft noise
in residential communities near London
(Heathrow) airport
p0556 W78-30910
A comparison of annoyance caused by aircraft noise
near London, Manchester and Liverpool airports
p0557 W78-30911

NORMAL VALUES

\* APPROXIMATION

\* NONLINEAR PROCESSES

\* THERMAL TRANSFER

\* NONCONDUCTORS

\* ELECTRICAL INSULATION

NONDESTRUCTIVE TESTING

NT STATIC TESTING

Manufacture of titanium components by hot
isostatic pressing
p0013 A78-12856
Recent developments in automatic testing
p0108 A78-17663
Current status and examples of nondestructive
testing for aircraft materials
p0119 A78-19055
Holographic inspection of jet engine composite fan
blades
[ SAE PAPER 770975 ]
p0179 A78-23819
NDT of DC-10 graphite-epoxy rudder
p0339 A78-35405
Nondestructive testing of adhesive bonded structure
p0480 A78-45937
NDT: A key to engine rotor life prediction
p0227 A78-10087

Nondestructive testing evaluation

p0400 A78-28159
Non-destructive method for applying and removing
instrumentation on helicopter rotor blades
[ NASA-CESR-78-17201-1 ]
p0402 A78-28515
Non-destructive inspection relationships to
aircraft design and materials --- conferences
[ AARD-CP-234 ]
p0443 A78-26460
NDT techniques in aerospace
p0443 A78-26461
Critical review of various structural safety
concepts taking into account NDI methods
p0443 A78-26462
The economic implications of NDE: Opportunities
and payoff
p0443 A78-26463
Unsatisfied needs of non-destructive inspection of
military aircraft
p0443 A78-26464
Application of small-angle neutron scattering to
NDE of materials and manufactured components
p0443 A78-26465
Surface corrosion evaluation by relative magnetic
susceptibility measurements
p0443 A78-26466
Application of X-ray diffraction stress measuring
techniques --- to aircraft structures
p0443 A78-26467
X-ray diffraction: From structural X-ray
diffractionscopy to X-ray oscillilographic
diffractionscopy --- jet engine compressor blades
p0444 A78-26468
On the detection and measurement of cracks in
critically loaded holes
p0444 A78-26469
Dynamic nondestructive testing of materials
p0444 A78-26470
NDI methods on full-scale fatigue tests and their
service usage
p0444 A78-26471
Critical inspection of bearings for life extension
p0444 A78-26472
Non-destructive inspection of composite materials
for aircraft structural applications
p0444 A78-26473
The resonance-impedance method as a means for
quality control of advanced fibre reinforced
plastic structures
p0444 A78-26474
Inspection of carbon fibre parts after fabrication
and during service
p0444 A78-26476
Detectability of flaws in boron and carbon
composite parts
p0444 A78-26477
The present status and evolution of the inspection
of carbon composite aircraft structures in France
p0444 A78-26478
Detection of flaws in metallic and non-metallic
composite structures using liquid crystal
technology
p0445 A78-26480
Preliminary investigation into the application of
magnetic rubber inspection (H.B.I.)
[ NLE-TR-76083-0 ]
p0445 A78-26507
NDI and the detection of fatigue
p0558 A78-30282
Piezoelectric polymer transducers for detection of
structural defects in aircraft
[ AAD-905729 ]
p0621 A78-32903
NONEQUILIBRIUM DYNAMICS

\* FRICTION DRAG

NONLINEARITY

Nonlinear reverse flow in a Laval nozzle
p0128 A78-19681
Similar solutions in nonequilibrium nozzle flows
p0221 A78-25728
Boundary-layer interaction with a nonequilibrium
two-phase stream on a surface being burned out
in an axisymmetric Laval nozzle
p0273 A78-28610
Investigation of nonequilibrium two-phase flows in
axisymmetric Laval nozzles
p0518 A78-48248
Similarity considerations for nonequilibrium
nozzle flows
p0583 A78-51163

NONFLAMMABLE MATERIALS

Study to develop improved fire resistant aircraft
passenger seat materials, phase 1
[ NASA-CR-152056 ]
p0368 A78-11042
Development of a high temperature silicone base
fire-resistant fluid for application in future
military aircraft hydraulic system designs
[ AD-AD66624 ]
p0153 A78-15287
NOMOLOGIES

\* ISOMORPHISM

NOMENCLATURE

Continuation and direct solution of the flutter
equation
p0221 A78-25703
Experimental investigation of asymmetric Laval nozzles
Development of low pressure ratio vectoring nozzles for V/STOL aircraft
A new technique for reducing test section noise in supersonic wind tunnels
AIAA 78-817
Uniqueness 'in the large' of the solution to the direct problem of the Laval nozzle
Comparison of nozzle and afterbody surface pressures from wind tunnel and flight test of the YF-17 aircraft
AIAA PAPER 78-992
A review of thrust-vectoring schemes for fighter applications
AIAA PAPER 78-1023
The effects of nozzle geometry on the performance of an axisymmetric thrust augmentor --- in aircraft design
Camad configured aircraft with 2-0 nozzle
An experimental and numerical study of three-dimensional turbulent jets
AIAA PAPER 78-999
Non-axisymmetric nozzle design and evaluation for F-15 flight demonstration
AIAA PAPER 78-1025
Variable thrust nozzle for quiet turbofan engine and method of operating same
NASA-CR-123171
F-15/nonaxisymmetric nozzle system integration study support program
NASA CR 135252
GB noise reduction by nozzle and flap modifications
p0045 N78-20605
EFP noise reduction through nozzle/flap positioning during ground testing
p0393 N78-24665
Design of an air ejector for boundary-layer bleed of an acoustically treated turbofan engine inlet
p0231 N78-27443
Advance nozzle technology
p0550 N78-30111
NOZZLE EFFICIENCY
Effect of nozzle inclination on the efficiency of a single-nozzle microturbine
p0585 A78-51400
NOZZLE FLOW
The time response of an aspirating probe in gas sampling
p0001 A78-10600
Flow starting times in constant-area supersonic diffusers
p0076 A78-16910
Axisymmetric flow in nozzles with or without vortices
p0121 A78-19079
The interaction of sound with a subsonic jet issuing from a semi-infinite cylindrical pipe
p0122 A78-19213
Supersonic flow of a viscous gas in a nozzle
p0127 A78-19651
Nonequilibrium reverse flow in a Laval nozzle
p0128 A78-19681
The prediction of the performance of low pressure-ratio thrust-augmenter ejectors
AIAA PAPER 78-145
The basic characteristics of the variation of aerodynamic parameters in the transition region at hypersonic flow velocities
p0159 A78-20704
Velocity profiles in the Laval nozzle throat for uniform compressible swirling flow
p0165 A78-20900
Characteristics of the jet acceleration of a flow to hypersonic speeds
p0165 A78-20905
Calculation of the laval-nozzle flow by a modified Lax-Wendroff method of second-order accuracy
p0166 A78-20970
Experimental investigation of the characteristics of small-sized nozzles
p0167 A78-21090
Effect of nozzle shape on characteristics of three-dimensional subsonic and supersonic flows
NOZZLE GEOMETRY
Flow starting times in constant-area supersonic diffusers
p0081 N78-12029
SUBJECT INDEX
Computation of the base pressure in supersonic wind tunnel nozzles of different length with zero coefficient of ejection
p0168 A78-21093
A method for the construction of flow nozzles and wind tunnel contraction sections
p0168 A78-21098
The start-up of a gas turbine engine using compressed air tangentially fed onto the blades of the basic turbine
p0167 A78-21419
Investigation of the inclination of nozzle blades on the alternating stress level in working turbine blades
p0167 A78-24873
An empirical model for inverted-velocity-profile jet noise prediction
p0215 A78-24679
Similar solutions in nonequilibrium nozzle flows
p0221 A78-25728
Swirl flow in conical diffusers
p0230 A78-27910
Boundary-layer interaction with a nonequilibrium two-phase stream on a surface being burned out in an axisymmetric Laval nozzle
p0273 A78-26810
Effect of inflow nonuniformity on low-speed wind-tunnel nozzles
p0333 A78-36160
Contribution to the theory of rotational swirling flows of an ideal gas in Laval nozzles
p0342 A78-35910
The turbulent flow through a sudden enlargement at subsonic speeds
p0374 A78-37413
Experimental investigation of gasdynamic processes at sudden start-up of a supersonic nozzle
p0379 A78-38641
Prediction of nearfield jet entrainment by an interactive mixing/afterburning model
AIAA PAPER 78-11859
p0422 A78-44182
Possibilities of phase separation in supersonic two-phase flows
p0426 A78-48260
Construction of higher approximations in the problem of special flows in plane Laval nozzles
p0426 A78-48270
Experimental study of overexpansion flows in a flat nozzle
p0427 A78-42984
Numerical study of flow in axisymmetric Laval nozzles, taking account of overexpansion with flow separation
p0429 A78-43114
The effect of two-dimensionality of the flow of a gas with stepwise distribution of total parameters on the integral characteristics of a Laval nozzle
p0429 A78-43116
Fountain and upwash flowfields of multi-jet arrangements
p0473 A78-44833
Experimental determination of propulsion induced ground effects of typical three fan type A V/STOL configurations
p0459 A78-46204
Investigation of nonequilibrium two-phase flows in axisymmetric Laval nozzles
p0516 A78-47993
Wind Tunnel/Flight Test Correlation Program on the B-1 nozzle afterbody/nozzle at transonic conditions
AIAA PAPER 78-15077
p0518 A78-48204
Status of a nozzle-airframe study of a highly maneuverable fighter
AIAA PAPER 78-989
p0520 A78-48469
Calculation of flows in flat asymmetric nozzles for overexpanded conditions
p0520 A78-48470
Similarity considerations for nonequilibrium nozzle flows
p0581 A78-50782
Theoretical analysis of a loop type flexible skirt air cushion
UTIAS-TR-204
p0081 N78-12029
Future Computer Requirements for Computational Aerodynamics  
[NASA-CP-2032]  
Computational aerodynamics and the numerical aerodynamic simulation facility  
P0268 78-19778

Critical issues in viscous flow computations  
P0268 78-19779

Prospects for computational aerodynamics — integro-differential formulation  
P0270 78-19792

Unsteady aerodynamics — conference emphasizing numerical analysis of three-dimensional flows  
[AGARD-CP-227]  
P0345 78-22033

Numerical study of laminar unsteady flow over airfoils  
P0358 78-23049

Numerical calculation of transonic flow past a swept wing by a finite volume method  
[NASA-CR-157012]  
P0401 78-24808

A finite volume method for calculating transonic potential flow around wings from the pressure minimum integral  
[NASA-TR-75326]  
P0450 78-27081

**NUMERICAL CONTROl**

The flight control computers of the Y-18  
[AIAA 77-1879]  
P0009 A78-12275

Application of an airborne digital computer in the PS-15 engine air inlet control system  
[AIAA 77-1880]  
P0009 A78-12276

Automated channel and trough-shaped surface design system algorithm for aircraft  
P0049 A78-13174

Software controlled multiranging Vortac navigation of NASA 0-2 aircraft  
P0112 A78-17914

Introduction of NC machines in aircraft industry  
P0123 A78-19411

Multivariable quadratic synthesis of an advanced turbofan engine controller  
P0226 A78-26793

Integrated controls for a new aircraft generation  
P0231 A78-28219

Automatic airborne spectrometer  
[ONERA, TP NO. 1977-176]  
P0419 A78-41820

A computer-controlled system for fatigue testing under simulated service loading — for aircraft structures  
P0420 A78-41519

Real time digital propulsion system simulation for manned flight simulators  
[AIAA PAPER 78-927]  
P0474 A78-45095

Verification of fighter aircraft command augmentation control laws by nonlinear simulation  
[AIAA 78-1372]  
P0484 A78-46559

Digital control law synthesis in the w prime domain  
P0507 A78-46962

Design and development of a multifunctional helicopter control system  
P0528 A78-49396

The evolution of a remotely piloted vehicle microprocessor flight control system  
[AIAA 78-1273]  
P0541 A78-50183

Software development for fly-by-wire flight control systems  
[AIAA 78-1276]  
P0541 A78-50185

Research and development of digital jet-engine controls  
P0578 A78-50626

Numerical aerodynamic simulation facility. Preliminary study extension. Executive summary  
[NASA-CR-52216]  
P0252 78-19050

**NUMERICAL FLOW VISUALIZATION**

Calculation of the flow past a fuselage of arbitrary configuration at low velocities  
P0163 A78-20045

Application of a finite difference scheme to the numerical solution of the direct problem of a two-dimensional cascade of airfoils  
P0220 A78-25636

Application of modular modeling to ramjet performance prediction  
[AIAA PAPER 78-944]  
P0462 A78-43512

Nonlinear mathematical modeling of unsteady flow past a lifting propeller  
P0585 A78-51379

Numerical simulation of the unsteady two-stage asymmetric efflux of a gas into an immersed space  
P0566 A78-51048
A-281

Airborne navigation systems p0170 A78-22347
Correlation of the errors of the Omega radio navigation system p0675 A78-45118
RNAV - Corporate operators set the pace p0509 A78-47824
The Omega radionavigation system comes to the Pacific Ocean area p0525 A78-49660
Station deselection procedures to support automatic Omega receiver operation p0537 A78-49965
Performance of a differential Omega-rang laser strapdown aircraft navigator p0537 A78-49966
A study of the P-3C Omega navigation system [AD-A044474] p0604 A78-12064
Loran-C, Omega, and Differential Omega applied to the civil air navigation requirement of CONUS, Alaska, and offshore. Volume 2: Analysis [AD-A056791] p0625 A78-33075

ONMISDICTIONAL ANTENNAS
MT MOPOLU ORNCHRS
ONMISDICTIONAL RADIO BANGES
New model VOR/DME p0373 A78-37246
High-altitude area navigation (RNAV) enroute simulation [AD-A049315] p0257 A78-19088

OMNISDICTIONAL NAVIGATION
U VOR OMNISDICTION NAVIGATION
ONBOARD COMPUTERS
U AIRBORNE/SPACEBORNE COMPUTERS

ONBOARD EQUIPMENT
MT AIRBORNE EQUIPMENT
MT AIRBORNE/SPACEBORNE COMPUTERS
MT AIRCRAFT EQUIPMENT
MT WORKING EQUIPMENT
MT LIGHT AIRBORNE MULTIPURPOSE SYSTEM
MT TERCOM
An On-Board Test, Monitor and Maintenance System for the E-3A p0559 A78-14948
ALIADARS - The alignment on board aircraft carriers of the inertial navigation units of Super-Etendard aircraft p0217 A78-25149
Applications of new visualization techniques to on-board equipment p0343 A78-35974
Data transmission aboard aircraft p0617 A78-40869
Requirements for aircraft on board weight and balance system [SASE ARS 1409] p0472 A78-44692
In-flight utilization of aircraft radio-navigation instruments --- Russian book p0473 A78-44799
Onboard radio-navigation and landing aids for aircraft --- Russian book p0473 A78-44806
AIDS - Aircraft-integrated-data-system p0500 A78-53675

OPENINGS
MT APERTURES
Cutout reinforcement of stiffened cylindrical shells [AIAA 78-512] p0279 A78-29811

OPERATING SYSTEMS (COMPUTERS)
The DAS Executive - An introduction --- avionics computer software p0524 A78-49932
OPERATING TEMPERATURE
The 0.1m subsonic cryogenic tunnel at the University of Southampton [NASA-CR-185305] p0247 A78-18086

OPERATIONAL HAZARDS
NASA's aviation safety research and technology program p0268 A78-19719

OPERATIONAL PROBLEMS
Why fly supersonically --- flight time reduction vs fuel consumption and low payload
A critical look at V/STOL technology [AIAA PAPERS 78-1526] p0109 A78-17889

Operational regularity in air transport p0525 A78-49447

Supporting investigations during testing of the WDL-1 airship in Ghana and Upper Volta --- bulk temperature, flight data, operational problems [DL-IB-536-77/1] p0238 N78-18012

An integrated analysis of the fundamental problems of air transport p0525 A78-49447

Improving readiness: A cost-effective approach [AD-A050765] p0365 N78-22021

Simulation as a routine tool for resource and workload planning --- for aircraft engine repair and overhaul cycles p0052 A78-13950

Optimal digital simulation of aircraft via random search techniques p0365 A78-39182

OPERATORS (PERSONNEL)
MT AIRCRAFT PILOTS
MT TEST PILOTS
MT OPTICAL ABSORPTION
MT U LIGHT TRANSMISSION
MT OPTICAL COMMUNICATION

Space optical communications with the Nd:YAG laser p0285 N78-30886

Results of laser synchronization by overflight between Paris and San Fernandez in Spain [OSNER, TP NO. 1978-40] p0479 N78-45277

A-7 ALOFT economic analysis and HRI-EMP test results p0202 N78-16816

OPTICAL COUPLING

Aircraft In-War system connected on optical bus p0054 A78-16941

OPTICAL EQUIPMENT
MT CARBONS
MT COLLIMATORS
MT ELLIPSOMETERS
MT INFRARED SPECTROMETERS
MT LASER DOPPLER VELOCIMETERS
MT MULTISPECTRAL BAND SCANNERS
MT OPTICAL GYROSCOPES
MT OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
MT OPTICAL RADAR
MT OPTICAL SCANNERS
MT PRISMS
MT TELEVISION CAMERAS
MT WIDE ANGLE LENSES

Vibration control of optical packages in aircraft p0063 A78-15594

Optical simulator with a holographic component -- infinity display system [AIAA 78-1561] p0579 A78-50671

OPTICAL FILTERS
MT INFRARED FILTERS

Optical properties p0365 A78-39182

Performance of a ring laser stripdown attitude and heading reference for aircraft [AIAA 78-1290] p0540 A78-50162

OPTICAL IMAGES
MT IMAGES

OPTICAL MEASUREMENT

Optical measurements of NO and NO sub 2 in the exhaust of an F101-GE-100 engine at simulated altitudes [AD-A047682] p0210 N78-17068

OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
MT ELLIPSOMETERS
MT INFRARED SPECTROMETERS
MT MULTISPECTRAL BAND SCANNERS
MT OPTICAL SCANNERS

Laser and optical methods of monitoring in aircraft construction --- Russian book [AIAA 78-30123]

Visibility observations at Bombay Airport during the winters of 1975-76 and 1975-76 when a skopograph was in operation p0571 A78-50470

OPTICAL PROPERTIES
MT COLOR
MT REFLECTANCE

Optical evaluation of Y/FB-111 field-service-test windshields [AD-A046490] p0150 N78-15034

Holographic combiners for head-up displays [AD-A047998] p0244 N78-18064

OPTICAL RADAR

Airborne Oceanographic Lidar System p0053 N78-14878

Triangulation using high-flying targets on aircraft in the case of direction and range measurements p0343 A78-36111

Flight-testing of a continuous laser remote sensing system p0347 A78-39632

OPTICAL RANGE FINDERS
MT LASER RANGE FINDERS
MT SCANNERS

Microwave landing systems --- time reference scanning beam used to determine aircraft approach p0275 A78-29221

OPTICAL SENSORS
MT OPTICAL MEASURING INSTRUMENTS
MT OPTICAL SENSORS
MT OPTICAL COMMUNICATION
MT OPTICAL SENSORS

The FAA Slant Visibility Range measurement system p0056 A78-14996

OPTICAL TRACKERS

Wright-Patterson Air Force Base laser tracker p0124 A78-14937

Multiple laser tracker operations p0124 A78-14938

OPTICAL WAVETOUGHS

Glass-fiber data bus systems for signal transmission on board p0169 A78-21976

Fiber optics, volume 2. Citations from the NIS data base [NIS/PS-78/0713/a] p0636 N78-33918

OPTICAL CONTROL
MT TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL

A proposed scheme for maneuver-dependent control of stability p0500 A78-13417

Application of near-optimal differential game feedback strategies to aircraft weapon delivery maneuvers p0063 A78-15628

An application of stochastic control theory to the gust-elimination system for a transport airplane p0071 A78-16179

Emergency air traffic control and cooperative nonzero sum differential games p0072 A78-16179

Application of polynomial techniques to multivariable control of jet engines p0073 A78-16327

Direct identification of dynamical systems with application to air-vehicles p0073 A78-16331

Application of the method of optical control for elimination of aeroelastic vibrations p0108 A78-17764

Filtered sequential regression parameter identification applied to a gas turbine engine model p0182 A78-23879

New frequency domain methods for system identification p0182 A78-23883

Optical controls for an advanced turbofan engine p0183 A78-23893
Singular perturbation analysis of optimal flight profiles for transport aircraft p0163 A78-23901
Solution of transonic optimization problems by using an algorithm based on nonlinear programming p0186 A78-23909
Dual-control guidance strategy for homing interceptors taking angle-only measurements p0225 A78-26784
Sensitivity reduction in aircraft control systems p0295 A78-31034
Optimal control of the longitudinal motion of a helicopter on the basis of an operational algorithm p0293 A78-32272
Optimal flaps in presence of wind shear --- for aircraft in automatic approach p0385 A78-39186
Design and optimization of the Tornado control system by means of simulation p0417 A78-61024
Gust alleviation control systems for aircraft catastrophic performance p0470 A78-43297
Optimal data processing for the Decca radio navigation system p0475 A78-85119
Stability augmentation by eigenvalues control and model matching p0507 A78-66665
Optimal control synthesis in distributed systems with incomplete information --- noting aircraft applications p0518 A78-68215
Optimization techniques for air traffic control problems --- Russian book p0522 A78-85104
The terrain following task for the advanced tactical fighter using discrete optimal control p0531 A78-49862
Performance of a ring laser strapdown attitude and heading reference for aircraft ([AIAA 78-1240]) p0540 A78-50162
Optimal terrain-aided navigation systems ([AIAA 78-1243]) p0540 A78-50163
Guaranteed cost control of linear systems with uncertain parameters - application to remotely piloted vehicle flight control systems ([AIAA 78-1279]) p0541 A78-50104
Optimal flight control synthesis via pilot modeling ([AIAA 78-1286]) p0541 A78-50193
Optimization and differential games p0592 A78-52001
Optimal control of aircraft powerplant --- Russian book p0597 A78-53119
Concepts for the design of a completely active helicopter isolation system using output vector feedback ([NASA TM-75161]) p0642 A78-11144
Optimal level control of high performance aircraft ([DLR-In-552-77/20]) p0243 A78-16085
Quasi-optimal control of a moving-base simulator p0357 A78-23021
Optimal control of a supersonic inlet to minimize frequency of inlet unstart p0357 A78-23024
A new formulation for the epsilon method applied to the airframe-to-climb problem p0357 A78-23028
Determination of optimal control using embedding of the terminal conditions p0357 A78-23029
Optimal autostabilizer for a supersonic fighter aircraft p0441 A78-26150
Trajectory optimization for some multiplane performance problems p0560 A78-31083

OPTIMIZATION
MT FLIGHT OPTIMIZATION
MT OPTIMAL CONTROL
MT TIME OPTIMAL CONTROL
MT Trajectory Optimization
Optimization of helicopter design. I p0004 A78-12225
Optimization of helicopter design. II p0053 A78-14005
Methodology for optimizing an air fleet p0116 A78-18668

Relating take off gross weight and mission requirements for geometrically optimized aircraft ([AIAA PAPER 78-98]) p0158 A78-20684
Optimum schedule for replacement of aircraft system parts under incomplete information on their reliability p0164 A78-20879
Taking structural and technological constraints into account in the design of maximum-stiffness load-bearing structures p0164 A78-20880
Rational parameters of reinforced panels operating under conditions of unsteady heating p0164 A78-20881
Aerodynamic optimization and analysis as part of the computer-aided design process ([AIAA PAPER 78-97]) p0172 A78-22572
Computational wing optimization and wind tunnel test of semi-span model ([AIAA PAPER 78-102]) p0172 A78-22575
Determination of the longitudinal lines of an aircraft fuselage by the special-contour method p0177 A78-22640
Basic considerations concerning the possibilities of wing families in civil aviation ([DGLR PAPER 77-029]) p0180 A78-24220
Optimal aperture-shape for an antenna array --- for radio navigation of flight vehicles p0228 A78-27406
Preliminary design of composite wings for buckling, strength and displacement constraints ([AIAA 78-466]) p0278 A78-29777
Semi-span wind tunnel test of a computer-controlled self-optimizing flexible technology wing ([AIAA 78-786]) p0295 A78-32344
Optimum design of wind tunnel contractions ([AIAA 78-819]) p0297 A78-32373
Minimum drag surfaces --- for traveling projectile systems p0342 A78-35787
On the optimization of discrete structures with aerelastic constraints p0385 A78-39135
Optimal digital simulation of aircraft via random search techniques p0385 A78-39182
Optimization of the cooling system of an air-cooled internal combustion engine p0419 A78-41510
On the theory of drag calculation and profile optimization in shockless near free molecular flow p0519 A78-47807
Definition of airplane fuselage longitudinal lines by the special contour method p0518 A78-48222
Search-method optimization of the balancing of flexible rotors of gas turbine engines p0581 A78-50795
Methodology questions involved in systems engineering for devising an optimum radio-engineering system for trajectory engineering --- space vehicles p0598 A78-53523
The optimum shape of the aperture of an antenna array --- for radio navigation of aircraft p0598 A78-53527
Applications of structural optimization for strength and aerelastic design requirements ([AGARD-R-668]) p0207 A78-17048
Optimal aircraft simulator development by adaptive random search optimization p0246 A78-16082
System optimization by periodic control ([AD-4049522]) p0323 A78-21162
A study of computer airplane design optimization ([NASA-CR-157210]) p0406 A78-25078
Computational wing optimization and comparisons with experiment for a semi-span wing model ([NASA TM-78480]) p0480 A78-26106
Optimal missile evasion ([AD-4052367]) p0439 A78-26135
Minimum time acceleration of aircraft turbofan engines by using an algorithm based on nonlinear programming p0506 A78-26142
The lifting wing with minimum drag in supersonic flow ([NASA TM-234]) p0506 A78-26142
Control system design using vector-valued performance criteria with application to the
control rate reduction in parameter insensitive control systems [DLR-TR-77-55]
p0565 A78-31125
Optimization of MLS receivers for multipath environments [NASA-CR-157736]
p0609 A78-32080
Modifications and improvements in a structural optimization scheme based on an optimality criterion [AD-A059941]
p0609 A78-32088

SUBJECT INDEX

OSCILLATION DAMPERS
Influence of dampers on ground resonance systems by the example of the DFVLR rotor test stand p0333 A78-34161

OSCILLATIONS

HT HARMONIC OSCILLATION
HT NONSTABILIZED OSCILLATION
HT PRESSURE OSCILLATIONS
HT SELF OSCILLATION
HT TRANSVERSE OSCILLATION
HT WING OSCILLATIONS
Phugoid characteristics of a YF-12 airplane with variable-geometry inlets obtained in flight tests at a Mach number of 2.9 [NASA-TR-1077]
p0089 A78-12100
Drag on an oscillating airfoil in a fluctuating free stream p0203 A78-16994
Prediction of unsteady separated flows on oscillating airfoils p0250 A78-18387
Two-dimensional oscillating airfoil test apparatus p0251 A78-19062
Water-tunnel experiments on an oscillating airfoil at Re equals 21,000 [NASA-TN-78046]
p0253 A78-19058
Lift hysteresis of an oscillating slender ellipse [AD-A093933]
p0255 A78-19073

Dynamic stall of an oscillating airfoil

Measurements of control-surface oscillatory derivatives on a sweptback, tapered model wing in two transonic tunnels [ABC-B/B-3806] p0364 A78-22055
Investigations of the transonic flow around oscillating airfoils [HLR-TR-77090-9] p0498 A78-29074

Oscillations

HT CATHODE BAY TUBES
HT CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS
HT GAS DISCHARGE TUBES
HT MICROWAVE OSCILLATORS
HT TRANSVERSE OSCILLATION
HT SELF OSCILLATION
HT CRYSTAL OSCILLATORS
HT GAS DISCHARGE TUBES
HT MICROWAVE OSCILLATORS
HT TRANSVERSE OSCILLATION

Oscilloscope

Oscilloscopes
R-X-ray diffraction: from structural X-ray diffractography to X-ray oscillographic diffractoscopy --- jet engine compressor blades p0444 A78-26468

OUTPUT

HT LASER OUTPUTS

Oxidation

Oxidation products of fuels obtained by hydrogenation processes p0346 A78-31395
Investigation of high-temperature properties of aircraft oils
- Fatigue crack growth in a pressure-fuselage panel
- Stress risers and deformations in stiffened panels with rectangular cut-outs. I - On case of uniform tensile loads
- Applications of variational techniques to non-linear problems in panel mechanics

OXIDES
- NT CARBON DIOXIDE
- NT CARBON MONOXIDE
- NT NITRIC OXIDE
- NT NITROGEN OXIDES
- NT PEROXIDES
- NT PLUTONIUM OXIDES
- NT ZIRCONIUM OXIDES

EXPERIMENTS
- NT LIQUID OXYGEN

OZONOSPHERE
- NT LIQUID OXYGEN

OZONE
- An assessment of the effect of supersonic aircraft operations on the stratospheric ozone content
- Simultaneous measurements of ozone outside and inside cabins of two B-747 airliners and a Gates Learjet business jet

OZONOMETRY
- Ozone concentration in the cabin of a Gates Learjet measured simultaneously with atmospheric ozone concentrations

OSILAB
- Photochemistry and dynamics of the ozone layer

P-3 AIRCRAFT
- A study of the P-3C Omega navigation system
- Covert communications between patrol aircraft in rendezvous: millimetre-wave and electro-optical technologies compared with UHF link 8 for P-3 to P-3 hand-over in a maritime environment

P-1127 AIRCRAFT
- Planning and procedures for aircraft demonstrations - V/STOL aircraft

PACIFIC OCEAN
- The Omega radionavigation system comes to the Pacific Ocean area

PACKAGES
- NT INSTRUMENT PACKAGES
- NT ELECTRONIC PACKAGING

PAINTS
- Icing evaluation. U-21A airplane with low reflective paint

PANEL FLOTTER
- Wing/store active flutter suppression - Correlation of analysis and wind tunnel data
- Density of motions in the flutter of infinite plates

PANELS
- NT CURVED PANELS
- NT RECTANGULAR PANELS
- NT WING PANELS
- Planar parameters of reinforced panels operating under conditions of unsteady heating

PARACHUTES
- NT RECOVERY PARACHUTES
- A computer-controlled video instrumentation technique for wind tunnel testing of full-scale lifting parachutes

PARAGLIDERS
- NT FLEXIBLE WINGS

PARALLEL FLOW
- NT PIPE FLOW

PARALLEL PROCESSING (COMPUTERS)
- A high speed fault tolerant multiprocessor for radar data processing

PARALLEL STRIP LINES
- NT MICROSTRIP TRANSMISSION LINES

PARAMETERIZATION
- Effects of control inputs on the estimation of stability and control parameters of a light airplane
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PARTICLE ACCELERATORS

[NASA-SP-1043] p0099 N78-13071
A parametric investigation of an existing
supersonic relative tip speed propeller noise
model --- turboprop aircraft
[NASA-TM-73816] p0102 N78-13085

PARTICLE ACCELERATORS
Advanced two-phase investigation in an
aerosol-reaction facility including flow
diagnostics
[AD-A053809] p0850 N78-27089

PARTICLE BEAMS
NT ELECTRON BEAMS
NT NEUTRON BEAMS
Key beam weapons tests slated --- for aircraft
carrier particle beam defense against cruise
missiles
p0597 A78-53238

PARTICLE COLLISIONS
Aerodynamic effects on erosion in turbomachinery
p0578 A78-50635

PARTICLE DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)
NT ELECTRON DENSITY (CONCENTRATION)

PARTICLE DIFFUSION
Reaction diffusion in the NiCrAl and CoCrAl systems
p0597 A78-53063

PARTICLE EMISSION
Nickel/cadmium aircraft batteries: Multichannel
gassing-rate meter
[AD-A039735] p0371 A78-20636
Coaxial concepts for aircraft gas turbine
low-power emissions reduction
[NASA-TM-79005] p0440 A78-26143
Results and status of the NASA aircraft engine
emission reduction technology programs
[NASA-TM-79009] p0627 A78-33102
Non-extractive electro-optical measurement of
jet-engine emissions
p0628 A78-33105

PARTICLE MOTION
Motion of the solid phase of an aerosol at large
Reynolds numbers
p0334 A78-34821
Mathematical analysis of impact erosion --- of
supersonic flight vehicles
p0588 A78-51711

PARTICLE SIZE DISTRIBUTION
The dynamics of non spherical particles ---
aerodynamic translational mobility of cubes and
cylinders
[AD-A047144, AD-A047145] p0256 N78-19080
A distribution model for the aerosol application of
granular agricultural particles
[NASA-CR-157745] p0622 A78-33048
PARTICLE TRANSPORTERS
Possibilities of phase separation in supersonic
two-phase flows
p0426 A78-42630
The dynamics of non spherical particles ---
aerodynamic translational mobility of cubes and
cylinders
[AD-A047144] p0256 W78-19080

PARTICLES
NT AEROSOLS
NT ELECTRON BEAMS
NT NEUTRON BEAMS
NT FOG
NT LIGHT BEAMS
NT NIT
NT POWDER (PARTICLES)
NT SOOT
Deposition of fine particles in the opening of
film-cooled gas turbine blades
[REP/IR-7A-2] p0408 A78-25091

PARTICULATE FILTERS
U FLUID FILTERS
PARTICULATE SAMPLING
Turbofan engine particulate emission
characterization, phase 2
[AD-A057370] p0628 A78-33106

PASSAGERS/AIRCRAFTS
NT A-300 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
NT BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT
NT B-7 HELICOPTER
NT CV-240 AIRCRAFT
NT DC 8 AIRCRAFT
NT DC 10 AIRCRAFT
NT DO-28 AIRCRAFT

SUBJECT INDEX
FT EUROPEAN AIRCRAFT
FT F-27 AIRCRAFT
FT F-28 AIRCRAFT
FT H-53 HELICOPTER
FT HH-63 AIRCRAFT
FT IL-62 AIRCRAFT
FT L-1011 AIRCRAFT
FT T-BE AIRCRAFT
The Dash 7 - An aircraft for today's environment
p0047 A78-12113
Technical exploitation of aircraft --- and revised
and enlarged edition --- Russian book
p0048 A78-12606
20 years IL-18 --- aircraft design features,
capabilities and applications
p0050 A78-13497
Protective equipment for cargo transport in
passenger cabins
p0051 A78-13501
The next engine decision - why it takes so long
--- for passenger airlines
p0058 A78-15090
Radiation safety in high-altitude air traffic
p0071 A78-16184
Why fly supersonically --- flight time reduction
vs fuel consumption and low payload
p0139 A78-17869
Airports for short takeoff and landing
p0178 A78-29471
Future development of commercial aircraft:
Technological challenge - Economic constraints
[DEGL PAPR 78-005] p0188 A78-24402
Special problems in the development of the
propulsion system for an over-the-wing engine
configuration
[DEGL PAPR 77-046] p0190 A78-24435
Sud quality flight testing
p0236 A78-26795
Weight design and the efficiency of passenger
aircraft. Volume 2 - Calculation of the center
of gravity and moments of inertia of aircraft.
Weight analysis --- Russian book
p0262 A78-30175
Improved energy efficiency for small CTOL
transport aircraft
p0286 A78-31305
Fuel efficiency - Where we are heading in the
design of future jet transports
p0287 A78-31307
STOL system fuel savings - Ground and air
p0287 A78-31312
Bide technology applications to large passenger
aircraft
p0334 A78-33443
Type measurements of aircraft interior sound
pressure levels in cruise
[SFE ARP 1523] p0471 A78-24509
Airliner numbers game - Does it add up ---
political and technological aspects of
international aircraft industries
p0525 A78-49524
European air transport up to the year 2000 /Lord
Douglas of Kirtleside Lecture/
p0587 A78-51520
Optimization of the structure of the LOT Polish
Airlines fleet for the requirements of
international passenger transport
p0588 A78-51598
Fire resistivity and toxicity studies of candidate
candidate aircraft passenger seat materials
p0598 A78-51838
Boeing launches the 767
p0591 A78-52284
Determination of the flight equipment maintenance
costs of commuter airlines
[NASA-CR-152069] p0213 A78-17931
Fire resistivity and toxicity studies of candidate
aircraft passenger seat materials
[NASA-TM-78068] p0324 A78-21210
An operator's viewpoint: How to reduce the fuel
consumption in aeronautical maintenance
A study of computer airplane design optimization
[NASA-CR-157210] p0406 A78-25078
An air passenger and air freight service study for
the Lake Charles Municipal Airport Authority
[PB-278857/78] p0451 A78-27096
The rigidity and performance of a helicopter gearbox with a controllable housing and two taper roller bearings. (AIAA PAPER 77-DET-103)

The prediction of the performance of low-pressure-ratio thrust-augmented jet engines. (AIAA PAPER 70-145)

The prediction of the two-dimensional airflow at stall progression. (AIAA PAPER 78-155)

An interaction solution algorithm for aerospace aerodynamic performance prediction. (AIAA PAPER 78-153)

A solution to the direct problem of an axial propeller using the streamline curvature method. (AIAA PAPER 78-310)

A new airfoil family for rotor blades. (OMERA, TP NO. 1977-113)

The effect of hub fairings on wind turbine rotor performance. (AIAA 78-3039)

Some contributions to aerodynamic theory for vertical-axis wind turbines. (AIAA 78-3033)

Aerodynamic design and verification of a two-stage turbine with a supersonic first stage. (AIAA 78-3034)

Prediction of failure strength of realistic stiffened skin aircraft structures. (AIAA 78-3035)

The effect of correlated missed detections, correlated false alarms and interdetector variability on the performance of an automated radar tracking system. (AIAA 78-3036)

A high-power switching network for a dual-mode antenna -- for airborne transponder application. (AIAA 78-3037)

Loss prediction in axial compressors. (AIAA 78-3036)

A bibliographic study. (OMERA, TP NO. 1978-65)

Applications of the continuum theory of subcritical flaw growth under uniaxial tensile fatigue stresses to service life cycle analysis. (AIAA 78-3037)

Hierarchy of simulation models for a turbofan gas engine. (AIAA 78-3038)

Application of modular modeling to ramjet performance prediction. (AIAA 78-3039)

A method of predicting stress corrosion cracking. (AIAA 78-3040)

The effects of nozzle geometry on the performance of an axisymmetric thrust augmenter -- in aircraft design. (AIAA 78-3041)

Analysis of optimal turning maneuvers in the vertical plane -- for high thrust aircraft. (AIAA 78-3042)

Effects of wind on aircraft cruise performance. (AIAA 78-3043)

Operational regularity in air transport. (AIAA 78-3044)

Performance of the Vorter-Controlled Diffuser/VCD/ in an annular combustor flowpath. (AIAA 78-3045)

Broadband noise in axial-fan blade cascade. (AIAA 78-3046)

Pilot evaluation of an advanced hingeless rotor XT-15 simulation. (AIAA 78-3047)


Reliability prediction for combustors and turbines, volume 1. (AIAA 78-3049)

Generalized helicopter rotor performance predictions. (AIAA 78-3050)

Assessment of the performance of an active ATCRBS mode for beacon collision avoidance. (AIAA 78-3051)

Investigation of new techniques for aircraft navigation using the ocean navigation.
Adhesion of erosion resistant tapes on several very thin profiles of an aircraft wing panel

Fatigue of AH60 sheet material with coatings of Sprut 5B and 7AK in the linear and plane stressed conditions under conditions of high-frequency loading

Heavily loaded carbon-fiber-reinforced-plastic primary structure with the Tornado taileron as an example

Material selection for the Tornado taileron

PLASTIC COATINGS

Water born coatings

Fatigue of Al6061 sheet with Sprut 5B and 7AK coatings in the linear and plane states of stress under high-frequency loads

Fatigue of Al6061 sheet material with coatings of Sprut 5A and 7A in the linear and plane stressed conditions under conditions of high-frequency loading

An exploratory investigation of the effects of a thin plastic film cover on the profile drag of an aircraft wing panel

PLASTIC DEFORMATION

Determination of velocity fields of displacement and deformation during the forming of thin and very thin profiles

PLASTIC FILMS

POLYMERIC FILMS

PLASTIC MATERIALS

PLASTICS

PLASTIC PROPERTIES

PLASTIC TAPES

Adhesion of erosion resistant tapes on several surface configurations
Aircraft gas turbine low-power emissions reduction
Gas turbine engine emission reduction technology
Augmentor emissions reduction technology program
Helicopter noise regulations: An industry perspective
Smoke and nitric oxide control for gas turbine engines burning light/heavy fuels
Current state of the law in aircraft noise pollution control
Aircraft engine emissions conference
Environmental protection agency aircraft emissions standards
Emissions reduction technology program
Status of the NASA/General Electric experimental clean combustor program, phase 3
Pollution reduction technology program for class T4 (JT8D) engines
NASA/Pratt and Whitney experimental clean combustor program: Engine test results
Pollution reduction technology program for turboprop engines
Pollution reduction technology program for small jet aircraft engines: Class T1
Summary of emissions reduction technology programs
Emissions control for ground power gas turbines
General aviation piston-engine exhaust emission reduction
Global atmospheric sampling program
Stratospheric cruise emission reduction program
Advanced low NOx combustors for supersonic high-altitude gas turbines
Laboratory studies of lean combustion
Effect of ambient temperature and humidity on emissions of an idling gas turbine
Augmentor emissions reduction technology program
Reduction of aircraft gas turbine engine pollutant emissions
QCSEE task 2: Engine and installation preliminary design
Gas turbine engine emission reduction technology program
Supercritical fuel injection system
Aircraft gas turbine low-power emissions reduction technology program
Helicopter external noise requirements: FAA perspective
Helicopter noise regulations: An industry perspective
Noise reduction from a military point of view
The impact of urban operations on helicopter noise requirements
Theoretical models of helicopter rotor noise
Pollution Reduction Technology Program for small jet aircraft engines, phase 2
New airport in Gothenburg - How the noise problems have been handled
Design and operation of an airborne air quality measurement system
Results of Concorde monitoring
Airport noise monitoring
High-flying Mini-Sniffer RPV - Mars bound
Subsonic kinematic sampling errors for aircraft turbine engine smoke probes
Flight-testing of a continuous laser remote sensing system
Airborne sampling system for plane monitoring
Concorde emissions at Dallas International Airport - Results of measurements
Polyamide Resins
Polytetrafluoroethylene
Statistical ballooning in India for stratospheric cosmic ray measurements
Polyethylene
Polyethylene Resin
Low density bisphenol-A-carbon microballoon composites --- aircraft and submarine compartment safety
The prospects for composites based on boron fibers
Polyethylene films
Thermal flux protection for aircraft
Scientific ballooning in India --- for stratospheric cosmic ray measurements
Polymer Composites
Multivariable control of jet engines
Use of the polynomial method to calculate the parameters of the stabilized maneuver of an elastic aircraft
Investigation of acoustic properties of a rigid foam with application to noise reduction in light aircraft
Electrostatic charging of JP-4 fuel on polyurethane foams
Polyurethane Foam
The prediction of two-dimensional airfoil stall
Performance calculation for multi-element airfoil
An analysis method for the viscous flow over
Calculation of transonic potential flowfields
A potential flow design method for multicomponent
Application of porous materials for laminar flow
The theory of fabric porosity as applied to
Induction of subsonic wind tunnels with slight
Induction of subsonic \( \frac{\text{cm}^3}{\text{g}} \) density
Calculation of far-field jet noise spectra from

- Material evaluation of polyurethane foam, \( \frac{0.05 \text{ g/cm}^3}{3} \) density
- In-service performance of polyurethane and fluorocarbon rain erosion resistant radome coatings
- Epoxy and polyurethane paint compositions for agricultural airplanes
- Evaluation of soil resistant coatings for exterior aircraft surfaces
- heat transfer augmentation in flows over and normal to high-porosity perforated surfaces
- Investigation of the laminar sublayer on blown porous surfaces
- Three dimensional free convection flow and heat transfer along a porous vertical plate
- Second-order boundary-layer flow with hard suction
- Experimental investigation of gas flows in the perforated test section of a transonic effuser-induction wind tunnel
- A parametric experimental study of the interference effects and the boundary-condition coefficients of slotted wind-tunnel walls
- An empirical correction for wind tunnel wall blockage in two-dimensional transonic flow
- Unsteady incompressible flow past thin porous airfoils
- Induction of subsonic wind tunnels with slight perforation
- A portable device particularly suited for use in starting air-start units for aircraft
- Portable earth station antenna study system
- Observational computation in the case of redundant measurements —- for position sensor data in
- Calculation of far-field jet noise spectra from near-field measurements using true source location
- The Navstar Global Positioning System /GPS/
- Satellites for position determination
- Uncertainties in airport cost analysis and their effect on site selection
- Cockpit displayed traffic information study, part 2
- A multi-sensor implementation for navigation, position location, position update, reconnaissance, and weapon delivery:
- Performance in a jamming environment of a low-cost GPS user receiver algorithms for aiding a tactical INS

POSITION ERRORS
Velocity aiding of noncoherent GPS receiver
The evaluation of the operational characteristics of navigation systems
Comparisons of tabular and observed Omega corrections through use of spectral analysis techniques
A simplification in position determination with the Omega system
Some experiments with satellite-navigation Doppler receivers Regnavaux '88-902' and '88-6001'
Results of the NASA/MARAD 1-band satellite navigation experiment
Investigation of the accuracy of one-way range measurements —- for radio navigation systems
Station deselection procedures to support automatic Omega receiver operation
Precision approach monitoring and guidance using interferometer techniques

POSITION INDICATORS
ST RADIO DIRECTION FINDER
Use of an inertial navigation system for accurate track recovery and coastal oceanographic measurements
Automatic flightpath calculation and position reporting using a single VOR receiver and a microprocessor system
Utilization of Precise information /aircraft attitude and position/ for geometric image corrections
Toway — A position and orientation measurement system —- helicopter/VTOL landing aid application
Low airspeed sensor location tests AN-16 helicopter
Analysis of single and double coverage aircraft multispectral scanner arrays for positional data

POSITIONING
Automatic continental land mobile position fixing via satellite

POSITIONING DEVICES (RACKERY)
ST BOOKS (EQUIPMENT)

POTENTIAL ENERGY
ST ELECTRIC POTENTIAL

POTENTIAL FLOW
Computation of transonic potential flows in turbomachinery
Calculation of transonic potential flowfields about complex, three-dimensional configurations
A potential flow design method for multicomponent airfoil sections
Aerodynamic characteristics of a system of airfoil profiles
A method for calculating the flow around arbitrary airfoil sections with separation
Performance calculation for multi-element airfoil sections with separation
Development and test of an inlet and duct to provide airflow for a wing boundary layer control system
A combined potential and viscous flow solution for V/STOL engine intakes
The prediction of two-dimensional airfoil stall progression
An analysis method for the viscous flow over circulation-controlled airfoils
POWDER METALLURGY

Potential flow around axisymmetric bodies - Direct and inverse problems

A uniqueness proof for a transonic flow problem

Finite-element analysis of three-dimensional potential flow in turbomachines

High-frequency subsonic flow past a pulsating thin airfoil. II - Gust-type upwash

Time-domain Green's Function Method for three-dimensional nonlinear subsonic flows

Transonic potential flow computations by finite elements - Airfoil and wing analysis, airfoil optimization

Calculation of cascade flow by means of spline fit singularity

Irrotational flow around a spherical segment --- aerodynamic braking application

Computation of two-dimensional potential flow using elementary vortex distributions

Advanced panel-type influence coefficient methods applied to unsteady three-dimensional potential flow

Theoretical aspects of dromedaryfoil

Drag on an oscillating airfoil in a fluctuating free stream

Modification of the Douglas Neumann program to improve the efficiency of predicting component interference and high lift characteristics

A new camberline singularity method for two-dimensional steady and oscillatory aerfoils and control surfaces in inviscid incompressible flow
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POTENTIAL THEORY

Variational principles for the transonic airfoil problem

The calculation of transonic flow over three-dimensional swept wings using the exact potential equation

A method for calculation of the pressure distribution of wing-body configurations for large angle of attack at subsonic speed - based on potential theory

POTENTIAL FLOW

Angle detector

Ceramic in gas turbine: Powder and process characteristics

Manufacture of titanium components by hot isostatic pressing

Cobalt-base alloys produced by powder metallurgy for compressor and turbine disks

Brake-plates for aeroplanes

Evaluation of cyclic behavior of aircraft turbine disks alloys

POWERED METAL POWDER

POWER CONDITIONING

Power conditioning systems for high-power, airborne, pulsed applications

A high-power switching network for a dual-mode antenna -- for airborne transmitter application

POWER EFFICIENCY

Effect of boundary layer suction through slots on the efficiency of turbomachine outlet diffusers

POWER GAIN

Experimental evaluation of an array technique for zenith to horizon coverage -- aircraft-to-satellite communication links

POWER GENERATORS

ELECTRIC GENERATORS

POWER LIMITERS

A frequency-selective YIG limiter for airborne FR/CW 1-band radar

POWER LINES

Effects of shields on cables

Examples of induced voltages measured on aircraft

Component damage analysis

POWER PLANTS

Aerodynamic design and verification of a two-stage turbine with a supersonic first stage

POWER PROCESSING SYSTEMS

POWER CONDITIONING

Power spectral decomposition of the power spectral density of jet noise

An exposition on aircraft response to atmospheric turbulence using power spectral density analysis techniques

F-15 inlet/engine test techniques and distortion methodologies studies. Volume 3: Power spectral density plots

Power supplies for compressor and turbine disks

Inductor network development for aircraft high power supplies

POWER SUPPLY CIRCUITS

TE-40 electrical power system - Unique features and problems solutions

Overview of the advanced aircraft electrical system/AAR/ A-72 prototype design

High-voltage power supply problems and design techniques

Variable speed constant frequency /VSCF/ aircraft electrical power

Power transmission influences of mechanical transmission concepts on Navy Type 'R' operational aircraft weight

POWERED LIFT AIRCRAFT

Some aspects of plant-assisted airframe integration affecting fuel conservation
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Simulator studies of powered-lift aircraft handling qualities in the presence of naturally-occurring and computer-generated atmospheric disturbances

[AIAA 78-1362] p0484 A78-46551

Conceptual design study of power augmented ram wing in ground effect aircraft

[AIAA PAPER 78-1466] p0512 A78-79115

Power-loaded lift aerodynamics and acoustic --- conferences

[NASA-SP-406] p0389 N78-29046

Overview of power-loaded lift technology --- as used on the YC-14 aircraft and C-15 aircraft

p0389 N78-24047

Upper-surface blowing flow-turning performance

p0389 N78-24048

Results of static tests of a 1/4 scale model of the Boeing YC-14 powered-lift system

p0369 N78-28049

Overview of the QCSEE program

p0369 N78-28049

Application of power-loaded lift concepts for improved cruise efficiency of long-range aircraft

p0390 N78-28050

Comparison of aerodynamic theory and experiment for jet-flap wings

p0390 N78-28051

Externally blown flap impingement parameters

p0390 N78-24053

Some measurements of an EBF powered-lift wake

p0390 N78-28054

Aerodynamic characteristics in ground proximity

p0390 N78-28055

Distributed upper-surface blowing concept

p0390 N78-28056

Crusoe aerodynamics of USN nacelle/wing geometric variations

p0390 N78-28057

Effects of nozzle design and power on cruise drag for upper-surface blowing aircraft

p0391 N78-28058

Theoretical predictions of jet interaction effects for USN and OWB configurations

p0391 N78-28059

USB flow characteristics related to noise generation

p0391 N78-28060

Characteristics of USN noise

p0391 N78-24061

Analytical developments for definition and prediction of USN noise

p0391 N78-28062

Analytical modeling of under-the-wing externally blown flap powered-lift noise

p0391 N78-28063

USB noise reduction by nozzle and flap modifications

p0391 N78-28064

EBF noise reduction through nozzle/flap positioning

p0391 N78-28065

Overview of the QCSEE program

p0392 N78-29066

Aerodynamic design of the QCSEE propulsion systems

p0392 N78-28067

Inlet/nacelle/exhaust system integration for the QCSEE propulsion systems

p0392 N78-28068

Inlet technology for powered-lift aircraft

p0392 N78-28069

Reverse-thrust technology for variable-pitch fan propulsion systems

p0392 N78-28070

Acoustics and aerodynamics of over-the-wing thrust reversers

p0392 N78-28071

Measured and calculated steady aerodynamic loads on a large-scale upper-surface blow model

p0392 N78-28072

Acoustic loads research for powered-lift configurations

p0392 N78-28073

Investigations of scaling laws for jet impingement

p0393 N78-28074

USB environment measurements based on full-scale static engine ground tests

p0393 N78-28076

Study of a safety margin system for powered-lift STOL aircraft

[AIAA-CR-152139] p0396 N78-26117

AEPD: A computer program for the prediction of jet impulsive noise --- wind tunnel test data and prediction analysis techniques

[78-1153] p0422 A78-1852

Laminar leading edge stall prediction for thin aerofoils

[AIAA PAPER 78-1222] p0424 A78-1903

NDI: A key to engine rotor life prediction

p0278 A78-10087

Modern methods of aircraft stability and control analysis

[AD-A043399] p0300 A78-10114

Application of fracture mechanics at elevated temperatures

[AD-A044623] p0066 A78-11113

Corrosion predictability in F-4 aircraft assigned to the Pacific Air Forces --- aging of airframe

[AD-A045277] p0096 A78-13094

Prediction of the severity of buffetting --- wind tunnel tests

p0249 A78-18382

Theoretical analysis of aerodynamic characteristics of two helicopter rotor airfoils


Simplified sonic-boom prediction --- using aerodynamic configuration charts and calculators or slide rules

[NASA-TP-1122] p0301 N78-20078

Comparison of measured and calculated helicopter rotor impulsive noise --- wind tunnel test data and prediction analysis techniques

[NASA-TP-20073] p0311 N78-20017

Correlation of laser velocimeter measurements over a wing with results of two prediction techniques

[NASA-TP-1168] p0325 N78-21410

An aerodynamic coefficient prediction technique for slender bodies with low aspect ratio fins at Mach numbers from 0.6 to 3.0 and angles of attack from 0 to 180 degrees

[AD-A051797] p0359 N78-23060

Jet noise modelling by geometric acoustics. Part 3: A computer program for the prediction of jet mixing noise

[ISTB-Th-93-P-3] p0367 N78-23883

An aerodynamic analysis of deformed wings in subsonic and supersonic flow

[AD-A052489] p0394 N78-24094

Survey of air cargo forecasting techniques

[NASA-CR-145329] p0406 N78-25068
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PREDICTION ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES

Improved operational maintenance forecasting techniques
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The dynamic flow on a wing profile in the movement of a screen. The influence of oscillation parameters p0347 N78-22061
Quantitative mapping by remote sensing of an ocean acid-waste dump p0634 N78-33617

QUASI-STADY STATES
A quasi-steady theory for incompressible flow past airfoils with oscillating jet flaps p0222 A78-26229

QUASILINEARITY

QUATTERNIONS
Digital simulation of aircraft flight path dynamics using quaternions [AIAA PAPER 78-311] p0185 A78-24012

QUENCHING THERAPY
Queuing models for estimating aircraft fleet availability p0605 A78-15185
A tandem-queue algorithm for evaluating overall airport capacity p0216 A78-20176

QUIET ENGINE PROGRAM
The quiet battle over aircraft noise p0058 A78-15167
Preliminary QCSEE program - Test results Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine [SAA PAPER 77-1008] p0181 A78-23040
Advanced quiet propulsion for general aviation [DGLR PAPER 77-008] p0190 A78-24433
The problems of the acoustic properties of the propeller and q-fan type blower with regard to exterior and interior noise in transport aircraft p0283 A78-30358
Preliminary QCSEE program test results [NASA-TP-13532] p0151 N70-15042
Filament-winding fabrication of QCSEE configuration fan blades [NASA-CP-13532] p0198 N70-16052
Overview of the QCSEE program p0392 W78-24066
Acoustic design of the QCSEE propulsion system p0392 W78-24067
Inlet/muscel/exhaust system integration for the QCSEE propulsion system p0392 W78-24068
Acoustics and aerodynamics of over-the-wing thrust reversers p0392 W78-24071

R

BACON BEACONS

Radar

NT AERBORNE SURVEILLANCE RADAR
NT COHERENT RADAR
NT CONTINUOUS WAVE RADAR
NT DOPPLER RADAR
NT METEOROLOGICAL RADAR
NT MONOPULSE RADAR
NT NOISING TARGET INDICATORS
NT OPTICAL RADAR
NT PULSE DOPPLER RADAR
NT PULSE RADAR

A-305
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Subject Index</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Development of a discrete address beacon system</td>
<td>p0054 A78-17436</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Test and evaluation of the Dallas/Fort Worth terminal communications switching system</td>
<td>p0374 A78-37748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS) interference investigation in Los Angeles area</td>
<td>p0094 A78-13035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A preliminary evaluation of the ATCRBS signal format for the BCAS data link</td>
<td>p0139 A78-14023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer simulations of ATCRBS processing equipment for use with the aims and transient effects performance prediction models</td>
<td>p0139 A78-14022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radar Beacon Collision Avoidance System (BCAS); active mode</td>
<td>p0139 A78-14020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment of the performance of an active ATCRBS node for beacon collision avoidance</td>
<td>p0196 A78-16032</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Single-Site Collision Avoidance System (SS-CAS)</td>
<td>p0139 A78-14027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of a discrete address beacon system --- testing monopulse beacon antennas</td>
<td>p0206 A78-17020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uplink coverage measurements in the Los Angeles area for passive BCAS --- collision avoidance</td>
<td>p0239 A78-18027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prediction model of ATCRBS transient effects performance</td>
<td>p0239 A78-18027</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Radar Antennas**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sub-Subject Index</th>
<th>Page Numbers</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SAR/STAR measurement</td>
<td>p0094 A78-28297</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ATCRBS cross sections</td>
<td>p0028 A78-18289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Radar data</td>
<td>p0028 A78-18289</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RARAD DIRECTION FINDERS</td>
<td>p0054 A78-15630</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAEBR Display</td>
<td>p0374 A78-37748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADAR ECHELONS</td>
<td>p0225 A78-26780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT CLUTTER</td>
<td>p0374 A78-37748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fire power --- fighter aircraft target acquisition and tracking radar</td>
<td>p0222 A78-26159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Modern millimeter wave instrumentation radar development and research methodology</td>
<td>p0288 A78-31425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aircraft radar systems --- Russian book</td>
<td>p0374 A78-37748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Assessment procedure application utilizing UHF transmitter RF pulse susceptibility data --- EMC studies of approach radar and of aircraft UHF-receiver</td>
<td>p0288 A78-31425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A frequency-selective TSL limiter for airborne FM/CW X-band radar</td>
<td>p0288 A78-31425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Development of a Discrete Address Beacon System</td>
<td>p0374 A78-37748</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard electronic module radar cost analysis</td>
<td>p0288 A78-31425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interference analysis between TBSB microwave landing system and adjacent C-band radars</td>
<td>p0288 A78-31425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Avionics cost development for alternatives of selected air traffic control systems</td>
<td>p0288 A78-31425</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RADAR HOMING MISSIONS</td>
<td>p0288 A78-31425</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Radar imaging
Moving target analysis utilizing side-looking airborne radar

Radar maps
NT radar imaging

Radar measurement
EAr navigation update modes --- Electronically Agile Radar

Development and test of an airborne range instrumentation system /AIAA/

Combinatorially derived limits on the surface return for an air/surface monopulse ranging radar

Optimal terrain-sighted navigation systems [AIAA 78-1283]

Radar navigation
The effect of radar disturbances on aircraft runway arrival time in a four-dimensional navigation terminal approach [AIAA 77-1512]

Helicopter TP radar Pavlov III

B-1 terrain following development

Pattern recognition as an aid to radar navigation

Airline contributions to better air traffic control

An operational evaluation of flight technical error [AD-A042796/7]

Proposal for a cost effective radar navigation system for low altitude and terminal area flight

Radar observation
U radar tracking

Radar photography
Color displays for airborne weather radar

Radar range
Flight testing of radars

Radar receivers
A simulation procedure for the optimization of jammer efficiency against search radars

Smart dispensing with the AR/ALZ-39 and derivative dispenser systems --- computer controlled ejection of chaff, flares and squibs

Infrared receiver performance --- airborne warming system by detection of target spectral signature

Phase-locked tracking loops for LORAN-C [NASA CB-157582]

Optimization of MIL receivers for multipath environments [NASA CB-157736]

Radar reception
Combinatorially derived limits on the surface return for an air/surface monopulse ranging radar

Radar reflections
U radar echoes

Radar resolution
A millimeter wave surveillance radar for BPs

Omega ambiguity resolution techniques

Display of radar information by the strata method

Radar scanning
The ABEILLS electronic scanning antennas --- for fighter aircraft fire control radar

Radar signatures
System definition and investigation of the on site processing of en route sensor signals.

Addenda: Investigation into possible en route on site beacon ring around discriminants [AD-A0456941]

Radar tracking
Keeping pace with avionics innovations --- data processing in navigation and tracking

Radar transmission
Some results on digital chirp radar --- design considerations

A high duty factor chirp radar

Radar transmitters
Evaluation of F-16 radar attachment assemblies for reusable containers [AD-A0538246]

Radar scopes
Modular radar display units - Versatility in air defence and ATC applications

The new system for processing and presenting radar data in the Air Traffic Control Center of Barcelona

Display of radar information by the strata method

AirPort Surface Detection Equipment (ASDE-3) reusable containers

Radar flow
Stress analysis study in cooled radial inflow turbine [AIAA PAPER 76-94]

Experimental investigation of a centripetal turbine with adjustable guide vanes

Operation of an axial-flow compressor in the case of radially nonuniform inlet flow

Radiator density
MT luminous intensity

Radiation absorption
MT atmospheric attenuation

Radiation damage
Assessment procedure application utilizing OHEB translator RF pulse susceptibility data --- HEC studies of approach radar and of aircraft OHEB-receiver

Radiation distribution
MT antenna radiation patterns

MT diffraction patterns
Development of an on-board miscomputer system
Multiple laser tracker operations
Observational computation in the case of redundant measurements — for position sensor data in radio navigation systems
Integrated test mission control — Present and future at the Air Force Flight Test Center (AIAA Papers 78-1461)
Real-time simulators for augmented inertial navigation systems
Research and development of digital jet-engine controls
Area navigation — Fast-time/real-time simulations in a high-altitude center environment
Palefacs
Real time digital propulsion system simulation for manned flight simulators (NASA TM-76956)
A design of trajectory estimator using multiple DME range measurements (AD-A055191)
Vortex advisory system simulation of Chicago O'Hare Airport

REAL VARIABLES
AT ASYMPTOTIC SERIES
AT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
AT EIGENVALUES
AT GREEN FUNCTION
AT KERNEL FUNCTIONS
AT LINEAR EQUATIONS
AT MEASURE AND INTEGRATION
AT MINIMA
AT NONLINEAR EQUATIONS
AT NUMERICAL INTEGRATION
AT VORTICITY

REATTACHED FLOW
On moderate injection into a separated supersonic boundary layer, with reattachment
The attachment of a ventilated plane jet to an inclined plane wall
Inverse boundary-layer theory and comparison with experiment (NASA TP-1208)
The attachment of a ventilated plane jet to an inclined plane wall

RECEIVERS
AT RADAR RECEIVERS
AT RADIO RECEIVERS
AT RECEIVING CROPS (CONTAINERS)
AT CONTAINERS
AT RECIPROCATING ENGINES
AT PISTON ENGINES
AT RECIPROCLATION
AT CIRCUIT
AT RECIRCULATORY FLOW
Modeling solid-fuel ramjet combustion
Combustion in gas turbine engines — A review of ONERA recent works
A research on centrifugal compressor for small gas turbine — The effect of recirculating flow — automobile engines

RECOGNITION
AT PATTERN RECOGNITION
AT SPEECH RECOGNITION
AT TARGET RECOGNITION
AT AIR ROTATION RECOGNITION

RECOGNIZABLE AERIAL
AT AERIAL RECOGNIZABLE
AT MULTI-SENSOR IMPLEMENTATION FOR NAVIGATION, POSITION LOCATION, POSITION UPDATE, RECOGNIZABILITY, AND WEAPON DELIVERY: AB/ARM-107(1)

RECOGNIZABLE AIRCRAFT
AT BANTH RESOURCES SURVEY AIRCRAFT
AT F-5 AIRCRAFT
AT P-1107 AIRCRAFT
AT Y-2 AIRCRAFT
High-flying Mini-_sniffer BPF - Mars bound
Prospects for using new flight vehicles in aerophysical studies

The Fy-15: Reconnaissance derivative of the F-15
Covert communications between petrol aircraft in rendezvous: millimetre-wave and electro-optical technologies compared with UHF link + for P-3 to P-3 hand-over in a maritime environment

Formulas for takeoff performance P-3, A, B and C
Logistics and operational effectiveness of the P-3 aircraft

Mathematical models and simulation of dynamic

Development of a nonlinear switching function and flight measurement of the wing tip vortex
Aerodynamic characteristics of a small-scale approximative nonlinear theory of rectangular wing
Gust response of a wing near the ground through the lifting surface theory

Aerodynamic characteristics of a rectangular wing with a tip clearance in a channel
Some aspects of the calculation of flows with tangential discontinuities
Experimental investigation of the supersonic gas flow past a rectangular wing
Uniqueness theorem for an integral equation of a rectangular thin-section wing
Aerodynamic characteristics of a small-aspect-ratio rectangular wing with tip fins at subsonic speeds

Development of a nonlinear switching function and its application to static lift characteristics of straight wings

Rectifiers
Electronic converter electric power supply /ECEPS/ - KC-135 [SAA PAPER 771003]

Recreators
U recreation
Reduced Gravity
Assess II - A simulated mission of Spacelab

Redundancy
Fault tolerant digital flight control using analytical redundancy
Sensor failure detection using analytical redundancy
Improved combat survivability for fly-by-wire sensor systems
Triplex digital fly-by-wire redundancy management techniques

Reduced Encoding
Fault-tolerant software for aircraft control systems

Redundant Components
Computer redundancy for aircraft flight control
Dual device redundancy management --- for BPF automatic flight control computer reliability
System description and performance characteristics of a quad redundant strapdown inertial navigation and flight control system
Strapdown system redundancy management flight demonstration --- vertical takeoff and landing aircraft

Rectangular Panels
Optimal structural design of sheet-stringer panels subjected to jet noise excitation

Rectangular Planforms
Rectangular Plates
Rectangular wings

Inviscid supersonic flow about a thin rectangular plate

Aerodynamic characteristics of a rectangular wing with a tip clearance in a channel
Some aspects of the calculation of flows with tangential discontinuities
Experimental investigation of the supersonic gas flow past a rectangular wing
Uniqueness theorem for an integral equation of a rectangular thin-section wing
Aerodynamic characteristics of a small-aspect-ratio rectangular wing with tip fins at subsonic speeds

Gust response of a wing near the ground through the lifting surface theory
Approximate nonlinear theory of rectangular wing of small aspect ratio moving near a fluid screen at large Froude numbers
Two-dimensional model for the formation of vortex sheets shed by the lateral edge of a wing
Aerodynamic characteristics of a small-scale straight and swept-back wing with knee-blown jet flags
Flight measurements of the wing tip vortices
Development of a nonlinear switching function and its application to static lift characteristics of straight wings

Rectangularity
Subject Index

Rectifiers
Electronic converter electric power supply /ECEPS/- KC-135

Recreators
U Recreators
Reduced Gravity
Assess II - A simulated mission of Spacelab

Redundancy
Fault tolerant digital flight control using analytical redundancy
Sensor failure detection using analytical redundancy
Improved combat survivability for fly-by-wire sensor systems
Triplex digital fly-by-wire redundancy management techniques

Reduced Encoding
Fault-tolerant software for aircraft control systems

Redundant Components
Computer redundancy for aircraft flight control
Dual device redundancy management --- for BPF automatic flight control computer reliability
System description and performance characteristics of a quad redundant strapdown inertial navigation and flight control system
Strapdown system redundancy management flight demonstration --- vertical takeoff and landing aircraft

Rectangular Panels
Optimal structural design of sheet-stringer panels subjected to jet noise excitation

Rectangular Planforms
Rectangular Plates
Rectangular wings

Inviscid supersonic flow about a thin rectangular plate

Aerodynamic characteristics of a rectangular wing with a tip clearance in a channel
Some aspects of the calculation of flows with tangential discontinuities
Experimental investigation of the supersonic gas flow past a rectangular wing
Uniqueness theorem for an integral equation of a rectangular thin-section wing
Aerodynamic characteristics of a small-aspect-ratio rectangular wing with tip fins at subsonic speeds

Gust response of a wing near the ground through the lifting surface theory
Approximate nonlinear theory of rectangular wing of small aspect ratio moving near a fluid screen at large Froude numbers
Two-dimensional model for the formation of vortex sheets shed by the lateral edge of a wing
Aerodynamic characteristics of a small-scale straight and swept-back wing with knee-blown jet flags
Flight measurements of the wing tip vortices
Development of a nonlinear switching function and its application to static lift characteristics of straight wings

Rectangularity
Subject Index
Cutout reinforcement of stiffened cylindrical shells
[AIAA 78-512] p0279 A78-29611

Cutout reinforcement of stiffened cylindrical shells
[AIAA 78-512] p0168 A78-20681

Design and construction of continuously reinforced
concrete airporth panels
[AD-A049970/7] p0354 A78-22118

Studies on the failure of stiffened cylindrical
shells subjected to dynamic loads
[AD-A053954] p0459 A78-27457

Strength investigations for the application of
fiber reinforced plastics to aeronautical
rigidity fittings --- rings and loops, safety
belts and one-way load equipment
[DLR-IB-152-75/25] p0044 A78-11204

Panel structure using advanced technology metal
matrix fiber reinforced composites
[NASA-CASS-LAR-11688-1] p0241 A78-186045

Predicted inlet gas temperatures for uncooled
fiber reinforced superalloy turbine blades
[NASA-TH-73842] p0264 A78-19157

Fibers composites for advanced gas turbine engine
components
[AD-A050595] p0255 A78-22165

Evaluation of tantalum fiber reinforced silicones
[AD-A051657] p0364 A78-23152

The resonance - impedance method as a means for
quality control of advanced fiber reinforced
plastic structures
[AD-A058478] p0444 A78-26475

The prospects for composites based on boron fibers

High performance composites and adhesives for
T/STOL aircraft
[AD-A054637] p0503 A78-29154

Fibre composite reinforcement of cracked aircraft
structures
p0555 A78-30288

Minimization of relaxation drag
p0374 A78-37423

Application of a multi-level grid method to
transonic flow calculations
p0011 A78-12299

Transonic relaxation methods
p0011 A78-12299

Numerical methods for structural analysis
p0328 A78-33003

Calculation of transonic flows around wings
[DLR PAPER 78-067] p0477 A78-65226

A method for the calculation of 2D and 3D
transonic interference flows
p0478 A78-65236

Reliability evaluation report on the 49th (B)
Propulsion and Energy Systems Meeting on
Power Plant Reliability
[AGARD-AB-116] p0141 A78-14086

Reliability, Improvement Warranty (RI) and
contract evaluation
[AD-A048264] p0256 A78-18441

Reliability prediction for composites under
periodic proof tests in service
p0003 A78-12068

Life cycle testing for avionics development
p0060 A78-15557

Development of a combined environment test for
reliability assessment of avionics systems
p061 A78-15561

Detection of sensor failure and output
reconstruction for aircraft engine controls
[AIAA PAPER 78-4] p0157 A78-20627

Advanced turboprop propulsion system reliability
and maintenance cost
[JAP PAPER 771005] p0182 A78-23041

Effect of reliability programs on life cycle cost
- A case history --- of TACAN test set
p0276 A78-29478

A fail-safe analysis of a spanwise wing-panel splice
[AIAA 78-487] p0279 A78-29794

Joint A5D/WFV CombH Environment Reliability Test
/CEMT Evaluation Program
p0291 A78-32118

A test using simulated mission profile environments
--- Airborne Instrumentation Subsystem pod
reliability
p0291 A78-32126

The certification of light aircraft
p0369 A78-36280

Reliability of aviation techniques and flight safety
--- Russian book
p0371 A78-36894

The determination of margins of safety for
critical aircraft systems --- electromagnetic
interference effects on flight and engine controls
p0386 A78-39082

Integration, postdevelopment, and life tests in
the case of the closed-loop simulation of the
NACA flight control system
p0217 A78-41023

Experimental determination of a more powerful
cruise in
p0681 A78-46321

Reliability prediction of inertial navigation systems
--- for military and commercial aircraft
p0537 A78-49968

Reliability prediction for combustors and
turbines, volume 1
[AD-A046670] p0101 A78-13446

Flight control electronics reliability/maintenance
study
[NASA-CR-142571] p0142 A78-14055

Reliable dual-redundant sensor failure detection
and identification for the NASA P-8 DFW aircraft
[p0305 A78-20141]

Advanced development of a helicopter rotor
isolation system for improved reliability.
Volume 2: Detailed report
[AD-A051319] p0396 A78-24119

Reliability control
9 Quality control
9 Reliability Engineering

Reliability engineering
A high speed fault tolerant multiprocessor for
radar data processing
[AIAA 77-1482] p0009 A78-12277

Computer redundancy for aircraft flight control
[AIAA 77-1484] p0016 A78-12694

Dual device redundancy management --- for F75
automatic flight control computer reliability
[AIAA 77-1481] p0015 A78-12695

A Monte Carlo method for analyzing and enhancing
flight control system survivability
[p061 A78-15564]

Advanced Head-Up Display technology - The
Integrated HOD
p0067 A78-15671

Robustness in linear quadratic feedback design
with application to an aircraft control problem
p0113 A78-18059

Designing the elements of a structure of a given
guaranteed indestinstructability
p0131 A78-20259

Distribution of reliability characteristics among
aircraft units to ensure a given flight-safety level
p0174 A78-22639

Integrity in flight control systems
p0182 A78-23873

The AN/EC-164 radio - Life-cycle-cost savings
--- UHF communication equipment reliability and
maintainability improvement
p0276 A78-29479

Determining the reliability requirements of
aircraft engine control systems during design
stage
p0277 A78-29590

The products-liability movement has improved
aviation safety
p0335 A78-38644
Dealing with false targets in the Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System p0378 A78-37486
Distribution of reliability characteristics among airplane system units to ensure given flight safety level p0518 A78-48221
Comparisons of high anti-jam design techniques for GPS receivers — Global Positioning System p0530 A78-49857
Non-volatile memory system for severe environment flight recorders p0532 A78-49702
Triplex digital fly-by-wire redundancy management techniques [AIAA 78-1279] p0581 A78-50187
Improved safety in air transportation through the extension and automation of flight safety systems p0569 A78-50264
Improving reliability of avionics equipments through engineering testing [AD-A042454] p0526 A78-10064
Federal Aviation Administration’s approach to engine rotor integrity p0025 A78-10069
Materials and manufacturing processes for increased life/reliability — of turbine wheels p0027 A78-10086
Turbin disks for improved reliability p0027 A78-10089
Evaluation of methods for calculating system operating time in accordance with Reliability Improvement Warranty (RIW) contractual terms [AD-A058422] p0547 A78-30079
RERELLING OF RELIABILITY REMOTE CONTROL NT RADIO CONTROL Remote maintenance monitor systems — for air navigation equipment p0111 A78-17911
REMOTEO REGIONS NT ARCTIC REGIONS Remoteness-compensation methodology for benefit/cost establishment and discontinuance criteria [AD-A043836] p0291 A78-16074
REMOTE SENSORS Use of an inertial navigation system for accurate track recovery and coastal oceanographic measurements p0053 A78-14892
An application of the global positioning system to search and rescue and remote tracking p0110 A78-17898
Solution of multitarget, multisensor tracking problems on the Iliisic IV parallel processor p0113 A78-10063
Remote sensing of aircraft wake vortex movement in the airport environment — aircraft exhaust products tracking [APCA PAPER 77-31,1] p0220 A78-25385
Error analysis and simulation concerning an inertial navigation system with vehicle-fixed sensors — German book p0228 A78-27383
Utilization of Precise Information /Aircraft attitude and position/ for geometric image corrections p0232 A78-28399
A spectroradiometer for airborne remote sensing — for geological, vegetation and hydrological mapping p0298 A78-32396
Flight-testing of a continuos laser remote sensing system p0397 A78-39632
Infrared passbands for clear-air-turbulence detection p0591 A78-51971
Simultaneous sensor-presentation techniques study — for attack aircraft [AD-A043355] p0206 A78-10066

The effects of wind shear on aircraft flight path and methods for remote sensing and reporting of wind shear at airports [UTIAS-TR-216] p0403 A78-29755
Quantitative mapping by remote sensing of an ocean acid-waste dump [NASA TP-1275] p0368 A78-33617
REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES Distributed processor control of a multiple beam adaptive array for telemetry, command and control of airborne vehicles /RPVs/ [AIAA 77-1818] p0009 A78-12253
Dual device redundancy management — for RPVs automatic flight control computer reliability [AIAA 77-1841] p0015 A78-12695
The APR remotely piloted vehicle p0050 A78-13450
RPV video digital multiplexing system p0063 A78-15613
Remotely piloted aircraft in the civil environment p0070 A78-16100
A millimeter wave surveillance radar for RPVs p0107 A78-17586
Design and analysis of propellers for low Reynolds number application to mini-RPVs [AIAA PAPER 77-0999] p0181 A78-23836
Display augmentation in manual control of remotely piloted vehicles p0231 A78-28168
Remotely piloted aircraft in the civil environment p0070 A78-16100
The problem of choosing design parameters for unpiloted flight-vehicles — control configured optimization p0292 A78-32528
High-flying Mini-Sniffer RPV — Mars bound p0379 A78-35251
Grauman’s radio-controlled experimental air force p0379 A78-35252
Aircraft operating environments around high speed airplanes — RPV feasibility for hydrofoil ships [AIAA PAPER 78-1184] p0422 A78-41877
The LRAT HEPY system [AIAA PAPER 78-1457] p0511 A78-67998
Shipboard launch and recovery of RPV helicopters in high sea states [AIAA 78-1269] p0540 A78-50179
RPV flying qualities design criteria p0540 A78-50181
Guidance and control problems in semiautomatic recovery of the Aquila RPV [AIAA 78-1272] p0540 A78-50182
The evolution of a remotely piloted vehicle microprocessor flight control system [AIAA 78-1273] p0541 A78-50183
Guaranteed cost control of linear systems with uncertain parameters — Application to remotely piloted vehicle flight control systems [AIAA 78-1274] p0541 A78-50184
A visual simulation procedure for the processing of television images with reduced frame rates in the case of representations of outside views from remotely piloted vehicles — German thesis p0592 A78-52998
An approach guidance system for remotely-piloted vehicles [AD-A041561] p0222 A78-10043
Aeroballistic study of an attack min-RPV [AIAA 78-1184] p0284 A78-12067
The IBQM-108A vertical attitude takeoff and landing vehicle [AD-A044759] p0085 A78-12074
RPV flying qualities design criteria [AIAA 78-1278] p0096 A78-13066
Engine lubricant requirements for Remotely Piloted Vehicles (RPV) [AD-A046238] p0182 A78-14051
Design and evaluation of a side force generator modification for the IBQM-1 remotely piloted vehicle A-315
RETRIEVAL

RETROFITTING
Reduction aircraft noise through retrofitting
[AIAA PAPER 77-907] p0190 A78-24436
An example of additive damping as a cost savings alternative to redesign - turbofan engine
[AIAA PAPER 78-WA-02-2] p0330 A78-33168
The shape of airliners to come
[AIAA PAPER 78-10187] p0589 A78-51877

RETROROCKET ENGUEMS
Crew escape capsule retrorocket concept. Volume 1:
Demonstration program
[AD-A042337] p0021 A78-10038
Crew escape capsule retrorocket concept. Volume 2:
Selection of a retrorocket system
[AD-A042216] p0021 A78-10039

REUSABLE LAUNCH VEHICLES
MT SINGLE STAGE TO ORBIT VEHICLES
REUSABLE SPACECRAFT
MT SINGLE STAGE TO ORBIT VEHICLES
MT SPACE SHUTTLES

REVERSE TIME
U REACTION TIME
REVERSE FLOW
A high-frequency reverse-flow fluidic self-cleaning fuel filter
[TAIAA PAPER 78-1183] p0134 A78-20523
Statistical evaluation of the effect of a jet reverse on the parameters of a turbofan engine in the direct thrust regime
[TAIAA PAPER 78-WA-02-2] p0167 A78-24725
An improved analytical model of the separated region on nozzle boattails
[AIAA PAPER 78-999] p0464 A78-43542
Installed performance of vectoring/reversing non-axisymmetric nozzles
[AIAA PAPER 78-10122] p0520 A78-48492
Evaluation of a ceramic combustion chamber for a small gas turbine engine
[TAIAA PAPER 78-1260] p0455 A78-27130
Reverse-flow combustor for small gas turbines with pressure-carrying fuel injectors

REVIZIONS
Static aerodynamic characteristics of a 0.035-scale model of a modified NKC-135 airplane at a Mach number of 0.28
[AD-A051261] p0079 A78-12011
Conceptual design study of a Harrier V/STOL research aircraft
[NASA-CR-152087] p0257 A78-19094

REVOLUTIONS NUMBER
Experimental study of the effect of angle of attack on laminar-turbulent boundary layer transition near the under surface of delta plates with sharp edges
[AD-A041314] p0728 A78-15631
An intermittent high-Reynolds-number wind tunnel
[AD-A041308] p0130 A78-20193
Reynolds number criticality in dynamic tests
[AIAA PAPER 78-166] p0160 A78-20718
Experimental investigation of the characteristics of small-sized nozzles
[AD-A041315] p0167 A78-21900
An intermittent high Reynolds number wind tunnel
[AIAA 78-766] p0293 A78-32327
The induction driven tunnel T2 at ONERA-CERT - Flow qualitites, testing techniques and examples of results
[AIAA 78-767] p0294 A78-32328
The shock tube as a device for testing transonic airflows at high Reynolds numbers
[AIAA 78-769] p0294 A78-32330
Motion of the solid phase of an aerosol at large Reynolds numbers
[AD-A041311] p0334 A78-36421
Viscous drag computation for axisymmetric bodies at high Reynolds numbers
[AIAA PAPER 78-1183] p0422 A78-41876
The numerical solution of viscous flows at high Reynolds number
[AIAA PAPER 78-1183] p0401 A78-46360
Theoretical and experimental investigation of the wake structure behind a sphere in supersonic gas flow at small Reynolds numbers
[AD-A050921] p0586 A78-51437

Inviscid fluid models, based on rolled-up vortex sheets, for three-dimensional separation at high Reynolds number
[AD-A050921] p0249 A78-18384
On an acoustic field generated by subsonic jet at low Reynolds numbers
[NASA-CR-156122] p0256 A78-22258
Flight-measured pressure characteristics of aft-facing steps in high Reynolds number flow at Mach numbers of 2.0, 2.50, and 2.00 and comparison with other data
[NASA-TM-72855] p0405 A78-25055
Inviscid fluid model, based on rolled-up vortex sheets, for three-dimensional separation at high Reynolds number
[AD-A050921] p0494 A78-28406
Status and future prospects of using numerical methods to study complex flows at High Reynolds numbers
[AD-A050921] p0494 A78-28610
M-3 turbulent boundary layer measurements at very high Reynolds numbers - supersonic wind tunnel tests
[AD-A0555952] p0607 A78-32072
M-3 turbulent boundary layer measurements at very high Reynolds numbers - supersonic wind tunnel tests
[AD-A0555952] p0607 A78-32072
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ELECTROMAGNETIC SIMULATION
Method for solving problems of flow past a wing with fuselage bounded by an ideal fluid flow
[AD-A051261] p0120 A78-25585
Application of electrical analogy to the substantiation and comparison of some analytical methods of determining temperature fields in gas-turbine blades
[AD-A041311] p0509 A78-47004

EBS (SUPPON)
Finite-difference equations for the computation of the stress-strain state of rib-reinforced cylindrical shells
[AD-A041311] p0132 A78-20287

RICHARDSON-DUSMAN EQUATION
U TEMPERATURE EFFECTS

RIDING QUALITY

Ride quality assessment. III - Questionnaire results of a second flight programme
[AD-A041311] p0250 A78-13978
Ride quality flight testing
[AD-A041311] p0226 A78-26795
Comparative vibration environments of transportation vehicles
[AD-A041311] p0331 A78-33442
Ride technology applications to large passenger aircraft
[AD-A041311] p0331 A78-33443
Concorde - Ride quality and passenger reactions
[AD-A041311] p0418 A78-41166
Ride quality evaluation. IV - Models of subjective reaction to aircraft motion
[AD-A041311] p0509 A78-47490
Model of aircraft passenger acceptance
[AD-A041311] p0526 A78-49684
Ride characteristics of catamaran sea loiter aircraft in a seaway
[AD-A045363] p0596 A78-13048
Analytical study of ride smoothing benefits of control system configurations optimized for pilot handling qualities
[NASA-TN-11404] p0246 A78-18076
Open loop gust alleviation --- simplified for DO-28 aircraft
[AD-P77-FW-77-22] p0353 A78-22114
Aircraft ride-bumpsness and the design of ride-smoothing systems
[AD-A041311] p0431 A78-26053
Flight control system design for ride qualities of highly maneuverable fighter aircraft
[AD-A041311] p0431 A78-26054
Airfield pavement smoothness requirements --- based on riding quality and aircraft response to runway roughness
[AD-A050921] p0502 A78-29111

A-318
non-Newtonian fluid in a gap — roll forming of aircraft plastics

BOLLING BEARINGS
The rigidity and performance of a helicopter gear box with a cantilevered housing and two taper roller bearings
[TASME PAPER 77-DER-103] p0135 A78-20607
Investigation of the heat regime of gas turbine engine bearings — Russian book
p0598 A78-53431
Development of mainshaft high speed cylindrical roller bearings for gas turbine engines
[MP-402/3551] p0062 W78-24556
Critical inspection of bearings for life extension
p0044 W78-26472
Tapered roller bearing development for aircraft turbine engines
[AD-054045] p0504 W78-29458

ROLLING CONTACT LOADS
Wear and vibrational strength investigations on the upper track, made of Ti-6Al-4V, of landing gear of the A 300 B
[DLR-JB-152-77/11] p0038 W78-11058

ROLLING ROBOTS
Precision of roll-controllability of slender crossbeam camard configurations
[AIAA 78-1336] p0463 A78-46535
Constant-control rolling maneuver
p0507 A78-46561
Wake Vortex Minimization
[NASA-JB-9011] p0079 W78-12017
Comparison of wing-span aerauging effects on lift, rolling moment, and bending moment for two span load distributions and for two turbulence representations
[NASA-TR-78669] p0604 W78-32046
Aerodynamic roll characteristics of a 0.00548-scale 146-inch solid rocket booster reentry configuration (MSC Model Number 486) over a portion of the reentry flight regime in the NASA 14-inch transonic wind tunnel
[NASA-TR-78615] p0613 W78-32173

ROLLING SOLAR ARRAYS
U.S. SOLAR ARRAYS
BOOKS
Pressure inside a room subjected to sonic boom
[TAPS-TR-207] p0345 W78-22039

BOOT-BEAU SQUARE ERRORS
Performance of a differential omega-ring laser strapdown aircraft navigator
p0537 A78-49966

ROTARY DRIVES
U.S. MECHANICAL DRIVES
ROTARY STABILITY
Some experiments on instability of rotors supported in fluid-film bearings
p0134 A78-20593
Analysis and experimental investigation of the stability of intershaft squeeze film dampers. II — Control of instability
[AIAA PAPER 77-DER-26] p0134 A78-20595
Dynamical stability of a two blade rotor
[OPERA, TP No. 1978-32] p0291 A78-32037
New rotation-balance apparatus for measuring airplane spin aerodynamics in the wind tunnel
[AIAA 78-835] p0298 A78-32386
An experimental investigation of hingeless helicopter rotor-body stability in hover
[NASA-TR-78609] p0496 W78-29044
Investigating aerodynamic transverse forces in a labyrinth seal in cases involving rotor eccentricity — rotor precession in steam turbines
[TII-CR-TRANS-78683-(9022.09)] p0497 W78-29066

ROTOR WING AIRCRAFT
NT AH-66 HELICOPTER
NT BO-105 HELICOPTER
NT CH-47 HELICOPTER
NT CH-62 HELICOPTER
NT H-53 HELICOPTER
NT H-54 HELICOPTER
NT HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTERS
NT HELICOPTERS
NT MILITARY HELICOPTERS
NT OH-6 HELICOPTER
NT OH-58 HELICOPTER
NT RZSG ROTOR HELICOPTERS
NT SE-3160 HELICOPTER

WT SH-3 HELICOPTER
WT TILTT ROTOR AIRCRAFT
WT TD-1 HELICOPTER
WT UN-60A HELICOPTER
WT UN-61A HELICOPTER
WT XV-15 AIRCRAFT

Status report on the Advancing Blade Concept ABC/technology demonstrator program
[SAR PAPER 779056] p0179 A78-23805
Influence of dampers on ground resonance systems by the example of the DPL RV rotor test stand
p0333 A78-36161

Rotor systems research aircraft simulation mathematical model
[NASA-TM-78629] p0095 W78-13041
Technical evaluation report on the Flight Mechanics Panel Symposium on rotorcraft Design
[AGARD-AR-114] p0207 W78-17049
Rotocraft Design
[AGARD-CP-213] p0261 W78-19126
US Navy/Marine Corps rotary wing requirements
p0262 W78-19132

Tethered HPV-rotorcraft
p0263 W78-19141
The rotor systems research aircraft: A new step in the technology and rotor systems verification cycle
p0263 W78-19146

DFVLB rotorcraft research
p0263 W78-19146

Research Requirements for the improvement of helicopter operations
p0263 W78-19147

Rotocraft linear simulation model. Volume 1:
Engineering documentation

Rotocraft linear simulation model. Volume 2:
Computer implementation

Rotocraft linear simulation model. Volume 3:
Owner's manual
[NASA-CR-152079-VOL-3] p0309 W78-20138

Advanced development of a helicopter rotor isolation system for improved reliability.
Volume 2: Detailed report
[AD-A051319] p0396 W78-24119

AIRCRAFT MILITARY UTILITY AND FUNCTIONAL TESTS
[AD-A053617] p0500 W78-29091

ROTOR WINGS
NT BEARELESS HELICOPTERS
NT LIFTING ROTORS
NT TILT ROTOEES
NT TIP DRIVEN ROTORS

The analysis of helicopter rotor noise
p0095 A78-15295

Design and fabrication of an improved performance, low cost, composite main rotor blade for the Cobra helicopter
p0077 A78-16906

The use of composites in class 1 structures in helicopters — for rotor blades
p0105 A78-17254

Semi-analytic methods for frequencies and mode shapes of rotor blades
p0114 A78-18430

Experimental study of the induced interaction of lifting propellers, positioned according to transverse and longitudinal schemes — for helicopters
p0126 A78-19639

Coatings for fretting prevention
p0178 A78-23441

A new airfoil family for rotor blades
[OMER, TP No. 177-113] p0192 A78-24843

Fatigue resistance of aircraft propeller blades
p0228 A78-27525

The helicopter as a control object
— Russian book
p0276 A78-29401

Helmholtz: Calculation of integral aerodynamic performance and air-technical data — Russian book
p0281 A78-30124

Dynamic stability of a two blade rotor
[OMER, TP No. 1978-32] p0291 A78-32037
transient dynamics of a flexible rotor with propulsive force at high speed: Data analysis (NASA-CR-195247-APP-1) p0019 N78-10020
wind tunnel investigation of rotor lift and propulsive force at high speed. Test data appendix (NASA-CR-195247-APP-2) p0019 N78-10021
wind tunnel investigation of rotor lift and propulsive force at high speed. Test data appendix (NASA-CR-195247-APP-3) p0019 N78-10022

MOTOR SPEED
transient speed response of a gas turbine p0122 A78-19229

MOTORCRAFT
U ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
MOTORCRAFT AIRCRAFT
application of special-purpose digital computers to rotorcraft real-time simulation (NASA-TP-1237) p0053 N78-27113

ROTORS
NT BRAINGLESS ROTORS
NT COMPRESSOR ROTORS
NT HELICOPTER TAIL ROTORS
NT IMPELLERS
NT LIFTING ROTORS
NT RIGID ROTORS
NT ROTARY WINGS
NT TAIL ROTORS
NT TILTING ROTORS
NT TIP DRIVER ROTORS
NT TORQUE WHEELS
the effect of leading-edge thickness on the bow shock in transonic rotors p0013 A78-12320
transient response of a rotor in damped bearings [ASME PAPER 77-DET-21] p0134 A78-20592
some experiments on instability of rotors supported in fluid-fills bearings

steady-state unbalance response of a three-disk flexible rotor on flexible, damped supports p0134 A78-20593
rotor-stator interaction noise with hindsight - - - - - - turbomachine acoustics p0275 A78-29326
report on aircraft engine containment [SAA AIR 1537] p0472 A78-48705
rotary combustion engine hydrocarbon source studies p0572 A78-50561

the response of a hooke's-joint gyroscope to linear vibration p0593 A78-52647
rotor burst protection criteria and implications p0025 N78-10071
engine non-containment: UK risk assessment methods p0025 N78-10072
types of rotor failure and characteristics of fragments p0025 N78-10073
approaches to rotor fragment protection p0026 N78-10076
concepts for the development of light-weight composite structures for rotor burst containment p0026 N78-10084
NDB: a key to engine rotor life prediction p0027 N78-10087
influence of oil-squeeze-film damping on steady-state response of flexible rotor operating to supercritical speeds (NASA-TT-1094) p0098 N78-13064
flow measurements behind a rotor operating in a boundary layer (NASA-CR-195062) p0063 N78-31106
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U turbine wheels
motor hubs
U hubs
U rotors

MOTOR DISKS
U turbine wheels
motor hubs
U hubs
U rotors

MOTOR LIFT
wind tunnel investigation of rotor lift and propulsive force at high speed: Data analysis (NASA-CR-195217-APP-1) p0019 N78-10020
wind tunnel investigation of rotor lift and propulsive force at high speed. Test data appendix (NASA-CR-195217-APP-2) p0019 N78-10021
wind tunnel investigation of rotor lift and propulsive force at high speed. Test data appendix (NASA-CR-195217-APP-3) p0019 N78-10022

MOTOR SPEED
transient speed response of a gas turbine p0122 A78-19229

MOTORCRAFT
U ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
MOTORCRAFT AIRCRAFT
application of special-purpose digital computers to rotorcraft real-time simulation (NASA-TP-1237) p0053 N78-27113

ROBOTS
ST REMOTELY PILOTED VEHICLES
ROBOTS
U HELIOTHONS
friction characteristics of three 30 by 11.5-11.5, type 6, aircraft tires with various tread groove patterns and rubber compounds (NASA-TP-1080) p0095 N78-13043
preliminary investigation into the application of magnetic rubber inspection (N.B.I.) [MBR-TR-76033-0] p0445 N78-26507

RODURUS
ROTOR DISKS
U turbine wheels

ROTOR DISKS
U turbine wheels

INVESTIGATION OF THE UNSTEADY PRESSURE DISTRIBUTION ON THE BLADES OF AN AXIAL FLOW FAN [NASA-CP-195077] p0294 N78-18068
A note on multicyclic control by swashplate oscillation [NASA-TR-79075] p0322 N78-21159
in-place recalibration technique applied to a capacitance-type system for measuring rotor blade tip clearance [NASA-TP-1110] p0352 N78-22101
the effect of rotor-stator axial spacing on the time-variant aerodynamic response of a compressor stator (AD-A050648) p0352 N78-22106
experiments on blade bending vibration (CSED/A-TURBO/TR-80) p0361 N78-23909
acoustics and performance of high-speed, unequally spaced fan rotors (FL-TR-526) p0409 N78-25094

vstol tilt maclelle aerodynamics and its relation to fan blade stresses (NASA-TR-78899) p0437 N78-26999
the theoretical performance of a straight-bladed, vertical axis wind turbine (VAT-7802) p0445 N78-26561
performance with and without inlet radial distortion of a transonic fan stage designed for reduced loading in the tip region (NASA-TP-1298) p0545 N78-30057
advanced optical blade tip clearance measurement system (NASA-CR-159062) p0563 N78-31106
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The integral equation method - a computational method for the solution of electromagnetic boundary value problems of complicated structures in the high frequency case - - satellite and aircraft antennas
[ASSA-77-435] p0365 A78-23110
The integral equation method - a computational method for diffracted and scattered fields of complicated structures - - satellite and aircraft antennas
[ASSA-77-436] p0365 A78-23111
The geometrical theory of diffraction - A method for the solution of electromagnetic boundary value problems of complicated structures in the high frequency case - - satellite and aircraft antennas
[ASSA-77-437] p0365 A78-23112
SATellite ATTITUDE DISRUPTUR
SATellite ATTITUDE STABILITY
SATellite COMMUNICATIONS
SATellite SPACECRAFT COMMUNICATION
SATellite NAVIGATION SYSTEMS
Positioning and navigation by satellite - - for marine operations
[AI A A 77-1553] p0051 A78-13648
A Navstar/GPS simulator
[PSA-78-11999] p0062 A78-15592
Satellite-aided ATC system concepts employing the Navstar Global Positioning System
[AT77-59] p0111 A78-17903
Automatic continental land mobile position fixing via satellite
[PSA-78-11999] p0111 A78-17908
Some experiments with satellite-navigation Doppler receivers Magavox 'MX-902' and 'ITT-6001'
[PSA-78-11999] p0343 A78-36114
Results of the NASA/HARAD L-band satellite navigation experiment
[PSA-78-11999] p0375 A78-37525
Accuracy of ship-position determination by means of NMS Transmit
[PSA-78-11999] p0590 A78-51899
SATellite ORBITS
Differential altimetry for satellite orbit determination
[PSA-78-11999] p0629 A78-31915
Evaluation of geometric performance of global positioning system
[PSA-78-11999] p0378 A78-37987
SATellite POWER TRANSMISSION (TO EARTH)
A laser-powered flight transportation system
[AI A A PAPER 78-1688] p0528 A78-49786
SATellite SOLAR ENERGY CONVERSION
A laser-powered flight transportation system
[AI A A PAPER 78-1688] p0528 A78-49787
SATellite SOLAR POWER STATIONS
Solar power satellite construction and maintenance - The first large-scale use of man-in-space
[AI A A PAPER 78-1637] p0591 A78-51977
SATellite TRANSMISSION
A cooperative evaluation of modem techniques for simultaneous data and range measurement - aircraft position location and data communication via satellite
[AI A A PAPER 78-1688] p0055 A78-12231
Satellite images to aircraft in flight - GEO image transmission feasibility analysis
[PSA-78-11999] p0056 A78-14982
High performance antenna assembly - - for aircraft communication with satellite
[PSA-78-11999] p0062 A78-15588
Space optical communications with the Nd:TAG laser
[PSA-78-11999] p0285 A78-30886
SATellite-BORNE INSTRUMENTS
Differential altimetry for satellite orbit determination
[PSA-78-11999] p0289 A78-31915
Satellites for position determination
[PSA-78-11999] p0601 A78-53911
SATellite-BORNE PHOTOGRAPHY
Satellite images to aircraft in flight - GEO image transmission feasibility analysis
[PSA-78-11999] p0056 A78-14982
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SEA KING HELICOPTER

U.S. NAVY HELICOPTER

SEA LAUNCHING

Aircraft operating environments around high speed ships --- BVF feasibility for hydrofoil ships
[NASA-PAPER 78-11014] p0540 A78-50179

Shipboard launch and recovery of BVF helicopters in high sea states
[NASA-PAPER 78-11934] p0224 A78-28047

The 520 deck launch problem
p0540 A78-50179

The helicopter/ship dynamic interface problem: A new approach
p0260 A78-20792

A summary of ship deck motion dynamics as applied to VSTOL aircraft
p0260 A78-20792

Seakeeping considerations in the employment of VSTOL on Naval ships
p0260 A78-20792

SEA STATES

Shipboard launch and recovery of BVF helicopters in high sea states
[NASA-PAPER 78-11934] p0540 A78-50179

SEALANTS

U.S. NAVY SEALANTS

SEALED

Temperature distributions and thermal stresses in a graded zirconia/metal gas path seal system for aircraft gas turbine engines
[NASA-TM-73818] p0151 A78-15054

Fundamentals of noncorrosion sealants for aircraft fuel tanks
[AD-A054627] p0553 A78-30287

SEALED  F O O L  S E A L A N T S

Gas path sealing in turbine engines
p0330 A78-33218

Compressor seal rub energetics study
[NASA-CP-159424] p0610 A78-32096

SEALED

Temperature distributions and thermal stresses in a graded zirconia/metal gas path seal system for aircraft gas turbine engines
[NASA-PAPER 78-93] p0158 A78-20683

Friction and wear of sintered fibermetal ablative seal materials
p0178 A78-23451

Transient expansion of the components of an air seal on a gas turbine disc
[SAGE PAPER 770974] p0179 A78-23818

Self-acting shaft seals
p0331 A78-33219

Circumferential seals for use as oil seals
[ASLY PUBLISH 78-AM-3p-2] p0378 A78-38059

Aeroelastic instability in P100 labyrinth air seals
[SAGE PAPER 78-1087] p0467 A78-43591

The development of a regenerator seal for vehicular use --- for automotive gas turbine engines
p0574 A78-50587

Advanced compressor seal tests
[AD-A092931] p0229 A78-10102

Design considerations in mechanical face seals for improved performance. 1: Basic configurations
[NASA-PAPER 78-73751] p0161 A78-13489

Feasibility study of negative lift circumferential type seal for helicopter transmissions
[NASA-CP-135302] p0212 A78-17390

Gas path sealing in turbine engines
[NASA-TM-73890] p0318 A78-21109

Evaluation of a lip-seal hydraulic fitting for the F-16 aircraft
[AD-A051159] p0396 A78-21240

Counter pumping debris excluder and separator --- gas turbine shaft seals
[NASA-CSTORE-78-11055-1] p0408 A78-25090

Aerodynamic performance of conventional and advanced design labyrinth seals with solid-smooth ablable and honeycomb lands --- gas turbine engines
[NASA-CSTORE-135307] p0459 A78-27427

Investigating aerodynamic transverse forces in labyrinth seals in cases involving rotor eccentricity --- rotor precession in steam turbines
[BLU-CP-TRAMS-7083-9022.09] p0497 A78-29066

Regenerators

Self-tolerance evaluation of two sintered NiCrAl gas path seal materials --- wear tests of gas turbine engine seals

Gas path seal
p0562 A78-31103

Technical evaluation report on the 51st (A) PEP Specialists' Meeting of the Propulsion and Energetics Panel on Seal Technology in Gas Turbine engines
[AGARD-AR-123] p0612 A78-32104

SEAPlanes

Tetra-Gull amphibian development
p0233 A78-28460

HyLiter characteristics of catamaran sea loiter aircraft in a seaway
[AD-A065633] p0096 A78-13049

SEARCH RADAR

A simulation procedure for the optimization of jammer efficiency against search radars
p0054 A78-14936

SEARCHING

Special study: Emergency locator transmitters, an overview
[NASA-R-85-78-1] p0310 A78-21063

SEARCHING

Flying over the exclusive economic zone --- aircraft overtflight regulations
p0281 A78-29945

SEARCHING

NT WINTER

SEA ICE

Flying over the exclusive economic zone --- aircraft overtflight regulations
p0281 A78-29945

SEARCHING

SEALING

Self-focusing of a Gaussian beam in a supersonic gas flow
by the example of the DFVLB rotor test stand
[NASA-TH-795199] p0036 A78-11042

Carbon fiber study
[NASA-PAPER 78-23096] p0589 A78-51826

The problem of technology transfer: Beal or a Legal basis for security measures in air traffic
[AD-A046359] p0118 A78-11097

Technical evaluation report on the 49th(A) Propulsion and Energetics Panel Specialists' Meeting on Secondary Flows in turbomachines
[AGARD-AR-109] p0142 A78-14052

Flow measurements behind a rotor operating in a boundary layer
[AD-A046359] p0148 A78-15012

SECONDARY BATTERIES

V Storage Battery

Secondary flows in turbomachines
[AGARD-CP-214] p0041 A78-11093

Understanding turbine secondary flow
p0041 A78-11097

Effect of endwall cooling on secondary flows in turbine stator vanes
p0041 A78-11097

Technical evaluation report on the 49th(A) Propulsion and Energetics Panel Specialists' Meeting on Secondary Flows in turbomachines
[AGARD-AR-109] p0142 A78-14052

Flow measurements behind a rotor operating in a boundary layer
[AD-A046359] p0148 A78-15012

SECONDARY BATTERIES

The technology for the automatic tracking of targets of surveillance and secondary radar
p0073 A78-16377

SEcular PERturbation

Long Term EFFECTS

National Aeronautics and Space Administration

The legal basis for security measures in air traffic
p0589 A78-51826

SEering

U.S. NAVY SEERING

Dynamic flight control systems

Selective dissemination of information

The problem of technology transfer: Real or imagined
[AD-A045963] p0213 A78-17949

Carbon fiber study
[NASA-TM-79459] p0041 A78-24292

Self-adaptive control systems

An adaptive learning control system for aircraft
[NASA-CR-156930] p0913 A78-25966

Self-ejection

Influence of dampers on ground resonance systems by the example of the DFVLB rotor test stand
p0333 A78-34161

Self focusing

Self-focusing of a Gaussian beam in a supersonic gas flow

A-328
Asymptotic theory of the onset of separation at a
flap on a cooled body situated in hypersonic flow under conditions of weak hypersonic
interaction
A method for calculating the flow around arbitrary
airfoil sections with separation
Performance calculation for multi-element airfoil
sections with separation
Steady and unsteady transonic flow
Study of supersonic separated flow past conical
wings and inside a right angle
Two-dimensional separated wake models and their
use to predict maximum section lift coefficient
A study of the influence of slits on the
effectiveness of wing mechanism and controls in
separated flow
Wings with controlled separation
Experimental investigation of the characteristics of
unsteady-state breakaway zones arising in a
supersonic flow at a needle with a screen
Some important physical phenomena in flows with
separated turbulent boundary layers
Visual study of oscillating flow over a stationary
airfoil
The turbulent flow through a sudden enlargement at
subsonic speeds
Flow past conical wings with separation
Possibility of phase separation in supersonic
two-phase flows
Calculation of the two-dimensional flow of a
viscous incompressible fluid through a cascade
with separation at the leading edge
Numerical study of flow in axisymmetric Laval
nozzles, taking account of overexpansion with
flow separation
The design and aerodynamic characteristics of an
18% thick shock-free airfoil /WLR 7501/
Effect of separation bubbles on the lift of wing
profiles
Investigation of flow in centrifugal impeller with
tandem inducer
Noise from separated flow of flat plate
An analytical model for the study of highly
separated flow on low speed airfoils
Effect of separation bubbles on the lift of wing
profiles
Fundamental studies of subsonic and transonic flow
separation. Part 2: Second phase summary report
Introduction to unsteady aspects of separation in
subsonic and transonic flow
Prediction of unsteady separated flows on
oscillating airfoils
Scaling problems in dynamic tests of aircraft-like
configurations
An investigation of corner separation within a
thrust augmenter having Coanda jets
Separation of self-similar three-dimensional
separated flows
Flight-measured pressure characteristics of aft-facing steps in high Reynolds number flow at Mach numbers of 2.20, 2.50, and 2.80 and comparison with other data

[Technical evaluation report of the Specialists' Meeting on Unsteady Airloads in Separated and Transonic Flow]

Airframe response to separated flow

A theoretical investigation of the aerodynamics of low aspect-ratio wings with partial leading-edge separation

Numerical calculation of three-dimensional unsteady flows with vortex sheets

Phenomenological aspects of quasi-stationary controlled and uncontrolled three-dimensional flow separations --- in relation to aircraft design considerations and swept wings

Prediction of the severity of buffeting --- structural response to the aerodynamic excitation produced by separated flow

Some unsteady separation problems for slender bodies

Inviscid fluid model, based on rolled-up vortex sheets, for three-dimensional separation at high Reynolds number

Prediction of unsteady separated flows on oscillating airfoils

Economic and safety aspects of prolonging engine life

Analytical and experimental fatigue program for the Kfir main and nose landing gears

Estimating the service life of rolling contact bearings when synthetic oils are used --- in aircraft gas turbine engines

Applications of the continuum theory of subcritical flaw growth under uniaxial tensile fatigue stresses to service life cycle analysis

Expansible design concept --- applied to gas generator for jet fuel starter

Unsteady flow --- subcritical flaw growth under uniaxial tensile fatigue loads

A high-frequency reverse-flow fluidic self-cleaning fuel filter

New aspects in the movement simulation of the research flight simulator of DFVLR

Aircraft control actuation systems. The development of a direct drive fly-by-wire flight control system and actuation systems. The development of a direct drive fly-by-wire flight control system and evaluation of a force sharing fly-by-wire actuator

Research and development of aircraft control systems. The development of a direct drive fly-by-wire flight control system and evaluation of a force sharing fly-by-wire actuator

Power generation for jet fuel starter

Design of rotors for improved structural life

Materials and manufacturing processes for increased life/reliability --- of turbine wheels

Economic problems of determining the durability of aircraft engines

Economic problems of determining the durability of aircraft engines

Design defects, life prediction of design data

Critical inspection of bearings for life extension

Computerized aircraft attrition program

A high-frequency reverse-flow fluidic self-cleaning fuel filter

New aspects in the movement simulation of the research flight simulator of DFVLR

Aircraft control actuation systems. The development of a direct drive fly-by-wire flight control system and actuation systems. The development of a direct drive fly-by-wire flight control system and evaluation of a force sharing fly-by-wire actuator

Research and development of aircraft control systems. The development of a direct drive fly-by-wire flight control system and evaluation of a force sharing fly-by-wire actuator

Power generation for jet fuel starter

Design of rotors for improved structural life

Materials and manufacturing processes for increased life/reliability --- of turbine wheels

Economic problems of determining the durability of aircraft engines

Economic problems of determining the durability of aircraft engines

Design defects, life prediction of design data

Critical inspection of bearings for life extension

Computerized aircraft attrition program

Aircraft engine fuel pump cavitation endurance test

Design for durability - The F101-GE-100 engine

Approach for identifying avionics flight software operational support requirements - PAVE TACK an example

Avionics maintenance study

Design of rotors for improved structural life

Materials and manufacturing processes for increased life/reliability --- of turbine wheels

Economic problems of determining the durability of aircraft engines

Economic problems of determining the durability of aircraft engines

Design defects, life prediction of design data

Critical inspection of bearings for life extension

Computerized aircraft attrition program

Aircraft engine fuel pump cavitation endurance test

Design for durability - The F101-GE-100 engine

Approach for identifying avionics flight software operational support requirements - PAVE TACK an example

Avionics maintenance study

Design of rotors for improved structural life

Materials and manufacturing processes for increased life/reliability --- of turbine wheels

Economic problems of determining the durability of aircraft engines

Economic problems of determining the durability of aircraft engines

Design defects, life prediction of design data

Critical inspection of bearings for life extension

Computerized aircraft attrition program

Aircraft engine fuel pump cavitation endurance test

Design for durability - The F101-GE-100 engine

Approach for identifying avionics flight software operational support requirements - PAVE TACK an example

Avionics maintenance study

Design of rotors for improved structural life

Materials and manufacturing processes for increased life/reliability --- of turbine wheels

Economic problems of determining the durability of aircraft engines

Economic problems of determining the durability of aircraft engines

Design defects, life prediction of design data

Critical inspection of bearings for life extension

Computerized aircraft attrition program
Advanced composite bulkhead concepts for wing-to-fuselage transition joints p0077 A78-16907
Self-acting shaft seals p0331 A78-3339
DSTB/501-N628 dynamic interface critical speed problem [AD-A002441] p0042 W78-11008
Rolling-element fatigue life of AISI 52100 and 18-8-1 balls [NASA-TP-1202] p0325 W78-21673
Counterpumping debris excluder and separator -- gas turbine shaft seals [NASA-CASE-LW-11855-1] p0406 W78-25090

Sheet metal p0441 A78-13415

Shells

Buckling Shear

Shear buckling of corrugated plates with A study of pull-through failures of mechanically fastened joints [AD-A007142] p0202 W78-16372
Shear buckling of corrugated plates with quasi-sinusoidal corrugations p0616 W78-32458

Sheet metal

Self-acting shaft seals

On the design of aerospace shell structures p0075 A78-16600
Natural frequencies of a soft heavy cylindrical shell under the effect of internal pressure p0580 A78-50717

Three-dimensional boundary layer theory using shell geometrical concepts p0584 A78-51176

MT CYLINDRICAL SHELLS
MT ELASTIC SHELLS
MT METAL SHELLS
MT REINFORCED SHELLS
MT SPHERICAL SHELLS
MT TINNED SHELLS

Development of fiber shields for engine containment - mathematical models p0626 W78-10079
Lightweight engine containment - Kevlar shielding p0626 W78-10080

On the design of aerospace shell structures

Three-dimensional fully viscous shock-layer flows over sphere-cones at high altitudes and angles of attack p0603 W78-32040

Shock absorbers

Optimum design of a landing gear shock absorber system p0224 A78-26480
Comparison of linear and nonlinear dampers for landing gears p0590 A78-51947

Shock diffusers

Shock layers

Spectral analysis of power-law shocks in inviscid supersonic streams p0224 A78-26481
Shock obliquity effect on transonic shock-boundary layer interaction p0584 A78-51585

Three-dimensional fully viscous shock-layer flows over sphere-cones at high altitudes and angles of attack p0603 W78-32040

Shock loads

Determination of pressure impulses at supersonic delta wings with incident shock waves p0129 A78-19729

Shock resistance

Impact resistance

Shock tunnels

Flow starting times in constant-area supersonic diffusers p0076 A78-16610
SHOCK WAVES

The shock tube as a device for testing transonic airfoils at high Reynolds numbers
[AIAA 78-13] p0294 A78-32330

Operational experience in the Langley expansion tube with various test gases

A study of test section configuration for shock tube testing of transonic airfoils
[NASA-CR-152737] p0492 N78-26153

SHOCK TUNNELS

Driver gas contamination in a high-catalytic reflected shock tunnel
p0223 A79-26235

Pulse tubes for aerodynamic studies --- Russian book
p0415 A78-60298

SHOCK WAVES

Obtaining exact solutions for shock-free flow past a symmetrical airfoil profile with a local supersonic zone
p0127 A78-19668

Supersonic flow over sharp-edged wings
p0460 A78-30609

Shock wave interactions
p0576 A78-50611

SHOCK WAVE GENERATORS

Interaction of a shock wave with an entropy layer
p0164 A78-20886

The supersonic flow past concave wings
p0203 A78-20356

Supersonic flow over sharp-edged wings
p0379 A78-36861

Supersonic flow at incidence with shock
p0562 A78-51096

Shock wave interaction on transonic shock-boundary layer interaction
p0504 A78-51185

SHOCK WAVE PROPAGATION

Calculation of viscous radiant gas flows --- hyperbolic reentry
p0599 A78-53556

Hyperbolic gas flow past a flat delta wing
p0166 A78-20966

The shock tube as a device for testing transonic airfoils at high Reynolds numbers
[AIAA 78-769] p0294 A78-12330

Distortion of the sonic-boom pressure signature by high-speed jets
p0479 A78-65393

SHOCK WAVE PROFILES

Calculation of unsteady transonic flows using the integral equation method
[AIAA PAPER 78-13] p0157 A78-20632

Large amplitude shock wave motion in two-dimensional transonic channel flows
[AIAA PAPER 78-247] p0162 A78-20770

Two new correlation dependencies for parameters of flow on a plane delta wing
p0166 A78-20933

Entropy layer in two-dimensional flows --- hyperbolic ideal gas flow behind shock wave
p0168 A78-21132

Supersonic flow past a conical wing with attached shock wave at the leading edges
p0169 A78-22078

Special areas of gas dynamics: Sonic, hypersonic, lifting surfaces, wave propagation --- German book
p0175 A78-22937

A least square finite element technique for transonic flow with shock
[AIAA PAPER 78-328] p0186 A78-24022

The wave system attached to a finite slender body in a supersonic relaxing gas stream
p0228 A78-27166

Calculation of the aerodynamic characteristics of a wing moving with subsonic velocity under a slight effect of a shock wave
p0334 A78-34842

Notes on the transonic indical method --- for two dimensional airfoil flutter derivative calculation
p0376 A78-37732

Experimental study of overexpansion flows in a flat nozzle
p0427 A78-42988

Flow development on a supercritical wing
p0477 A78-45234

Some comments on sonic boom focusing
p0584 A78-51172

SHOCK WAVES

ST MACH CONES
ST NORMAL SHOCK WAVES
ST OBLIQUE SHOCK WAVES
ST SONIC BOOMS

The effect of leading-edge thickness on the bow shock in transonic rotors
p0013 A78-12320

A new method for designing shock-free transonic configurations
[AIAA PAPER 78-1114] p0475 A78-45127

Measurements of blast pressures on a rigid 65 deg sweptback wing at Mach 0.76 from rocket propelled sled tests. Volume 1: Test documentation
AD-A053668

The flow field calculation in supersonic mixed-compression aircraft inlets at angle of attack using the three-dimensional method of characteristics with discrete shock wave fitting
p0003 W79-32204

SHORT CIRCUITS

Current and scattering of a field of short-circuited receiving vibrator --- aircraft antenna compatibility
p0339 A78-35467

SHORT HALL AIRCRAFT

MT A-300 AIRCRAFT

MT EUROPEAN AIRBUSES

Preliminary QCSEE program - Test results --- Quiet Clean Short-haul Experimental Engine
[SAA PAPER 771100] p0181 A78-23840

The division of air transport markets between carriers - local service operations
p0284 A78-30697

Improved energy efficiency for small CTOL transport aircraft
p0286 A78-31305

Ride quality evaluation. IV - Models of subjective reaction to aircraft motion
p0509 A78-47490

The effect on block fuel consumption of a strutter versus castleiver wing for a short-haul transport including strut aeroelastic considerations
[AIAA PAPER 78-1845] p0511 A78-47905

Quiet, Short-Haul Research Aircraft - Current status and future plans
[AIAA PAPER 78-1846] p0512 A78-47916

Application of advanced high speed turboprop technology to future civil short-haul transport aircraft design
[AIAA PAPER 78-1847] p0514 A78-47930

The short-haul jet designed with ATC in mind
p0597 A78-51516

Effect of high lift flap systems on the conceptual design of a 1985 short-haul commercial STOL tilt rotor transport
[NASA-TN-78474] p0316 W78-21094

Application of advanced technologies to small, short-haul aircraft
[NASA-CR-152089] p0340 W78-22074

A study of counter airplane design optimization
[NASA-CR-157210] p0496 W78-22070

Proceedings of the Workshop on Engine-Airframe Integration Short-Haul Aircraft
AD-A053817

Requirements for regional short-haul air service and the definition of a flight program to determine neighborhood reactions to small transport aircraft
[NASA-CR-152151] p0546 W78-30070

SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT

MT A-300 AIRCRAFT
MT C-15 AIRCRAFT
MT EUROPEAN AIRBUSES

The Dash 7 - an aircraft for today's environment
p0004 A78-12213

Some opportunities in the development of light aircraft
p0112 A78-18036

A-332
Low speed aerodynamic characteristics of an 0.075-scale F-15 airplane model at high angles of attack and sideslip
[AIAA 78-1287] p0584 A78-50194

Subsonic longitudinal and lateral directional static stability characteristics of a variable sweep fighter configuration employing various control surface deflections at angles of attack of 0 deg to 50 deg and large sideslip angles

Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a 0.08-scale TP-17 airplane model at high angles of attack and sideslip

A-330
Station deselection procedures to support automatic Omega receiver operation
p0537 A78-49965

A high duty factor chirp radar
p0538 A78-49976

Suboptimal adaptive filtering of radio signals
p0601 A78-53903

The extension of GPS architecture for the distribution of audio signals within Navy aircraft
[CD-AD-0447-193] p0092 N78-13010

System definition and investigation of the on site processing of on route sensor signals. Addendum: Investigation into possible on route site beacon ring around discriminants
[AD-A0566961] p0625 N78-33070

Signal Reception
NT Symbols
NT Television Reception
NT Signal Stabilization
MSP/ITW airborne measuring system
p0231 A78-28196

Signal to Noise Ratios
Two-channel method of processing interval codes
--- for navigation systems
p0829 A78-40885

Determination of antennas radiation patterns, radar cross sections and jam-to-signal ratios by flight tests
[AD-76023-0] p0240 N78-18289

Applications guide for propagation and interference analysis computer programs (0.1 to 20 GHz)
[AD-A043382] p0859 N78-27316

Signal Transmission
NT DATA TRANSMISSION
NT Ionospheric propagation
NT Microwave Attenuation
NT Microwave Transmission
NT Multifrequency Transmission
NT Radar Transmission
NT Radio Telemetry
NT Radio Transmission
NT Satellite Transmission
NT Telemetry
NT Television Transmission
Glass-fiber data bus systems for signal transmission on board
p0169 A78-21976

Flight application of fiber optical transmission on a Falcon 10 aircraft
[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-105] p0508 A78-47349

Signature Analysis
On some singular acoustic signatures observed in the cockpit of a twin engined jet aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 78-242] p0162 A78-20765

On the possibility of classifying radar targets with a coherently measured echo signal ---
German book
p0293 A78-32308

Distortion of the sonic boom pressure signature by high-speed jets
p0479 A78-45393

Signatures
NT Radar Signatures
NT Spectral Signatures
NT Absentee Signatures
NT Symbols

Sikorsky Aircraft
NT H-53 HELICOPTER
NT SH-3 HELICOPTER
NT OH-6A HELICOPTER
NT OH-61A HELICOPTER
The US Army UTTAS and AAB programs
p0262 N78-19131

The Sikorsky S-76 program
p0263 N78-19139

Sikorsky BSS-2 HELICOPTER
NT SH-3 HELICOPTER
NT SH-6 HELICOPTER

Silicates
NT TITANIUM-IRON CARBIDE

Silicon Carbides
New materials in the Si-C-Al-O-N and related systems --- for gas turbine and high temperature applications
p0601 A78-53864

High-temperature ceramics for automobile gas turbines

A-335

Calculation of cascade flow by means of spline fit singularity

A mean camberline singularity method for two-dimensional steady and oscillatory aerofoils and control surfaces in inviscid incompressible flow

[SINGULAR INTEGRAL EQUATIONS]

Solution of an integral equation describing the flow past a lifting surface

[SINGULARITY (MATHEMATICS)]

An analysis of the leading-edge singularity in transonic small-disturbance theory

[SINGULARITY STAGS TO OBBIT VEHICLES]

High-temperature ceramics for automobile gas turbines

[SINGOLAB IHTBGBA1 EQUATIONS]

Solution of an integral equation describing the skin friction, and boattail and boundary layers and heat transfer for compressible turbulent flow

[SIMPLIFIED HARMONIC MOTION]

Two-dimensional aerofoils and control surfaces in simple harmonic motion in incompressible and inviscid flow

[SIMULATION COORDINATE]

Aircraft cargo compartment fire test simulation program

[SIMULATOR TRAINING]

Model flight simulators for use in pressurized wind tunnels

[SIMULATION COORDINATE]

Evaluation of tantalum fiber reinforced Si3N4

[SKINFACTION]

Small ballooning serves the Navy

[SKIN الحاجة]

Theoretical analysis of a loop type flexible skirt pressure measurements from the IF-12 airplane at supersonic speeds

[Skin friction]

Experimental study of wing skin friction at supersonic speeds

[Skin friction]

Influence of surface roughness on skin friction and heat transfer for compressible turbulent boundary layers

[Skins]

Theoretical analysis of a loop type flexible skirt

[SKINFACTION]

Some considerations of the likely tolerance to, and repair of, battle damage in combat aircraft structures

[Skin friction]

Experimental study of wing skin friction at supersonic speeds

[Skin friction]

Influence of surface roughness on skin friction and heat transfer for compressible turbulent boundary layers

[Skins]

Theoretical analysis of a loop type flexible skirt

[SKINFACTION]

Some considerations of the likely tolerance to, and repair of, battle damage in combat aircraft structures

[Skin friction]

Experimental study of wing skin friction at supersonic speeds

[Skin friction]

Influence of surface roughness on skin friction and heat transfer for compressible turbulent boundary layers

[Skins]

Theoretical analysis of a loop type flexible skirt

[SKINFACTION]
SOLES
Evaluation of soil resistant coatings for exterior aircraft surfaces [AD-A0515489] p0365 780-23235

SOLAR ARRAYS
185 W/kg solar array for naval sea control systems p0002 780-10964

SOLAR AEROSPACE
O AIRCRAFT

SOLAR CELLS
A solar airship - More than a flight of fancy --- solar cell powered transport aircraft p0469 780-42226

SOLAR CONVERTERS
O SOLAR GENERATORS

SOLAR GENERATORS
MT SOLAR CELLS
Solar power satellite construction and maintenance - The first large-scale use of man-in-space [AIAA PAPER 78-1637] p0591 780-51977

SOLAR POWER SOURCES
O SOLAR GENERATORS

SOLAR PROPULSION
A solar airship - More than a flight of fancy --- solar cell powered transport aircraft p0469 780-42226

SOLAR RADIATION
Atmospheric transformation of solar radiation reflected from the ocean p0052 780-13803

SOLID PHASES
Notion of the solid phase of an aerosol at large Reynolds numbers p0334 780-34421

SOLID PROPPELLANT ROCKET ENGINES
Effect of configuration variables on performance of solid fuel rockets [AD-A046786] p0151 780-15050

SOLID PROPPELLANTS
Mt SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS
Boron combustion in combinatorial propulsion [ESA-TT-462] p0365 780-23258

SOLID ROCKET PROPELLANTS
Modeling solid-fuel rocket combustion p0076 780-16709

SOLID ROTATION
O ROTATING BODIES

SOLID SOLUTIONS
New materials in the Si-C-Al-O-B and related systems --- for the turbine and high temperature applications p0601 780-53864

SOLID STATE DEVICES
MT ICOS
MT SEMICONDUCTOR DEVICES
MT TAG LASERS
Solid-state displays for fuel management systems --- for aircraft p0510 780-47900

SOLID STATE LASERS
MT TAG LASERS

SOLID SURFACES
Investigation of aerodynamic characteristics of V-wings near solid surface [AD-A040555] p0236 780-18003

SOLID-SPOLAR INTERFACES
Propulsion/flight control integration technology (PROFIT) software system definition [NASA-CR-134876] p0501 780-29102

SOLVENTS
MT GAS MIXTURES
MT SOLID SOLUTIONS

SOUND
Water borne coatings p0065 780-15852
Fluid resistance testing of electrical wire used in aircraft and missiles, part 3 [AD-A0403232] p0091 780-12343

SOUND MEASUREMENT
O ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT

SONIC BOOMS
Some characteristics of sonic boom propagation in an inhomogeneous atmosphere p0120 780-19691
The location of the ground focus line produced by a supersonic aircraft p0178 780-23457
The wave system attached to a finite slender body in a supersonic relaxing gas stream p0220 780-27146
Distortion of the sonic-boom pressure signature by high-speed jets p0479 780-65393
Long-distance focusing of Concorde sonic boom p0517 780-80052
Some comments on sonic boom focusing p0528 780-51172
Effects of lengthwise lift distribution on sonic boom of SST configurations p0018 780-10010
Practical aspects of sonic boom problems [ICAS-PAPER-78-23] p0918 780-10011
Sonic boom analysis for high-altitude flight at high Mach number [AIAA-PAPER-73-1014] p0118 780-10012
Simplified sonic-boom prediction --- using aerodynamic configuration charts and calculators or slide rules [NASA-TT-1122] p0301 780-20078
Pressure inside a room subjected to sonic boom [DEFAS-TN-207] p0345 780-22297
Sonic boom: Studies on aircraft flight, aircraft design, and measurement. A bibliography with abstracts [NTIS/PS-78/0238] p0410 780-25100

SOUND FLOW
O TRANSONIC FLOW

SOUND SPEED
O ACOUSTIC VELOCITY

SOUND ABSORPTION
O SOUND TRANSMISSION

SOUND BARRENS
O ACOUSTIC VELOCITY

SOUND DETECTORS
O SOUND TRANSDUCERS

SOUND FIELDS
Noise of aerodynamic and, in particular, turbojet origin [NASE-TF NO. 1977-161] p0075 780-16618
Theoretical and experimental studies of acoustic propagation in inhomogeneous moving media [ESA-TT-27] p0556 780-30909

SOUND GENERATORS

SOUND INTENSITY
Calculations of maximum A-weighted sound levels dBA --- single aircraft noise levels in airport vicinities p0160 780-27872
A research program to reduce interior noise in general aviation airplanes: Investigation of the characteristics of an acoustic panel test facility [NASA-CR-157587] p0567 780-31874

SOUND LOCALIZATION
High velocity jet noise source location and reduction. Task 1: Activation of facilities and validation of source location techniques [AD-A061848] p0026 780-10100

SOUND MEASUREMENT
O ACOUSTIC MEASUREMENT

SOUND RESISTANCE
O TRANSONIC FLOW

SOUND VELOCITY
O ACOUSTIC VELOCITY

SPACELAB
O SPACELAB
SOUND PRESSURE

Fatigue crack growth in a pressure-fuselage panel

The exact numerical calculation of propeller noise

Type measurements of aircraft interior sound pressure levels in cruise

Fatigue crack growth in pressurized fuselage panel

Experimental assessment of theory for reflection of sound by a sheet layer

SOUND PROPAGATION

Noise of aerodynamic and, in particular, turbojet origin

Remarks on the noise emitted by the jet of a gas turbine engine

Acoustical effects of blade tip shape changes on a full scale helicopter rotor in a wind tunnel

A theoretical and experimental studies of acoustic propagation in inhomogeneous moving media

Propagation of sound through a sheared flow

SOUND TRANSDUCERS

NT MICROPHONES

Sound separation probes for flowing duct noise measurements --- jet engine diagnostics

Resolution enhanced sound detecting apparatus --- wind tunnel apparatus for airframe noise localization

SOUND TRANSMISSION

Recent advances concerning an understanding of sound transmission through engine nozzle and jets

On sound transmission into a heavily-damped cylinder --- aircraft noise in fuselage

Some sound transmission loss characteristics of typical general aviation structural materials

High frequency sound attenuation in short flow ducts

Atmospheric-absorption adjustment procedure for aircraft flyer noise measurements --- computer program

NT ACOUSTIC VELOCITY

0 ACOUSTIC VELOCITY

SOUND WAVES

NT AEODROMIC NOISE

NT AIRCRAFT NOISE

NT ENGINE NOISE

NT JET AIRCRAFT NOISE

NT NOISE (SOUND)

NT SONIC ROOMS

The noise from the large-scale structure of a jet

Experimental investigation of laminar-to-turbulent flow transition under the effect of acoustic oscillations

Effects of acoustic and vortical disturbances on the turbulent boundary layer at free-stream Mach number 0.5

Experimental assessment of theory for reflection of sound by a sheet layer

A ring-source model for jet noise

Aircraft noise propagation --- sound diffraction by wings

SOUNDERS

0 SOUNDING

SOUNDING

Sounding the runway

SOUNDING ROCKETS

Estimated temperature corrections for the Menaka-II meteorological rocket payload

SOURCE PROGRAMS

Modification of the Douglas Neumann program to improve the efficiency of predicting component interference and high lift characteristics

SOFIETTIE

Flying over the exclusive economic zone --- aircraft overflight regulations

SPACE MISSIONS

Assess II - A simulated mission of Spacelab

SPACE FLIGHT

NT HYPERSONIC REENTRY

NT HAWRED SPACE FLIGHT

SPACE FLIGHT SYSTEMS

Safety of space flights

SPACE SHIPMENTS

0 LIFTING REENTRY VEHICLES

SPACE MAINTENANCE

Solar power satellite construction and maintenance

Space optical communications with the Nd:I&G laser

SPACE MECHANICS

NT ATMOSPHERIC

NT ORBITAL MECHANICS

SPACE MISSIONS

Assess II - A simulated mission of Spacelab

SPACE PERCEPTION

Optical simulator with a holographic component --- infinity display system

Comparison of slant and runway visual range --- relationships for 100, 125, and 155 feet --- low visibility regimes

SPACE PROCESSING

Structural and assembly concepts for large erectable space systems

SPACE PROGRAMS

NT U.S.S.R. SPACE PROGRAM

SPACE SHUTTLE PROGRAMS

Digital avionics system for the Shuttle Training Aircraft

Space optical communications with the Nd:I&G laser

Shuttle carrier aircraft flight tests

Structural and assembly concepts for large erectable space systems

Space shuttle separation mechanisms

A-338
### STABILITY DERIVATIVES

- **STABILITY AUGMENTATION**
  - Stability augmentation by eigenvalues control and model matching
  - Evolution of a cost-effective, task-oriented, lateral-directional SAS for the A-10 aircraft --- Stability Augmentation System

- **STABILITY MEASUREMENTS**
  - Flight evaluation of a spoiler roll control system on a light twin-engine airplane
  - Flight evaluation of a spoiler roll control system on a light twin-engine airplane
  - Flight evaluation of a spoiler roll control system on a light twin-engine airplane
  - Flight evaluation of a spoiler roll control system on a light twin-engine airplane

### SPRAYERS

- **SPRAY HEADS**
  - Selection of spray nozzle and its operating regime for removing ice deposits, frost, and frozen-on snow from airplane surfaces

### SPRAY COATINGS

- **SPRAY COATINGS**
  - Evaluation of military specification aircraft coatings (VSWC300350-77-00)
  - SPRAY PROTECTIVE COATINGS

### SPRAYERS

- **SPRAYERS**
  - Acoustic properties of pneumatic swirl injectors
  - Modified helicopter icing spray system evaluation

### SPRAYING

- **SPRAYING**
  - Status of aerodynamic research in the Langley vortex research facility and the Langley full-scale wind tunnel

### SPRAYING APPARATUS

- **SPRAYING APPARATUS**
  - Active reference null steering for spread spectrum signals

### SQUID PROJECT

- **SQUID PROJECT**
  - Project SQUID

### STABILITY PRINCIPLE

- **STABILITY**
  - Aerodynamic stability
  - Aircraft stability
  - Attitude stability
  - Boundary layer stability
  - Combustion stability
  - Control stability
  - Directional stability
  - Dynamic stability
  - Flame stability
  - Flow stability
  - Frequency stability
  - Governing stability
  - Longitudinal stability
  - Lateral stability
  - Magnetic/dynamic stability
  - Motion stability
  - Rotary stability
  - Shell stability
  - Static stability
  - Structural stability
  - Systems stability
  - Thermal stability
  - Preliminary tests of inflatable liferafts for stability in high winds
  - Optimized tail plane design for artificially stabilized aircraft
  - Fly-by-wire flight control
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>STATIC TESTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT STATIC Firing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parts tests for the landing flap support of the Airbus A-300 B [NASA-IB-152-77/70]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transonic static and dynamic stability characteristics of a flamed projectile configuration [NASA-TR-74050]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Static tests of a large scale swivel nozzle thrust deflector [NASA-CR-152091]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT GLOBAL TRACKING NETWORK</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>STATISTICAL ANALYSIS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT MALESSON DISTRIBUTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT REGRESSION COEFFICIENTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT PSEUDOBIVariABLE DISTRIBUTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical modeling of optimal GTE parameter tuning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Computer-aided statistical analysis of the stress-strain state of lead-carrying structures</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transonic statistical analysis of the effect of a jet reverser on the parameters of a turbosfan engine in the direct thrust regime</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A study on the capacity of runway systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>'Chain pooling' model selection as developed for the statisticistical analysis of a rotor burst protection experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geometric restitution of single coverage aircraft multispectral scanner data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The error function of analytical structural design --- in aircraft component failure in static tests</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probabilistic estimate of the creep-rupture strength of aircraft gas-turbine rotor blades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A review of human factors investigatio studies in aircraft accidents during the period 1957-1977 in Aeromedical laboratory, JASDF</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New organization of air traffic over the North Atlantic region</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>General aviation aviation statistics: 1974</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A statistical test of the calculated mean fatigue life using service experience --- applied to P-27 drag stay bracket [FOS-5-148]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of methods for calculating system operating time in accordance with Reliability Improvement Warranty (RIM) contractual terms [AD-A058522]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statistical review of counting accelerometer data for Navy and Marine fleet aircraft from 1 January 1962 to 31 December 1977 [AD-A055672]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotor burst protection program: Statistics on aircraft gas turbine engine rotor failures that occurred in US commercial aviation during 1975</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STEADY FLOW**

| STATISTICAL COMMUNICATION THEORY | U COMMUNICATION THEORY |
| STATISTICAL DISTRIBUTIONS | U MALESSON DISTRIBUTION |
| Atmospheric attenuation statistics at 15 and 35 GHz for very low elevation angles --- of ground-to-aircraft wideband data | p0592 A78-52360 |
| Design of a collision avoidance system model with statistical interrogation --- propagation and collision avoidance by nonsynchronous techniques (SECART) | p0304 N78-20107 |
| STATISTICAL MECHANICS | Thirty years of fluid dynamics | p0585 A78-51280 |
| STATISTICAL PROBABILITY | U PROBABILITY THEORY |
| STATOR BLADES | Umeady Dynamic responses of subsonic cascades to minouid gust; III - Stator and rotor blade cascades in oscillation | p0577 A78-50417 |
| Two-dimensional cold-air cascade study of a film-cooled turbine stator blade. 4: Comparison of experimental and analytical aerodynamic results for blade with 30 rows of 0.076-centimeter-(0.030-inch-) diameter holes having streamwise ejection angles [NASA-TP-1151] | p0308 N78-20130 |
| Two-dimensional cold-air cascade study of a film-cooled turbine stator blade. 5: Comparison of experimental and analytical aerodynamic results for blade with 12 rows of 0.038-centimeter-(0.015 inch) diameter coolant holes having streamwise ejection angles [NASA-TP-1204] | p0308 N78-20133 |
| Use of leading vans in a two stage fan [NASA-CR-152124] | p0319 N78-21115 |
| The influence of jets of cooling air exhausted from the trailing edges of a supercritical turbine cascade on the aerodynamic data | p0322 N78-21168 |
| The effect of rotor-stator axial spacing on the time-variant aerodynamic response of a compressor stator [AD-A050648] | p0352 N78-22106 |
| Stator rotor tools [NASA-CR-85C-66000-1] | p0402 N78-24544 |
| STATORS | Some formulation considerations in 3D transonic flow computation | p0101 A78-19291 |
| An auxiliary array with decelerating blades -- Secondary losses and back pressures in the transonic regime | p0119 A78-19505 |
| Rotor-stator interaction noise with hindsight --- turbomachine acoustics | p0329 A78-33093 |
| Boundary layer development on axial-flow turbomachinery blading | p0459 N78-38365 |
| Effect of endwall cooling on secondary flows in turbine stator vanes | p0441 N78-11098 |
| Brittle materials design, high temperature gas turbine. Volume 2: Ceramic turbine rotor technology | p0404 A78-12290 |
| Computation of steady and periodic two-dimensional nonlinear transonic flows in fan and compressor stages | p0110 A78-12292 |
| Prow starting times in constant-area supersonic diffusers | p0567 A78-16810 |
| Integral equation formulation for transonic lifting profiles | p076 A78-16820 |
Numerical study of transonic profiles p120 A78-19061

Axisymmetric flow in nozzles with or without vortexes p0121 A78-19079

Design of long blades by method of constant circulation p0122 A78-19206

Steady and unsteady transonic flow p0160 A78-20713

Some singular aspects of three-dimensional transonic flow p0223 A78-26234

Operational experience in the Langley expansion tube with various test gases NASA TR-1-X-70645 p0089 N78-12105

Contributions to steady and unsteady aerodynamics DLR FB-77-34 p0204 N78-17004

STEADY STATE An experimental study of the steady-state response of foilless dappers ASME PAP 77-DTT-33 p0135 A78-20598

STEADY STATE FLOW & EQUILIBRIUM FLOW

STEEL TURBINES Design of long blades by method of constant circulation p0123 A78-19230

Investigating aerodynamic transverse forces in labyrinth seals in cases involving rotor eccentricity --- rotor precession in steam turbines [BLL-CB-TBANS-7083 (9022.09)] p0097 N78-29066

STEEL STRUCTURES Fracture analysis of aerospace metals p0175 A78-22720

STEELS

HIGH STRENGTH STEELS

STAINLESS STEELS C-141A service experience - Materials and processes p0219 A78-25207

Wildhaber-Novikov profiles for aircraft gears - A photoelastic study of the efficiency of strength utilization p0224 A78-26482

Identification of material for AR, BS, and AS engine and propeller standard utility parts and also for company parts [SAE AS 2696] p0371 A78-44680

TYP steels promise high reliability hardware [AD-A052765] p0401 N78-24308

Metal technology for future aircraft design p0550 N78-30115

STEPPED GRADIENT AIRCRAFT U V/STOL AIRCRAFT U STEPPED ASCENT METHOD U STEEP DESCENT METHOD

STEPPED DESCENT METHOD

Steep gradient approach systems research for all-weather operations p0432 N78-26662

STEPPABLE ANTENNAS Null steering antennas in the tactical scenario p0226 A78-27037

Active reference null steering for spread spectrum signals p0226 A78-27038

STELLAR DOPPLER SHIFT U DOPPLER EFFECT

STEP FUNCTIONS The effect of two-dimensionality of the flow of a gas with stepwise distribution of total parameters on the integral characteristics of a laval nozzle p0829 A78-43116

STEERING U STEERING SYSTEMS

STIFF STRUCTURES U RIGID STRUCTURES

STIFFENING Stresses and deformations in stiffened panels with rectangular cut-outs. I - On case of uniform tensile loads p0223 A78-26266

Prediction of fatigue strength of realistic stiffened skin aircraft structures p0332 A78-33759

Integrated stiffened laminate construction p0370 A78-26831

Stress intensity factors, for collinear cracks in a stiffened sheet --- aircraft structures p0378 A78-38122

STIFFENING

Influence of wing-attachment stiffness on the stability of aeroelastic vibrations p0129 A78-19736

Evaluation of torsional rigidity of circular arc aerofluid section twisted bars p0224 A78-26880

STIFFNESS MATRIX Taking structural and technological constraints into account in the design of maximum-stiffness load-bearing structures p0164 A78-20080

STIMULATED EMISSION DEVICES U CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS U DYE LASERS U GREEN LASERS U LIGTH LASERS U TANG LASERS

STOCHASTIC PROCESSES U MARHO CHAINS U RANDOM PROCESSES

The stochastic control of the F-8C aircraft using a multiple model adaptive control /MC/ method. I - Equilibrium flight p0013 A78-12359

An application of stochastic control theory to the gust-allowance system for a transport airplane p0071 A78-16179

Optimum schedule for replacement of aircraft system parts under incomplete information on their reliability p0164 A78-20679

Optimum structural design of sheet-stringer panels subjected to jet noise excitation p0230 A78-27887

On lateral stability of aircraft under random parametric excitations due to vertical gusts p0333 A78-34158

Mutual counteraction of two moving objects. I --- remote optimal encounter guidance p0338 A78-34960

Stochastic properties of conflict frequency at multiple connected air route intersections p0590 A78-51965

STOCKPILEING On the benefit-to-cost ratio of base-level stocking decisions for low demand items [AD-A053953] p0060 A78-27977

STOOL AIRCRAFT U SHORT TAKEOFF AIRCRAFT

STORABLE PROPAGENTS U AIRCRAFT FUELS

STORAGE BATTERIES U NICKEL CADMIUM BATTERIES

Nickel/cadmium aircraft batteries: Battery alarm unit [AD-A039521] p0310 A78-20631

STORAGE DAMAGE Protection for aircraft --- from lightning p0072 A78-16274

STORMS

STORMS (METEOROLOGY)

STORMS (AIRCRAFT)

STORMS (ATMOSPHERIC) A severe downslope windstorm and aircraft turbulence event induced by a mountain wave p0188 A78-24356

STRAIGHTENING U RECTANGULAR WINGS

STRAIN STRAIN DISTRIBUTION U STRESS CONCENTRATION

STRAIN ENERGY METHODS Taking structural and technological constraints into account in the design of maximum-stiffness load-bearing structures p0164 A78-20880
STRAIN FATIGUE
- Fatigue (Materials)
STRAIN GAGES
- Strain gage calibration of a complex wing
  - A computer-based system for processing dynamic data --- from aircraft gas turbine engine strain measurements
  - Recent load calibrations experience with the YF-12 airplane --- thermal stresses on Delta wing
  - Comparison of concurrent strain gage- and pressure transducer-measured flight loads on a lifting reentry vehicle and correlation with wind tunnel predictions
  - Fatigue (detailed)

STRAIN HARDENING
- The damage sum in fatigue of structure components

STRAIN RATE
- The effect of strain rate on mechanical properties of adhesives and bonded joints
- High temperature ceramics for automobile gas turbines. Part 2: Development of ceramic components

STRAIN SOFTENING
- U Plastic deformation

STRAIGHT Abnormal flight body
- A multifunctional guidance and control system --- for CFT F-104G aircraft
- System description and performance characteristics of a quad redundant strapdown inertial navigation and flight control system
- Flight-control/navigation inertial reference system
- NIMA - The multifunction inertial reference assembly
- Kalian filter divergence and aircraft motion emitters
  - Error analysis and simulation concerning an inertial navigation system with vehicle-fixed sensors --- German book
  - Benefits of strapdown over global INS system for aircraft application
  - Advances in inertial navigation
  - Strapped seeker guidance for tactical weapons
  - In-flight alignment/calibration techniques for unaided tactical guidance --- of air-launched missiles
  - Multi-Function Inertial Reference Assembly /MIRA/ update --- digital aircraft systems
  - Performance of a differential Omega-Ring laser strapdown navigation system
  - Performance of a ring laser strapdown navigation and heading reference for aircraft
  - Flight test results of the strapdown inertial reference unit (SIRU). Volume 2: Test report
  - Appendices A-G
  - New techniques for low cost strapdown inertial systems
  - Laser-Gyro strapdown inertial system applications
  - Application of strapped inertial navigation to high performance fighter aircraft
  - Strapped system redundancy management flight demonstration --- vertical takeoff and landing

APPLYING inertia to satellite auto navigation --- laser-gyro strapdown inertial system applications
- Ben techniques for low cost strapdown inertial systems
- Flight test results of the strapdown and inertial
- Performance of a differential Omega-Ring laser
- NIMA - The multifunction inertial reference assembly
- Kalian filter divergence and aircraft motion emitters
- Error analysis and simulation concerning an inertial navigation system with vehicle-fixed sensors --- German book
- Benefits of strapdown over global INS system for aircraft application
- Advances in inertial navigation
- Strapped seeker guidance for tactical weapons
- In-flight alignment/calibration techniques for unaided tactical guidance --- of air-launched missiles
- Multi-Function Inertial Reference Assembly /MIRA/ update --- digital aircraft systems
- Performance of a differential Omega-Ring laser strapdown navigation system
- Performance of a ring laser strapdown navigation and heading reference for aircraft
- Flight test results of the strapdown inertial reference unit (SIRU). Volume 2: Test report
- Appendices A-G
- New techniques for low cost strapdown inertial systems
- Laser-Gyro strapdown inertial system applications
- Application of strapped inertial navigation to high performance fighter aircraft
- Strapped system redundancy management flight demonstration --- vertical takeoff and landing

STRATEGIC FLOW
- The flow about a slender propeller-driven body in a temperature stratified fluid
  - Investigation of the convergence of a method of computing the flow around cascades in a variable thickness layer
- The flow about a slender propeller-driven body in a temperature stratified fluid
- Lake Erie international jetport-model feasibility investigation. Report 17-9: Results of numerical three-dimensional wind-driven circulation analysis for thermally stratified lake conditions

STRAPDOWN AIRCRAFT
- U-2 aircraft

STRATOSPHERE
- Scientific ballooning in India --- for stratospheric cosmic ray measurements
- The tropospheric and stratospheric composition perturbed by NOx emissions of high-altitude aircraft
- Photochemistry and dynamics of the stratosphere
  - On the use of zirconium 95 data from Chinese atmospheric thermonuclear explosions to study stratospheric transport in a one-dimensional parameterization
- Some preliminary considerations on stratospheric and mesospheric circulation with regard to the analysis of the stratospheric warming of December 1976-January 1977

STRATOTRAINER AIRCRAFT
- C-135 aircraft

STRAIN FUNCTIONS (Fluids)
- Method for calculating the aerodynamic coefficients of some three-dimensional bodies of arbitrary cross section
- Supercritical wing sections II --- Book
- Method of calculating aerodynamic coefficients of some three-dimensional bodies with arbitrary cross section

IRRATIONAL flow around a spherical segment --- aerodynamic brake application

STEELING FLOW
- U-2 aircraft

STEELED BODIES
- NT CIVILIAN FLIGHTS
  - Three-dimensional hypersonic gas flow past a thin wing

STEERING
- A solution to the direct problem of an open propeller using the streamline curvature method
- Characteristics of flow past fuselages and wing-fuselage systems of gliders
- Cross-flow characteristics on a cylindrical body at incidence in subsonic flow

STRAIN FATIGUE
- Fatigue (Materials)
STRAIN GAGES
- Strain gage calibration of a complex wing
  - A computer-based system for processing dynamic data --- from aircraft gas turbine engine strain measurements
- Recent load calibrations experience with the YF-12 airplane --- thermal stresses on Delta wing
- Comparison of concurrent strain gage- and pressure transducer-measured flight loads on a lifting reentry vehicle and correlation with wind tunnel predictions
- Fatigue (detailed)

STRAIN HARDENING
- The damage sum in fatigue of structure components

STRAIN RATE
- The effect of strain rate on mechanical properties of adhesives and bonded joints
- High temperature ceramics for automobile gas turbines. Part 2: Development of ceramic components

STRAIN SOFTENING
- U Plastic deformation

STRAIGHT Abnormal flight body
- A multifunctional guidance and control system --- for CFT F-104G aircraft
- System description and performance characteristics of a quad redundant strapdown inertial navigation and flight control system
- Flight-control/navigation inertial reference system
- NIMA - The multifunction inertial reference assembly
- Kalian filter divergence and aircraft motion emitters
  - Error analysis and simulation concerning an inertial navigation system with vehicle-fixed sensors --- German book
  - Benefits of strapdown over global INS system for aircraft application
  - Advances in inertial navigation
  - Strapped seeker guidance for tactical weapons
  - In-flight alignment/calibration techniques for unaided tactical guidance --- of air-launched missiles
  - Multi-Function Inertial Reference Assembly /MIRA/ update --- digital aircraft systems
  - Performance of a differential Omega-Ring laser strapdown navigation system
  - Performance of a ring laser strapdown navigation and heading reference for aircraft
  - Flight test results of the strapdown inertial reference unit (SIRU). Volume 2: Test report
  - Appendices A-G
  - New techniques for low cost strapdown inertial systems
  - Laser-Gyro strapdown inertial system applications
  - Application of strapped inertial navigation to high performance fighter aircraft
  - Strapped system redundancy management flight demonstration --- vertical takeoff and landing

APPLYING inertia to satellite auto navigation --- laser-gyro strapdown inertial system applications
- Ben techniques for low cost strapdown inertial systems
- Flight test results of the strapdown and inertial
- Performance of a differential Omega-Ring laser
- NIMA - The multifunction inertial reference assembly
- Kalian filter divergence and aircraft motion emitters
- Error analysis and simulation concerning an inertial navigation system with vehicle-fixed sensors --- German book
- Benefits of strapdown over global INS system for aircraft application
- Advances in inertial navigation
- Strapped seeker guidance for tactical weapons
- In-flight alignment/calibration techniques for unaided tactical guidance --- of air-launched missiles
- Multi-Function Inertial Reference Assembly /MIRA/ update --- digital aircraft systems
- Performance of a differential Omega-Ring laser strapdown navigation system
- Performance of a ring laser strapdown navigation and heading reference for aircraft
- Flight test results of the strapdown inertial reference unit (SIRU). Volume 2: Test report
- Appendices A-G
- New techniques for low cost strapdown inertial systems
- Laser-Gyro strapdown inertial system applications
- Application of strapped inertial navigation to high performance fighter aircraft
- Strapped system redundancy management flight demonstration --- vertical takeoff and landing

STRATEGIC FLOW
- The flow about a slender propeller-driven body in a temperature stratified fluid
  - Investigation of the convergence of a method of computing the flow around cascades in a variable thickness layer
- The flow about a slender propeller-driven body in a temperature stratified fluid
- Lake Erie international jetport-model feasibility investigation. Report 17-9: Results of numerical three-dimensional wind-driven circulation analysis for thermally stratified lake conditions

STRAPDOWN AIRCRAFT
- U-2 aircraft

STRATOSPHERE
- Scientific ballooning in India --- for stratospheric cosmic ray measurements
- The tropospheric and stratospheric composition perturbed by NOx emissions of high-altitude aircraft
- Photochemistry and dynamics of the stratosphere
  - On the use of zirconium 95 data from Chinese atmospheric thermonuclear explosions to study stratospheric transport in a one-dimensional parameterization
- Some preliminary considerations on stratospheric and mesospheric circulation with regard to the analysis of the stratospheric warming of December 1976-January 1977

STRATOTRAINER AIRCRAFT
- C-135 aircraft

STRAIN FUNCTIONS (Fluids)
- Method for calculating the aerodynamic coefficients of some three-dimensional bodies of arbitrary cross section
- Supercritical wing sections II --- Book
- Method of calculating aerodynamic coefficients of some three-dimensional bodies with arbitrary cross section

IRRATIONAL flow around a spherical segment --- aerodynamic brake application

STEELING FLOW
- U-2 aircraft

STEELED BODIES
- NT CIVILIAN FLIGHTS
  - Three-dimensional hypersonic gas flow past a thin wing

STEERING
- A solution to the direct problem of an open propeller using the streamline curvature method
- Characteristics of flow past fuselages and wing-fuselage systems of gliders
- Cross-flow characteristics on a cylindrical body at incidence in subsonic flow

A-385
Streamline coordinates and similarity transformation for the 3-D boundary layer

Self streamlining wind tunnel: Low speed testing and transonic test section design [NASA-CR-145257] p0098 A78-105537

Self streamlining wind tunnel: Further low speed testing and final design studies for the transonic facility [NASA-CR-157111] p0456 A78-271241


STRESS GAS STREAMS

STRENGTH OF MATERIALS

• MECHANICAL PROPERTIES

STRESS ANALYSIS

Stress analysis study in cooled radial inflow turbine [AIAA PAPER 78-94] p0172 A78-223570

Widlar/Heck profiles for aircraft gears - A photoelastic study of the efficiency of strength-utilization p0228 A78-26482

Stress analysis of typical flaws in aerospace structural components using 3-D hybrid displacement finite element method [AIAA 78-5118] p0279 A78-29812

Use of structural analysis programs for calculating states of stress in helicopter rotor elements p0362 A78-38807

VTOL tilt nacelle aerodynamics and its relation to fan blade stresses [AIAA PAPER 78-958] p0463 A78-43520

Silicon nitride ceramics for gas turbine engines p0576 A78-50630

Modification of aerofacet cumulative damage criterion to utilize nonlinear stress allowable p0100 A78-13223


An analysis of the rotor blade stresses of the three stage compressor of the Ames Research Center 11- by 11-foot transonic wind tunnel [NASA-CR-152083] p0209 A78-17061

Calculation methods for fatigue life and crack propagation p0241 A78-18049

Linearized Newtonian aerodynamics of slender inflow cones [AD-A0486095] p0258 A78-19064

A general study of hybrid composite laminates --- airspace materials [AD-A0483394] p0266 A78-19208

Numerical parametric stress analysis of the TF-30 turbine engine third-stage fan-blade/disc dovetail region [AD-A0512957] p0399 A78-24143

Effect of chordwise forces and deformations and deformations due to steady lift on wing flutter [AD-A0536080] p0502 A78-29110

Determination of bending stresses in a spur gear tooth [BAP-LIB-TRANS-1923] p0504 A78-29452


Stress analysis of ceramic gas turbine blades by the finite element method, part 2 [NASA-CR-155328] p0611 A78-32102

Stress analysis of ceramic turbine blades by finite element method, part 1 [AIAA 78-5118] p0629 A78-33111

STRESS CALCULATIONS

U STRESS ANALYSIS

STRESS CONCENTRATION

Transmission of a concentrated force to a plate p0129 A78-19726

Computer-aided statistical analysis of the stress-strain state of load-carrying structures p0131 A78-20267

Plane difference equations for the computation of the stress-strain state of rib-reinforced cylindrical shells p0132 A78-20287

Determination of the stress-strain state in the end region of a stress-raiser rib p0165 A78-20517

Stress-strain state of simply-supported three-layer transverse plates p0168 A78-21205


Stresses and displacements due to load transfer by fasteners in structural assemblies p0178 A78-23575

Investigation of the inclination of nozzle blades on the alternating stress level in working turbine blades p0187 A78-24273

Stress intensity factors, for collinear cracks in a stiffened sheet --- aircraft structures p0278 A78-38122

Fatigue crack growth of titanium fan blades p0589 A78-51744

Stress intensity factors for a cracked hole in a row of holes --- using compounding technique [BAR-TR-77073] p0154 A78-15525

STRESS CORROSION

STRESS CORROSION CRACKING

Reticular analysis of aluminum for extended service life p0460 A78-40111

Study to identify stress corrosion prone parts on the TA-7C aircraft [AD-A0364899] p0478 A78-50630

STRESS CORROSION CRACKING

An investigation on the cracking of aircraft pipe line sleeves p0123 A78-19415

A method of predicting stress corrosion cracking p0486 A78-21405

Summary of landing gear initial flaws [AD-A050048] p0500 A78-29995

STRESS CYCLES

The strength of structures and the applications of the fracture mechanics p0178 A78-23574


STRESS DISTRIBUTION

U STRESS CONCENTRATION

STRESS MEASUREMENT

Report on aircraft fatigue studies --- in-flight monitoring and stress measurements [AD-A049676] p0317 A78-21102

Application of X-ray diffraction stress measuring techniques --- to aircraft structures [AD-A046264] p0443 A78-26647

The influences of residual stresses on oscillating tensile strength and the measurement of residual stresses, with emphasis on aircraft construction --- fatigue life of aircraft construction materials [BNV-PROP-77-23] p0555 A78-30603

STRESS RELAXATION

High temperature elastomers in gas turbine engine fuel sealings p0593 A78-52689

STRESS RUPTURE STRENGTH

U CHROPEL RUPTURE STRENGTH

STRESS-STRAIN DISTRIBUTION

U STRESS CONCENTRATION

STRESS-STRAIN RELATIONSHIPS


Finite difference equations for the computation of the stress-strain state of rib-reinforced cylindrical shells p0132 A78-20287

Determination of the stress-strain state in the end region of a stress-raiser rib p0165 A78-20517

p0168 A78-21205

AIAA 78-29812

AIAA 78-23575

AIAA 78-19415

AIAA 78-21405

AIAA 78-40111

AIAA 78-19064

AIAA 78-19208

AIAA 78-24143

AIAA 78-29110
STRESS-STRAIN STATE OF SIMPLY-SUPPORTED THREE-LAYER TRAPEZOIDAL PLATES

p0168 A78-21205

STRESSES AND DEFORMATIONS IN STIFFENED PANELS WITH RECTANGULAR CUT-OUTS. I - On case of uniform tensile loads

p0233 A78-26266

SOME EFFECTS OF TEMPERATURE ON THE EROSION OF METALS

p0580 A78-51594

GENERAL AVIATION AIRPLANE STRUCTURAL CRASHWORTHINESS USER’S MANUAL. VOLUME 1: Program KBASH theory

[AD-A055898] p0560 A78-31088

STRESSES

HT COMBINED STRESS

HT CRITICAL LOADING

HT REGIONAL STRESS

HT RETAINS STRESS

HT SHEAR STRESS

HT TENSILE STRESS

HT THERMAL STRESSES

HT VIBRATION STRESS

STRESSLINES

Finite strip analysis of flat skin-stringer structures

p0070 A78-16023

Determination of the stress-strain state in the end region of a stress-riser rib

p0165 A78-20917

Upgrading the carrying capacity of stretched panels with a stress-riser rib by the technique of strain-compensating holes

p0166 A78-20918

STREISS

 Finite strip analysis of flat skin-stringer structures

p0070 A78-16023

STRESS TRANSMISSION LINES

HT MICROSTRIP TRANSMISSION LINES

STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

HT DYNAMIC STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS

HT FLOTTER ANALYSIS

HT MATRIX METHODS

HT STRAIN ENERGY METHODS

Semi-analytical calculation of temperature transients in jointed structures

p0003 A78-10315

The evaluation of several finite elements for the calculation of wing structures

p0110 A78-19051

Use of the finite element method in fracture mechanics

[DGLR PAPER 77-055] p0191 A78-28443

Evaluation of torsional rigidity of circular arc aerofoil section twisted bars

p0224 A78-26488

Numerical methods for structural analysis

p0328 A78-33003

Gas path sealing in turbine engines

p0330 A78-33211

Analysis of semi-monocogue beam sections by the displacement method

p0336 A78-34670

Applications of variational techniques to non-linear problems in panel mechanics

p0336 A78-34672

Use of structural analysis programs for calculating states of stress in helicopter rotor elements

p0382 A78-38807

Large deflection static analysis of typical tail-wheel structure of light aircraft by finite element method

p0522 A78-48364

THE EFFECTS OF EXTERNAL STORES ON THE FLOWER OF A NON-UNITARILY CANTILEVER

[AD-A040460] p0246 A78-18078

Aeroelastic analysis and ground vibration survey of the NASA, Grumman American Yankee modified for spin testing


Study of advanced composite structural design concepts for an arrow wing supersonic cruise configuration, task 3


Thermal design for areas of interference heating on actively cooled hypersonic aircraft

[NASA-CR-24280] p0306 A78-20117

Civil components program 'Wing Section'. Position of structure transition joints, arrangement of landing gear

[NRAA-PW-8-77-36] p0350 A78-22900

Active control technology to maximize structural efficiency

p0497 A78-29053

ROCKET STRUCTURES

p0612 A78-32123

STRUCTURAL BEAMS

0 BEAMS (SUPPORTS)

STRUCTURAL DESIGN

A program for the interactive design of wing structures

p0120 A78-19063

Improved design for two-sided bolted joints under symmetric loading

p0131 A78-20262

Taking structural and technological constraints into account in the design of maximum-stiffness load-bearing structures

p0164 A78-20880

Rational parameters of reinforced panels operating under conditions of unsteady heating

p0164 A78-20881

Optimum structural design of sheet-stringer panels subjected to jet noise excitation

p0230 A78-27867

Preliminary design of composite wings for buckling, strength and displacement constraints

[AIAA 78-446] p0270 A78-29777

Future trends in aircraft structural design and materials

[AIAA 78-465] p0280 A78-29822

Alloy needs and design - The airframe

p0285 A78-30856

Warage 2000, --- French fighter aircraft design characteristics, SMART 83 engine and avionics

p0288 A78-31755

The error function of analytical structural design --- in aircraft component failure in static tests

p0291 A78-32123

Optimum design of wind tunnel contractions

[AIAA 78-619] p0297 A78-32373

Comment on 'Dynamic characteristics of rotor blades - Integrating matrix method'

p0326 A78-34659

Supercritical wing sections III --- Book

p0341 A78-35728

Low frequency anestor instability study --- afterburning effects in turbofan engines

[AIAA PAPER 78-996] p0484 A78-43583

Two element airfoil systems designs - An inverse method

[AIAA PAPER 78-1226] p0476 A78-45150

Teaching design at all levels --- in aerospace engineering curricula

[AIAA PAPER 78-1455] p0511 A78-47906

Airfield pavement evaluation - FAA viewpoint

p0526 A78-49681

Pavement strength rating methods as viewed by airframe manufacturers

p0526 A78-49682

Minimum weight design of stiffened panels with fracture constraints

p0529 A78-49837

Compressibility effects on parachute transient pressures

p0591 A78-51950

Aerodynamic characteristics at Mach numbers from 0.33 to 1.20 of a wing-body design concept for a hypersonic research airplane

[NASA-TP-1048] p0804 A78-12038

Construction and testing of a carbon fibre primary structure for a man-powered aircraft wing

[BD-208] p0141 A78-14043

Factors of safety: Historical development, state of the art and future outlook

[AGARD-R-661] p0153 A78-15311

Study of metallic structural design concepts for an arrow wing supersonic cruise configuration

[NASA-CR-2743] p0197 A78-16043

Airplane design for gusts

p0267 A78-19717

Study of advanced composite structural design concepts for an arrow wing supersonic cruise configuration, task 3

STBUCTUBAI DBSIGB CBITBBIA

STBOCTOBAL DBSI6I CBITEBIA

Impact protective design of occupant environment

Design philosophy for airframes

Landing gear kinematics

Basic fatigue curves of aircraft structures

Assessment of the structural-mechanical design of commercial aircraft gas turbine engines

Design of rotors for improved structural life

Trends of future turbine life prediction: Time phase automated analysis and test verification

A transonic propeller of triangular plan form: An extension

Airfield pavement smoothness requirements — based on riding quality and aircraft response to runway roughness

Design of propellers for minimum noise

A frequency domain approach to handling qualities design

Numerical design of streamlined tunnel walls for a two-dimensional transonic test

AV-8H composite wing government/industry briefing

Preliminary design of low-cost titanium structure — B-1 aircraft engine nacelles

Critical review of various structural safety concepts taking into account NDI methods

Advanced structural sizing methodology

General aviation airplane structural crashworthiness user's manual. Volume 2: Input-output, techniques and applications

General aviation airplane structural crashworthiness user's manual. Volume 3: Related design information

Dallas control tower console design study

Modifications and improvements in a structural optimization scheme based on an optimality criterion

Advanced structural sizing methodology

Rocket structures

STRUCTURAL DESIGN CRITERIA

Application of fracture mechanics data to aerospace design

On the design of aerospace shell structures

The vehicle design evaluation program - A computer-aided design procedure for transport aircraft

Design of load-bearing structures of maxmal rigidity
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p0018 A78-10013  
The problem of pollution for the SST  
[AIAA-TP-1174] p0362 A78-23094  
Test procedure analysis and recommendations for  
supersonic transport aircraft emission measurement  
P-270084/2] p0102 A78-13634  
Reference aircraft for ICAO Dorking Group E  
[NASA-CR-150929] p0609 A78-32087  
SUPersonic COMPRESSORS  
Supersonic axial compressors with predeceleration  
by oblique shocks  
p0119 A78-19045  
An auxiliary array with decelerating blades  —  
Secondary losses and back pressure in the  
transonic regime  
p0119 A78-19050  
A comparison of the performances of centrifugal  
compressors with the same impeller and different  
radial inducers  
Radial equilibrium of flows in shock-in-rotor type  
rotors  
p0576 A78-50611  
SUPersonic CRUISE AIRCRAFT RESEARCH  
Advanced supersonic transport propulsion systems  
[SAE PAPER 771010] p0182 A78-23842  
Technology readiness for an SST  
[AIAA PAPER 78-1956] p0186 A78-24031  
Engine options for supersonic cruise aircraft  
[AIAA PAPER 78-1054] p0466 A78-43576  
Inlet/engine matching for SCAR including  
analysis of a bicone variable geometry inlet  
— Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research  
[AIAA PAPER 78-461] p0678 A78-45096  
Atmospheric effects on inlets for supersonic  
cruise aircraft  
[NASA-TP-137647] p0202 A78-10026  
A preliminary study of the performance and  
characteristics of a supersonic executive aircraft  
p0018 A78-10013
Calculation of supersonic flows past wings with allowance for trailing tangential discontinuities within the framework of a model employing a system of Euler equations

Normal force of a flat triangular wing in a supersonic flow

Experimental investigation of the characteristics of unsteady-state boundary layers arising in a supersonic flow at a needle with a screen

Viscous-inviscid coupling - A numerical method and applications to two-dimensional transonic and supersonic flows

Calculation of supersonic viscous flow over delta wings with sharp subsonic leading edges

Three-dimensional supersonic interacting turbulent flow along a wedge

Possibilities of phase separation in supersonic two-phase flows

Influence of the transverse curvature of the lower surface in the conical supersonic flow field of a delta configuration

Computation of a supersonic flow past an axisymmetric nozzle boattail with jet exhaust

Mac Mach number and temperature effects on jets

Supersonic flow over sharp-edged wings

Linearized theory of plane, unsteady, supersonic flow through a cascade - Subsonic part of the leading edge

Method of calculating aerodynamic coefficients of non-symmetric bodies with arbitrary cross section

Pressure at shock and flow in a supersonic centrifugal impeller

Model calculations of the generation of self-excited oscillations in a supersonic duct with stepwise widening of cross section

Self-focusing of a Gaussian beam in a supersonic gas flow

Linear theory of supersonic flows past ruled bodies of three-dimensional configuration

An improved higher order panel method for linearized supersonic flow

Influence of surface roughness on skin friction and heat transfer for compressible turbulent boundary layers

Oscillating airfoils. I - Waves of arbitrary thickness in supersonic and hypersonic flow

Two different theoretical approaches to the base pressure profile in two-dimensional supersonic flow

The effect of splitter vane circumferential location on the aerodynamic performance of a supersonic compressor cascade

A new technique for controlling the exit flow periodicity of supersonic cascades - throttling with a slotted tailboard

A generalized vortex lattice method for subsonic and supersonic flow applications

Introduction to unsteady aspects of separation in subsonic and transonic flow

SOPHERSONIC FLOW INLETS

SOPHERSONIC FLOW INLETS

Supersonic flow of around thin bodies with Mach number close to unity

Supersonic through-flow fan engines for supersonic cruise aircraft

An aerodynamic analysis of deformed wings in supersonic and subsonic flow

Calculation of supersonic viscous flow over delta wings with sharp supersonic leading edges

The lifting wing with minimum drag in supersonic flow

Linearized supersonic unsteady flow in cascades

In-flight compressible turbulent boundary layer measurements on a hollow cylinder at a Mach number of 3.0 --- supersonic heat transfer and skin friction

Supersonic INLETS

Inlet-engine matching for SCAR including application of a bicone variable geometry inlet --- Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research

Study of pitot-type supersonic inlet-flowfields using the finite-volume approach

Atmospheric effects on inlets for supersonic mixed-compression aircraft inlets at angle of attack using the three-dimensional method of characteristics with discrete shock wave flooding

Unsteady blade rows in high-speed flow

Inlet-engine matching for SCAR including application of a bicone variable geometry inlet --- Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research

Mechanical characteristics of stability-blown valves for a supersonic inlet --- for the YF-12 aircraft

Normal shock and restart controls for a supersonic airbreathing propulsion system

Optimal control of a supersonic inlet to minimize frequency of inlet unstart

Inlet-engine matching for SCAR including application of a bicone variable geometry inlet --- Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research

Wind tunnel evaluation of YF-12 inlet response to internal airflow disturbances with and without control --- Lewis 10 by 10 ft supersonic wind tunnel tests

Hypersonic airbreathing missile

SOPHERSONIC JET FLOW

Sudden expansion of a supersonic jet in a cylindrical duct

SUBJECT INDEX

LISTOP: A computer code for laser target optimization of small perturbation targets in subsonic or supersonic flow

Wind-tunnel investigation at Mach numbers from 1.90 to 2.86 of a canard-controlled missile with ram-air jet spoiler roll control --- in the Langley Unitary Plan Wind Tunnel

Steady, Oscillatory and Unsteady, Subsonic and Supersonic Aerodynamics (SOOSSA) for complex aircraft configurations

Supersonic flow of around thin bodies with Mach number close to unity

Supersonic through-flow fan engines for supersonic cruise aircraft

An aerodynamic analysis of deformed wings in supersonic and subsonic flow

Calculation of supersonic viscous flow over delta wings with sharp supersonic leading edges

The lifting wing with minimum drag in supersonic flow

Linearized supersonic unsteady flow in cascades

In-flight compressible turbulent boundary layer measurements on a hollow cylinder at a Mach number of 3.0 --- supersonic heat transfer and skin friction

Supersonic INLETS

Inlet-engine matching for SCAR including application of a bicone variable geometry inlet --- Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research

Study of pitot-type supersonic inlet-flowfields using the finite-volume approach

Atmospheric effects on inlets for supersonic mixed-compression aircraft inlets at angle of attack using the three-dimensional method of characteristics with discrete shock wave flooding

Unsteady blade rows in high-speed flow

Inlet-engine matching for SCAR including application of a bicone variable geometry inlet --- Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research

Mechanical characteristics of stability-blown valves for a supersonic inlet --- for the YF-12 aircraft

Normal shock and restart controls for a supersonic airbreathing propulsion system

Optimal control of a supersonic inlet to minimize frequency of inlet unstart

Inlet-engine matching for SCAR including application of a bicone variable geometry inlet --- Supersonic Cruise Aircraft Research

Wind tunnel evaluation of YF-12 inlet response to internal airflow disturbances with and without control --- Lewis 10 by 10 ft supersonic wind tunnel tests

Hypersonic airbreathing missile

SOPHERSONIC JET FLOW

Sudden expansion of a supersonic jet in a cylindrical duct

A-356
Influence of acoustic reflectors on the discrete component of the noise spectrum of a supersonic jet above the critical pressure

Interaction of a shock wave with an entropy layer

Semiempirical theory of the generation of discrete tones by a supersonic undisturbed jet flowing over an obstacle

Calculating the interaction of a turbulent near wake behind a step and a supersonic jet

Prospects for supersonic jet noise suppression

Influence of the jet temperature on the characteristics of a gas-jet sound generator

On the noise generated by an imperfectly expanded supersonic jet

Pressure pulsations on a flat plate normal to an undisturbed supersonic jet

Calculation of interaction of a turbulent near wake behind a step with a supersonic jet

Numerical simulation of the unsteady two-stage axisymmetric efflux of a gas into an immersed space

SUPERSONIC NOISES

A photographic study of the interaction of two high-velocity gas jets

Computation of the base pressure in ejector nozzles of different length with zero coefficient of ejection

Experimental investigation of asymmetric Laval nozzles

Experimental investigation of gaseous processes at sudden start-up of a supersonic nozzle

Convective heat transfer from a gas suspension to the flow area of a throttle with a blade-shaped throttling element

SUPERSONIC SPEEDS

Distortion of the sonic boom pressure signature by high-speed jets

Effects of roughness size on the position of boundary-layer transition and on the aerodynamic characteristics of a 55 deg. swept delta wing at supersonic speeds [NASA-TP-1027]

Effects of stores on longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a fighter at supersonic speeds [NASA-TP-1175]

Lean combustion limits of a confined premixed-prevaporized propane jet [NASA-TP-78668]

Supercruise fighter analysis

Wind-tunnel investigation at supersonic speeds of a canard-controlled missile with fired and free-rolling tail fins [NASA-TP-1316]

Estimation of leading-edge thrust for supersonic wings of arbitrary planform [NASA-TP-1270]


SUPERSONIC TRANSPORTS

MT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT

MT SUPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT

Why fly supersonically --- flight time reduction vs fuel consumption and low payload

SUPERSONIC WAKES

Advanced supersonic transport propulsion systems [SAS-PAP 771010]

Technology readiness for an SST [AIAA PAPER 76-235]

Problems of supersonic transport [DGLR PAPER 77-007]

Supersonic transports --- drag minimization techniques [SASA-CR-152113]

Supersonic transport in terms of energy savings [SASA-TP-1270]

Integrated control systems for advanced supersonic engines [AIAA PAPER 76-1505]

Propulsion for future supersonic transports - 1978 status [AIAA PAPER 76-1511]

Advanced supersonic transport engine integration studies for near-term technology readiness date [AIAA PAPER 78-1052]

Propulsion system airframe integration studies - Advanced supersonic transport [AIAA PAPER 78-1053]

The aerodynamic performance of a freely hinged door between two flows --- for supersonic transport propulsion nozzles [AIAA-CB-135236]

Selected papers on advanced design of air vehicles [NASA-TN-20126]

Possibilities and goals for the future SST [AIAA-PAPER-75-254]

Effects of lengthwise lift distribution on sonic boom of SST configurations [NASA-TP-1280]

Practical aspects of sonic boom problems [ICAS-PAPER-70-23]

Advanced supersonic propulsion study, phases 3 and 4 --- variable cycle engines [NASA-CS-152336]

Low-speed aerodynamic characteristics from wind-tunnel tests of a large-scale advanced arrow-wing supersonic-cruise transport concept [NASA-CS-145280]

Supersonic transportation faced with energy savings [ASA-TP-77-28]

Ground-based and in-flight simulator studies of low-speed handling characteristics of two supersonic cruise transport concepts [NASA-TP-1240]

Stability and performance characteristics of a fixed arrow wing supersonic transport configuration (SCAT 15F-9899) at Mach numbers from 0.60 to 1.20 [NASA-TN-78726]

An assessment of the effect of supersonic aircraft operations on the stratospheric ozone content [NASA-TP-1026]

Supersonic transport --- using canard surfaces [NASA-CS-152332-1]

Aerodynamic design and verification of a two-stage turbine with a supersonic first stage [NASA-TP-7829]

A parametric investigation of an existing supersonic relative tip speed propeller noise model --- turboprop aircraft [NASA-TN-73816]

Wide range operation of advanced low NOX combustors for supersonic high-altitude aircraft gas turbines [NASA-CS-135297]

Studies on transonic turbine with film-cooled blades [AD-A052223]

Performance of a transonic fan stage designed for a low sonic limit velocity ratio [NASA-TP-1298]

Aerodynamic design and verification of a two-stage turbine with a supersonic first stage [NASA-TP-7829]

A parametric investigation of an existing supersonic relative tip speed propeller noise model --- turboprop aircraft [NASA-TN-73816]

Wide range operation of advanced low NOx combustors for supersonic high-altitude aircraft gas turbines [NASA-CS-135297]

Studies on transonic turbine with film-cooled blades [AD-A052223]

Performance of a transonic fan stage designed for a low sonic limit velocity ratio [NASA-TP-1298]

Some laser velocimeter measurements in the turbulent wake of a supersonic jet [NASA-TP-7829]

Rearrangement of the flow between a pair of bodies, one of which is situated in the other's wake, in supersonic flow [NASA-TP-7829]

Theoretical and experimental investigation of the wake structure behind a sphere in supersonic gas flow at small Reynolds numbers [NASA-TP-7829]
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUBJECT INDEX</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNELS</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulent supersonic waves [AIAA-PAPER-77-096] p0034 778-11019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design and subscale tests of a diffuser system for a Mach 4 scramjet test facility [AIAA 78-771] p0294 778-32332</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Further experimental evaluation of the electrostatic roll sensor at Mach 2.3 and 3.5 [AIAA 78-002] p0296 78-32357</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A new technique for reducing test section noise in supersonic wind tunnels [AIAA 78-817] p0297 78-32371</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Remarks on design of supersonic wind tunnels p0269 78-36216</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Photos correlation techniques for wind-tunnel anemometry p046I 78-46376</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical sting length as determined by the measurement of pitch-damping derivatives for laminar, transitional and turbulent boundary layers at Mach no. 3 for reduced frequencies of 0.0033 and 0.0056 [AD-A042767] p0020 78-10033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Description of the new regulating valve for the transonic supersonic wind tunnel [DLR-TH-151-7676] p0304 78-11130</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Calibration of transonic and supersonic wind tunnels [NASA-CA-2920] p0152 78-15050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Investigation of means for perturbing the flow field in a supersonic wind tunnel [NASA-TM-V78954] p0156 78-27142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N=3 turbulent boundary layer measurements at very high Reynolds numbers --- supersonic wind tunnel tests [AD-A055952] p0607 78-32072</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPPORT INTERFERENCE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Experimental investigation of support interference on an ogive cylinder at high incidence [AIAA 79-900] p0260 78-20717</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sting effects as determined by the measurement of pitch-damping derivatives and base pressures at Mach number 3 [AIAA 78-803] p0297 78-32381</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPPORT SYSTEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT GROUND SUPPORT SYSTEMS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P-15 Avionics Intermediate Shop - Militarized design for maintenance and support p0205 78-14947</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Model support system interference on zero-lift drag at transonic speeds [AIAA 79-909] p0296 78-32363</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Approach for identifying avionics flight software operational support requirements - PAY TACK an example p0553 78-69900</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Digital avionics support - A retrospective view of the future p0553 78-49903</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPPORTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NT AVLIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Natural vibrations of a rigid rotor mounted on elastic ball bearings p0582 78-51015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Critical sting length as determined by the measurement of pitch-damping derivatives for laminar, transitional and turbulent boundary layers at Mach no. 3 for reduced frequencies of 0.0033 and 0.0056 [AD-A027670] p0020 78-10033</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Design study of a centerplate mount for wind tunnel models [AD-A047201] p0201 78-16073</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPPORTS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Application of second-order turbulent modeling to the prediction of radiated aerodynamic sound [NASA-CA-2994] p0411 78-25359</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURFACE COOLING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Protection of cooled blades of complex internal structure p0321 78-21141</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURFACE CRACKS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Microfractographic fracture analysis of some aircraft parts p0273 78-28789</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the detection and measurement of cracks in critically loaded holes p0449 78-26469</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURFACE DISTORTION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Elastic deformations of rapidly-rotating prismatic mirrors p0168 78-21374</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURFACE EFFECT SHIPS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some specific hydrodynamic and aerodynamic problems of surface-effect ships with sidewalls p0286 78-31126</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic response of lift fans subject to varying backpressure --- for Surface Effect Ships [AIAA PAPER 78-756] p0292 78-32176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A compass for the crystal ball --- naval research on surface and ground effect vehicles p0429 78-43225</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURFACE FINISHING</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Article quality index realization logic-block diagram --- in aircraft industry quality control p0269 78-13179</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Using surface plastic deformation to increase the fatigue strength of aircraft gas-turbine compressor disks p0133 78-20390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>In-service delivery and reinforcement of rigid airport causeways - Some technical problems and attempts using special coatings p0184 78-24375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quality assurance in the fabrication of products in aviation technology p0296 78-32267</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Evaluation of soil resistant coatings for exterior aircraft surfaces [AD-A051484] p0356 78-23235</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adhesion of erosion resistant tapes on several surface configurations [FOR-R-2132] p0443 78-26220</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURFACE GEOMETRY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Analysis and calculation of plane skew symmetric contours of second-order smoothness --- for channel surface design p0174 78-22636</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Minimum drag surfaces --- for traveling projectiles p0342 78-35787</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Circles, texture, etc. - Alternate approaches to CIG scene detail computer image generation for flight simulators p0579 78-50659</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURFACE INTERACTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U SURFACE REACTIONS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface lathes Effect of long service on the fine structure of the surface of gas turbine engine rotor blades p0470 78-48522</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Surface corrosion evaluation by relative magnetic susceptibility measurements p0443 78-26466</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURFACE NAVIGATION</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Advanced navigation techniques using multiple systems [AIAA 77-1554] p0051 78-13652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Positioning and navigation by satellite --- for marine operations [AIAA 77-1523] p0051 78-13684</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Considerations on the selection of a radionavigation system for the coasts of France [AIAA 77-1578] p0073 78-16352</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Navigating Canada, to the end of the twentieth century p0111 78-17907</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Automatic continental land mobile position fixing via satellite p0111 78-17908</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Some experiments with satellite-navigation Doppler receivers Magnavox &quot;MX-902&quot; and &quot;ITT-6001&quot; p0363 78-36114</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Geos radionavigation system comes to the Pacific Ocean area p0525 78-49660</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Accuracy of ship-position determination by means of WBSS Transit p0590 78-51889</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The use of Doppler-shift position lines in satellite navigation systems p0590 78-51890</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SURFACE PRESSURE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>U PRESSURES A-350</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
SWEPT WINGS

- Calculation of lift of partially stalled wings
- Subsonic roll damping of a model with swept-back and swept-forward wings
- Subsonic longitudinal and lateral-directional static aerodynamic characteristics for a close-coupled wing-canard model in both swept back and swept forward configurations
- A vectorization of the Jasson-Caspersson transonic swept-wing computer program PLO-22-21 for the STAR-100 computer
- Effect of leading-edge contour and vertical-tail configuration on the low-speed stability characteristics of a supercritical transport model having a highly-swept arrow wing
- Supporting project activities in the civil components program "Wing Section"
- Numerical calculation of transonic flow past a swept wing by a finite volume method
- Computational wing optimization and comparisons with experiments for a semi-span wing model
- Development of advanced stability theory section prediction techniques for laminar flow control on swept wings
- Design of a laminar-flow-control supercritical airfoil for a swept wing
- Calculation of laminar boundary layers on infinite swept wings based on Thwaites two-dimensional method
- Structural modifications on a swept wing model with two external stores by means of modal perturbation and modal correction methods
- Phenomenological aspects of quasi-stationary controlled and uncontrolled three-dimensional flow separations --- in relation to aircraft design considerations and swept wings
- Approximate iradial lift function for tapered, swept wings in incompressible flow
- Aerodynamic characteristics of a high-speed research airplane concept having a 70 deg swept double-delta wing at Mach number 2 (NASA-TP-1252)
- Wind tunnel tests on a tailless swept wing span-distributed cargo aircraft configuration

SWEEPBACK WINGS

- Design of a transsonically profiled wing
- Design and analysis of winglets for military aircraft, phase 2
- Calculation of the lift of partially-stalled wings
- Subsonic roll damping of a model with swept-back and swept-forward wings

A-360
GENERAL AVIATION FLIGHT INSTRUMENT DISPLAYS

Trailer digital fly-by-wire redundancy management techniques
[AA AA 78-1279]

Flight test results of the Stradair C 704

Inertial Reference Unit (IRU). Volume 3:
Appendix A

Reliable dual-redundant sensor failure detection
and identification for the NASA P-3 DFW aircraft

Advanced Environmental Control for Avionic Systems

A contractor's perception of design to life cycle cost

Advanced environmental control for avionic systems

Design of aircraft autostabilisation systems using the inverse Nyquist array method

Robustness of linear quadratic state feedback designs in the presence of system uncertainty

Application to Augmentor Wing Jet STOL

Research Aircraft flare control autopilot design

Aircraft electrical equipment

Multivariable quadratic synthesis of an advanced turbofan engine controller

Summary of the 1977 NASA/GSE/ASEE Summer Design Study program on the integration of wind tunnels and computers

Requirements for aircraft on board weight and balance system

A modern warm fog dispersal system

The value of aerospace design synthesis courses as viewed by aerospace professionals

Strategic or Tactical Air Traffic Control

Subsensitive quadratic synthesis of an advanced turbofan engine controller

Inspection and parameter uncertainties for aircraft flight control system design

Teaching design at all levels in aerospace engineering curricula

Integrated avionics for future general aviation aircraft

The value of aerospace design synthesis courses as viewed by aerospace professionals

A systems approach to heliport lighting

Design and development of a multifunctional helicopter control system

The U.S. Navy bets on V/STOL -- technological integration for next generation marine design

Modular Missionization Systems /MMS/, an adaptive system interface concept

Comparisons of high anti-jam design techniques for GPS receivers -- Global Positioning System

A hierarchical network for avionic systems

Digital system architecture for a 1980's jetliner -- for military aircraft and ships

A more fully automated En Route ATC system

Overview of potential ATC developments

Concept and future plans for automation of air traffic control in the Federal Republic of Germany

Numerical calculation of magnetic levitation systems

Preliminary candidate advanced avionics system for general aviation

Inertial Reference Unit (IRU)

Aircraft alerting systems criteria study. Volume 1:

Aircraft configuration design

Astronaut wing jet STOI research aircraft from far-field monitoring

GPS receivers Global Positioning System

ACMICS, Almamatics -- an adaptive system interface concept

Comparisons of high anti-jam design techniques for GPS receivers -- Global Positioning System

A hierarchical network for avionic systems

Digital system architecture for a 1980's jetliner: -- for military aircraft and ships

A more fully automated En Route ATC system

Overview of potential ATC developments

Concept and future plans for automation of air traffic control in the Federal Republic of Germany

Numerical calculation of magnetic levitation systems

Preliminary candidate advanced avionics system for general aviation

Inertial Reference Unit (IRU)

A-362
Study requirements for an integrated air/ground communications facility
[IAA-78-10342] p0031 A78-10342
Reliability, maintainability, and performance issues in hydraulic system design
[AD-A042574/20] p0031 A78-10342
Development of a Discrete Address Beacon System
[AD-A046580] p0039 A78-10429
Control law design techniques
[NLB-TB-5527/77/15] p0143 A78-10459
[AD-A046600] p0152 A78-10561
Design of noninteracting flight control systems in the presence of large parameter variations
F-15/nonaxisymmetric nozzle system integration study support program
Guidon system for helicopter transport of external cargo
[AD-A047765] p0306 A78-20120
The MD-2 commercial airline concept: A Department of Defense program for reliability-centered maintenance
[AD-A050531] p0347 A78-22066
Three degree intermediate level maintenance of Navy aerodynamical materials
[AD-A052369] p0389 A78-24042
Study of a safety margin system for powered-lift STOL aircraft
[NASA-CR-155219] p0396 A78-24117
Evaluation of digital flight control design for YOLO approach and landing
[AD-A052665] p0432 A78-26065
Tower-related major system development programs
[AD-A054606] p0489 A78-28076
The design of an optimum alphanumeric symbol set for cockpit displays
[AD-A053467] p0500 A78-29097
Avionics planning guidance: Executive summary
[AD-A054719] p0500 A78-29097
The technology assessment of LTA aircraft systems --- hybrid airships for passenger and cargo transportation
Symposium on redundancy management flight demonstration --- vertical takeoff and landing aircraft
[NASA-CR-145356] p0608 A78-32079
Engineering and Scientific Data Management
[NASA-CR-2055] p0635 A78-33776
AIDS in engine management programs --- Airborne Integrated Data Systems
[AD-A057665] p0510 A78-37665
Management of software development for advanced ATC systems
[AD-A059595] p0595 A78-52961
Aerospace communication management
[AD-A063546] p0365 A78-23307
SYSTEMS STABILITY
A root locus property of the extended Bass algorithm
[AD-A053149] p0053 A78-10389
Concerning the relationship between elementary stability and system stability in wing-truss structure made from elastic and elasto-plastic materials
[AD-A069179] p0169 A78-21971
Guaranteed cost control of linear systems with uncertain parameters: Application to remotely piloted vehicle flight control systems
[ATT 78-1072] p0541 A78-50119
Design of noninteracting flight control systems in the presence of large parameter variations
T-TAIL SUBSHE
Concept on 'effect of stabilizer dihedral and static lift on T-tail flutter'
[AD-A043000] p0016 A78-40600
Experimental investigations concerning the stalling characteristics of airplanes with T-tails
[AD-A048139] p0418 A78-41399
T-37 AIRCRAFT
Maximum likelihood estimation of translational acceleration derivatives from flight data
[IAA-78-1342] p0483 A78-46539
T-38 ENGINE
Photographic measurements of USAF aircraft plume rise
[AD-A050049] p0455 A78-27111
T-55 ENGINE
Radiographic examination of T55 engine
[AD-A055108] p0554 A78-31113
T-58 ENGINE
T58 propulsion system duty cycle
[IAA PAPER 78-1088] p0467 A78-43592
TABLES (DATA)
Precision positional data of general aviation air traffic in terminal air space
[NASA-TP-1020] p0404 A78-25048
Prop-fan data support study
[NASA-AR-152141] p0455 A78-27128
Evaluation of methods for calculating system operating time in a reliability improvement warranty: Handbook of commercial terms
[AD-A058022] p0547 A78-30079
TACAN
Software controlled multiringing Vortac navigation of NASA B-2 aircraft
[AD-A07-17914] p0112 A78-17914
Effect of reliability programs on life cycle cost - A case history of the TACAN test set
[AD-A07-29478] p0176 A78-29478
Integrated Doppler/TACAN navigation through conformity with the least squares method - Analysis from registered flight data
[AD-A07-29906 ] p0260 A78-29906
TRACAL evaluation report. TACAN, VOR, and ILS station evaluation report, Andersen AFB, Guam
[AD-A054246] p0546 A78-30076
TACTICAL AIR NAVIGATION
Transonic computational design modifications of the F-111 TACT
[IAA PAPER 78-106] p0172 A78-22577
TACAN
TAIL ASSEMBLIES
Low-cost composite primary structure --- for B-1 aircraft vertical stabilizer
[AD-A07-15585] p0069 A78-15585
Instantaneous longitudinal maneuvers of aircraft - A simple expression for the first-approximation evaluation of tail load increments
[AD-A07-19597] p0124 A78-19597
Ideal tail load for minimum aircraft drag
[AD-A07-28149] p0231 A78-28149
Heavily loaded carbon-fiber-reinforced-plastic primary structure with the Tornado taileron as an example
[AD-A07-38810] p0383 A78-38810
Material selection for the Tornado taileron
[AD-A07-38811] p0383 A78-38811
Experimental investigations concerning the stalling characteristics of airplanes with T-tails
[AD-A07-61394] p0148 A78-61394
Minimun trimmed drag and optimum c.g. position --- center of gravity
[AD-A07-64831] p0473 A78-64831
Correlation of model and airplane spin characteristics for a low-wing general aviation research airplane
[IAA PAPER 78-14877] p0513 A78-47922
Rolling tail design and behavior as affected by actuator hinge moment limits --- for B-1 maneuverability
[IAA PAPER 78-1500] p0515 A78-47940
Large deflection static analysis of typical tail-wheel structure of light aircraft by finite element method
[AD-A07-68864] p0522 A78-68864
Experimental study of the endurance of the vertical-fin sections of an aircraft subjected to acoustic loads
[AD-A07-50941] p0552 A78-50941
Spin-tunnel investigation of the spinning characteristics of typical single-engine general aviation airplane designs. 2: Low-wing model A; tail parachute diameter and canopy distance for emergency spin recovery
[NASA-TP-1076] p0002 A78-12040
Supersonic aerodynamic characteristics of a Sparrow 3 type missile model with wing controls and comparison with existing tail-control results
[NASA-TP-1078] p0002 A78-12041
Effect of leading-edge contour and vertical-tail configuration on the low-speed stability characteristics of a supersonic transport model having a highly-swept arrow wing

Modeling of the OH-1B tail boom for analysis by the NASA/ARC computer program

Evaluation of a circulation control tail boom for yaw control —— OH-6 helicopter

TAIL MOUNTINGS I TAIL ASSEMBLIES

TAIL PLANES

U HORIZONTAL TAIL SURFACES

NT TAIL SURFACES

External drag and base pressure of fuselage tail sections of various configuration

Fatigue life analysis of the L 13 /Blanik/ glider

TAILS (ASSEMBLIES)

TAIL ASSEMBLIES

TAILROPS

NT TAIL SURFACES

External drag and base pressure of fuselage tail sections of various configuration

Tail performance of STOL aircraft

Flight investigation and theory of direct side-force control

Validation of a Flexible Aircraft Take-Off and Landing Analysis (PATOLA)

Basic analysis of terminal operations benefits resulting from reduced vortex separation minima for aircraft operation in terminal area

Concepts for estimating capacity of basic runway configurations

VTOL flying qualities requirements in the UK —— control during short takeoff

Forces for takeoff performance F3-A, B and C airplanes

The design and similation of a takeoff stabilization system for an aircraft with an air cushion landing system

Simulation and analysis of wind shear hazard for aircraft landing and takeoff

TAILROPS

Launching the Harrier from a ski jump

Airframe takeoff from dirt airfields
TECHNOLOGICAL FORECASTING

US Navy examining a wide range of V/STOL concepts

General aviation energy-conservation research programs at NASA Lewis Research Center - for non-turbine general aviation engines

Future trends in aircraft structural design and materials [AIAA 78-865]

Fuel efficiency - where we are heading in the design of future jet transports

The airport city and the future intermodal transportation system --- Book

The design of future cockpits for high performance fighter aircraft

Airships - The next generation and beyond

Automation in transportation in 1990 --- overview

The V/STOL program in the preliminary phase of future military projects

The U.S. Navy bets on V/STOL --- technological integration for next generation aircraft design

Digital system architecture for a 1980's jamar --- for military aircraft and ships

Airports in the year 2000 - Suggestions for improving capacity

Technical-economic analysis of the direct operating costs of air transport companies --- German thesis

The shape of airliners to come

Design concepts for future air freighters

ATC in the year 2000

Helicopter manufacturing technology. III - Future manufacturing technologies

The impact of microcomputers on aviation: A technology forecasting and assessment study. Volume 1: Unconstrained forecasts of microcomputer technology

The projected needs of US Army Aviation

German Army helicopter development and prospects for the future

British Military helicopter programs

Future Computer Requirements for Computational Aerodynamics [NASA-CP-2032]

Computational aerodynamics requirements: The future role of the computer and the needs of the aerospace industry

Projected role of advanced computational aerodynamic methods at the LockheedGeorgia company

Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD): Future role and requirements as viewed by an applied aerodynamicist - computer systems design

Area navigation systems and procedures

Some practical limitations to fuel-conservative civil engine technology

Applications of advanced transport aircraft in developing countries [NASA-CS-19543]

1-365
A viation fuels beyond the 1980's --- liquefied gases and synthetic fuels
[NASA-TM-79510] p0442 N78-26223

N. Stal technology for future aircraft design
[GO-98-931] p0550 N78-30115

P. Future needs and opportunities in the air traffic control system

S. Study on utilization of advanced composites in commercial aircraft wing structures, Volume 1: Executive summary

A. Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory fiscal year 1979. Technical objective document
[AD-A005711] p0621 N78-32911

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT

A. Aircraft use in weather modification
p0056 A78-14995

D. Study on utilization of advanced composites in commercial aircraft wing structures, Volume 2
p0613 N78-32188
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The potential of advanced technology for aircraft fuselage structure using advanced technology metal matrix fiber reinforced composites applications

- An industry survey on managing the timely introduction and utilization of large scale integrated circuits in military avionics
- CRT update for airborne displays
- Simultaneous sensor-presentation techniques study --- for attack aircraft
- Liquid crystal airborne display
- Display augmentation in manual control of remotely piloted vehicles
- An industry survey on managing the timely introduction and utilization of large scale integrated circuits in military avionics
- Development of systems and techniques for landing display system
TEMPERATURE DISTRIBUTION

Experimental determination of parameters of mathematical model of airplane cabin as: TBBPEBATDBE TBOBIELES TEBPBBATOBE TBOBES TEBBPBBATOBE BBASOBIHG I SSTB0BEHTS TEBPBBATOEE FIBlDS TBHPBBATOBB EFFECTS TBBPBBATDBB DISTEIBDTIOH TBHPEB&TUBB DISTBIBOTIOH Nt PNEOBATIC TBOBES NT TEBPEBATOBB TBOBES 0 INDICATING I NSTBOBENTS 0 TEBPEBATOBE DISTRIBUTION

Temperature profiles of rotating cooled blade Probe measurements of velocity and losses from a small axial transonic rotor

Calculation of temperature distribution in disks Temperature distributions and thermal stresses in a graded zirconia/metal gas path seal system for aircraft gas turbine engines (AIAA PAPER 78-93)

Economical method for calculating unsteady temperature fields in thin-walled aircraft structures

Steady-state bulk temperature field in cooled turbine blades

Experimental investigation of the temperature field in a plane channel carrying a stratified turbulent air stream

Calculation of exchange coefficients for high-temperature turbine blades Application of electrical analogy to the substantiation and comparison of some analytical methods of determining temperature fields in gas-turbine blades A computer-aided method of calculating temperature fields in disk turbine blades Effect of coolant flow ejection on aerodynamic performance of low-aspect-ratio vanes: Performance with coolant flow ejection at temperature ratios up to 2 Transmission of a concentrated force to a plate

TEMPERATURE EFFECTS Temperature characteristics of the speed of sound and compressibility of standard fives and petroleum oils Influence of the jet temperature on the characteristics of a gas-jet sound generator Each number and temperature effects on jets Some effects of temperature on the erosion of metals Effect of ambient temperature and humidity on emissions of an idling gas turbine High temperature environmental effects on metals Thermal design for areas of interference heating on actively cooled hypersonic aircraft

TEMPERATURE MEASUREMENT A current weather information display system for use at airports Temperature measuring instruments

TEMPERATURE MEASURING INSTRUMENTS MT PHOTOMETRIC PROBES MT TEMPERATURE PROBES TEMPERATURE PROBES MT PHOTOMETRIC PROBES Probe measurements of velocity and losses from a small axial transonic rotor

TEMPERATURE PROFILES Temperature profiles of rotating cooled blade — via infrared photography of air-cooled turbine

SUBJECT INDEX

blades Computer program for calculation of a gas temperature profile by infrared emission: Absorption spectroscopy

TEMPERATURE SENSORS Nickel/cadmium aircraft batteries: Single sensor temperature monitoring The damage sum in fatigue of structure components --- aircraft structures Quiet revolution - An update on carbon fibres for aircraft structures Evaluation of tantalum fiber reinforced Si3N4 The influences of residual stresses on oscillating tensile strength and the measurement of residual stress, with emphasis on aircraft construction --- fatigue life of aircraft construction materials

TENSILE STRESS Transmission of a concentrated force to a plate Deployment forces in towing systems --- by aircraft Stress and deformations in stiffened panels with rectangular cut-outs. I - On case of uniform tensile loads Applications of the continuum theory of subcritical flaw growth under uniaxial tensile fatigue stresses to service life cycle analysis

TENSILE TESTS Experimental investigation of composite wing failure Terrain Contour Matching: Sensitivity to heading and ground-speed errors

Terminal Configured Vehicle Program Airborne navigation system performance during ERTA/ERLS transition Terminal-area flight experience with the NASA Terminal Configured Vehicle CTOL concepts and technology development Flight experiments to improve terminal area operations CTOL: Concepts and technology development Flight experiments to improve terminal area operations and control concepts for a terminal configured vehicle in final approach in a windshear environment Aircraft navigation system performance during ERTA/ERLS transition

Terminal Facilities MT Ship Terminals Acceptance testing of the JTIDS Class II terminal by augmented minicomputer --- Joint Tactical Information Distribution System for TDMA Digital communication and navigation Lighting in airport terminals A new approach to future airport planning Air France's new freight installations at Charles de Gaulle Airport at Roissy France
TEST RANGES
- NT TEST RANGES
- NT TEST STANDS
- NT TRANSonic WIND TUNNELS
- NT WIND TUNNELS

Energy conservation in aeronautical ground testing

Instrumentation complex for Langley Research Center's National Transonic Facility

Getting ready for V/STOL TEE in the 80's --- Test and Evaluation for subsonic and supersonic options

A critical examination of expansion tunnel performance

[NTIS/PS-78/0409/9]

Aerospace engineering in the United States

[AD-A053791]

Physical characteristics: Aviation materiel

A research program to reduce interior noise in a high-pressure, sector-shaped model combustor

A sub-scale turbojet test cell for design

Smoke abatement for DOD test cells

Hypersonic heat transfer test program in the VKI Numerical aerodynamic simulation facility.

The determination of some requirements for a Ground test facility for integral rocket ramjets

Energy conservation in aeronautical ground testing

Safe air-space requirements above an

Numerical aerodynamic simulation facility.

An evaluation of the Navy underway weapons task for testing aircraft escape, survival, and rescue procedures and equipment

Propeller acoustics test facility (capability description)

Numerical aerodynamic simulation facility. Preliminary study extension. Executive summary

Nuclear power and propulsion facilities in the United States: Technical and scientific data

Preliminary study extension

Hypersonic heat transfer test program in the VH-115 longshot facility --- ogive body configuration

Aerofoil abatement for DOD test cells

A sub-scale turbojet test cell for design

A high-pressure, sector-shaped model combustor test facility for development of turbomachines

Safe air-space requirements above an explosive aerodynamics test facility

A research program to reduce interior noise in general aviation airplanes: Investigation of the characteristics of an acoustic panel test facility

Physical characteristics: Aviation materiel --- Army test facilities and equipment

TEST FIring
- NT STATIC FIring
- TEST FLIGHTS

Test pilot report on the angle rate damping system

Helicopter flight demonstration

ASSOCIATED INDEX
### Thermal Stability
- Investigation of high-temperature properties of aircraft oils  
  p0317 A78-34322
- Investigation of phenolic antioxidants and the stabilization of T-7 fuel  
  p074 A78-65001
- Effect of jet fuel autooxidation products on thermooxidation stability  
  p0523 A78-89025
- Aluminous kestite - a durable ceramic material for rotary regenerator cores for automotive gas turbine engines  
  p0574 A78-50586

### Thermal Stresses
- Temperature distributions and thermal stresses in a graded zirconia/metal gas path seal system for aircraft gas turbine engines  
  p0158 A78-20683
- Stress analysis study in cooled radial inflow turbine  
  p0172 A78-22570
- Calculation of the thermal state of turbine blades with film cooling  
  p1017 A78-24274
- The development of a regenerator seal for vehicular use for automatic gas turbine engines  
  p0571 A78-50587
- Investigation of the heat regime of gas turbine engine bearings - Russian book  
  p0598 A78-53431
- Temperature distributions and thermal strains in a graded zirconia/metal gas path seal system for aircraft gas turbine engines  
  [NASA-TM-78318] p0151 A78-15044
- Turbine tip-clearance measurement  
  [AD-A052042] p0362 A78-23097
- Recent load calibrations experience with the TF-12 airplane — thermal stresses on Delta wing  
  p0605 A78-32057

### Thermechochemical Properties
- Assessment of relative flammability and thermechochemical properties of some thermoplastic materials  
  p0576 A78-89693

### Thermodynamics
#### Thermodynamic Cycles
- Brayton cycle  
  Mathematical model of the combustion-chamber filling process in a pulsating jet engine  
  p0131 A78-20523
- Impact of engine cycle parameters on V/STOL Type 1 configuration and commonality  
  [SAB PAPER 770980] p0179 A78-23821
- Choice of cycle for a regenerative bypass turbojet for long-range aircraft  
  p027 A78-49723
- Use of a field bench for testing turbojet engines  
  p027 A78-49731
- Thermodynamic efficiencies  
  Near-hole region heat transfer in full-coverage film cooling — for high temperature gas turbines  
  p0573 A78-50579
- Thermodynamical performances of closed-cycle gas turbines  
  p0575 A78-50605

### Thermodynamic Properties
- Problems concerning high temperatures in small turbomachines  
  p0319 A78-21121
- Thermodynamic Properties  
  p0477 A78-73423
- Properties and evaporation of jet-engine fuels at pressurized conditions  
  p0574 A78-50594

#### REFERENCES
- A computer program for full-coverage film-cooled blading analysis including the effects of a thermal barrier coating  
  [NASA-TR-78051] p0454 A78-27126
- Thermal Convection  
  [NASA-TR-78051] p0454 A78-27126
- Thermal Currents  
  [NASA-TR-78051] p0454 A78-27126
- Thermal Cycling Tests  
  Investigation of turbine blade endurance during thermal cycling and vibration in a gas turbine  
  p0001 A78-10267
- Automatic vibrating bench for studying fatigue in gas turbine blades with programmed changes in load and temperature  
  p0228 A78-27267
- Durability of foam insulation for LH2 fuel tanks of future subsonic transports  
  p0424 A78-41924
- Aspects of the thermal fatigue strength of gas-turbine engine components  
  p0523 A78-49176
- Pressure cycling fatigue tests of P-111 crew module glass transparencies  
  [AD-A094925] p0306 A78-20119
- Thermal Effects  
  [NASA-TR-78051] p0454 A78-27126
- Thermal Efficiency  
  [NASA-TR-78051] p0454 A78-27126
- Thermal Expansion  
  [NASA-TR-78051] p0454 A78-27126
- Thermal Insulation  
  Durability of foam insulation for LH2 fuel tanks of future subsonic transports  
  p0424 A78-41924
- Thermal Mapping  
  Automatic low frequency gas limiting for A-C coupled signal processing systems — thermal imaging  
  p054 A78-14938
- Thermal Power  
  [NASA-TR-78051] p0454 A78-27126
- Thermal Properties  
  [NASA-TR-78051] p0454 A78-27126
- Thermal Protection  
  Thermal flux protection for aircraft  
  p0072 A78-16267
- Study of heat sink thermal protection systems for hypersonic research aircraft  
  [AIAA-78-187] p0157 A78-20648
- Protection of cooled blades of complex internal structures  
- Thermal design for areas of interference heating on actively cooled hypersonic aircraft  
  [NASA-CR-2528] p0306 A78-20117
- A review of techniques for the thermal protection of the walls of the combustion chamber and reheat ducts of turboreactors  
  p0320 A78-21134
- Thermal Resistance  
  Sur-fenatical calculation of temperature transients in jointed structures  
  p0001 A78-10315
- Statistical analysis and prediction of the heat-resistance characteristics of cast alloys for gas-turbine engine /OTD/  
  p0481 A78-46108
- Fire resistivity and toxicity studies of candidate aircraft passenger seat materials  
- Thermal Shielding  
  [NASA-TR-78051] p0454 A78-27126
- Thermal Shock  
  Analytical predictions and correlation with experiments for thermal/bistat exposure of aircraft panels  
  [AD-A053309] p049 A78-28908
- Thermal Simulation  
  Some aspects of the thermal design of flight vehicles and processing of heat-test data  
  p0228 A78-27452
- Application of a new test method and a new wind-tunnel-data processing technique to the study of unsteady heat conduction processes  
  p0228 A78-27455

---

**A-371**
Theoretical study of the thermal regime of non-cooled combustion chambers of flight vehicle engines
[NASA-TH-78865] p0401 N78-24370

Thermal linearization
Development of a transonically profiled wing
[NASA-TR-57640] p0604 N78-32052
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THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW

Three-dimensional and reasimilation effects in turbine blade cascades - an experimental study
p0576 A78-50608

Three-dimensional boundary layer theory using shell geometrical concepts
p0584 A78-51176

Streamline coordinates and similarity transformation for the 3-D boundary layer
p0580 A78-51181

Influence of wing tapering on the development of a three-dimensional turbulent boundary layer exemplified with a transonic wing
p0237 H78-18010

THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW

NT SECONDARY FLOW

Three-dimensional flow in highly-loaded axial turbomachines
p0002 A78-11631

Three-dimensional inviscid flow through a highly-loaded transonic compressor rotor
p0010 A78-12288

Calculation of 3-dimensional choking mass flow in turbomachinery with 2-dimensional flow models
p0010 A78-12289

Three-dimensional transonic shear flow in a channel
p010 A78-12290

Some formulation considerations in 3D transonic flow computation
p010 A78-12291

Finite-difference calculations of three-dimensional transonic flow through a compressor blade row, using the small-disturbance nonlinear potential equations
p0111 A78-12298

Calculation of transonic potential flowfields about complex, three-dimensional configurations
p0111 A78-12300

Displacement thickness distributions in transonic flows about 3-D wings
p010 A78-17612

Three-dimensional analysis of flow in axial flow turbomachines
p0112 A78-12228

The computation of self-similar three-dimensional separated flows
p0127 A78-19657

Solution of the problem of three-dimensional flow past a delta wing with subsonic edges by a modification of the Lax-Wendroff method
p0128 A78-19696

Method for calculating the aerodynamic coefficients of some three-dimensional bodies of arbitrary cross section
p0133 A78-20859

Three-dimensional hypersonic gas flow past a thin wing
p0163 A78-20795

Effect of nozzle shape on characteristics of three-dimensional subsonic and supersonic flows
p0168 A78-21093

An experimental study of three-dimensional characteristics of propeller wakes under stalling conditions
p0168 A78-21632

A study of the inviscid flow about conically-cambered delta wings
p0171 A78-22561

Calculation of general three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers
p0176 A78-23188

Calculation of the three-dimensional supersonic viscous heat-conducting gas flow past blunted bodies
p0186 A78-24096

Some singular aspects of three-dimensional transonic flow
p0186 A78-24096

Three-dimensional flow of hypersonic gas past a thin airfoil
p0261 A78-30002

A flutter analysis of a system of two airfoils with aerodynamic interference
p0267 A78-40450

Numerical solution of the supersonic and hypersonic viscous flow around thin delta wings
p0280 578-48563

Asymptotic theory of a wing moving near a solid wall
p0510 A78-48248

Unsteady hypersonic gas flow past a thin wing of finite span
p0529 A78-49792

Movement of a tilted wing near a screen
p0545 A78-18330

Investigation of aerodynamic characteristics of V-wings near solid surface
p0550 A78-18063

Supersonic flow around thin bodies with Mach number close to unity
p0558 A78-23059

Aerodynamic characteristics of a jet sheet vortex generator --- wind tunnel tests using thin, low aspect ratio wings
p0687 H78-28059

The lifting wing with minimum drag in supersonic flow
p0489 H78-28065

THREES

THREE DIRECTIONAL STABILIZATION

Influence of constrained actuators on the operation of gyroscopic stabilizers
p0585 A78-51355

THREE DIRECTIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER

Wind tunnel model and measuring techniques for the investigation of three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers
p0295 A78-32380

Unsteady three-dimensional compressible stagnation-point boundary layers
p0571 A78-50456

THIR

THREE AXIAL STABILIZATION

Influence of constrained actuators on the operation of gyroscopic stabilizers
p0585 A78-51355

THREE DIRECTIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER

Wind tunnel model and measuring techniques for the investigation of three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers
p0295 A78-32380

Unsteady three-dimensional compressible stagnation-point boundary layers
p0571 A78-50456
The flow field calculation in supersonic three-dimensional fully viscous shock-layer flows

Inviscid fluid model, based on rolled-up vortex

Numerical calculation of three-dimensional transonic interference flows

Method of calculating aerodynamic coefficients of some three-dimensional bodies with arbitrary cross section

An experimental and numerical study of three-dimensional turbulent jets

Thrust deficit and free convection flow and heat transfer along a porous vertical plate

Unsteady laminar compressible boundary-layer flow at a three-dimensional stagnation point

Contribution to the theory of three-dimensional hypersonic viscous gas flow past blunted bodies in the presence of injection

Linear theory of supersonic flows past blunted bodies of three-dimensional configuration

Advanced panel-type influence coefficient methods applied to unsteady three-dimensional potential flows

A surface vorticity theory for propeller ducts and turbofan engine cores in non-axisymmetric incompressible flow

Two-dimensional model for the formation of vortex sheets shed by the lateral edge of a wing

A computational model for three-dimensional incompressible small cross wall jets

Inviscid fluid models, based on rolled-up vortex sheets, for three-dimensional separation at high Reynolds number

Boundary layer over spinning blunt-body of revolution at incidence including magnus forces

A three-dimensional potential-flow program with a geometry package for input data generation

Unsteady aerodynamics --- conference emphasizing numerical analysis of three-dimensional flows

A computational model of three-dimensional incompressible small cross wall jets

A finite volume method for calculating transonic potential flow around wings from the pressure maximum integral

Numerical calculation of three-dimensional unsteady flows with vortex sheets

Phenomenological aspects of quasi-stationary controlled and uncontrolled three-dimensional flow separations --- in relation to aircraft design considerations and swept wings

Inviscid fluid model, based on rolled-up vortex sheets, for three-dimensional separation at high Reynolds number

Structure of turbulence in complex flows --- effects of unsteadiness and three dimensionality

Three-dimensional fully viscous shock-layer flows over sphere-cones at high altitudes and angles of attack

The flow field calculation in supersonic mixed-compression aircraft inlets at angle of attack using the three-dimensional method of characteristics with discrete -back wave fitting
Thrust computing systems applications to increase engine life and provide fuel conservation
- [NASA-TP-1069] p0362 NASA-78-23095
Airflow and thrust calibration of an F100 engine, S/N 680009, at selected flight conditions
- [NASA-TP-1069] p0318 NASA-78-21112
Altitude calibration of an F100, S/N 680063,
- [NASA-TP-1128] p0362 NASA-78-23095

Thrust vector control
Thrust characteristics of thrust vector control systems with blowing injection of chemically nonreactive gases
- [NASA-TP-1023] p0367 NASA-78-22454
A review of thrust-vectoring schemes for fighter applications
The effect of thrust vectoring and attitude control concepts on the propulsion system of V/STOL aircraft
Installed performance of vectoring/reversing non-axisymmetric nozzles
Non-axisymmetric nozzle design and evaluation for Y-11 flight demonstration
Vectoring non-axisymmetric nozzle jet induced effects on a V/STOL fighter model
An investigation on thrust vector control — using a pneumatic technique
- [NASA-TP-1215] p0367 NASA-78-23100
Optimal guidance and control for investigating aircraft noise-lag reduction
Effects of supersonic nozzle geometry and location on the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a vectored-engine-over-wing configuration at transonic speeds
- [NASA-TP-1215] p0606 NASA-78-25060
The design and simulation of a takeoff stabilization system for an aircraft with an air cushion landing system
- [AD-A053220] p0640 NASA-78-26137
Aerodynamic characteristics induced on a supercritical wing due to vectoring twin nozzles at Mach numbers from 0.40 to 0.95
- [NASA-TP-78476] p0543 NASA-78-30039
Optimal terrain following controller for an optimized spline reference path
- [AD-A055234] p0565 NASA-78-31122

Thrust-weight ratio
The impact of contingency power concepts on V/STOL aircraft take-off cross-weight
- [AIAA Paper 78-926] p0519 NASA-78-48951
Influence of the bypass ratio on jet-engine weight
- [AIAA Paper 78-1083] p0581 NASA-78-50787

Thrustors

U. Rocket Engines
Aircraft response to boundary layer turbulence and wind shear associated with cold-air-outflow from a severe thunderstorm
Investigations of simulated aircraft flight through thunderstorm outflows
Two lightning-flash counter-systems
- [AD-A057369] p0634 NASA-78-33655

Tig Welding
U. Gas tungsten arc welding

Tilt

U. Attitude (inclination)

Tilt Rotor Aircraft
MT. XV-15 Aircraft
Tilt-propeller perspective — VTOL aircraft characteristics and development

XV-15 tilt rotor test — Progress report
- [NASA Paper 770953] p0179 NASA-78-23804
The promise of tilt rotor
Approach guidance logic for a tilt-rotor aircraft
- [AIAA 77-1295] p0542 NASA-78-50202
Pilot evaluation of an advanced hingeless rotor XV-15 simulation
Aerodynamic interference effects on tilting propeller aircraft —— using the Green function method
Guidance logic for decelerating spiral approach of a tilt-rotor aircraft in the presence of wind

Tilt Rotor Research Aircraft Program
Development of automatic and manual flight director landing systems for the XV-15 tilt rotor aircraft in helicopter mode
Application of a cost/performance measurement system on a research aircraft project
- [NASA-78-27043] p0406 NASA-78-27043

Tilting Rotors
Aerodynamic interference effects on tilting propeller aircraft —— using the Green function method
Simulation study of gust alleviation in a tilt rotor aircraft, volume 1
Simulation study of gust alleviation in a tilt rotor aircraft, volume 2
Evaluation of the tilt rotor concept: The XV-15's role
Effect of high lift flap systems on the conceptual design of a 1985 short-haul commercial STOL tilt rotor transport
- [NASA-78-21094] p0316 NASA-78-21094

Time

My Flight Time
MT. RTBF
My Reaction Time
Time Delay

Time Dependence
Comparison of a finite difference method with a time-marching method for blade to blade transonic flow calculations
- [NASA-78-12295] p0011 NASA-78-12295
The evolution of the gas dynamic phase in aircraft turbine blades of Inconel 700
- [NASA-78-19035] p0110 NASA-78-19035
Time-dependent fire behavior of aircraft cabin materials
- [AD-A050293] p0324 NASA-78-21234
Flight demonstrations of curved, descending approaches and automatic landings using time referenced scanning beam guidance
- [NASA-78-20745] p0546 NASA-78-30074

Time Division Multiple Access
Acceptance testing of the JTIDS Class II terminal by augmented minicomputer —— Joint Tactical Information Distribution System for TDMA digital communication and navigation
- [AIAA 77-1815] p0114 NASA-78-12677
JDF demand assigned multiple access /JDF DAA/ system for tactical satellite communications
- [AIAA 77-19142] p0226 NASA-78-27032

Time Functions
A new formulation for the epsilon method applied to the minimun-time-to-climb problem
- [NASA-78-23028] p0357 NASA-78-23028

Tsunami Response
Transient speed response of a gas turbine
- [NASA-78-19229] p0122 NASA-78-38788
Time delay measurements for flight simulators
- [NASA-78-30074] p0324 NASA-78-30074
User delay cost model for a terminal control area
- [NASA-78-16694] p0327 NASA-78-38788
Airport improvement task force delay study: Delay model validation plan
Evaluation of several secondary tasks in the determination of permissible time delays in simulator visual and motion cues

[AD-A0570599] p0457 N78-30089

Simulator study of the effect of visual-motion time delays on pilot tracking performance with an audio side task

[AD-A0570121] p0457 N78-30090

Parameters of future A/C nystagmus relating to airport capacity/delay

[AD-A0507059] p0624 N78-33068

**TIME MEASUREMENT**

*Time delay measurements for flight simulators*

p0381 A78-38788

Results of laser synchronization by overflight between Paris and San Fernando in Spain

[ONERA, TP NO. 1978-60] p0479 A78-45277

Estimating times to early failures using finite data to estimate the Weibull scale parameter

[AD-A0502063] p0310 N78-20524

Accurate timing in landings through air traffic control

p0433 N78-26067

**TIME MEASURING INSTRUMENTS**

**NT ATOMIC CLOCKS**

Maximum-time acceleration of aircraft turbomfan engines

p0163 A78-23892

A singular perturbation analysis of optimal aerodynamic and thrust magnitude control

p0163 A78-23900

Minimum-time loop maneuvers of jet aircraft

p0873 A78-48830

Analysis of optimal turn maneuvers in the vertical plane --- for high thrust aircraft

[IAA 78-1333] p0462 N78-46531

**TIME RESPONSE**

Flow starting times in constant-area supersonic diffusers

p0076 A78-16810

The application of the Bouth approximation method to turbomfan engine models

p0163 A78-23891

Precision DAE for new landing system - Fast or slow pulse

p0225 A78-26549

Aircraft model prototypes which have specified handling-quality time histories


**TIME SERIES ANALYSIS**

A method for validating missile system simulation models

[AD-A055689] p0613 N78-32169

**TIME SHIFTING**

Air-to-air designate/track with time sharing

p0538 A78-49977

**TIME MEASUREMENT**

**TIMOBAKHO BHAAS**

Dynamic coefficient of an elastically supported, pre-stressed beam --- in air craft structures

p0524 A78-42100

**TIP DRIVEN MOTORS**

Cool-air performance of a tip turbine designed to drive a lift fan. III: Effect of simulated fan leakage on turbine performance

[NASA-TP-1109] p0749 N78-16001

**TIP SPEED**

Wind tunnel investigations of model rotor noise at low tip speeds

p0620 N78-32828

Design and performance of a 0.27-meter-per-second-tip-speed two-stage fan having a 2.40 pressure ratio

[BAS-TP-1314] p0628 N78-33109

**TIPS**

**NT BLADE TIPS**

**NT WIND TIPS**

**Turbine tip-clearance measurement**

[AD-A052042] p0362 N78-23097

**TIPS**

**NT AIRCRAFT TIPS**

**TITAN**

Modern materials, selection, testing, application. II - Surveys about special areas of materials technology for study and practice - Titanium and titanium alloys

p0427 A78-43015

**DIFFUSION HARDENING**

Diffusion brazing titanium sandwich structures

p0587 A78-51524

**REAL-TIME TESTING**

Real-time testing of titanium sheet and extrusion coupon specimens subjected to Mach 2.7 supersonic cruise aircraft wing stresses and temperatures


Lower cost by substituting steel for titanium. AP100 steel-detail design and development tests

[AD-A067050] p0153 N78-15299

Preliminary design of low-cost titanium structure --- B-1 aircraft engine nacelles

[AD-A053327] p0408 N78-25087

**COMPRESSOR SEAL RUB ENERGETICS STUDY**

Compressor seal rub energetics study

p0610 N78-32096

**TITAN ALLOYS**

Manufacturer of titanium components by hot isostatic pressing

p0013 A78-12456

Coatings for fretting prevention

p0123 A78-19402

Assessment of processing methods for titanium alloys for aircraft structures

p0221 A78-26040

Alloy needs and design - The airframe

p0255 A78-30586

The effect of microstructure on fracture of a new high toughness titanium alloy

p0332 A78-33633

Titanium and titanium alloys in aircraft maintenance and repair. I

p0378 A78-38246

Fatigue crack propagation of titanium alloys under dwell-time conditions

p0387 A78-39596

The effect of sheet thickness on flight simulation fatigue crack propagation in 2024-T3, 7475-T761 and mild annealed 70-6Al-4V

p0420 A78-41536

Modern materials, selection, testing, application. II - Surveys about special areas of materials technology for study and practice - Titanium and titanium alloys

p0427 A78-83015

Titanium and titanium alloys for the maintenance and repair of aircraft. II

p0469 A78-46200

Fatigue crack growth of titanium fan blades

p0589 A78-51744

Opportunities for cost-affordable titanium aerospace structures

p0589 A78-51839

Investigation of the weldability of heat-resistant titanium alloys

p0598 A78-53324

Correlation of microstructure with fracture toughness properties in metals, part 3 --- titanium alloys

[AD-A0403741] p0085 N78-11238

Flight qualification of titanium F-14A airframe components manufactured by Hot Isostatic Pressing (HIP)

[AD-A088485] p0242 N78-18055

Electron beam welding titanium elements of an aircraft structure

[AAAP-NM-77-44] p0355 N78-22363

Titanium damage tolerant design data for propulsion systems --- gas turbine engine components

[AD-A053252] p0442 N78-26202

Metal technology for future aircraft design

p0550 N78-30115

Titanium alloy ignition and combustion

[AD-A055463] p0614 N78-32235

**TOURAMIC DEVICES**

Balooning stability boundaries for the large-aspect-ratio tokamak

p0599 A78-53660

**TOLERANCES (MECHANICS)**

**NT IMPACT TOLERANCES**

Analysis of the determination of acceptance-inspection parameters for gas-turbine engines

p0174 A78-22630

Analysis of GTE tolerance monitoring parameter formation --- gas turbine engine

p0517 A78-48212
TRAILING EDGES

Airfoil trailing edge noise measurements with a directional microphone
[AIAA PAPER 77-1269] p0021 A78-10416
On the boundary layer displacement effect near the trailing edge of an aft-loaded airfoil
[AIAA PAPER 78-157] p0760 A78-11636
An analysis method for the viscous flow over circulation-controlled airfoils
[AIAA PAPER 78-312] p0185 A78-24013
Calculation of supersonic flows past wing with allowance for trailing tangential discontinuities within the framework of a model employing a system of Euler equations
p0276 A78-28056
Trailing vortices II
p0507 A78-47172
Uniformly exact conformal transformation of exterior of circle onto exterior of wing profile
p0518 A78-48224
Vortex dynamics
p0582 A78-51051
The influence of jets of cooling air exhausted from the trailing edges of a supercritical turbine cascade on the aerodynamic data
p0322 N78-21116
Determination of the vortex shedding frequency of cascade with different trailing edge thickness
p0347 N78-22067
A review of the theory of trailing edge noise
[NASA-CB-3021] p0263 A78-31801
Wind-tunnel investigation of effects of trailing-edge geometry on a NASA supercritical airfoil section
[NSA-TR-2336] p0450 N78-18008
Theoretical estimation of the transonic aerodynamic characteristics of a supercritical-wing transport model with trailing-edge controls
[NASA-TP-1253] p0442 N78-30056
TRAILING-EDGE FLAPS
On the calculation of the incompressible flow past an airfoil with a jet flap
p0289 A78-31838
Parts tests for the landing flap support of the Airplanes A-300 B
[DLR-IB-152-77/07] p0038 N78-11056
Fatigue strength of the upper guide rail of the A-300 no. 4 landing flap support (tests, results, and evaluation)
[DLR-IB-152-79/09] p0308 N78-11057
Analytical study of a free-wing/free-trimmer concept --- for gust alleviation and high lift
[NASA-CB-2936] p0236 N78-18000
TRAINERS
U TRAINING DEVICES
TRAILING
U EDUCATION
TRAINING AIRCRAFT
JT ALPHA JET AIRCRAFT
JT JAGUAR AIRCRAFT
JT T-37 AIRCRAFT
Digital avionics system for the Shuttle Training Aircraft
[AIAA 77-1529] p0008 A78-12268
Simple theory of spinning with particular reference to the NSG 72 trainer
p0467 A78-43635
Effect of performance objectives on the design and cost of future USAF pilot training aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 78-1498] p0515 A78-47398
Evaluation of slimpack style parachute in C-141A airtrainer aircraft
[AD-A047083] p0195 N78-16024
TRAINING DEVICES
Correlated data bases for the present and future --- aircrew training simulator acquisitions
[AD-A017083] p0579 A78-50662
Computer system requirements analysis device
[AD-A043578] p0031 N78-10126
Automated weapon system trainer: Expanded adaptive module for basic instrument flight maneuvers
[AD-A048896] p0247 N78-18087
Feasibility study for simulation of an airport tower control environment
[AD-A051774] p0400 N78-24156
TRAINING SIMULATORS
JT COCKPIT SIMULATORS
JT FLIGHT SIMULATORS
NRL - A minicomputer-based instrument flight training simulator
p0134 A78-20461
Simulation in the development of the training and ground-attack aircraft Alpha Jet
p0293 A78-31943
The impact of flight simulators on U.S. airlines
p0302 A78-38979
Air-to-air combat simulation
p0550 A78-47588
A flight simulation high order language study
p0536 A78-49957
Optical simulator with a holographic component --- infinity display system
[AIAA 78-1579] p0579 A78-50660
TRAJECTIONS
MT ASCENT TRAJECTIONS
MT BALLISTIC TRAJECTIONS
MT DESCENT TRAJECTIONS
MT PARTICLE TRAJECTIONS
Sensitivity analysis of optimal flight trajectories
p0560 N78-31077
A design of trajectory estimator using multiple DBS range measurements
[AD-A055191] p0560 N78-31077
Trajectory optimization for some sailplane performance problems
p0560 N78-31083
TRAJECTIONS ANALYSIS
Gas path analysis applied to pre and post overhaul testing of J52D turbofan engine
[SAE PAPER 770993] p0180 A78-23829
A relative motion analysis of horizontal collision avoidance
p0378 A78-39674
A method for determining the stability characteristics of aircraft in a helicoid flight path
[AD-A084802] p0188 N78-12067
Aeroballistic study of an attack miniature vehicle
[AD-A04849] p0247 N78-18087
Trajectory module of the NASA Ames Research Center application program ACSINT
[NASA-TR-78497] p0439 N78-26133
TRAJECTORY CONTROL
MT TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION
Integrated flight trajectory control
p0961 A78-15563
Software structured weapon delivery
p0532 A78-49875
TRAJECTORY MEASUREMENT
Methodology questions involved in systems engineering for devising an optimum radio-engineering system for trajectory measurements --- of space vehicles
p0598 A78-53253
TRAJECTORY OPTIMIZATION
Note about flight-path-angle transitions in optimal airplane climb
p0291 A78-32098
Mutual counteraction of two moving objects. 1 --- remote optimal encounter guidance
p0384 A78-34960
Sensitivity analysis of optimal flight trajectories
p0196 N78-16041
Optimal level controls of high performance aircraft
[DLR-IB-552-77/20] p0234 N78-18059
A-378
Characteristics of constrained optimum trajectories with specified range

[NASA-TM-78519] p0546 A78-30072

TRANSMITTERS

U TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS

TRANSDUCERS

HT DIGITAL TRANSDUCERS
HT MICROPHONES
HT PIEZOELECTRIC TRANSDUCERS
HT PRESSURE SENSORS
HT SOUND TRANSDUCERS

TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

Using simulation to determine the transfer function of the electronic part of a control loop --- for gas turbine aircraft engines

P0277 A78-12504

Development and application of an optimization procedure for flutter suppression using the aerodynamic energy concept

[NASA-TB-1137] p0250 A78-18495

An approach to the determination of aircraft handling qualities using pilot transfer functions

P0356 A78-23018

TRANSFORMER INTERVALS

U INTENSITY TRANSFORMATIONS

TRANSFORMATIONS (MATHEMATICAL)

MT FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMATIONS

TRANSFORMATIONS (INTEGRAL)

U INTEGRAL TRANSFORMATIONS

TRANSFORMS

Power conditioning systems for high-power, airborne, pulsed applications

P0177 A78-23412

TRANSIENT HEATING

Semi-analytical calculation of temperature transients in jointed structures

P0001 A78-10315

Rational parameters of reinforced panels operating under conditions of unsteady heat loads

P0164 A78-20881

TRANSIENT LOADS

MT BLAST LOADS
MT GUST LOADS
MT LANDING LOADS
MT SHOCK LOADS

TRANSIENT PRESSURES

Compressibility effects on parachute transient pressures

P0591 A78-51950

TRANSIENT RESPONSE

Transient speed response of a gas turbine

P0122 A78-19229

Transient response of a rotor in damped bearings

P0134 A78-20592

The use of transient testing techniques in the Boeing YC-110 flutter clearance program

P0279 A78-29806

Three-dimensional finite-difference solution of the external response of an aircraft to a complex transient in flight environment. - The method and its implementation. II - Comparison of predictions and measurements

P0372 A78-37124

Reduction of transient gas turbine test data using a hybrid computer

P0518 A78-41149

Investigation of a discrete C-Star transient response controller for the YF-16 at a selected flight condition

[AD-A053441] p0456 A78-27139

Transient dynamics of a flexible rotor with squeeze film dampers

P0616 A78-32433

A study of the effect of the rotor cowl couplings of a synchronous machine on its predicted transient response

P0632 A78-33330

TRANSISTORS (SOURCES)

U SOURCES

TRANSISTOR CIRCUITS

Assessment procedure application utilizing UHF transmitter RF pulse susceptibility data. EMC studies of approach radar and of aircraft UHF-receiver

P0380 A78-39101

TRANSIT SATELLITES

Positioning and navigation by satellite --- for marine operations

[IAIA 77-1553] p0051 A78-13684

Accuracy of ship-position determination by means of BBSS Transit

P0590 A78-51889

TRANSITION

The currents absorbed by the motor with double rotor casing during operation expressed by means of parameters to be determined experimentally

P0366 A78-23345

TRANSITION FLOW

The basic characteristics of the variation of aerodynamic parameters in the transition region at hypersonic flow velocities

P0165 A78-20900

Artificial control of the laminar-turbulent transition of a two-dimensional wake by external sound

P0227 A78-27163

Three-dimensional supersonic interacting turbulent flow along a corner

P0426 A78-41897

TRANSITON RENTALS

MT CRESCION
MT TITANUS
MT ZIRCONIUM 95

Application of race earth/transition metal permanent magnets to 400 Hz aircraft systems - An AF overview

P0535 A78-49935

TRANSITION TEMPERATURE

Increasing the resources of jet fuels

P0003 A78-11699

TRANSITIONAL MOTION

MT SECONDARY FLOW
MT THREE DIMENSIONAL FLOW
MT THREE DIMENSIONAL MOTION

Maximum likelihood estimation of translational acceleration derivatives from flight data

P0483 A78-46539

The force on a small sphere in slow viscous flow

P0591 A78-52175

The dynamics of non spherical particles -- aerodynamic translational mobility of cubes and cylinders

[AD-A097144] p0256 A78-19080

TRANSMISSION

MT ACOUSTIC PROPAGATION
MT AERODYNAMIC HEAT TRANSFER
MT CONDUCTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
MT CONVECTIVE HEAT TRANSFER
MT DATA TRANSMISSION
MT FREQUENCY DIVISION MULTIPLEXING
MT HEAT TRANSFER
MT HYPERSONIC HEAT TRANSFER
MT IONOSPHERIC PROPAGATION
MT LIGHT TRANSMISSION
MT MICROWAVE ATTENUATION
MT MICROWAVE TRANSMISSION
MT MULTIPATH TRANSMISSION
MT MULTIPLEXING
MT RADAR TRANSMISSION
MT RADIATIVE HEAT TRANSFER
MT RADIO TRANSMISSION
MT SATELLITE TRANSMISSION
MT SPACE TRANSMISSION
MT SPREAD SPECTRUM TRANSMISSION
MT TRANSISTOR HEAT TRANSFER
MT TELEVISION TRANSMISSION
MT TURBOLET HEAT TRANSFER
MT WAVE PROPAGATION

TRANSMISSION EFFICIENCY

High performance antenna assembly --- for aircraft communication with satellite

P0662 A78-15588

Digital avionic communication --- computer system design to improve interequipment transmission

P0068 A78-15684

Space optical communications with the Nd:YAC laser

P0265 A78-30886

Radio interference in helicopter-born radar

P0265 A78-31038

TRANSMISSION LINES

MT COMMUNICATION LINES
MT MICROSTRIP TRANSMISSION LINES

A-379
TRANSMISSION LOSS

MT OPTICAL WAVEGUIDES
MT POWER LINES
MT WAVEGUIDES

TRANSMISSION LOSS

Some sound transmission loss characteristics of typical general aviation structural materials [AIAA PAPER 78-1480] p0514 A78-47925

TRANSMISSIONS [BACHELOR DEGREES]

A new chip detector -- component failure detection in aircraft and helicopter propulsion and transmission systems p0058 A78-15158

Influence of mechanical transmission concepts on Navy Type 'A' operational aircraft weight p0110 A78-17896

OB-cA tail rotor transmission grease evaluation and fail detection system test p0085 A78-12072

Feasibility study of negative lift circuferential type seal for helicopter transmissions p0212 A78-17390

Helicopter freewheel unit design guide [AD-A047559] p0307 A78-20124

Engineering services to conduct qualification testing of precision forged spiral bevel gears [AD-A051542] p0366 A78-23458

Finite element analysis for complex structures, helicopter transmission housing structural modeling [AD-A0552579] p0397 A78-24126

Advanced overrunning clutch technology --- for use in helicopters [AD-A0552635] p0403 A78-24557

BLH drive system [AD-A054024] p0500 A78-29094


TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS

Filtering techniques in avionic transmitters p0384 A78-39084

TRANSMITTERS

MT OMNIDIRECTIONAL RADIO RANGES
MT RADAR TRANSMITTERS
MT RADIO BEACONS
MT RADIO TRANSMITTERS
MT TRANSMITTER RECEIVERS

TRANSONIC COMMUNICATION

Air traffic control experimentation and evaluation with the NASA ATS-6 satellite. Volume 1: Executive summary [AD-A046509] p0139 A78-14026

TRANSONIC SYSTEMS

MT TRANSONIC COMMUNICATION

The next generation of commercial aircraft - International perspective p0057 A78-15087

TRANSONIC AIRCRAFT

U SUPERSONIC AIRCRAFT

TRANSONIC AIRCRAFT TECHNOLOGY PROGRAM

U FRACT PROGRAM

TRANSONIC COMPRESSORS

Computation of steady and periodic two-dimensional nonlinear transonic flows in fan and compressor stages p0010 A78-12292

Perturbation solutions for blade-to-blade surfaces of a transonic compressor p0012 A78-12307

Nonintrusive measurements of the flow vectors within the blade passages of a transonic compressor rotor p0012 A78-12315

The effect of leading-edge thickness on the bow shock in transonic rotors p0013 A78-12320

Performance with and without inlet radial distortion of a transonic fan stage designed for reduced loading in the tip region [NASA-TM-1294] p0545 A78-30057

TRANSONIC FLIGHT

A numerical procedure for the solution of the direct problem of supercritical transonic wing profiles, with a hodographic method p0110 A78-19040

Computational transonic airfoil design in free air and a wind tunnel [AIAA PAPER 78-103] p0158 A78-20685

Transonic wing analysis using advanced computational methods [AIAA PAPER 78-105] p0158 A78-20686

Transonic computational design modifications of the F-117 TACT [AIAA PAPER 78-106] p0172 A78-22577

Design of a transonically profiled wing [DGLR PAPER 77-026] p0189 A78-24417

Canard configured aircraft with 2-D nozzle [AIAA PAPER 78-1450] p0511 A78-47904

Flight-measured pressure characteristics of aft-facing steps in thick boundary layer flow for transonic and supersonic Mach numbers p0606 A78-32063

TRANSONIC FLOW

Three-dimensional inviscid flow through a highly-loaded transonic compressor rotor p0110 A78-12288

Three-dimensional transonic shear flow in a channel p0100 A78-12290

Some formulation considerations in 3D transonic flow computation p0100 A78-12291

Computation of transonic potential flows in turbomachinery p0111 A78-12293

Finite difference procedure for unsteady transonic flows - A review p0111 A78-12294

Comparison of a finite difference method with a time-marching method for blade to blade transonic flow calculations p0111 A78-12295

Application of a multi-level grid method to transonic flow calculations p0111 A78-12296

Application of time-dependent finite volume method to transonic flow in large turbines p0111 A78-12297

Finite-difference calculations of three-dimensional transonic flow through a compressor blade row, using the small-disturbance nonlinear potential equations p0110 A78-12298

Transonic relaxation methods p0111 A78-12299

Calculation of transonic potential flowfields about complex, three-dimensional configurations p0111 A78-12300

On the prediction of viscous phenomena in transonic flows p0112 A78-12308

Coupled inviscid/boundary-layer flow field predictions for transonic turbomachinery cascades p0112 A78-12311

Review of experimental work on transonic flow in turbomachinery p0112 A78-12312

Comparison of prediction of transonic flow in a fan with flow measurements taken using a laser Doppler velocimeter p0112 A78-12314

Integral equation formulation for transonic lifting profiles p0076 A78-16280

Displacement thickness distributions in transonic flows about 3-D wings p0108 A78-17612

Transonic integral equation formulation for lifting profiles and wings p0113 A78-18238

An auxiliary array with decelerating blades - Secondary losses and back pressure in the transonic regime p0119 A78-19050

Numerical study of transonic profiles p0120 A78-19061

Determination of the wave drag of an airfoil profile by means of interferometry in near-sonic flow p0126 A78-19640

Calculation of unsteady transonic flows using the integral equation method [AIAA PAPER 78-13] p0157 A78-20432

Steady and unsteady transonic flow [AIAA PAPER 78-160] p0160 A78-20713

A-380
Proposed methods and criteria for ATCHBS PBF assignment
[AD-A0500504/v] p0360 W78-23074
The FAA concept for a Beacon Collision Avoidance System (BCAS). Volume 1: Executive summary
[AD-A0569304/v] p0625 W78-33072

TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
VT A-300 AIRCRAFT
VT AN-24 AIRCRAFT
VT BOEING 727 AIRCRAFT
VT BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT
VT BOEING 747 AIRCRAFT
VT C-5 AIRCRAFT
VT C-130 AIRCRAFT
VT C-135 AIRCRAFT
VT C-140 AIRCRAFT
VT C-141 AIRCRAFT
VT CARGO AIRCRAFT
VT CH-47 HELICOPTER
VT CONCORDE AIRCRAFT
VT DC 6 AIRCRAFT
VT DC 9 AIRCRAFT
VT DC 10 AIRCRAFT
VT EUROPEAN AIRBUS
VT F-27 AIRCRAFT
VT F-28 TRANSPORT AIRCRAFT
VT H-53 HELICOPTER
VT HBB-320 AIRCRAFT
VT L-1011 AIRCRAFT
VT SH-3 HELICOPTER
VT SHORCHI MARIL AIRCRAFT
VT SPANLOADER AIRCRAFT
VT TANKER AIRCRAFT
VT UH-60A HELICOPTER
VT UH-61A HELICOPTER
VT TC-14 AIRCRAFT

The timing of technology for commercial transport aircraft
p0014 W78-10192

Adaptation for economicization, or adaptation for the economization of energy -- in transport aircraft design and operation
p0008 W78-12030

Energy savings - The viewpoint of an aircraft manufacturer
p0003 W78-12031
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Interacting shear layers in turboengines and
diffusers

p0336 N78-38028

Finite-element analysis of three-dimensional

potential flow in turboengines

p0816 N78-40831

Second order accurate calculation of transonic

flow over transonic turboengines cascades

[ AIAA PAPER 78-1189] p0821 N78-41889

Isoperimetric problems of the theory of

supercavitated mechanisms

p1077 N78-45172

Aerodynamic effects on erosion in turboengines

p1078 N78-58635

Inviscid flow through wide-angle diffuser with

actuator disk --- for wind turbine augmentation

p1097 N78-53095

Technical evaluation report on the 49th

Proplusion and Energetics Panel Specialists'

Meeting on Secondary Flows in turboengines

[AGARD-AR-109] p0142 N78-16452

Project SQUID

[AD-A047076] p0199 N78-16056

A-392
A study of the effect of the rotor coil couplings of a synchronous machine on its predicted transient response p0632 NASA-78-33330

TURBOPROP AIRCRAFT
MT AR-26 AIRCRAFT
MT C-130 AIRCRAFT
MT T-27 AIRCRAFT
Adaptation for econonmization, or, adaptation for the economization of energy --- in transport aircraft design and operation p0003 NASA-78-12030
The Dash 7 - An aircraft for today's environment p0004 NASA-78-12213
20 years IL-18 --- aircraft design features, capabilities and applications p0050 NASA-78-13497
The An-26 aircraft: Construction and use --- Russian book p0283 NASA-78-30273
The promise of tilt rotor p0508 NASA-78-47266
Application of advanced high speed turboprop technology to future civil short-haul transport aircraft design [AIAA PAPER 78-1487] p0514 NASA-78-67930
A parametric investigation of an existing supersonic relative tip speed propeller noise model --- turboprop aircraft [NASA-TM-73816] p1012 NASA-78-13584
Aerodynamic design and performance testing of an advanced 30 deg swept, eight bladed propeller at Mach numbers from 0.2 to 0.85 [NASA-CR-3047] p0606 NASA-78-32066

TURBOPROP ENGINES
MT T-36 ENGINE
Advanced turboprop propulsion system reliability and maintenance cost [SFE PAPER 771009] p0182 NASA-78-23861
Approaches to improving aircraft efficiency [AIAA PAPER 78-305] p0184 NASA-78-24007
Return of the propeller p0220 NASA-78-25516
Giants battle in US small turbine market --- jet engines for small aircraft p0274 NASA-78-29174
Influence of structural components of a by-pass engine on its flight characteristics --- STOL aircraft p0277 NASA-78-29582
Choice of engine design for small transport aircraft p0283 NASA-78-30357
An economic and technical perspective of the turboprop engine in a-Jet engine p0375 NASA-78-37536
Propulsion --- NASA program for aircraft fuel consumption reduction p0461 NASA-78-43360
Pollution reduction technology program for turboprop engines p0039 NASA-78-11069
Organic compounds in turbine combustor exhaust [AD-A065582] p0038 NASA-78-11065
Status of advanced turboprop technology [AD-A0655108] p0047 NASA-78-27055

TURBOMOTORS
MT TURBINE WHEELS
MT TURBOSHAFTS
Advantages of 3-shaft MT gas turbine configurations for automotive applications p0575 NASA-78-56002
Radiographic examination of T55 engine [AD-A0655108] p0564 NASA-78-31113

TURBULENCE
MT ATOMIC TURBULENCE
MT CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE
MT COSTS
MT ISOTROPIC TURBULENCE
MT LOW LEVEL TURBULENCE
Project SQUID [AD-A0657076] p0199 NASA-78-16056
Structure of turbulence in complex flows effects of unsteadiness and three dimensionality p0496 NASA-78-28407
Comparison of wing-span averaging effects on lift, rolling moment, and bending moment for two span load distributions and for two turbulence representations [NASA-TM-78699] p0604 NASA-78-32046
Noise due to rotor-turbulence interaction p0619 NASA-78-32823

TURBULENCE EFFECTS
The flight path correlation technique for assessing the impact of turbulence in the atmospheric boundary layer on aircraft during the landing approach p0555 NASA-78-14961
Tossing of objects by the vortex forced below an air intake p0128 NASA-78-19682
A comparison of techniques for estimating STOL aircraft response to low altitude turbulence p0130 NASA-78-20196
Atmospheric turbulence loads on aircraft p0175 NASA-78-23809
Theory of two frequency ranges of unstable oscillations of turbulent combustion in a jet-engine chamber. I - Formulation of the stability problem, the characteristic equation p0187 NASA-78-24523
A case for a new model for turbulent flame propagation p0229 NASA-78-27840
Handling qualities of aircraft in the presence of simulated turbulence p0278 NASA-78-29643
Aircraft motions in moving air p0245 NASA-78-42449
Separation problems encountered by aircraft designers [CNES des Etudes Avancees. p2491 NASA-78-18377
A review and application of the equivalent deterministic variable technique: The estimation of a STOL aircraft's response to turbulence [DOTAS-221] p0353 NASA-78-22112

TURBULENCE DETECTION
Infrared pensbands for clear-air-turbulence detection p0591 NASA-78-51971
Mean velocity, turbulence intensity and turbulence convection velocity measurements for a convergent nozzle in a free jet wind tunnel [NASA-CR-2949] p0313 NASA-78-21058

TURBULENT BOUNDARY LAYER
Stratford's turbulent separation criterion for axially-symmetric flows p0002 NASA-78-11635
Recent developments in numerical solutions for equations of the boundary layer in laminar and turbulent flow p0114 NASA-78-119030
Turbulent boundary layer on a moving surface p0163 NASA-78-20850
Calculation of general three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers [AIAA-78-781] p0176 NASA-78-2730
Turbulent airfoils for general aviation p0188 NASA-78-24364
Wind tunnel model and measuring techniques for the investigation of three-dimensional turbulent boundary layers [AIAA-78-781] p0295 NASA-78-32340
Some important physical phenomena in flows with separated turbulent boundary layers p0352 NASA-78-32823

A-393
On the nature of jets entering a turbulent flow. A - Jet-mainstream interaction. B - Film cooling performance

Calculation of exchange coefficients for high-temperature turbine blades

Theory on the two-frequency ranges for the unsteady fluctuations of the turbulent combustion processes in a jet-engine combustion chamber. II - Analysis of the characteristic equation, comparison with the experiment

Three different theoretical approaches to the base pressure problem in two-dimensional supersonic flow

Effect of perturbed flow on the transition from subsonic to transonic flows

Influence of wing tapering on the development of a turbulent boundary layer

On some structure-turbulence interaction problems

Soot formation in a turbulent swirling flow

Two different theoretical approaches to the base pressure problem in two-dimensional supersonic flow

Calculation of the compressible boundary layer around a profile

A theory of the supersonic turbulent axisymmetric near wake behind bluff-body bases

On some structure-turbulence interaction problems

Influence of turbulent jet mixing on the static lift performance of a power augmented ram wing

The effect of free-stream turbulence on film cooling effectiveness

The effect of free-stream turbulence upon heat transfer to turbine blades

Application of second-order turbulent modelling to the prediction of radiated aerodynamic sound

Measurement of low turbulence levels with a thermoanemometer

Investigation of means for perturbing the flow field in a supersonic wind tunnel

Investigation of the flow in a plane diffuser by means of a laser Doppler anemometer

The noise from the large-scale structure of a jet

Investigation of the flow in a plane diffuser by means of a laser Doppler anemometer

Contributed to the theory of rotational swirling flows of an ideal gas in Laval nozzles

The turbulent flow through a sudden enlargement at subsonic speeds

Three-dimensional supersonic interacting turbulent flow along a corner

Estimating maximum instantaneous distortion from inlet total pressure r.m.s. measurements

Photon correlation techniques for wind-tunnel anemometry

Calculation of exchange coefficients for high-temperature turbine blades

Recent advances concerning an understanding of sound transmission through engine nozzles and jets

Heat-distributed three-dimensional turbulent jets

On the noise generated by an imperfectly expanded supersonic jet

Pressure dependence of turbulent jet noise

An experimental and numerical study of three-dimensional turbulent jets

Experimental investigation of laminar-to-turbulent-flow transition under the effect of acoustic oscillations

Turbulent Jets

Noise of aerodynamic and, in particular, turbomachinery origin

Recent advances concerning an understanding of sound transmission through engine nozzles and jets

Heat-distributed three-dimensional turbulent jets

On the noise generated by an imperfectly expanded supersonic jet

Pressure dependence of turbulent jet noise

An experimental and numerical study of three-dimensional turbulent jets

Experimental investigation of laminar-to-turbulent-flow transition under the effect of acoustic oscillations
TURBULENT MIXING
Acoustic properties of pneumatic swirl injectors p0049 A78-13161

TURBULENT WAKES
BY PROPELLER SLIPSTREAMS
Some laser velocimeter measurements in the turbulent wake of a supersonic jet p0001 A78-10463
Wake turbulence detection and econometric impact of proposed improvements [S4P PAPR 770583] p0059 A78-15385
Wake vortex turbulence and its effect on the flight operations - Possibilities for its exploration and prediction p0074 A78-16378
The flow about a slender propeller-driven body in a temperature stratified fluid [S4P PAPR 78-209] p0161 A78-20786
Preliminary comparison of model and prototype wakes --- building wake effects on atmospheric boundary layer [S4P PAPR 78-254] p0162 A78-20774
Wake vortex measurements of bodies at high angle of attack [S4P PAPR 78-23] p0171 A78-22555
Measured wake-vortex characteristics of aircraft on ground effect [S4P PAPR 78-109] p0173 A78-22578
The role of atmospheric shear, turbulence and a ground plane on the dissipation of aircraft vortex wakes [S4P PAPR 78-110] p0173 A78-22579
Wake turbulence - Gone with the wind --- aircraft advisory system for aircraft generated vortices p0180 A78-24347
Spanwise structure of the plane turbulent wake p0221 A78-25777
Effect of blockage ratio on the turbulent near wake of a bluff body p0224 A78-26489
Artificial control of the laminar-turbulent transition of a two-dimensional wake by external sound p0227 A78-27143
Calculating the interaction of a turbulent near wake behind a step and a supersonic jet p0230 A78-28057
Some measurements in two-dimensional turbulent wakes p0289 A78-31836
Interacting shear layers in turbomachines and diffusers p0336 A78-34828
Wake cutting experiments --- turbulent wake-blade (airfoil) interaction p0336 A78-34849
Use of simulation in evaluating an early warning system for avoidance of jamo jet trailing vortex turbulence in airports p0428 A78-43053
Calculation of interaction of a turbulent near wake behind a step with a supersonic jet p0480 A78-46602
Investigations of the intensity of oscillations of the boundary of a turbulent wake p0506 A78-51402
Development and evaluation of a wake vortex advisory system p0595 A78-52965
Aircraft vortex wake decay near the ground [AD-A042478] p0019 A78-10024
Turbulent supersonic wakes [AAAP-NT-77-06] p0034 A78-11108
Unsteady hovering wake parameters identified from dynamic model tests p0203 A78-16592
A preliminary study of the benefits of flying by ground speed during final approach [NASA-TM-78777] p0608 A78-32076
TIGHTENING FLIGHT
Analysis of optimal turning maneuvers in the vertical plane --- for high thrust aircraft [S4P PAPR 78-1333] p0482 A78-46531
Bank-to-turn /BIT/ autopilot technology --- for missiles p0535 A78-49927

TTC (CONTROL)
U TURN VECTOR CONTROL
TWISTED WINGS
The influence of high twist on the dynamics of rotating blades p0510 A78-47599
Nonlinear aeroelastic equations for combined flapwise bending, chordwise bending, torsion, and extension of twisted nonuniform rotor blades in forward flight [NASA-TM-784059] p0147 A78-15002
Effect of twist and camber on the low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a powered close-coupled wing-fuselage configuration [NASA-TM-78722] p047 A78-26596
TWISTING
Evaluation of torsional rigidity of circular arc aerofoil section twisted bars p024 A78-26448

TWO DIMENSIONAL FLOW
Notes on the supersonic indirect method --- for two dimensional airfoil flutter derivative calculation p0378 A78-37732
Aerodynamic interference in a system of two harmonically oscillating airfoils and its influence on flutter p0019 A78-10016

TWO DIMENSIONAL BOUNDARY LAYER
Flying-hot-wire study of two-dimensional mean flow past an NACA 0412 airfoil at maximum lift [S4P PAPR 78-1196] p042 A78-41887

calculation of 3-dimensional choking mass flow in turbomachinery with 2-dimensional flow models p010 A78-12289
Coaptation of steady and periodic two-dimensional nonlinear transonic flows in fan and compressor stages + p010 A78-12292
Analysis of unsteady viscous flow past an airfoil. I - Theoretical development p0076 A78-16089
Second-order boundary-layer flow with hard suction p0076 A78-16812
Thick, two-dimensional wake roll-up behind a wing of finite span - Extended calculations p0076 A78-17131
Some aspects of the calculation of flows with tangential discontinuities p0128 A78-16869
A method for calculating the flow around arbitrary airfoil sections with separation p0133 A78-20372
Large amplitude shock wave motion in two-dimensional transonic channel flows [S4P PAPR 78-257] p0162 A78-27070
Two new correlation dependencies for parameters of flow on a plane delta wing p0160 A78-20933
Entropy layer in two-dimensional flows --- hypersonic ideal gas flow behind shock wave p0160 A78-21132
Two-dimensional separated wake modelling and its use to predict maximum section lift coefficient [S4P PAPR 78-156] p0174 A78-22590
Analysis of unsteady viscous flows past an airfoil. II - Numerical formulation and results p0176 A78-23185
Application of a finite difference scheme to the numerical solution of the direct problem of a two-dimensional cascade of airfoils p0220 A78-25636
Spanwise structure of the plane turbulent wake p0221 A78-25777
Artificial control of the laminar-turbulent transition of a two-dimensional wake by external sound p0221 A78-25777
Experimental verification of an annular aerofoil theory p0227 A78-27143
Some measurements in two-dimensional turbulent wakes p0230 A78-27928
An empirical correction for wind tunnel blockage in two-dimensional transonic flow [S4P PAPR 78-806] p0296 A78-32360
Investigation of the conditions of ingestion of debris into inakes of turbojet engines p0327 A78-32649
Analysis of two-dimensional gas flow in turbomachinery cascades by means of integral equations p0334 A78-34435
Nonlinear formulation for low-frequency transonic flow p0376 A78-37733
Calculation of transonic flow through a turbine cascade by the time-step method p0379 A78-38208
Viscous-inviscid coupling - A numerical method and applications to two-dimensional transonic and supersonic flows [OMEGA, TP NO. 1976-55] p0380 A78-38698
The closed spline functions --- applied to interpolation problems for airfoils p0415 A78-40943
A new method of nozzle design p0416 A78-40839
Flow of highly rarefied gas past a circular cylinder at low Mach numbers p0420 A78-42200
Construction of higher approximations in the problems of special flows in plane laval nozzles p0426 A78-42764
Calculation of the two-dimensional flow of a viscous incompressible flow through a cascade with separation at the leading edge p0429 A78-43103
The effect of two-dimensionality of the flow of a gas with stepwise distribution of total parameters on the integral characteristics of a laval nozzle p0429 A78-43116
A method for the calculation of 2D and 3D transonic interference flows p0478 A78-45236
Linearized theory of plane, unsteady, supersonic flow through a cascade - Subsonic part of the leading edge [OMEGA, TP NO. 1970-103] p0508 A78-47347
Vortex dynamics p0582 A78-51051
Calculation of viscous flow in straight weakly divergent diffusers p0583 A78-51158
Computation of two-dimensional potential flow using elementary vortex distributions p0590 A78-51948
Two different theoretical approaches to the base pressure problem in two-dimensional supersonic flow p0600 A78-53767
Turbulent supersonic wake [AIAA-NO-77-06] p0638 A78-11010
Two-dimensional wind tunnel test of an oscillating rotor airfoil, volume 2 --- tabulated test results [NASA-CR-2915] p0203 A78-16998
Two-dimensional viscous-flow past an airfoil in an unsteady airstream p0347 A78-22058
Combustion of hydrogen in a two-dimensional duct with step fuel injectors [NASA-TP-1159] p0362 A78-23093
A photographic study of the interaction of two high-velocity gas jets p0016 A78-13049
Distortion of a flat jet in a bounded cross-stream in the presence of a wake space p0580 A78-50779
The attachment of a ventilated plane jet to an inclined plane wall p0600 A78-53764

TWO PHASE FLOW
Boundary-layer interaction with a nonequilibrium two-phase flow on a surface being burned out in an axisymmetric laval nozzle p0273 A78-28610
Possibilities of phase separation in supersonic two-phase flows p0426 A78-42630
Investigation of nonequilibrium two-phase flows in axisymmetric laval nozzles p0516 A78-48244
Heat transfer from two-phase flow to two-phase walls in the presence of a condensate film on the nozzle surface p0581 A78-50791

Convective heat transfer from a gas suspension to the flow area of a throttle with a blade-shaped throttling element p0581 A78-50792
Axisymmetric unsteady flow past obstacles in a cylindrical tube p0586 A78-51441
Numerical simulation of the unsteady two-stage axisymmetric efflux of a gas into an immersed space p0586 A78-51448
Advanced two-phase investigation in an erosion-ablation facility including flow diagnostics [AD-A053800] p0450 A78-27009

Two Stage Turbines
Aerodynamic design and verification of a two-stage turbine with a supersonic first stage p0329 A78-33103

U.S.S.R.
Increasing the survivability of combat aircraft [AD-A04591] p0140 A78-14038
The Soviet attack helicopter [AD-A05064] p0349 A78-22080
Translations on USSR science and technology: Physical science and technology, no. 66 [JETP-71659] p0621 A78-33024

U.S.S.R. SPAC PROGRAM
From space on a parachute [NASA-EM-75577] p0631 A78-33140
U-2 AIRCRAFT
Software controlled multirangang Vortec navigation of NASA U-2 aircraft p0112 A78-17914

UH-1 HELICOPTER
UTTAS testing p0233 A78-28461
Airworthiness evaluation NH-1H helicopter with global positioning system [AD-A04397] p0222 A78-18053
Correlation study of the UH-1 helicopter blast test results from the DICK-THROW event [AD-A050463] p0307 A78-20122
A helicopter simulator study of control display tradeoffs in a decelerating approach [AD-A051202] p0306 A78-23109
Modeling of the UH-1H tail boom for analysis by the WATSHAN computer program [AD-A052303] p0307 A78-23109
Acquisition of operational data during NH missions [AD-A055922] p0607 A78-25081
Bell OH-1 EAR/LOG report [AD-A057123] p0626 A78-33091

UH-60A HELICOPTER
Sikorsky YUH-60A UTTAS helicopter flight test program p0125 A78-19449
Army UTTAS program --- UH-60A helicopter for Utility Tactical Transport Aircraft System [AER PAPER 770952] p0179 A78-23803
Black Hawk, Lamps and AAN p0225 A78-26533
UTTAS testing p0233 A78-28461

UH-6A HELICOPTER
UTTAS/HLE rotor blade fabrication and testing --- YUH-6A and KCH-62A helicopters p0050 A78-13456
UTTAS testing p0233 A78-28461

ULTRA SHORT WAVE RADIO EQUIPMENT
U VERY HIGH FREQUENCY RADIO EQUIPMENT
ULTRAFINE FREQUENCIES
VHF/UHF direction-finding in air traffic control p0217 A78-25046
UHF Demand assigned multiple access /UHF DATA/ system for tactical satellite communications p0226 A78-27032
The HF/ARC-164 radio - Life-cycle-cost savings --- UHF communications equipment reliability and maintainability improvements p0276 A78-29479
Numerical calculation of three-dimensional unsteady flows with vortex sheets

Some unsteady separation problems for slender bodies

Structure of turbulence in complex flows --- effects of unsteadiness and three dimensionality

Investigation of the unsteady airloads on wing-store configurations in subsonic flow

Linearized supersonic unsteady flow in cascades

A theoretical study of the performance of a number of different axial-flow turbine configurations under conditions of pulsating flow

Investigations on unsteady pressure distribution measurements in rotating systems

A comparative study of two computational methods for calculating unsteady transonic flows about oscillating airfoils

Unsteady flow

Unsteady heat transfer from a cylinder with radial injection

Use of ground vibration test equipment to determine unsteady aerodynamic forces

Unsteady wings

WT INFINITESPAN WINGS

GT RECTANGULAR WINGS

Circulation of laser velocimeter measurements over a wing with results of two prediction techniques in the Langley V/STOL tunnel

Upper atmosphere

Updrafts

U VERTICAL AIR CURRENTS

Upper air

Upper atmosphere

Upper troposphere

Research on various aspects of atmospheric flight

Upper surface blown flaps

Noise characteristics of upper surface blown configurations. Experimental program and results

Acoustic investigation of upper surface blown flaps

Wind-tunnel investigation of the aerodynamic performance, steady and vibratory loads, surface temperatures and acoustic characteristics of a large-scale twin-engine upper-surface blown jet-flap configuration

Unsteady loads due to propulsive lift

Upper-surface-blowing flow-turning performance

Results of static tests of a 1/4 scale model of the Boeing 767-500 powered-lift system

Summary of low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of upper-surface-blow jet-flap configurations

Comparison of aerodynamic theory and experiment for jet-flap wings

Distributed upper-surface blowing concept

Chord aerodynamics of US 760 nozzle/wing geometric variations

Effects of nozzle design and power on cruise drag for upper-surface-blowing aircraft

Theoretical predictions of jet interaction effects for US and OW configurations

The characteristics of US 760 flow geometry

Characteristics of US 760 noise

Analytical developments for definition and prediction of US 760 noise

US 760 noise reduction by nozzle and flap modifications

Measured and calculated steady aerodynamic loads on a large-scale upper-surface blown model

US 760 environment measurements based on Full-scale static engine ground tests

Noise characteristics of upper surface blown configurations: Summary

Noise characteristics of upper surface blown configurations: Analytical Studies

Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristicsof upper-surface-blowing wing-flap configurations

Upper Volta

Supporting investigations during testing of the WDL-1 airship in Ghana and Upper Volta

Supporting investigations during testing of the WDL-1 airship in Ghana and Upper Volta --- turbulence, flight data, operational problems

Unsteady flow past a pulsating thin airfoil. II - Gust-type upwash

Unsteady transonic thin-airfoil theory for power-law upwash

Fountain and upwash flowfields of multijet arrangements

Investigation of VTOL upwash flows formed by two impinging jets

Theoretical determination of subsonic oscillatory airflow coefficients

New model upwash distributions and their influence on the design of gliders

Measurements and analysis of the force acting on a small aircraft flying in the upwash of a large aircraft

Urban development

Airport development: Social and economic effects. A bibliography with abstracts

Urban planning

The airport city and the future intermodal transportation system --- Book

Urban noise pollution. A bibliography with abstracts

Environmental Bygiene

Activities of the FNO Research Institute for Environmental Hygiene

Urban transportation

The impact of urban operations on helicopter noise requirements

Urethanes

Erosion resistant coatings --- for aircraft parts

USA (United States)

User manuals (computer programs)

A user's guide for VITA, a program using a finite difference method to analyze transonic flow over oscillating wings

The USAP stability and control digital DATCOM. Volume 1: Users manual

The USAP stability and control digital DATCOM. Volume 2: Users manual

Stress history simulation. Volume 2: A users manual for a computer program to modify stress
history simulations -- crack propagation in fighter aircraft
[AD-A042785] p0206 W78-17044
Method of fan sound model structure determination computer program user's manual: Modal
location program [NASA-CR-135294] p0209 W78-17065
Method of fan sound model structure determination computer program user's manual: Modal
calculation program [NASA-CR-135295] p0209 W78-17066
NOISEMAP computer program operator manual. Addendum for version 3.4 of NOISEMAP
[AD-A040927] p0271 W78-19840
F100(3) parallel compressor computer code and user's manual [NASA-CR-135368] p0351 W78-22906
Aerodynamic preliminary analysis system. Part 2: User's manual and program description
Simplified input for certain aerodynamic noise configurations to the Grumman quick-geometry system. A KINNOSE user's manual
[AD-A051425] p0396 W78-24089
AFAL simulation facility/capability manual. Volume 1: Executive summary and Systems Aviation Division
[AD-A055591] p0562 W78-31102
Rotor wake effects on hub/pylon flow. Volume 2: Program SHAPRS user's manual
[AD-A055767] p0607 W78-32071
USER REQUIREMENTS
V/STOL - Can Navy needs be met
[AI/A PAPEB 78-322] p0185 A78-24016
Computational aerodynamics requirements: The future role of the computer and the needs of the aerospace industry
p0269 W78-19784
Remarks on future computational aerodynamics requirements -- government/industry relations
p0269 W78-19785
Future requirements and roles of computers in aerodynamics
p0269 W78-19786
Computational aerodynamics requirements in conjunction with experimental facilities -- wind tunnel test data
p0269 W78-19788
Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD): Future role and requirements as viewed by an applied aerodynamicist -- computer system design
p0269 W78-19789
UTILITY AIRCRAFT
NT BD-105 HELICOPTER
NT C-140 AIRCRAFT
NT DO-28 AIRCRAFT
NT U-2 AIRCRAFT
NT UH-1 HELICOPTER
NT UH-60A HELICOPTER
NT OH-6A HELICOPTER
The employment of helicopters in construction engineering and assembly operations in the German Democratic Republic
p0050 A78-13498
Aircraft use in weather modification
p0056 A78-14995
A new propeller for agricultural aircraft
p0327 A78-32645
Future of the electronic equipment for light multipurpose airplanes, crop dusters, combat-trainers, and helicopters. I
p0327 A78-32646
Future of electronic equipment for multipurpose light aircraft, agricultural aircraft, combat trainers, and helicopters. II
p0338 A78-34959
An economic and technical perspective of the turboprop engine in ag-aviation
p0375 A78-37536
Icing evaluation. U-21A airplane with low reflective paint
[AD-A046852] p0149 W78-15033
V/STOL = Can Navy needs be met
[AIAA PAPER 78-322]  p0185 A78-24016
US Navy examining a wide range of V/STOL concepts
[AIAA PAPER 78-29175]  p0274 A78-29175
Low-speed exhaust limit of V/STOL model located
vertically off-center
[FAZ Airborne V/STOL Simulator]  p0277 A79-02562
New trends and problems areas in automated flight
[AIAA PAPER 78-30252]  p0282 A79-30252
control
The wind and turbulence measuring system of the
[FAZ Airborne V/STOL Simulator]  p0285 A79-30860
Sound jet in a cross flow - Influence of injection
angle on vortex properties
[FAZ Airborne V/STOL Simulator]  p0377 A79-3774a
Gruenam's radio-controlled experimental air force
[FAZ Airborne V/STOL Simulator]  p0379 A78-38522
Planning and procedures for aircraft demonstrations - V/STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 78-38749]  p0380 A78-38749
Engine/airframe matching considerations for
subsonic V/STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 78-922]  p0661 A78-43501
The impact of current V/STOL flying quality
control requirements on the propulsion system
[AIAA PAPER 78-924]  p0662 A78-43502
Advanced engine-inlet matching for a V/STOL B1
fighter
[AIAA PAPER 78-925]  p0662 A78-43503
Design and experimental studies of a type 'A'
V/STOL inlet
[AIAA PAPER 78-956]  p0663 A78-43519
VSTOL tilt nacelle aerodynamics and its relation
to fan blade stress
[AIAA PAPER 78-958]  p0663 A78-43520
The influence of V/STOL vehicle configuration
variables on vectored jet induced flow fields in
ground effect
[AIAA PAPER 78-1021]  p0665 A78-43555
A critical look at V/STOL technology
[AIAA PAPER 78-1526]  p0681 A78-46502
Methods for calculating the transonic boundary
layer separation for V/STOL inlets at high
incidence angles
[AIAA 78-1341]  p0683 A78-46537
Nacelle effects on stability of VSTOL
configurations including conventional, canard,
and tandem wing arrangements
[AIAA PAPER 78-1504]  p0516 A78-47942
Experimental determination of propulsion induced
ground effects of typical three fan type A
V/STOL configurations
[AIAA PAPER 78-1507]  p0516 A78-47943
An analytical and experimental investigation of
diffusers for V/STOL thrust augmenting engines
[AIAA PAPER 78-1509]  p0516 A78-47945
Studies of aerodynamic technology for VSTOL
fighter/attack/helicopter aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 78-1511]  p0516 A78-47946
The impact of contingency power concepts on V/STOL
aircraft takeoff gross weight
[AIAA PAPER 78-926]  p0519 A78-48451
The effect of thrust vectoring and attitude control
concepts on the propulsion system of
V/STOL aircraft
[AIAA PAPER 78-1020]  p0520 A78-48861
Important simulation parameters for the
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Robustness in linear quadratic feedback design with application to an aircraft control problem

Calculation of unsteady transonic flows using the integration method

Transonic wing analysis using advanced computational methods

Laser-velocimeter surveys of merging vortices in a wind tunnel

Steady and unsteady transonic flow

Computational wing optimization and wind tunnel test of semi-span model

Measured wake-vortex characteristics of aircraft in ground effect

Flight simulation - A vital and expanding technology in aircraft development

Assessment of relative flammability and thermophysical properties of some thermoplastic materials

A method for localizing wing flow separation at stall to alleviate spin entry tendencies

Static aerodynamic characteristics of a candidate aircraft passenger seat materials

Fire resistivity and toxicity studies of candidate aircraft passenger seat materials

Theoretical and experimental studies of the drag of multielement airfoils

The relative fire resistance of select thermoplastic materials

The numerical solution of viscous flows at high Reynolds number
Flight-measured pressure characteristics of a first-generation jet transport wing. 4: Stability characteristics for a full-span model at Mach 0.30.

Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet transport wing. 4: Stability characteristics for a full-span model at Mach 0.30.

Flight-measured aerodynamic loads on a 0.92 aspect ratio lifting surface.

A technique for the assessment of fighter aircraft precision controllability.

A new formulation for the epsilon method applied to the minimum-time-to-climb problem.

A portable device particularly suited for use in high subsonic speed wind tunnel predictions.

A spectroradiometer for airborne remote sensing.

In-flight compressible turbulent boundary layer characteristics of a semispan model at Mach 0.30.

Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet transport wing. 1: Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a semi-span model at subsonic speeds.

Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet transport wing. 3: Pressure and spanwise load distributions for a semi-span model at Mach 0.30.

Effect of winglets on a first-generation jet transport wing. 2: Pressure and spanwise load distributions for a semi-span model at high subsonic speeds.
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Results from flight and simulator studies of a Mach 3 cruise longitudinal autopilot.

Flight-measured buffet characteristics of a supercritical wing and a conventional wing on a variable-sweep airplane.
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Aircraft measurement of radio frequency noise at 121.5 MHz, 243 MHz, and 406 MHz.

Aircraft measurement of radio frequency noise at 121.5 MHz, 243 MHz, and 406 MHz.

A technique for the assessment of fighter aircraft precision controllability.

A new formulation for the epsilon method applied to the minimum-time-to-climb problem.
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Toward scramjet aircraft
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Longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of a fighter model with a close-coupled canard at Mach numbers from 0.40 to 1.20

Effects of errors on downlinked control systems

Composite structures for commercial transport aircraft

Prediction of aircraft sideline noise attenuation

Effect of camber on the trimmed lift capability of a close-coupled canard-wing configuration

An analysis of the gust-induced overspeed trends of helicopter rotors

User's guide for a modular flutter analysis software (fast version 1.0)

A subjective field study of helicopter blade-mounted audio side task
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Advanced aerodynamics and active controls technology

Experimental results of winglets on first, second, and third generation jet transports

Summary of NASA landing-gear research
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Progress on coal-derived fuels for aviation systems
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Wind-tunnel testing of VTOL and STOL aircraft
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Description and performance of the Langley visual landing display system
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Experimental determination of the roll rate of simple models
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Control-surface hinge-moment calculations for a high-aspect-ratio supercritical wing

Analysis of stability contributions of high-dihedral V-tails

Aerodynamic characteristics of a hypersonic research airplane concept having a 70 deg swept double-delta wing at Mach number 0.2

Simulation and flight evaluation of a head-up landing aid for general aviation

Demonstration of aircraft wing/store flutter suppression systems

Comparison of wing-span averaging effects on lift, rolling moment, and bending moment for two span load distributions and for two turbulence representations

Wind tunnel tests on a tailless swept wing span-distributed cargo aircraft configuration

Aerodynamic characteristics of a 1/6 scale powered helicopter model with a V-type empennage

Aerodynamic characteristics of a fixed arrow-wing supersonic cruise aircraft at Mach numbers of 2.30, 2.70, and 2.95

Development of a nonlinear switching function and its application to static lift characteristics of straight wings

Wind-tunnel investigation at supersonic speeds of a canard-controlled missile with fixed and free-rolling tail fins

A preliminary study of the benefits of flying by ground speed during final approach

Supersonic transport

Hyersonic airbreathing missile

Inverse boundary-layer theory and comparison with experiment

Independent power generator

Laboratory and community studies of aircraft noise effects

Helicopter acoustics

Helicopter noise research at the Langley V/STOL tunnel

Exploratory wind-tunnel investigation of the effect of the main rotor wake on tail rotor noise

Full-scale testing of an Ogee tip rotor

Aerodynamic load distributions at transonic speeds for a close-coupled wing-canard configuration: Tabulated pressure data

Geometry requirements for unsteady aerodynamics in aeroelastic analysis and design
Effectiveness of wing leading-edge deflection on the low-speed aerodynamic characteristics of a low-aspect-ratio highly swept arrow-wing configuration [NASA-TR-78767] p0622 780-33047

Subsonic dynamic stability characteristics of two close-coupled canard-wing configurations [NASA-TR-1291] p0622 780-33050

Emulation of leading-edge thrust for supersonic wings of arbitrary planform [NASA-TR-1270] p0623 780-33051

Prospects for a civil/military transport aircraft [NASA-TR-78724] p0623 780-33060


Static pressure orifice system testing and apparatus [NASA-CASE-LAB-12269-1] p0630 780-33123

Impact tests on fibreboard composite sandwich structures [NASA-TR-78719] p0631 780-33152

Quantitative mapping by remote sensing of an ocean acid-waste dump [NASA-TR-1275] p0634 780-33617

Engineering and Scientific Data Management p0635 780-33776

Comparison of low-frequency noise levels of the Concorde supersonic transport with other commercial service airplanes [NASA-TR-78736] p0635 780-33873

Noise-induced building vibrations caused by the Concorde and conventional aircraft operations at Dulles and Kennedy International Airports [NASA-TR-78769] p0635 780-33874

Calculation of 3-dimensional choking mass flow in turbomachinery with 2-dimensional flow models p0610 A78-12269

Review of experimental work on transonic flow in turbomachinery p0612 A78-12312

A review of NASA's propulsion programs for civil aviation [AIAA PAPER 78-43] p0157 A78-20651

Temperature distributions and thermal stresses in a graded silicon/metal gas path seal system for aircraft gas turbine engines [AIAA PAPER 78-93] p0158 A78-20683

Development and test of an inlet and duct to provide airflow for a wing boundary layer control system [AIAA PAPER 78-161] p0159 A78-20701

A combined potential and viscous flow solution for V/STOL engine inlets [AIAA PAPER 78-942] p0159 A78-20702

EEF noise suppression and aerodynamic penalties [AIAA PAPER 78-240] p0162 A78-20763

Friction and wear of mated silicon carbide materials p0178 A78-23451

Preliminary QSER program - Test results [SAGE PAPER 771068] p0181 A78-23840

The application of the k-ne珩 approximation method to turboshaft engine models p0183 A78-23981

Minimum-time acceleration of aircraft turbomfan engines p0183 A78-23982

Design of turboshaft engine controls using output feedback regulator theory p0184 A78-23907

Solution of transient optimization problems by using an algorithm based on nonlinear programming p0184 A78-23909

Noise of deflectors used for flow attachment with STOL-CTW configurations p0215 A78-24877

Combustor fluctuating pressure measurements in-engine and in a component test facility - A preliminary comparison p0215 A78-24878

An empirical model for inverted-velocity-profile jet noise prediction p0215 A78-24879

Effectiveness of an inlet flow turbulence control device to simulate flight fan noise in an anechoic chamber p0215 A78-24880

The promise of eutectics for aircraft turbines p0215 A78-24882

Output feedback regulator design for jet engine control systems p0215 A78-24898

Hydrocarbon group type determination in jet fuels by high performance liquid chromatography p0216 A78-24906

Progress in advanced high temperature turbine materials, coatings, and technology p0216 A78-24910

Steady-state imbalance response of a three-disk flexible rotor on flexible, damped supports p0275 A78-29326

'Chain pooling' model selection as developed for the statistical analysis of a rotor burst protection experiment p0276 A78-29327

General aviation energy-conservation research programs at NASA-Lewis Research Center p0276 A78-29330

Effect of airstream velocity on mean drop diameters of water sprays produced by pressure and air atomizing nozzles p0329 A78-33111

Gas path sealing in turbine engines p0330 A78-33216

Self-acting shaft seals p0331 A78-33219

State-of-the-art of turbofan engine noise control technologies p0340 A78-35685

On the use of relative velocity exponents for jet engine exhaust noise p0376 A78-37683


A viscous-inviscid interactive compressor calculation [AIAA PAPER 78-1140] p0421 A78-41843

Propulsion p0461 A78-43360

Jet fuels from synthetic crudes p0461 A78-43415

Design approaches to more energy efficient engines [AIAA PAPER 78-931] p0462 A78-43504

General aviation internal combustion engine research programs at NASA-Lewis Research Center [AIAA PAPER 78-932] p0462 A78-43505

V/STOL tiltrotor aerodynamics and its relation to fan blade stresses [AIAA PAPER 78-958] p0463 A78-43520

Design and preliminary results of a semisupersonic cooled /lamellory/ liner for a high-pressure high-temperature combustor [AIAA PAPER 78-997] p0464 A78-43544

Combustor concepts for aircraft gas turbine low-power emissions reduction [AIAA PAPER 78-999] p0465 A78-43546

Real time digital propulsion system simulation for manned flight simulators [AIAA PAPER 78-527] p0478 A78-45095

Inlet-engine matching for SCAR including application of a bicose variable geometry inlet [AIAA PAPER 78-961] p0478 A78-45096

Fuel-consumption improvement in current transport engines [AIAA PAPER 78-930] p0475 A78-45097

NASA-General Electric Engine Component Improvement Program [AIAA PAPER 78-928] p0475 A78-45098

Reduction of aircraft gas turbine engine pollutant emissions - A status report p0480 A78-45429

Methods for calculating the transonic boundary layer separation for V/STOL inlets at high incidence angles [AIAA 78-1390] p0483 A78-46537

NASA engine systems technology programs - An overview [AIAA PAPER 78-928] p0519 A78-48452

Gas turbine engine emissions - Problems, progress and future p0524 A78-49336

Reaction diffusion in the NiCrAl and CoCrAl alloys [AIAA PAPER 78-930] p0524 A78-49336

C-38
AV-8B composite wing government/industry briefing
Development of techniques and correlation of results to accurately establish the lift/drag characteristics of an air breathing missile from analytical predictions, sub-scale and full scale wind tunnel tests and flight tests
[AD-A042483]
p0396 N78-24113

Shipboard testing of the AV-8A Harrier
[AD-A053078]
p0847 N78-25084

Environmental requirements for simulated helicopter/VTOL operations from small ships and carriers
[AD-A053078]
p0807 N78-25084

Aircraft engine driven accessory shaft coupling improvement using high-strength nonmetallic adapter/bushings
[AD-A053893]
p0955 N78-27133

Maximum likelihood identification of the longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients of the EA-6B airplane in the catapult launch configuration
[AD-A058243]
p0557 N78-31046

NAVAL AIR TEST FACILITY, LAKEHURST, N.J.
Deadload calibration program of CM 60 catapult configuration
[AD-A042225]
p0043 N78-11123

Fluid resistance testing of electrical wire used in aircraft and missiles, part 3
[AD-A085223]
p0691 N78-12343

Performance evaluation of thin layer thermoelectric device
[AD-A085223]
p103 N78-13918

An industry survey on managing the timely introduction and utilization of large scale integrated circuits in military avionics
[AD-A053951]
p0558 N78-27337

NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LAB., PORT HUENEMERE, CALIF.
Forum friction surface runway at USNAS Dallas, Texas
[AD-A082181]
p0043 N78-11124

Experimental relationships between moduli for asphalt layers beneath concrete pavements
[AD-A086239/0]
p0200 N78-16068

Mannen-Drift Station Project: Remote sea-ice runway construction
[AD-A058720]
p0503 N78-29113

NAVAL ELECTRONICS LAB. CENTER, SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
A-7 ALOFT economic analysis and DOD\EP test results
[AD-A058720]
p202 N78-16016

NAVAL INTELLIGENCE SUPPORT CENTER, WASHINGTON, D.C.
The investigation of take-off and landing characteristics of jet shortened take-off and landing aircraft (STOVL)
[AD-A084292]
p023 N78-10055

An approximate method of calculating downdwash behind a straight wing with unsteady aerodynamic motion at subsonic flight speeds
[AD-A084293]
p064 N78-12069

NAVAL OCEAN SYSTEMS CENTER, SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
Navigation performance of the Triscan concept for shipboard VTOL aircraft operations
[AD-A056105]
p0582 N78-50200

VTOL/HELICOPTER approach and landing guidance sensors for Navy ship applications
[AD-A056105]
p0629 N78-33111

Convergent communications between patrol aircraft in rendezvous: Millimetre-wave and electro-optical technologies compared with HF link 4 for P-3 to P-3 hand-over in a maritime environment
[AD-A050711]
p0355 N78-22285

Perspective radar display system: TV-like presentation on CRT provides higher lateral position and lateral motion sensitivity than a PPI
[AD-A052342]
p0402 N78-24418

NAVAL POSTGRADUATE SCHOOL, HAWAI, CALIF.
Design, construction and testing of a sub-scale turbojet test cell
[AD-A043005]
p0044 N78-11126

Generalized helicopter rotor performance predictions
[AD-A046388]
p0419 N78-15031

A state-of-the-art assessment of air data sensors for Naval aircraft
[AD-A046500]
p0150 N78-15038

Effect of configuration variables on performance of solid fuel ramjets
[AD-A046765]
p151 N78-15050

Evaluation of and operational procedures for a helicopter simulation system utilizing an integrated electronic instrument display
[AD-A074766]
p0200 N78-16069

An evaluation of the fidelity of motion simulators using a model of human dynamic orientation
[AD-A047120]
p0201 N78-16071

A study of pull-through failures of mechanically fastened joints
[AD-A047142]
p0202 N78-16372

Circulation control airfoil study
[AD-A046777]
p0237 N78-16005

A comparison of integrated and conventional cockpit warning systems
[AD-A048670]
p0239 N78-18022

LADTOP: A computer code for laser turrets optimization of small perturbation turrets in subsonic or supersonic flow
[AD-A040972]
p0255 N78-19076

Proceedings of the Navy/NASA VSTOL Flying Qualities
[NASA-CR-155810]
p0258 N78-19099

A survey of ship deck motion dynamics as applied to VSTOL aircraft
[AD-A052605]
p0260 N78-19116

The feasibility of the jet-strap rotor as a lift generator for vertical takeoff and landing aircraft
[AD-A050218]
p0307 N78-20125

A life cycle cost study of contractor versus organic support of aircraft programs
[AD-A049438]
p0312 N78-21045

Unsteady, surface pressure and near-wave hotwire measurements of a circulation control airfoil
[AD-A050025]
p0313 N78-21061

Report on aircraft fatigue studies
[AD-A049876]
p0317 N78-21102

A sub-scale turbojet test cell for design evaluations and analytical model validation
[AD-A049862]
p0324 N78-21166

Design and construction of a flight monitor and data recorder
[AD-A052405]
p0398 N78-24135

An experimental study to determine the reduction in ultimate bending moment of a composite plate due to an internal delamination
[AD-A052662]
p0411 N78-25466

Combustor design and operation for a sub-scale turbojet test cell
[AD-A053791]
p0555 N78-27134

Fatigue crack propagation analysis of aircraft structures
[AD-A053835]
p0459 N78-27456

A validation of mathematical models for turbojet test cells
[AD-A055991]
p0611 N78-32101

Stress analysis of ceramic gas turbine blades by the finite element method, part 2
[AD-A055538]
p0611 N78-32102

A study of alternatives for VSTOL computer systems
[AD-A050105]
p0627 N78-33099

Stress analysis of ceramic turbine blades by finite element method, part 1
[AD-A056130]
p0629 N78-33111

NAVAL RESEARCH LAB., WASHINGTON, D.C.
A study of the P-3C Omega navigation system
[AD-A044476]
p0085 N78-12064

Design study of a centerplate mount for wind tunnel models
[AD-A047204]
p0201 N78-16073

Numerical parametric stress analysis of the TP-30 turbine engine third-stage fan-blade/disk dovetail region
[AD-A051299]
p0399 N78-28143

Electrostatic charging of JP-4 fuel on polyurethane foams
[AD-A053831]
p0457 N78-27278

High performance composites and adhesives for V/STOL aircraft
An examination of selected digital flight generators [AD-A073685] p0212 78-17085

WEILSEN ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH, INC., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF.
Calculation of the longitudinal aerodynamic characteristics of upper-surface-blown wing-flap configurations [NASA-CR-30086] p0546 78-30050

NEVADA UNIV., LAS VEGAS.
Unsteady two dimensional airloads acting on oscillating thin airfoils in subsonic ventilated wind tunnels [NASA-CR-2967] p0313 78-21059

NEW MEXICO UNIV., ALBUQUERQUE.
Methodology for determining, isolating, and correcting runway roughness [AD-A055928/3] p0099 78-13078

NEW YORK UNIV., N. Y.
Calculation of transonic potential flowfields about couples, three-dimensional configurations [A0011 78-12300

Supercritical cascade design p012 78-12302

Supercritical wing sections III p0341 78-35728


WEILSEN ENGINEERING AND RESEARCH, INC., MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIF.
Perturbation solutions for blade-to-blade surfaces of a transonic compressor [AD-A01U957] p0082 78-12307

On the optimization of discrete structures with aerelastic constraints p0385 78-39135

Further studies of aerodynamic loads at span entry [AD-A07952] p0205 78-17028

High angle canard missile test in the Ames 11-foot transonic wind tunnel [NASA-CR-2993] p0405 78-25057

Modifications and improvements in a structural optimization scheme based on an optimality criterion [NASA-CR-15276] p0609 78-32088

Propagation of sound through a sheared flow [NASA-CR-15276] p0636 78-33876

WOODRUFF, NOVALEA, CORP.
Standard electronic module radar cost analysis [AD-A042007] p0249 78-18319

NORTHERN WEATHER CONSULTANTS, GOLDFIELD, CALIF.
Initial development of a tactical system for dispersing supercooled stratus [AD-A056576] p0635 78-33677

NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIV., RALEIGH.

Lift hysteresis of an oscillating slender ellipse [AD-A060363] p0255 78-19073

Investigation of a wing-rotor interaction system for helicopters [AD-A055053] p0548 78-30092

NORTHROP CORP., HAWTHORNE, CALIF.
Some observations on the mechanics of aircraft wing rock [AVIA PAPER 78-1456] p0511 78-47970


A non-linear gust model for aircraft response analysis [808-76-233] p0265 78-19165

Flight control system design for ride qualities of highly maneuverable fighter aircraft [AD-A054002] p0504 78-29457

Aerodynamic characteristics of a jet sheet vortex generator [NASA-CR-158904] p067 78-28054

NORTHWESTERN UNIV., EVANSTON, ILL.
Geneva R-1: The origins of the turbo-jet revolution
Factors affecting the retirement of commercial transport jet aircraft  

[ASTM-CR-152115]  

p0252 W78-19047

Ceramic composite protection for turbine disc rotors  

p0026 W78-10083

Application of nonlinear techniques to multivariable control of jet engines  

p0073 A78-16327

Frequency domain compensation of a DTNGEN turbosfan engine model  

p103 A78-23960

Hierarchy of simulation models for a turbosfan gas engine  

p0428 A78-43055

Alternatives for jet engine control  

p0563 W78-31107

OFFICE NATIONAL D'ETUDES ET DE RECHERCHES  

AEROSPATIALES, LECHEC (FRANCE).  

Prediction of aerodynamic characteristics of an aircraft from a correlation of results on a calibration model tested in various large transonic tunnels  

p0436 W78-26088

OFFICE NATIONAL D'ETUDES ET DE RECHERCHES  

AEROSPATIALES, PARIS (FRANCE).  

ONERA aerodynamic research work on helicopters  

p0264 W78-19148

New materials for high temperature turbines: ONERA's SS composites confronted with the blade problem  

p0321 W78-21139

Protection of cooled blades of complex internal structure  

p0321 W78-21141

Measuring techniques in high temperature turbines  

p0322 W78-21151

New computation method of turbine blades film cooling efficiency  

p0322 W78-21154

OFFICE OF AIR FORCE HISTORY, WASHINGTON, D. C.  


[AIAA-PAPER 78-1122]  

p0622 W78-33036

OFFICE OF TELECOMMUNICATIONS, ANNAPOLIS, MD.  

Air Traffic Control Radar Beacon System (ATCRBS) interference investigation in Los Angeles area  

[PB-270944/2]  

p0094 W78-13035

OHIO STATE UNIV., COLUMBUS.  

The exact numerical calculation of propeller noise  

p0420 A78-44132

Volumetric pattern analysis of airborne antennas  

p0524 A78-11427

The helicopter route selection model (DYNFLITE)  

p0563 W78-11867

Advanced two-phase investigation in an erosion-ablation facility including flow diagnostics  

[AIAA-PAPER 78-8309]  

p0850 W78-27089

Forced vibration of thin elastic shells with application to fractional horsepower hermetic refrigeration compressor shells  

p0616 W78-32457

Near field patterns computations for airborne antennas  

[AIAA-PAPER 78-1122]  

p0632 W78-33331

OHIO UNIV., COLUMBUS.  

Instrument landing system improvement program: Par-field monitoring  

[AIAA-PAPER 78-1122]  

p0024 W78-10063

Stand-alone development system using a KM-1 microcomputer module  

[ASA-CR-156007]  

p0303 W78-20100

Phase-locked tracking loops for LORAN-C  

[ASA-CR-157582]  

p0858 W78-31066

OKLAHOMA STATE UNIV., STILLWATER.  

An analytical and experimental study of the dynamic response of a slow-scan microscope aircraft wing structure  

[THERMOL-78-15582]  

p0197 W78-16046

Experimental investigation of effect of jet decay rate on jet-induced pressures on a flat plate  

[AIAA-CR-2979]  

p317 W78-21966

OLD DOMINION UNIV., NORFOLK, VA.  

A comparison of microwave multi-beam airborne radar system  

p0563 W78-38095

ONON STATE UNIV., DUBOSSARIES.  

The impact of microcomputers on aviation: A technology forecasting and assessment study. Volume 1: Unconstrained forecasts of microcomputer technology  

[AD-A046154]  

p0154 W78-15712


[AD-A046218]  

p0154 W78-15713

OREGON STATE UNIV., CORVALLIS.  

A study of the effect of the rotor coil couplings of a synchronous machine on its predicted transient response  

p0632 W78-33330

OREN (F. K.), PALO ALTO, CALIF.  

Measurements of unsteady vortex flow fields  

[AIAA-PAPER 78-18]  

p0171 W78-22554

Wake vortex measurements of bodies at high angle of attack  

[AIAA-PAPER 78-23]  

p0171 W78-22555

OXFORD UNIV., ENGLAND.  

The 4 x 2m industrial aerodynamics wind tunnel  

[AIAA-PAPER 78-11867]  

p0100 W78-13085

P  

PATHS, INC., ANNAPOLIS, MD.  

Development of an ultra high level airdrop container concept  

p0131 W78-14017

PENN MARYLAND UNIV., MIDDELBURG.  

Slotted test section dynamics of the NTF  

[AIAA-PAPER 78-1191]  

p0851 W78-12106

PENN MARYLAND UNIV., UNIVERSITY PARK.  

Characteristics of the near wake of a compressor or fan rotor blade  

[AIAA-PAPER 78-1191]  

p0851 W78-12106

Flow measurements behind a rotor operating in a boundary layer  

[AD-A04639]  

p0149 W78-15012

A comparison of fluid dynamics calculations for jet transport aircraft  

[AIAA-PAPER 78-15777]  

p0235 W78-17995

Investigation of the unsteady pressure distribution on the blades of an axial flow fan  

[AIAA-PAPER 78-15777]  

p0244 W78-16066

Research on the statically thrusting propeller  

[AIAA-PAPER 78-15724]  

p0600 W78-25052

PENN MARYLAND UNIV., KING OF PRUSSIA, PA.  

The application of ultraviolet cure resins for repair of composites  

[AIAA-PAPER 78-1191]  

p0851 W78-12106

Passive electric polymer transducers for detection of structural defects in aircraft  

[AIAA-PAPER 78-1191]  

p0621 W78-32903

PISA UNIV. (ITALY).  

Calculation of temperature distribution in disks and cooling flow in a transient state  

[AIAA-PAPER 78-1191]  

p0851 W78-12106

The currents absorbed by the motor with double rotor casing during operation expressed by means of parameters to be determined experimentally  

[SBETP-1600]  

p0366 W78-23345

PORTHUS UNIV., FRANCE.  

Turbulent supersonic wakes  

[AIAA-PAPER 78-1191]  

p0851 W78-12106

POLISH ACADEMY OF SCIENCES, WARSAW.  

Aerodynamic interference in a system of two
harmonically oscillating airfoils and its
influence on flutter

POLITECHNICO DI TORINO (ITALY).
Critical review of various structural safety
concepts taking into account NDI methods

POLYTECHN. INST. OF NEW YORK.
A finite-step method for estimating the spanwise
lift distribution of wings in symmetrical,
yawed, and rotary flight at low speeds

PBATT ABD 8HITBEY AIBCBAFT GBOOP, REST PALB BEACB,
PBATT ABB VBITRBT 1IBCBAFT, EAST HABTFOBD, COB.

POLYTECHNIC INST. OF ILLINOIS.
Mean velocity, turbulence intensity and
turbulence convection velocity measurements
for a convergent nozzle in a free jet wind
tunnel. Comprehensive data report

PBATT ABD IBITBEY 1IBCBAFT, EAST HABTFOBD, COB.
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PBATT ABD IBITBEY AIBCBAFT GBOOP, REST PALB BEACB,
PBATT ABD IBITBEY AIBCBAFT GBOOP, EAST HABTFOBD, COB.
The influence of throttle augmented stability (APCO) and short period control characteristics on the landing approach [AD-A055992]

PROPELLER HOFFMAN G.B.H., U. CO. KG HOCO.

The military utility of very large airplanes and aircraft airframe cost models [NASA-CR-154303]

An analysis of rotor blade stresses of the Bearing study program [AD-A095967]

An analysis of the rotor blade stresses of the Bearing study program [NASA-CR-152083]

The use of leaning vanes in a two stage fan [NASA-CR-152139]

A critique of aircraft airframe cost models [AD-A057161]

Cushion vehicle (PTACV): Phase IIIC demonstration [NASA-CR-154309]

A study of hypersonic propulsion/airframe integration technology [NASA-CR-154321]

Aircraft measurement of radio frequency noise at 121.5 MHz, 243MHz and 406MHz [NASA-CR-152083]

A computational model for three-dimensional thrust augmenter having Coanda jets [NASA-CR-152083]

NASA demonstration model development [NASA-CR-152083]

A computational model for three-dimensional thrust augmenter having Coanda jets [NASA-CR-152083]
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